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THE GRAPHIC ART OF THE ESKIMOS.

By WALTER JAMES HOFFMAN, M. D.,
Honorary Curator. Ethnological. Museum, Catholic University of America, Wa8hing-

ton, D. C.

?TRODUCTION.

In the selection of appropriate materials upon which to inscribe

his thoughts, primitive man was governed to a great .extent by his

environment.

In a country abounding in rocks and clifs, it was but natural for

him to portray upon a smooth conspicuous surface the record of an

exploit, or a character to direct his companions on the right trail or

to a convenient -camping place. In that portion of West known
as the "Great Plains," rock pictures are of seldom ocurrence. The

numerons tribes of many different languages were hunters of the

buffalo, and in their frequent movements from place to place found
the skin of that animal, as well as tlhat of the deer, the most''con-
venient. Along the shores of the Great Lakes, where the white birch
is of frequent occurrence, the Indians employ the bark of this tree for
their mnemonic and other records. The bark, when fresh, is tough,
and retains permanently the slightest markings indented or incised
upon it by means of a sharply pointed boue or nail.

Various Indian tribes employ, also, other substances, such as bone,
wood, and various arrangements of shell beads, as well as feathers and
textile substances, to convey special forms of information.'

The Innuit or Eskimo of Alaska utilize the tusks of thi walrus, and
in occasional instances the horns of the reindeer. The tasks are cut
longitudinally into rods, upon the faces of which delicate engravings
or etchings are made, the depressions or incisions thus produced being
filled with black or some other color so as.to heighten the effect.

The Eskimo of Greenland, Labrador, and the remaining portions of
the Arctic regions east of the delta of the Mackenzie River, use flat
pieces of wood upon which to exercise their more primitive skill at art
ornamentation. Although ivory is abundant in some portions of the
Melville Peninsula, yet it appears generally absent in the collections
from that region.

'For details and history of pictography, see the writer's "Beginnings of Writing."
D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1895.
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While the accompanying paper is based chiefly upon the collection

in the United States National Museum, quite a number of valuable

data were found in the interesting collection of ivory records in the

museum of the Alaska Commercial Company in San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

In addition to these two sources of information, the writer was so

fortunate as to have the services in San Francisco of a native Alaskan

half-caste, who had for a number of years been in the employ of the

Commercial Company. This man had spent most of his life in travel-
ing among the various settlements of southern Alaska, chiefly for the

purpose of securing furs and peltries in exchange for goods desired by

the natives. Vladimir Naomoff, in addition to his thorough familiarity

with the Russian and English language, was fluent in five or six native

dialects. His keen observation of the habits of the people of the main-

land, and their various methods of conveying information by recording

on different materials their thoughts, enabled him to interpret with ease

the numerous records in the museum referred to; and he also prepared a

number of sketches in imitation of records which he had observed, and

which he had been instructed to prepare and deposit at habitations at

which he had called during the absence of the regular occupants or

owners.

The primary studies relating to the subject of the interpretation of

pictographs were begun by the writer in 1871; and but limited prog-,

ress was made until the year 1879, when the Bureau of Ethnology was

organized and furnished the facility necessary to officially conduct

investigations among the various Indian tribes of the United States

and British Columbia, and to visit nearly all known pictographs and

petroglyphs in order to make personal investigations, comparisons,
and to secure tracings and sketches thereof.

In addition to these researches in pictography, the gesture language

of the various tribes was also studied, the latter frequently aiding very

materially in interpreting obscure characters, and attempts at the

graphic portrayal of gestures and subjective ideas.1

The collection of gesture signs obtained from Vladimir Naomoff, and

subsequently verified, to a great extent, by a Mahlemut native from

St. Michaels, is appended hereto,2 in connection with the list of objects

in the National Museum, to which special reference is made.

These gesture signs are of importance in the study and interpreta-

tion of many of the Eskimo records.

Many of these gesture signs are natural, and intelligible to most

people who are known, on account of peculiar linguistic position, to

have knowledge of this mode of communication because of their

'For names and number of tribes visited, see Salishan Bibliography. J. C. Pilling.

Washington, D. C. [Bulletin of the Bureau of Ethnology] under caption Hoffman,

W. J.
'Collected by the writer in 1882, and deposited in the manuscript collections of the

Bureau of Ethnology.
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inability to compreheud the oral speech of surrounding tribes. Other

gestures were peculiar to these natives because of the unique resources

of their peculiar environment;, and'others again were highly interest-

ing because of the concept being hidden in some old custom, shaman:

istic ceremonial, or individual practice of the person having recourse

to a particular idea.

In a number of the records will be observed outlines of the humaù

figure, with hands and arms, and sometimes the lower extremities, in

curious and apparently unnatural positions. Such portrayals are

J 'attempts at illustrating gesture signs pictorially, and subjective ideas

are thus indicated-a step very much in advance of the ordinary sys-

tem of pictography as known to and practiced by most of the Indian

tribes.
It is obvious, therefore, that in order to fully comprehend the inten-

tion of a pictegraphic record, it is necessary to know the artist's needs,

his environment and resources, bis beliefs and shamanistic observ-

ances, and as mucli of the gesture language as may be obtainable.

From a careful study of the pictographs of the several Indian tribes

and the numerous petroglyphs and painted erecords scattered over

various portions of the United States, it is safe to assert that a com

parison of these with the various artistic materials of the Eskimo show

the 1 tter, to be vastly superior to the preceding, especially in faithful

repro action of animal forms and delicacy of artistic execution.

The portrayal.of the reindeer, in particular, serves as an illustration
of the manner in which the Eskimo are close observers as to anatomi-

cal peculiarities, as well as in catching the expression indicated in

various attitudes assumed by these animals in grazing, rising, running,
and in the positions assumed to denote alarm, fear, 'etc.

In the portrayal of whales the Eskimo artist is aiso careful as to
specific anatomical features. The peculiar elevation at. the spout or
blowhole of the "bowhead" is especially indicated, and is character-
istic of the species, as that part of the mammal is used to raise and
kee.p open the elastic "granular" salt ice for breathing holes or for
spouting.

The smaller whale, designated also as the California gray, the "mus-
sel digger," or "devilfigi," is likewise specifically indicated by a more
pointed head and sharp flukes, and I can only call attention to the
sharp flukes and conspicuous fins of the "killer" to illustrate the
result of observation given to it by the native artist in 'endeavoring
to show graphically the part which, to him, is a specific identification
of the animal.

In a few illustraîions the walrus iso very carefully engraved, and
although the native result may appear uncouth and cambersome, yet a
comparison of the etchings with the illustration of that animal will at
once serve to show strikingly careful imitation of the original subjet.
As to the portrayal of varions other animal forms, they are, generally,j
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sufficiently true to nature to admit of ready identification. The imita-
tion of the specific construction of the kaiak and the umiak is usually
excellent, as also the various forms of dog sledges peculiar to certain
localities in Alaska and faithfully represented in a number of etchings.
For the putpose of further comparison between the Eskimo portrayal
and the manufactured vehicle, several illustrations of the latter %re
reproduced in figures.

The Eskimo is not an expert in portraying the human form. It i&
certain that in various instances man is indicated by linear outlines or
incisions very mach in imitation of that of the Shoshonian tribes, the,-
head being a mere circular spot, from which is suspended a line ter-
minating below in two legs, and beneath the head being attached two
lateral lines for arms. These extremities may be drawn in various
attitudes, but apart from the attitude no further notice would be given
to them. This forms a marked contrast as compared with the same
idea as portrayed by various Algonkian tribes, notably so the Ojibwa,
who devote much artistic attention to the head, dress, and ornaments
of the character intended to represent a human being.

The peculiarity of Eskimo graphic art as compared with that of
other peoples will be treated of farther on. The subject forms the basis
of the present paper, and was made-possible through the courtesy of
Doctor G. ,Brown Goode, Director in charge of the United States
National Museum, and my indebtedness to Professor O. T. Mason,
Curatorof Ethnology, is hereby gratefully acknowledged for his val-
uable suggestions and for placing at my disposal every facility for the
careful examination of specimens in his custody, not all of which, how-
ever, were deemed of sufficient importance to illastrate, as such a pro-
cedure would have resulted in considerable duplication.

THE ESKIMO.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.

The Eskimanan, or Innuit,' linguistic family occupies the greater
portion of the coast of Arctic America, Greenland, the Aleutian
Islands, and a small area of the Chukche Peninsula of Siberia. The
extreme points are about 3,200 miles apart, though to follow the shores
would necessitate a journey of 5,000 miles.

The interior portions of the continent are occupied by various Indian
tribes, belonging to several-conspicuous linguistic families, but the
Eskimo, under various designations, have always apparently confined
themselves to the seashore and the country adjacent thereto, not
exceeding 50 miles inland, except in following various river courses in
pursuit of game.

The easternmost branch of the Eskimo is that represented by natives

Althongh the term Innuit is frequently employed, and may be linguistically

proper, the writer employs the more popular term, viz: Eskimo.
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a- along the north and east coast of Greenland, two families being met

with by Captain Clavering in 1823, north of 740 30'. Captain Holm

in recently found them on the southeast coast between 650 and 660 north

latitude. These are said to profess ignorance of any n*ives north

of them. On the west coast of Greenland they extend to about 740

re north latitude. General Gre•ly found indications of permanent settle-

ments in Grinnell Land, near Fort Conger, at 810 44' north latitude.

Mr. Henry G. Bryant, in his "Notes on the most northern Eskimos,"'

or says:

r- As is well known, the most northern Eskimos were first visited by Sir John Ross
in 1818, and he first applied to them the term "Arctic Highlanders." As the appro-

O priateness of this appellation seems quite questionable as applied to a tribe living
s wholly on the seacoast, I have preferred to use the terni "most northern Eskimos,"

n as being more descriptive and appropriate in its character. This tribe inhabits that

e rugged strip of indented coast in northwest Greenland which extends for about
550 miles from Cape York to a point somewhat south of the southern edge of the
Humboldt glacier. It is a fact well known that the impassible ice walls which occur

ts at Loth of these points have thus far served as effectual barriers to any extended
migrations of this tribe. It is owing to this enforced isolation that at this late day

Of we find here the most typical of the Eskimo family groups-a primitive. tribe who

are but just emerging from the Stone Age, whose members still dress in skins, eat

of raw flesh, and pursue their game with the same sort of rude weapons that their
forefathers used in prehistoric times.

es
Doctor Kane, in 1855, noted this tribe as numbering 140, while

3Mr. Bryant remarks that Lieutenant Peary places the census at fully

e 20
On the Labrador Coast the Eskimo extend southward -to Ramilton

Inlet at about 550 30', north latitude, though it is not so long since
they were located at the Straits of Belle Isle.

On the east coast of Hudson Bay these natives reach southward to

James Bay; while northward it is on Ellsmere Land and yound Jones
Sound that Doctors Boas and Bessels place the northernmost groups
of the middle Eskimo. Several of the northern Arctic islands present
evidence of former occupancy, but for some unknown cause the natives

migrated thence. The western part of the central region-of the con-

ie tineit seems unoccupied, and from the Mackenzie westward the coast

es seems to have no permanent villages between Herschel Island and
Point Barrow. This strip of country is no doubt hunted over in sum-

an mer, as the natives of the latter locality do not penetrate far into the

lie interior for game.

ed The Alaskan Coast from Point Barrow to the Copper River on the

south is practically occupied by Eskimo of various villages or bands,
as will hereafter be more fully described.

The Aleutian Islands are occupied to a certain extent by a branch
of the same linguistie family, thongh the dialects are 'unintelligible
to the Eskimo proper. Their distribution has been very materially

lly
1 Reprinted from Report of the Sixth International Geographical Congress, held

at London, 1895, p. 3.
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changed since the advent of the Bussians and the establishment of the
fur trade, and at present they are located principally on a few of the
largest Islands only.

On the Asiatic side this family is represented by the Yúit, who are
distinct from the Chukche, or Túski of authors, who are of Asiatic
origin, and of a distinct linguistic grotip. The Yúit are also a coast
people, and, according to Mr. Dall, are comparatively recent arrivals
from the American side. Between the Siberian and the Alaskan
coasts are the Diomede Islands, a convenient stopping place for voy-

agers between the -two continental points above mentioned. At these
ilands Simeon Déshneff, in 1648, found natives wearing labrets who
were at war with the Túski. Similar reports were made by Shestakoff,
in 1730. Peter Popoff, who visited the Asiatic mainland about 1711
for the purpose of collecting tribute from the Chukche, describes the
habitations and remarks that "he found among the Túski ten of the
islanders wearing labrets, who had been taken prisoners of wax."'

Mr. Dali2 observes that the Túski do not wear labrets, which
distinguishing feature, compared with -the Chukche, was noticed by
Déshneff, as well as all subsequent voyagers. Both sexes tattoo, not
only over the face but all over the' body. The women in probably ail
instances bear tattooed vertical Unes on the chin, a practice which is
not followed by the men. An illustration of tattooing upon the chin
of a Port Clarence woman is given elsewhere.

Concerning the representatives of the Eskimo upon the Asiatic side
of Bering Strait, the following remarks are reproduced from the memo-
randa concerning " the Arctic Eskimos in Alaska anii Siberia," by
John W. Kelly,3 interpreter, who says of the " Siberian Eskimos:"

There are settlements-of Eskimos at Cape Tchaplin (Indian Point), Plover Bay,
and East sape. How long they have been-there and how much of the country they
-ave occupied eau only be conjectured. Those occupying St. Lawrence Island, Cape
Tchaplin, and part of the shores of Plover Bay, on the mainland of Asia, opposite
St. Lawrence IsIand, speak -a dialect nearer like that of Point Barrow or the Mac-
kenzie River than the dialects of the Diomedes or Kotzebue Sound. That the
Eskimos of Asia have been there a great many years is a certainty. The Deermen
people, -whose. principal support 's domesticated reindeer, have gradually èrowded
out the Eskimo or i'ishmen, and have almost absorbed them by assimilation. They
wear no labrts; and' i dress and tattooing are the same as the Deermen., That
they have lived in underground houses is abundantly proved by the ruins at Cape
Tchaplin of pld huts which have been framed with the'whole jaws of whales. Now
they live in Itlts abo're ground,. covered with walrus hides. They are built in the
same manner as those of the Deermen, who use a covering of reindeer robes. From
ithe Deermpn they have also learned to cremate their dead, instead of scattering the
bodies over the plain,acording to the custom of the American Eskimos. Like the
American Eskimos,'they deposit the personal property of the deceased at his grave.
Ifhe 'was agreat hunter, they also erect a monuinent of reindeer antlers over bis

Quoted'from, W. H. Dal, "Alaska and its Resourées." Boston. 1870, p. 376.
Idm, p. 380.

'PublishL'Îu thejBurean of Fduçation Cireular of tnformation No.2,1890, p. 8, 9.
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grave. At East Cape, Siberia, there is a trace of the Arctic EEkimos, but differing
from their nearest neighbors, the Diomede people.

In the vicinity of East Cape there arwafew ruins of underground houses, and a
few Eskimo wôrds are still used by the people. Twenty mile weestward from Cape
Tchaplin is Plover Bay, where both the Eskimo and Deermen language is spoken,
but the Eskimo is on a rapid decline.

SUBTEIBES OR SETTLEMENTS.

The Eskimo of lttoral Alaska are divided into a considerable num-
ber of geographic divisions, popularly designated as tribes, and are.
here briefly enumerated chiefly according to W. H. Dall's arrangement,
his orthography being generally maintained.

The accompanying map of Alaskan and Asiatic coasts will serve to
further aid in locating the points occupied by the varions native settle-
ments below enumerated. Plate 1.

The Aleutians, properly so called, are divided into two tribes, the
Atkans and Unalashkans. The former. belong to the western part of

ýthe archipelago, and the latter were originally confined to the eastern
portion. The original name of these people signified, according to
Humboldt, "People of the East," and they have been regarded as
having originally come from the continent, a reference to which theory
will be made furtber on.

The Ugalákmut [=Aigalúxamint]' is the southernmost tribe, begin-
ning nearTy at the mouth of the Copper River and extend westward to
Icy Bay. Some -of the eastern bands have ~become mixed by inter-
marriage with the Thlinkit. "The Chugáchmuts occupy the shores
and islands of Chagách Gulf, and the south west coasts of the penin-
sula of Kenai." They are few in number, compared with the large
extent of country they occupy.

The Kaniagmuts occupy the island of Kadiak and the greater or-
tion of the peninsula of Aliáska. This is probably the most pop4lar òf
all the Eskimo tribes. They extend from Lliámna Lake to 1590 west
longitude.

The Oglemuts occupy the Aliáska peninsula along the northern coast,
from 1590 west longitude to the head of Bristol Bay, and along the
north shore of that bay to Point Étolin.

The Kiatéqaminut inhabit the coast from near the mouth of Nushergak
River westward to Cape Newenham. They are the NushergáIgmuts of
Dall, who remarks of them as particularly excelling in carving ivory,
and that most of their weapons and tools are made of this material.

The Kuskwógmuts "inhabit both shores of Kuskoqúim Bay, and
some-little distance up that river."

The Agulmuts extend "from near Cape Avénoff nearly to Cape
Romanzoff. There are also a number of settlements of the same tribe
on the island of Núnivak."

'Al words, or remark, within brackets are added by the preeent writer.
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The Mágemuts "inhabit the vicinity of Cape Románzoff, and reach
nearly to the mouth of the Yukon. They resemble their southern

neiglibors more than they do those to the north of them. The women
wear labrets. The name Mâgemut signifies 'Mink people."'

The Ekógmuts "inhabit the Yukon delta from Kipniuk to Pastólik,

and ascend the river as far as Mauki, some distance above the mission.
Those who inhabit the Kwikhpak slough call theniselves Kwikhpágmut,

a name sometimes applied to the whole tribe." A peculiarity "in many
of them is the extreme hairiness of their persons. Many of them have
very strong black beards and hairy bodies.

The Uialigmuts, or Cnaleet, "occupy the coast from Pastólik to

Shaktólik." They have also been designated as the Aziágmut.
The Mahlemuts "occupy the coast of Norton Sound and Bay north

of Shaktólik and the neck of the Kàvidk Peninsula to Selawik Lake.

Their most eastern village is Attenmut, and their western boundary
the river which flows northward into Spavárieff Bay, Kotzebue Sound."

The Kaviáigmiuts occupy the Kàviak Peninsula and Sledge or Âziak

Island. "Many of them pass the winter in the southern part of Nor-
ton Sound, and there is a large Káviak village at Unalaklík. * * *

Their principal villages are Nôokmut, at Port Clarence. and Knik-

Tágmut, on Golofnina Bay."

The portrait of a Kaviágmiut man, aged 33 years, is given in plate 2.

He is a very intelligent native, and is a clever artisan. Another type

of the same tribe is showr in the person of Suku'ut, aged 25 years,

from the same locality, plate 3. An interesting illustration of a girl

aged 17 years is presented in plate 4. She has a^remarkably clear skin,

pink cheeks, and bears upon her chin the usual pattern of tattooed

ines, extending downwa'rd from the mouth.

In plate 5 is reproduced the portrait of an inhabitant of the village

of Nuwük, at Point Barrow. The features are very much less pleasing

than those shown in the preceding figures. 'Plate 6 represents a young

man from the village of Utkiavwiii.'

The Oke-ógmuts are essentially the same as the preceding, but the·

name is applied "by the Innuit to the small and energetie tribe who

inhabit the.islands by Bering Strait. They carry on the trade between

the two continents, and visit the island of St. Michael every yeai for

the purpose.2 I have also heard the same name applied to the inhab-

itants of St. Lawrence Island."

The Eskimo of the Point Barrow region are located, according to Mr.

Murdoch, 2 in the villages of Nuwiik and Utkiavwiii. Nuwük signifies

"the Point," and is a slightly elevated knoll at the extremity of Point

Barrowin latitude 710 23' north, longitude 1560 17' west. Utkiavwiñi

signifies "the Cliffs," is 11 miles west from Nuwik, at Cape Smyth,

and is also a high ridge. #he nearest neighbors to the east are those

1 These two portraits are reproduced from the Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau

of Ethnology for 1887-88, 1892, figs. 1 and 4.
2
1dem, p. 26.
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at Herschel Island, or Demarcation Point, and on the west at a small

village between Point Belkher and Wainright Inlet. 'The natives of

these villages are soclosely connected, says Mr. Murdoch, "that they

are sometimes spoken of collectively as Sidruimium" (- Sidarunmiut).

"At a distance up the river, which flows into Wainright Inlet, live the

Kunmiun, 'the people who live on the river.' These appear to be

closely related to the first village. below Wainright Inlet, which is

named Kilauwitawin."'

The people at Point Hope, according to Mr. Murdoch, are known as

the Tikera'iimian, "inhabitants of the forefinger (Point Hope)."

The natives along the coast east of Point Barrow to and beyond the

Mackenzie are often spoken of by the Hudson Bay traders as the Mac-

kenzie River Eskimo. They appear to be identical with those described

by Father Petitot as the Tapèopmeut [=TaZeo ,meut] division of the

Tchiglit, and are termed by Murdoch the Kupûnmian, and inhabit the

permanent villages at the " western mouth of the Mackenzie, at Shingle

Point and Point Sabine, with an outlying village, supposed to be

deserted, at Point Kay." Still another tribe is located at Anderson

River and Cape Bathurst, not considered by Petitot as the above

named, as lie applies the name Kpagmalit. Sir John Richardson, the

first to meet with them [1826], caîlls tbem'"Kette-garroe-oot.»2

POPULATION.

With reference to the population of the Eskimo of the several divi-

sions, only approximate figures can be given. The Greenland group,

consisting of seventeen villages on the east coast, are stated by Holm,

in 1884-85, to number about 550, while on the west coast the "mission

Eskimo" numbered 10,12.'1 in 1886, and the northern Greenland Eskimo,

or Arctic Highlanders of Ross, number about 200.

Doctor Boas estimates the "Central or Baffin Land Eskimo" at

about 1,100.

The natives along the coast in Labrador are stated by Rink, Packard,

and others, to number about 2,000 souls.3

The Alaskan Eskimo, comprising those of the mainland, as well as

the few (40?) upon Little Diomede Island, together' with those on St.

Lawrence Island and the Aleutian Islanders, are estimated by Dall

and others at about 20,000.1

This, excepting the Siberian tribe, makes a total of about 34,000

Eskimo. What the former population, before the&introduction of liquor

and social vices, may have been it is impossible to conjecture. It is
stated by one author (Dall) that the Aleutians formerly were estimated
at 20,000, but recently numbered ouly 1,500, which figure has also been
given by others, though according to a still later estimate these
islanders were put down at 2,200.

1 Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1887--88,1892, pp. 43, 44.
2Franklin's Narrative of a Second Expedition to the Shores of the Polar Sea in the

years 1825,1826, and 1827. London, 1828, p. 203.
3Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1884-85,1888, p. 426.
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EAILLY EXPLORATIONS.

For reasons which will hereafter become evident, it is necessary to
refer briefly to the several explorations made to eastern Siberia, and
later to the American inainland. In the following historical references
I use freely Mr. Dall's remarks, published in bis work, "Alaska and
its Resources," of which note has before been made.

In the year 1646, the Russians, under Isai Ignátief, pushed their

explorations to the east of the Kolyma River, the mouth of which is at
about latitude 690 30' north and longitude 1610 30' east, and obtained
by barter froin some Chukche specimens of walrus ivory. In the follow-
ing year, 1647, four small vessels sailed eastward of Kolyma, the party
being under the command of a Cossack, named Sizheon Déshneff. The
object of this expedition was to reach the Anadyr River, of which vague
reports had been received. Other explorers followed, but it was not
until 1648 that the northeast coast of Asia was passed and Bering Sea
entered.

Various explorers continued, from year to year, to visit different por-
tions of the coast of Kamchatka, but it was not until .7-11 that a Cos-
sack, named Pete~r Iliînsen Popoff, arrived at East Cape with the
intention of collecting tribute from the Chukche. The visit proved
fruitless, but Popoff returned with an account of the Diomede Island-
ers and the Chukehe account of a continent which lay to the east and
beyond these islands.

On account of the interest manifested in these discoveries, scientific
men succeeded in obtainiig the attention of Peter the Great, and
instructions for an expedition were delivered to Admiral Apráxin. A
few days later the Emperor died, but the Empress, in order to fulfill the
wishes of the deceased monarch, ordered the execution of the instruc-
tions, and Captain Vitus Bering was nominated to command the expe-
dition. Although the original plan was formulated in 1725, it was not
until 1727 that Bering and is companions left St. Petersburg. He

sailed past what is now known as St. Lawrence Island, through Bring
Strait, and, thus proving the separation of Asia and Americareturtled-

to the Kamchatka River on the 20th of September witho9 htdaving seen-
either the Diomede Islands or the American Coast.Xe returned to
St. Petersburg in 1730, but again went on a voya of discovery and
landed on Bering Island, where he died December 8, 1741.

In the meantime various other navigators and explorers had been
making considerable progress in exploring the shores of Kamchatka

and approaching the American Coast. In 1731 Pávlutskireached Cape
SerdzeKaman, in the hope of securing from the Chukche some tribute.

This resulted in failure, and in the interim Gwósdeff sailed. to the'
Chukche Coast; a gale drove him eastward, "where they found an
island, and beyond it the shores of the continent of Aierica. They met

a native in a Kyak, and sailed two days along the coast without being
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able to land. A storm came up and they returned to Kamchatka.

This completed the exploration of Bering Strait, which had been com-

menced by Déshueff and his companions."'
It was not until July, 1741, that Chírikoff arrived off the American

Coast, near Cross Sound. Boats were sent there.npon two occasions,
and several days later two canoes, filled with natives, canie near the
ship, 15ut immediately fled to the shore. Various islands were seen by
Chirikoff on his return to Kamchatka. During this visit 21 ien wefe
lost, de la Croyère, the naturali-t, dying of scurvy.

Bering saw land on Júly 2, and anchored near an island two days
later.

Emilian Bássoff discovered the island of Attu, the westernmost of
the Aleutian group,-in 1745. Glotlff' discovered the island of'Kadiak,
or Kaniag asit was designated-by sone of the natives, in July, 1763.
These islanders were less disposed to friendliness and gave frequent
evidences of hostility.

About 1764 Lieutenant Lynd was put in commapd od an expedition
which was organiied under the direction of the Enpress Catherine.
He did not leave Kamchatka until 1767, sailing from Ochotsk toward
Bering Strait, pa-ssing St. Matthew and St. Lawrence islands,'saw
Diomede Island, and finally landed on the American Coast south
Cape Prince of Wales. Further explorations of the peninsula of
Alaska was made by kýer+,tzin in 1768.

Cook entered Beringßf Sait in August, 1778, and, on his return.from
a voyage northward,4 xplpred Morton Sound and Bay. On October 3
he again touched -at'jUalashka, sailed for the Sandwich Islands, where
he ^was killed by the nativeS in 1779.

As early as 1788, Mares and Douglas, supercargoes, sailed from
Macas to Nootka and to Cooks Inlet. The Spanish claimed the right
to sail the Pacific on the northwest coast of America.

In 1791 Billings and Sargclheff visited Unalashka, St. Paul, St. Law-
rence, Aziak, and the Diomedes: also touched on the Anerican Coast
near Cape Prince of Wales, and then anchored in St. Lawrence Bay
on the Asiatic side.

In 1793 the Empress of Russia issued an ukase authorizing the
cou introduction of missionaries into the American colonies, and to the

works of these patient laborers we are indebted for many interesting
and valuable facts respecting the history of the customs and manners
of that time. It is singular, however, that althougi their accounts
often appear -unusually concise and comprehensive. the practice of
engraving upon ivory and boue, seemis to have been entirely over-
looked, or more likely may not have been in vogue among them. This
subject, however, will be further treated elsewhere.

The natives of Point Barrow are said never to have seen a white
man until the year 1826, when the barge of the Blossom, under Captain

'Dall. "Alaska and its inhabitants," p. 299.
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Beechey, visited their coast. They had, however, received from sonth-
ern neighbors articles of European manufacture introduced by the
Russians, such as tobacco, copper, and other articles, some of which
were obtained, according to Murdoch's statement,' by way of the
Diomede Islands and Siberia.

Visits by other navigators were made at long ivtervals, and it was
noftill 1854 that the first whaling vessel came to the Point.

Althongh the Point Barrow natives are provided with firearms, they
would be unable, by' means of these alone, to obtain any seals, "as
their own appliances for sealing are much better than any civilized con-
trivances.'" Mr. Murdoch, whom I have here quoted, states furthermore
that "all are now rich in iron, civilized tools, canvas and wreck wood,
and in this respect their condition is improved." Nevertheless, in so far

as the graphic art is concerned, they appear to be considerably behind

the natives of Bristol Bay and Norton Sound.

The eminent Danish antiquarian, Doctor Hen ry Rink, 2 in his remarks
on the probable origin of the Eskimo, speaks of their former location

in Greenland as follows:

According to the sagas of the Icelanders, they were already met with on the east
coast of Greenland about the year 1000, and almost at the same time on the east coast
of the American continent. Between the years 1000 and 1300, they do not seem to
have occupied the Iand south of 650 north latitude, on the west coast of Greenland,
where the Scandinavian colonies were then situated. But the colonists seem to
have been aware of their existence in higher latitudes and to have lived in fear of
an attack by them, since, in the year 1266, an expedition was sent out for the pur
pose of exploring thý abodes of the Skr-lings, as they were called by the colonists.
In 1379 the northernmost settlement was attacked by them, eighteen men being
killed and two boys carried off as prisoners. About the year 1450 the last accounts
were reeeived from the colonies, and the way to Greenland was entirely forgotten
in the northern countr/.

Doctor Rink s ys that the Eskimos of southern Greenland present

features indicat* g "mixed descent from Scandinavians and Eskimo,"

the former, however, not having left any sign of influence of their cul-

ture or nationality upon the present natives.

In 1585 Greenland was discovered anew, by John Davis, who found

it inhabited exclusively by Eskimo.

In the work before cited,3 Doctor Henry Rink.femarks:
Recent investigations have revealed differences between the Eskimo tribes which

indicate that, after having taken their first step to being an elusively maritime
people, they have still during their migrations been subjected to further develop-

ment in the same direction, aiming at adapting them.especially for the Arctic coasts

as their proper home. The rther we go back toward their supposed original
country, the more of what may be considered their original þabits we find still pre-

served. In the general history of culture these variations must certainly appear

trifling, but still I believe that a closer examination of them will throw light on the

question how the most desolate and detàrring regions of the globe could become

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1887-ý8, 1892, p. 53

2The Eskimo Tribes. Copenhagen and London. 1887.
3Idem, pp. -.
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peopled. The solution of this problem is facilitated by the fact that the whole
Eskimo nation has been less exposed to that contact with other peoples which else-

where renders such investigations more complicated. These variations are among
the Eskimo more exclusively due to natural influences to which the wanderers were

exposed.during their struggle for existence, and which partly gave rise to new inven-

tions, partly-led only to the abolishinent of former habits. lu some instances also

these external influences evidently occasioned decay where the severity of the
climate in connection with the isolation and the fewness -of inhabitants almost
exceeded the bounds of human eidurance.

Doctor Rink endeavors to'show from this point of view "the apeculiar-
ities of the tribes in tdI Nifferent domains of culture agree with the
supposition that the egigiilil Eskimo inhabited the interior of Alaska;

that apart fron the true Eskimo a side branch of them in the farthest

remote period peopled the Aleutian Islands, whereas people of the

principal race later settled at the river mouths, spreading north-

ward alo'ng Bering Strait and, hiving off some colonies to the opposite
shore, proceeded around Point Barrow to the east, the Mackenzie River,
over the central regions or Arctic Archipelago, and finally to Labrador
and Greenland. This dispersion may have taken thousands of years;
they can only have proceeded in small bands, very mach as still they
are used to move about during certain seasons. Their only way of
procuring subsistence in the vast deserts they passed over, excluded
the possibility of national migrations on a larger scale. While in this

way they continued to discover gew° countries, some families were
induced to go -farther; others remained and finally gave rise to the
present scattered settlements. But.;in proposing this hypothesis, I con-
sider it a matter of course that Alaska as the original home of the
Eskimo is not to be taken in the strictest sense, absolutely excluding
adjacent parts of the continent toward the ea4t. But as to the other
theory, that the Eskimo should have emigrated from Asia by way of
Bering Strait-and found,'the Indian territory already occupied by the
same natives as now, this objection must be separately taken into con-
sideratin in conneetion with the facts bearing in favor5 of the former."

SHELL HEAPS- IN THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS.

* The only important researches regarding )rehistoric remains in
Alaska and the Aleutian Islands are those of Mr. Dall.' He remarks
that the "shell heaps are found on nearly all the islands of the
Aleutian group. They are most abundant and extensive in the
islands east of Unalashka, and on the few islands from Amehitka 'ast-

ward, which are less high and rugged than the others, or on those
where the greater amount of level land is to be found. The two neces-
saries for a settlement appear to have been a stream of water or a
spring, and. a place where canoes could land with safety in rpugh

'On succession in the shell heaps of the Alentian Islands. Contributions to North
Anierican Ethnology, 1, 1877, p. 43.
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weather. Where these are both wanting, shell heaps are never fonnd,

and rarely whein either is absent."

From careful examinations made by Mr. Dall, he deems it proba-

ble that the islands "were populated at a very distant period; that the

population entered the chain from the eastward; that they were, when

first settled on the islands, in a very different condition from that in

which they were found by the first civilized travelers," etc. It is

furthermore suggested by this writer that there was a later wave of

population; that the former people "were more similar to the lowest

grades of innait (so-called Eskimo) than to the Alents of the historie

period," and that ~the stratification of the shell heaps shows a tolerably

uniform division into three stages, characterized by the food which

formed their staple of subsistence and by the weapons for obtaining

as well as the utensils for preparing the food.

The stages are-

I. The littoral period, represented by the Echinus layer.

Il. The fishing period, represented by the Fishbone layer.

III. The hunting period, represented by the Mammalian layer.

In concluding his impressions respecting the shell heaps, the author

concludes by saying "that those strata correspond approximately to

actual stages in the development of-the population which formed them,

so that their contents may approximately, within limits, be taken as

indicative of the condition of that population at the times when the

respective strata were being deposited.*'

PREHISTORIC ART.

With reference to specinens of art or ornament, Mr. Dall'1 remarks:

The expression of æsthetic feeling, as indicated by attempts at ornamentation of

utensils or weapons or by the fabrication of articles which serve only for purposes
of adornient, is remarkably absent in the contents of the shell heaps. As a whole,
this feeling became developed only at the period directly anterior to the historic

period. It was doubtless exhibited in numerous ways, of which no preservation
was possible, so that the early record, even for a considerable period, would be very
incomplete. We know that great taste and delicate handiwork were expended on

articles o-f clothing and manufactures of grass fiber, which would be entirely

destroyed in the shell heaps, and of which only fragmentary remains have been
preserved .on the mummies found in the latest prehistoric burial caves and rock

shelters.
There are some articles used on the kyak which are usually made of bone, and

oftenî preserved in the upper mammalian stratum, and upon which some attempts at

ornamentation were bestowed. These are little pieces of bone or ivory, in general

shape resembling a kneeling figure, with one or two holes, through which cords are

passed. * * * The latter were in some cases carved to represent figures of ani-

mals. Another species of ornamentation is elsewhere alluded to in the flat thin

strips of bone which were fastened to the wooden visor worn in hunting. These

were frequently ornamented with typically Innuit patterns of parallel lines, dots,
concentric circles, with zigzag markings between them and radiating lines. Al

On succession in the shell heaps of the Aleutian Islands, in Contributions to North

American Etlhology, 1, 1877, p. 43.
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these were in black, on the white basis of the bone or ivory. The mark-

ings can seldom be accurately described as marks of ownership. I have never seen

any definité mark or ornament of this nature among the Aleuts or Western Innuits.
-Th readily recognize their own utensils or weapons without any such aid, and I

believe the theory of " marks of ownership," " batons of command," and such like,
has been stretched far beyond the point of endurance or accuracy, at least among
writers on the Innuit. Drawings, engravings on bone or wood, and pictures of any
kind, so far as I have observed, are all subsequent to the period. covered by the
shell heap deposit. They are invariably quite moaern, though the taste for them
is now widely spread among the Innuit, especially those of the regions where ivory
is readily procured. The coloration of wooden articles with native pigments is of
ancient origin, but all the more elaborate instances that have corne to my knowledge
have marks of comparatively recent origin.

ESKIMO AND CAVE MEN OF FRANCE.

In his "Alaska and its Resources," Mr. Dall presents several illus-

trations of drawings-on-bone-very ordinary specimens and limited

topoily eecuted figures of men hunting. These are given merely

to indicate to the reader the general appearance of the etching of the

Eskimo. It is related in this connection, however, that these drawings
are analogous to those discovered in France in the caves of Dordogne.
The numerous specimens of prehistoric art, both incised and carved,
which have been given by Messrs. Lartet and Christy in their work
entitled Reliquiæ Aquitanicæ,1 are familiar to most archoeologists, so
that no reproduction of plates or illustrations is deemed necessary in
the present instance.

Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins,' an acknowledged authority on the antiquity
of man in Europe, remarks( at length upop the possible and in fact
probable identification between the cave men and the Eskimo. In lis
conclusions upon comparisons between the respective arts, forms of
weapons, apparently similar modes of living, etc., he says:

On passing in review the manners and customs of all the savage tribes known to
modern ethnology, there is only one people with whom the cave men are intimately
connected in their minners and customs, in their art, and in their implements and
weapons. The Eskimo range at the present time from Greenland on the east along
the shores of the Arctic Sea as far to the west as the Straits of Bering, inhabiting a
narrow littoral strip of country, and living by hunting, fishing, and fowling. The
most astonishing bond of union between the cave men and the Eskimo is the art of
representing animals. Just as the former engraved bisons, horses, mammoths, and
other creatures familiar to them, so do the. latter represent the animals upon which
they depend for food. On the implements of the one you see the hunting of the urus
and the horse depicted in the same way as the killing of the reindeer and walrus on
the implements of the other. * * * Al these points of connection between the
cave men and the Eskimo can, in my opinion, be explained only on the hypothesis
that they belong to the same race. To the objection that savage tribes living under
the same conditions might independently invent the same implements, and that
therefore the-correspondence in the question does not necessarily-imply- a unity of
race, the answer may be made that there are no savage tribes known which use the
same set of implements without being connected by blood. The ruder and more

London, 1875, pp. 204. P. 87. Three maps and 132 woodcnts. Quarto.
2 "Early Man in Britain," 1880, p. 233.
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common instruments, such as flakes, and in a lesser degree scrapers, are of little value
in classification; but where a whole set agrees, intended for-varions use, and some of
them rising above the most common wants of savage life, the argument as to race is
of considerable weight. It is still further strengthened by the identity of art. The
articles found in the caves of Britain, Belgium, France, or Switzerland differ scarcely
more from thosè used in west Georgia than the latter from those of Greenland or,
Melville Peninsula.

From these considerations·it may be gathered that the Eskimos are proiaebly the
representatives of the cave men, and protected within the Arctic Cirele from those
causes by which they have been driven from Europe and Asia. They stand at the
present day wholly apart from all other living races, and are cut off from all both
by the philologer and the craniologist. Unaccnstomed to war themselves, they were
probably driven from Europe and Asia by other tribesin the same manner as within
the last century they have been driven farther north by the attacks of the Red"
Indian.

The theory that the peoples of the circumpolar regions might be the
descendants of the ancient cave dwellers of France has been enter-
tained not only by Mr. Dawkins. .Among other arguments employed
are (1) the apparent similarity of environment, and that as the south-
ernmost margins of the receding ice, in glacial times, slowly moved
northward, the ancient cave people continued their migration in that
direction until their present location was reached; (2) the general
resemblance in the carved weapons and utensils of reindeer horn, and
also some of the portrayals of animal forms which occur thereon.

From evidence based upon investigations by Doctor Rink, and the
archoeologic indications noted by Mr. Dall and others, the Eskimo
are believed to have become a littoral people in America by expulsion
from some interior regions of North America, such expulsion having
been brought about through the northward expansion of the Athabas-
can tribes toward the northwest and the Algonkian tribes toward the
northeast. Even within historic times the Eskimo occupied a much
more extensive coast line southward on the Atlantic than at present,
and it is impossible to conjecture what may not have been the southern
limits, in prehistoric times, with reference to the first theory above
named.

it is believed by some geologists that as the glaciers of western
Europe gradually receded, the direction of migration of the prehistorie
people was toward the British Isles, the Scandinavian Peninsula, and
Lapland. The theory of their passage across to Greenland does not
appear to be supported by any prehistoric remains, such as one would
hope to discover after the recovery of the great amount of excellent
material indicating a peculiar advancement in the arts of fashioning
weapons and utensils of ivory and horn. Neither does there survive
anything in Greenland but the simplest type of artistic decoration on
ivory or bone, such as lines, dots, etc., which is characteristic of the
Eskimo everywhere, excepting in Alaska, where the greater develop-
ment*was due to other causes, which will be mentioned farther on.

Neither is there apparent evidence that the Eskimo came across

Bering Strait, as the survivors of the ancient cave men of Europe.
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EXPLANATION OF PLAIE 7.

1 2 3

Fig. 1. ARRow AND SPEAR STRAIGHTENER.

(Cat. No. 44383, U. S. N. M. Froni Cape Nione, Alaska. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. ARROW AND SPEAR StRAIGHTENER.

(Cat. No. 45109, F. S. N. M. Sledge or Aziak Island. Alaska. Collect d by E. W. Nelson

Fig. 3. ARROW AND SPEAR STRAIGHTENER.

(Cat. No. 44745, U. S. N. M. Sledge Tland, Alaska. (lleted by E W. Nelson.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8.

1 -2 3

Fig. 1. ARROW AND SPEAR STRAIGHTENER.

(Cat. No. 63723, V. S. N. M. Diomede Islands, Alaska. Collected by E W Nelson

Fig. 2. ARROW AND SPEAR STRAIGHTENER.

(Cat. No. 43958, . S. N. M. Nubuiakchugalik, Alaska. (ollected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. ARROW AND SPEA.R STRAIGJITENERI.

(Cat. No. 44274. I. S. N. M. ape Darby Xhlaka- Collected by E. W. Nelson.
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With regard to the second theory, it would be strange indeed if

there were not some general similarities between the weapons and

utensils of two distinct uniivilized peoples when both used the same

materials-reiideer horn-for such articles: and, furthermore, the

attempted poitrayal of animais of like genera wokl naturally produce

results of very general likeness.

Finally. it has been îuggested, and the. burden of proof appears to

indicate, that the development of pictographie art among the Alaskan

Eskimo was attributable to their contact with the Russians; and that,

although these natives preserved a limited degree of culture as to

decorathig by simple lines and (lots their weapons and a few other arti-

cles of daily use, yet the objective representation of any animate or

other forms is believed to have been -adopted since the earliest visits of

civilized -nan to the Alaskan Coast.

Several Alaskan utensils, however, used as arrow and spear.,traight-

eners are here illustrated in plate 7, figs. 1. 2, and 3, and plate 8, figs.

2 and 3, and are apparently similar to some like remains from the caves

of Franeýi figured by Messrs. Lartet and Christy.

Upon closer examination it will be observed that besides the simi-

larity of forn, due chiefly to the reason that bath types are of similar

materials, the representation of animal forms by engraving, or incision,

appears to belong to a different school of artistic work, if such a term

may here be employed; a "sketchy" outline of an animal frequently
consisting of but a few suggestive incisions here and there. as in very

modern nineteenth century art work, producin-g-an effect in several

instances as the reindeer figured by Lartet and Christy in their work

before cited. which artistic products appear "too artistic" for the

culture status of cave men such as are portrayed in the deductions of

the gentlemen above quoted by W. Boyd Dawkins and others who

have followed nip the same theme. The work of the cave men is appar-

ently vastly superior in one respect to that of the Eskimo, and again
from another aspect inferior to it-inferior in varions ways, as will be

learned by a péiusal of the resuilts attained by the Eskimo in the rep-

resentation of boti objective and subjective ideas, as w'ell as an

advancement toward conventionalization beyond that practiced by peo-

ples who are apparently fùrther advanced in other respects.

ENVIRONMENT.

So many narratives relating to the life and social conditions of the
Eskimo, as well as to the topographic peculiarities of the countries

occupied by the various subdivisions of this people, have been pub-
lished at varions times and by various authorities, that anything
further in this connection would be superfluous, especially in a paper
devoted more particularly to the graphic arts.'

The habitations and elothing, such as are required in an unusually
inhospitable climate, are both illustrated in the native pictography.
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The forms of habitations are more particularly referred to elsewhere,

and various native representations are reproduced for the sake of com-

parison both as to artistic merit as well as indicating personal or tribal

variations dependent on climatic requirements.

The styles of clothing are niot often referred to in Eskimo etchings,

tattooing and labrets being. sometimes indicated in carvings, as well

as in incised characters. Some interestinig carvings, with delicate

artistic touches to accentuate the effects of tattooing, are given else-

where.

ORNAMENTS AND LABRETS.

In some of the etchings are portrayed the outlines of human figures-

in various attitudes, though especially as if iii the act of dancing-to the

rear portion of the body of which are attached little tail-like append-

ages resembling tails of animals.

This may be explained by quoting Captaini Beechey,' as in his-refer-

ence to the natives found northward of Cape Prince of Wales, within

4à, miles of Schismareff Inlet, he states that, in addition to certain

described articles of clothing, "they have breechesand boots, the

former made of deer's hide, the latter of seal's skin, both of which

bave drawing strings at the upper part made of seahorse hide. To

the end of that which goes round the waist they attach a tuft of hair,

the wing of a bird, or sometimes a fox's tail, which, dangling behind

as they walkgives then a ridiculous appearance, and may probably

have occasioned the report of the Tschutschi, recorded in Muller, that

the people of- this couiîtry have tails like dogs."

Among the trimnmings and ornaments.attached to the clothing the

Point Barrow Eskimo 2 also attach at the back the tail of an animal,
usually a wolverine's. "Very seldom a wolf's tail.is worn, but nearly

all,even the boys, have wolverine tails, which are always saved for'this

purpose.and used for no other.. The habit among the Eskimo of western
Ameriea of wearing a tail at the girdle has been noticed by many

travelers, and prevails at least as far as the Anderson River," where it

was noticed by Father Petitot, who, in describing the dress of the

"chief," remarks "par derrière il portait aux reins une queue épaisse

et ondoyante de renard noir." 3

Captain Beechey4 first observed lip ornaments at Schismaeff Inlet, a

short distance north of Cape Prince of Wales, and thence northward

to Point Barrow, seemingly a common practice along this coast. "Thesé

ornaments consist of pieces of ivory, stone, or glass, formed with a

double head, like a sleeve button, one.part of which is thrust tbrough

a hole bored in the under lip. Two of these holes are cut in a slanting

direction about half an inch below the corners of the mouth. The

Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacifie and Bering's Strait, London, 1, 1831, p.28.
'Ninth Annual Report of thelBureau of Ethnology,-1887-88, 1892 p. 138..
3 Monographie, p. xiv.
Idem, p.249.

jTh
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. incision is made when about the age of puberty, and is at first the size

of a quill. As they grow older, the natives enlarge the orifice, and
increase the size of the ornament.acéordingly, thajt it may hold its
place. In adults this orifice is about half an inch in diameter, and will,
if required, distend to three-quarters of an incli." The saine practice

in every respect is also observed at Chamisso Island,' a short distance

from the above locality, and further reference concerning the natives is

quoted from the'sane authority as follows: "They readily disengaged
these lipyor ents from their lips, sold them, without minding the

least inconvenience of the saliva that flowed through the badly cica-

triced orifi eover the chin; but rather laughed when some of us

betrayed disgust at the spectacle, thrusting their tongues through the
hole and winking their eyes."

ART FACILITY.

Mr. Alfred C. fladdon, in his admuirable work on "I¾volutioni in Art,*"

remarks of the early methods of conveying informatioi between oue
man and another, where oral or gesture language are impossible, that
pictorial delineation nust be resorted to; and further, that "probably

one of the earliest of this needs was that of indicating ownership, and
it may be that many devices in primitive implements and utensils have
this as one reason for their existence, although the nature of the orna-
mentation may be owing to quite a different reason."

It is not of rare occurrence to find upon the arrows and other pos-
sessions of our native Indian tribes various marks by means of which
individual property muay be identified; and- among some of'the pueblo

Indians decorated pottery bears "maker's marks" in such manner that,
although the tribe at large may not recognize the maker of any par
ticular decorated vessel, yet such a specimen will at once be identified
as originating in, or with, a certain family, and when application ýis
made at the designated abode, the individual will there be pointâd
ont, or na*ned if absent.

It seems possible that the various markings upon the weapons from
the Alaskan shell heaps may have served as "property marks," and it
would appear, also, to have been found expedient for the native sea-
going hunters to devise and adopt some sort of a system- by means of
which they might be enabled;to idlentify and recover any stray or float-
ing weapon, or the animal in 'which such weapon might be found, or
possibly both.

Mr. Haddon remarks that "the beautifying of any object is (lue to
impulses-wlich are common to all men, and have existed as'far back as
the perio.d when men inhabited caves and hunted the reindeer and
mammoth'in western Europe." 3 Apparently the oldest markings thus

Father Petitot, Monographie, p. 250.
"Evolution in Art," London, 1895, p. 203.

3
Idem, pp. 3, 4.
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used consisted of simple lines and punctures or perforations, such as
are found at present among the Greenland and Labrador Eskimo,
though among the latter small carvings- are also beginning to be more
abundant.

In bis reference to the Kaniags, Mr. Ivan Petroff 1 says they use
whale spears about 6 feet in length, armed with slate points. "Upon
the point of bis spear each hunter carves his mark to enable him to
claim his quarry."

Mr. L. M. Turner informs me that Eskimo property marks are unknown
to him, altheugh each hunter, or maker of weapons, will recognize his
own workmanship, as well as that of others, by different peculiarities
of individual skill. Among the sea-otter hunters of the Aleuts, they
do have marks by which the detachable point of.the otter spear may
be known. "This point is often copper, obtained from copper bolts from

-a-Ittssian vessel long agostranded on their shore; and as the spear is
made with exquisite skill, the point is also delicate and of particular
form, so that a difficulty would arise as to whose spear point strikes
nearest the nose of the creature. In its struggles the point is torn
loose from the strong, yet slender, sinew line holding it to the spear.
Another thrower may succeed in striking it and capture the otter, but
he whose point is nearest the nose may claim the skin. A fair degree
of liberality is usually manifested in such instances."2

The residence in Point Barrow of Mr. Murdoch-extending over a
period of perhaps three years-afforded him ample opportunity to study
the art of the Eskimo.of that northernmost extremity of Alaska. In
his report before mentioned he remarks:

REPORT OF NATÂi"eOL MUSEUM, 1895.

The artistic sense appears to be much more ,highly developed among the western
Eskimo than arnong those of the east. Among~ihe latter ,decoration appears to be
applied almost solely to the clothing, while tools and utensils are usually left plain,
and if ornamented are only adorned with carving or incised lines. West of the
Mackenzic River, and especially south of Bering Strait, Eskimo decorative art
reaches its highest development, as shown by the collections in the National Museum.
Not only is everything finished witlh the utmost care, but all wooden objects are
gaily painted with varions pigments, and all articles of bone and ivory are covered
with ornamental carvings and incised lines forming conventional patterns.

There are in the collections also many objects that appear to have been tnade
simply fohthe pleasure of exercising the ingenuity in representing natural or faiici-
ful objects, and are thus purely works of art. * * As would naturally be
expected, art at Point Barrow occupies a-somewhat intermediate position between
the highly developed art of the southwest and the simpler art of the east. * * *
It will be noticed that whenever the bone or ivory parts of weapons are decorated,
the ornamentation is usually in the form of incised lines colored with red ocher or
soot. These lines rarely represent any natural objects, but generally form rather
elegant couventional patterns, most commouly doable or single borders, often joined
by oblique cross lines or fringed with short pointed parallel lines. 4 *

The only decorative work in metal isto.-beseen in the pipes and their accompany-
inglpicks and fire steel.

'Report on the population, industries, and resources of Alaska, Tenth Census,

Personal letter of date of May, 1896.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 9.

PENDANTS OF BONE US8ED3BY SHAMANS FOR ORNAMENTING NECKLACE.

(Cat. No. 168371, . S. N. M. Thliiti Tidians. Collected by Lient. G. F. Emmons. . S. N.
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Mr. Dall remarks that the forms in general of the Eskimo are very
much alike throughout the entire area occupied by this people; but lie

continues in another place, "Similar drawings are common everywhere

among the Innuit, while I have never seen among the Tenneh tribes of

the northwest any similar specimens of art."'

Since the time of Mr. Dall's researches in Alaska, however, vari-

ous specimens of Thlinkit -art designs have been received by the

National Museum. Several of these, consisting of neck ornaments, are

reproduced in plate 9, figs. 1 to 6, and bear purely Eskimo forms of

ornamentation 6btained through the medium of intertribal traffic, to
which other ref'rence is made in connection with trade routes or culture

routes.

The ornamentation of utensils, articles of personal adornment,·and of

weapons is limitekl among the Eskimo eastward of Alaska to ines and

dots in various co binations. Carvings occur also, small figures, both

flat and in imitation ofthe--animals with which the artist is familiar.

The engraving upon ivo and boue for the purpose of recording hunt-

ing, fishing, and other exploits a d pursuits, appears to be entirely

absent in the east, being-confined the natives of Alaska, the Siberian

Eskimo-the Yúit-and recently copied by other neighboring peoples.

In the vicinity of Chamisso Island, a short distance above Cape

Prince of Wales, Captain-Beechey2 found varions kinds of utensils,

weapons, and other manufactures of the natives, upon some of which

were engraved varions objects, to which he refers as follows:

On the outside of this and other instruments there were etched a variety of figures
of men, beasts, birds, etc., with a truth and character which showed the art to be
common among them. The reindeer were generally in herds. In one picture they

were pursued by a man in a stooping posture in snowshoes; in another he had

approached nearer to -his game, and was in the act of drawing bis bow. A third

represented the-manner of taking seals with an inflated skin of the same animal as
a decoy: it was placed upon the ice, and not far from it was a man Iying upon bis
belly with a harpoon ready to strike the animal when it should niùke its appearance.
Another was dragging a seal home upon a small sledge; and se'ieral baidars were
employed harpooning whales which had been previously shot with arrows; and thus,
by comparing one with another, a ittle history was obtained which gave us a better

insight into their habits than could be elicited from any sigus or imitations.

Mr. John Murdoch, 3 in quoting Mr. L. M. Turner that the natives of

Norton Sound keep a regular record of hunting and other events

engraved upon drill bows, remarks that "we did not learn definitely

that such was, the rle at Point Barrow, but we have one bag handle

marked with whales, which we were told indicated the number killed by

the owner." Several specimens are then-referred to as having figures

incised upon them, colored both in red or in black, together with very

small illustrations of the bow, upon which the figures are so greatly

'Ninth Anmnual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology fér 1887-88, 1892, p. 238
Idem, p. 251. (Visit made in 1826.)

3
Idem, p. 177.
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reduced as to be of no value in the study of -pictographic representa-
tion of objects, ideas, or gestures.

Mr. Murdoch'1 remarks furthermore:

The only thing that we saw of the nature of numerical records were the series of

animals engraved upon-ivory, already alluded to. In mostc a ses we were unable to

learn whether the figures really represented an actual record or not, though the bag
handle already figured was said to contain the actual score of whales killed by old
YÛ'ksia. The custom does not appear to be So prevalent as at Norton Sound. * * *

With one exception they only record the capture of whales or reindeer. The excep-

tion * presents a series of ten bearded seals. The reindeer are usually
depicted inna natural attitude, and some of the circumstances of the hunt are usually
represented. For instance, a man is figured aiming with a bow and arrow toward a
line of reindeer, indicating that such a number were taken by shooting, while a

string of deer, represented without legs as they would appear swimming, folloired
by a rude figùre of a man in a kaiak, means that so many werelanced in the'water.
Other incidents of the excursion are also sometimes represented. On these records

the whole is always represented by a rude figure of the tail cut off at the ''small,"
and often represented as hanging from a horizontal line.

We alse brought home four engraved pieces of ivory, which are nothing else than
records of real or imaginary scenes.

The above remarks, with the description of the four specimens else-

where reproduced, comprise about all the attetion thàt this interesting
subject appears to have received during athrejeears' residence at
Point Barrow among natives who surpass almost any other peoples in
North America in the graphie arts.

It is fortunate that the National Museum has in its possession the
rich collections made aby Messrs. Nelson and Turner, both of whom

appreciated the value of such material and availed themselves of the
opportunity of securing it, as well as information pertaining to the
interpretation of many of the pictographic ideas shown.

In bis medical and anthropological notes relating to the natives. of
Alaska, Doctor Irving C. Rosse 2 remarks:

Some I have met with show a degree of intelligence and appreciation in regard to
charts and pictures scarcely to be expected from such a source. From walrns ivory
they sculpture figures of birds, quadrupeds, marine animals, and even the human
form, which display considerable individuality notwithstanding fheir crude delinea-
tion and imperfect detail. * Evidences of decoration are sometimes seen on
their canoes, on which are found rude pictures of walrnses, etc., and they have a
kind of picture writing by means of which they commemorate certain events in
their lives, just as Sitting Bull has done in an autobiography that may be seen at the
Army Medical Museum.

Wben we were searching for the missing whales off the Siberian coast, some
natives were come across with whom we were unable to communicate except by
signs, and wishing to let them know the object of onr visit, a ship was drawn in a 4
notebook and shown-to them with accompanying gesticulations, which they quickly
comprehended, and one fellow, taking the pencil and note bonkfrew correctly a pair
of reindeer horseson the ship's jib boom-afact which identified beyond doubt the
derelict vessel they had seen. *

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology foi 1887-88, 1892,x 361.
uCruise of the Revenue-Cutter Cornis in Alaska an4the Northwést Arctic Ocean,

in 1881. Washington, D. C., 1883, p. 37.
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The above-named author furthermore refers to natives màaking pencil

and pen-and-ink sketches, one in particular having taught himself by
copyingfrom the "Illustrated London News." These sketches, "thougb
creditable in many respects, had the defects of many Chinese pictures,
being faulty in perspective." Doctor Rosse concludes by saying:

As these drawings equal those in Doetor Rink's book, done by Greenland artists, 1
regret my inability to reproduce them bore. As evidences of culture, they show

more advancenent than the carvings of English rusties that a clergyman bas caused

to be placed on exhibition at the Kensington Museum.

Doctor Henry Rink1 says:

The art exhibited by the Alaska Eskimo in ornamenting their weapons and uten-
sls is often mentioned in travelers' reports from the time when they were first

visited by Europeans. To their skill in carving and engraving, we must join this

taste displayed in the same way in making their clothing. Again, when we pass

fron Alaska to'the east, we see this relish for the fine arts declining, and in western

Greenland proofs of it have been rather scarce. But the latest expedition to the

east coast of this country has discovered that a small isolated tribe here in the vast

deserts of the extreme cast amost rivals the Alaska artists with respect to carving

in bone and ornamenting their weapons and utensils. The chief difference is, that

in Alaska, engravings illustrating human life and the animals of the country are the

most popular objects of the artist, whereas the east Greenlanders excel in small

reliefs representing for the .most part animals and mythological beings grouped

together and fastened with admirable taste and care to the surface of the wooden

implements.

With reference to the ýarts of the Eskimo of Greenland, Doctor
Henry Rink2 remarks:

It must be noticed that though the present Greenlanders appear to have a pretty
fair talent for drawing and -riting, scarcely any traces of the arts of drawing and
sculpture belonging to earlier times remain, with the exce tion of a few small
images cut.ont in wood or bone, which have probably erve children as play-
things. The western Eskimo, on the other band, d' ayed skill in carving
bone ornaments, principally on weapons and tools

Drawings made by Greenland Eski o for Doctor Rink greatly
resemble the American schoolboys' effo s. A recent production of
precisely like character in almost every respect is from the island of
Kolguev, and reproduced herewith in pletjtogether with the following
explanation:-

Some interestiig illustrations of Sa 4eyed drawings are given by Mr.
Aubyn Trevor-Battye in his ",Ice-bound on. Kolguev," Westminster,
1895. Kolguev Island lies 50 mniles north of Arctic Europe, and is sep-
-irated from the continent by what is known as Barent's Sea. It is

4 s about midway, in distance, between Waygat Island-immediately scuth
of Novaya Zemb'Ia-and the easter- extremity of Lapland. The
Samoyeds here are entirely isolated, from the fact that they possesa no
boats that conld venture 50 miles across the sea-an interesting cir-

"The Eskimo Tribeà." Copenhagen and London, 1887, pp. 15, 16.
"Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo." Edinburgh and London, 1875, p. 69.
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cumstance, because they are often, from varions supposed or accidental
similarities in customs and manners, coupled with the Eskimo, a people
with whom the kayak and umiak are the chief methods of transportation.

The illustrations represent ordinary pursuits, and appear to be made
upon paper by means of a pencil. The peculiarities of drawing are
very much of the same character as the Eskimo sketches obtained by
Doctor Rink in Gréenland. One example will suffice. Plate 10 repre-
sents Samoyeds/killing walrus. The black dots on the right are heads
of seals, at which a man, lying flat upon the ice, appears to be shooting.
The hunter appears as if placed in the air, though in reality the view
seems to bé from abve-as a bird's-eye view-the figure of the man
corresponding, in this particular, to like portrayals -in several Eskimo
engravings on lvory, from Alaska.

.Captain Parry mentions having charts made by the natives of Winter
Island. A frst attempt made "was by placing several sheets of paper
before Iliglink, and roughly drawing on a large scale an outline of the
land about Repulse Bay and Lyon Inlet, and terminating at our present
winter quarters. • fIligliuk was not long in comprehending
what we desired, and with a pencil continued the outline, making the
land trend, as we supposed, to the northeastward. The scale being

large, it was necessary when she came to the end of one piece of paper
to tack on another, till at length she had filled ten or twelve sheets, and
had completely lost sight of Winter Island - at'the other end
of the table. The idea entertained from this first attempt was that we
shou'ld find the coast indented by several inlets, and in some parts
much loaded with ice, especially at one strait tothe northward of her

native island, Ainitioke, which seemed to lead in a direction very much
to the westyfard. Within a week after this, several othel- charts were
drawn by the natives in a similar way. • * * The coast was here

delineated as before, on a very large scale, but much moré in detail,
many more islands, bays, and names being inserted. It was observ-
able, however, that no two charts much resembled each other, and that

the greater number of them stili less resembled the truth in those parts
of the coast with which we were'well acquainted."'

An interesting illustration of a Greenland map made by natives of
the east coast is given by Mr. G. Holm in hie Ethnographie Sketch of
Angmagsalikerne.2 . This consists of three blocks of wood, along the
edges of which are eut varions indentations and curves, leaving pro-
jections, al of which are intended to portray the contour of the shor-
lines between various important points on the east shore of Greenland.
Channels, capes, islands, and other topographic features are apparently
well reproduced, at least sufficiently clear to permit of their identifica-
tion wheu compared with a large chart of the locality referred te.

"Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo," by Doctor Henry Rink. Edinburgh and

London, 1875, pp. 162,163.
eEtbnologiskSkizzeafAngmagsalikerne(Sertryk afMeddelelseromGrønland. X).
oKøbenhavn. 1887. 80.
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE E8KIMOS. 773I Mr. Alfred C. Hadden1 says:
All huinan handiwork is subject to the same operation of external forces, but the

miaterial on which these forces act is also infinitely varied. The diverse races and

people of mankind have different ideas and ideals, unequal skill, varied material to

work upon, and dissimilar tools to work with. Everywhere the environment is

different.
The conclusion that forced itself upon me is that the decorative art of a people

does to a certain extent reflect their character. A poor, miserable people have poor
and miserable art. Even among savages leisure from the cares of life is essential for

the culture of art. It is too often supposed that all savages are lazy and ,have an

abundance of spare time, but this is byao means always the case. Savages do all

that is necessary for life;' anything extra is for excitement, &esthetics, or religion;

and even if there is abundance of time for thee latter, it does not follow that there

is an equivalent superfiuity of energy.

The Eskimo are a peculiauly lively people, and keenly appreciate any-
thing ludicrous. Contrary to the Indian generally, they can enjoy a
practical joke without thought of resenting such if personal. Such
a condition, especially when there is an abundance of food, so that.
unoccupied time may be utilized for social enjoyment, is one which is
apt to foster pursuits that lend gratification and pleasure to the sight
and stimulateartistie tendencies. Shamanism prevails extensively and
ceremonials are frequent; and apart from this there. are numberless
individual instances where natives consult the shaman for success in
almost every avocation, and also for the exorcism of demons from the
body of the sick, and for "hunter's medicine," i. e., securing the help
of a shaman that game may be directed in the way of the hunter. It
is but reasonable to presume, therefore, that the superstitions and cult
beliefs shonld, to a certain degree, manifest themselves in the art, as
well as to be the means of developing a symbolism similar in degree to
that found amnong other peoples living under similarfconditions and
surrounded by like environment.

The possible introduction into western Alaska of articles of foreign
art or workmanship may thus have had but little ifluence upon the
native Eskimo in adopting new designs and patterns, with which he
was unfamiliar and the signification of which he did not comprejend,
but it may have suggested to him a simplification of approaching forms
with which he may already have been familiar.

MATERIALS EMPLOYED.

IVORT.

The material generally used by the Eskimo of Alaska is walrus ivory.
This is both durable and sufficiently hard to retain indefinitely; with
proper care, the most delicate etchings. Its white or cream tint forms
a delicate background for any colored incisions, and in instances where
from age or otherwise the 1naterial attains a yellow or orange tint, the
black etching-like pictographs are really improved in appearance.

"Evolution in Art." London, 185, pp. 7-9.
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Thie aniial wlhich furnishes this material is represented in Plate 11,
the specimef tecinically known as Rosmarus obesus, Illiger, being most

abundant in Bristol Bay.
The walrus tusks are capable of softeninîg and bending, according to

Captain Ilerendeen, a gentleman of considerable experience in the

region under discussion. The tusks are divided longitudinally, one_

tusk usually furnishing four rods, either by sawing or scrapjntg and split-

ting. The process described below by Mr. Lucian M. Turner, as pur-

sued iii former times and with primitive tools, is still practically the

same, though.accomplished with modern tools purchased at the traders'

or obtained from whalers.

During bis protracted resi ence in southern Alaska, Mr. Turner

studied carefully the custonsf the Eskimo, and for special instruction

in some of'the arts the natives worked in his presence, thus affording
every opportunity dWsired.

In response to my inquiry regarding the primitive methods of pre.

paring the ivory drill bows, and their subsequent engraving with

pictographs, the following communication was kindly sent to nie by
Mr. Turner.' He says:

The abundance of Xvalrus ivory in the days prior to the advent of Americans (the
Russians did not encourage the use of firearms by the natives and stringentlþ pro-
hibited the sale of such weapons except in greatly favored instances) permitted the
Inuit to secure the best character of ivory when wanted; hence the selection of a
tusk depended entirely upon the want or use to which it was to be applied. Later
the best tuasks were sold and the inferior qualities retained, as is well shown by the
comparison of the older and the more recent implements created fromthat material.

The tusk selected was rudely scratched with a fragment of quartz, or other sili-
ceous stone, along the length of the tusk until the sharp edge would no.longer deepen

the groove; the other three sides were scratched or channeled until the pieces of
tusk could be separated. Sometimes this was doue by pressure of the band, or
effected-by means.of a knifeblade-shaped piece of wood, on which was struck a sharp
blow, and so skillfully dealt as not to shatter or fracture the piece intended for use.
The other side, or slabs, were removed in a similar muanner.

The piece intended for drill bow or other use was now scraped (rubbed) with a
fragment of freshly broken hasalt, in w'hich the cavities formed additional cutting
edges and aided in the collection of the bone dust. When this was explained to nie,
I suggested the use of water, but the native (Innuit) smiled and continued bis
work. I soon saw he knew better than I how to reduce the size of a strip of walrus
ivory. This attrition of thé surface was continued until the approximate size was
reached. The holes or perforations in the ends were produced by means of stone
,drills after a depression had beent made by an angnlar-piece of stone, any stone
capable of wearing away the ivory substance. A few-grains of sand were put into
the shallow cavity and the st'one drill started by means of another drill or by aW
string or thongsimilar'to the manner in making fire.

Various sizes of stone drills were made, and by their use the differeut holes were
produced. It i8 unusual to find two perforations of the same diameter in any object.
These stone drills were used in making the long holes in ivory objeets of all kinds.

The final smootliing Of the surface of the ivory piece -was effected by rnbbing it
agamnst a fine-grained èstone or in the band where fne sand was held; lastly, two
pieces of ivory were rubbed against each other and thus a polished surface produced.

'Letter dated December 26, 1894.
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE E8KIMOS. 775

The etching was done with sharp edges of fragments of dint. Sometimes these

atone fragments were'skillfully fastened into a piece of wood and used as gravers or
oven as lancets. In later years files and saws were used to cut the ivory into the

required shape, and pieces of teel were used to make the holes. Often a three-

cornered file was the instrument used to make the holes.
Thedrill bow or other implement or utensil was not produced ln a day or even in a

month, as these articles were usually created for personal use. I have known of
such articles being taken along while on a protracted hùnting expedition and there
worked upon to while away the oftentimes tedious hours of watching game. Again

I have known when a native had requested a friend to etch some design, and in their

festivals, commemorating their dead, these articles were often presented and highly
cherished as gifts. Other articles of ivory often passed as a legacy from a relative
to another, and highly valued by the owner.

With respect to the walrus~ ivory and antler, both of which are
employed by the engraver for the portrayal of various figures, Mr.
Turner writes:'

Yon will observe many of the larger objects of ivory and antler have outer or
engraved portions of herder substance thau the inner or core portion. Yon awill per-

ceive that in bent or curved affairathe outer part is always the denser portion of

the material. This or these substances warp or curve because of their unequal
density of parts. The-native saw that heat would unshape a straight piece of ivory
or autler, and, taking advantage of what the sun did, he laid aside the piece where

it would become moist, and then placed it before the fire, core next to the tire, and
warping was the result.

In the winter the heat of the sun was not sufficient to produce harm, but when the

warm rays began to heat objects, the native was careful to put his ivory or bone

iinplements of the chase in the shade of a house or on the side of his cache, or within

a place where heat could not affect it.
I never saw them dip any such object in bot water or try to bend it by force.

The absence of graphie art among the Eskimo of Greenland, Labra-
dor, and the region between Hudson Bay and the Mackenzie River,
can not entirely be attributed to the lack of horn, bone, and walrus
ivory, as one or more of these materials appear abundant in certain
localities. By graphie art as here named is not intended the ordinary
ornamentation by means of lines, dots, etc., nor the sketches on paper
referred to by Doctor Rink, but the etchings upon the several materials
by means of gravers, to portray graphically records of hunting expe-
ditions, shamanistie ceremonies, atnd other subjects of which numerous
examples are here given passim. The-great supply of ivory in Altska
comes from near Port Muller, in Bristol Bay, and the more northern
coast and islands. Mr. Dail, who is authority for this statement, adds,
furthermore, "that the amonut of walrus ivory taken annually will
average 100,000 pounds.2

Some of the utensils in the National Museum are made of fossil ivory;
and of this to Mr. Dall remarks, "that it is not uncommon in many
parts of the valleys of the Yukon and Kuskoquim. It is nsually found
on the surface, not buried as in Siberia, and all that I have seen lias
been so muchl injured by the weather that it was of little commercial

Letter dated March 18, 1896.
"AÂlaska and its Resources." Boston, 1870, p. 504.
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value. It is usually blackened, split, and so fragile as to break readily
in pieces. It las also been found on the shores of Kotzebue Sound and
the Arctic coast."I

Captain William Edward Parry,2 during his second voyage for the
discovery of a northwest passage, found the walrus in tolerable abun-
dance in latitude 680 22' 21" north, and longitude (by chronometer)
810 56' 55" west, which places the locality on the east coast of Mel-
ville Peninsula. He remarks:

Iii the course of this day the walruses became more and more numerous every
hour, lying in large herds upon the loose pieces of drift ice; -and it having fallen
calm at 1 p. m., we dispatched our boats to endeavor to kill some for the sake of
the oil which they afford. - On approaching the ice, our people found them huddled
close to, and even lying upon, one another, in separate droves of from twelve to
thirty, the whole number near the boats being perhaps about two hundred. Most
of them -waited quietly to be fired at, and even after one or two discharges did not
seem to be greatly distnrbed, but allowed the people to land on the ive near them,
a d, when approached, showed an evident disposition to give battle. After they had
g into the water, three were struck with harpoons and killed from the boats.
When first wounded, they became quite furious, and one which had been struck
from Captain .Lyon's boat made a resolute attack upon her and injured several of
the planks with its enormous tusks.

The author above cited mentions, furthermore, the occurrence of
reindeer and musk mx, both species of animals furnished with horns
that might readily furnish excellent materials upon which to inscribe

pictorial representations of exploits or events. Great abundance ol
-the former are killed in the summer time, "partly by driving them
from islands or narrow necks of land into the sea, and then spearing

- them froin their canoes, and partly by shooting them from behind
heaps of stones raised for the purpose of watching them, and imitating
their peculiar bellow or grunt. Among the various artifices which they
employ for this purpose, one of the most ingenious consists in two men
walking directly from the deer they wish to kill, when the animal
almost always follows them. As soon as they arrive at a large stone,
one of the men bides behind it with bis bowwhile the other, continuing
to walk on, soon leads the deer within range of his companion's arrows.
They are also very careful to keep to leeward of the deer, and will
scarcely go out after them at all when the weather is calm.

HORN.

Quite a number of specimens of Eakimo workmanship, upon which
both simple forms of ornamentation and pictographic records occur,
consist of pieces of reindeer horn, obtained from the Barren-ground
caribou or reindeer, shaped into the form desired for the purpose. * lu

plate 12 is reproduced a museum group of Woodland caribou (Rangifer

Alaska and its Resources." Boston, 1870, p. 479.
The Journal of a second voyage for the discovery of a northwest passage from

tbe Atlantic to the Pacific. London, 1824, p. 220.
3Idem, pp. 420,421.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 14.

Fig. 1. PICTOGRAPII ON BONF.
(Ca. No. 3,31. % S. N. M. Norton Sounxd. (Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. RECOI:D ON BONE.
Cat. No. 1277. . S. -N.M. St. Michaels. Collected by L. . T aorner.)

Fig. .3. KANTAG OR BUCKET HANDLE OF 1[ORN.

(Cat. No. 37742, U. S. N. M. Northern part of Norton Sound. 'ollerted by E. W. Nelson.)

Figs. 4-7. KANTAG IANDLES OF ANTLER.

Cat. Nos. 33111, 23309. 33312. and 33310. respectively. f. S. N. M. Norton Sound.

Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 15.

DvcoRATFn K,.-iFr HA.ýDLF.

Fin-. 2. Ký,çiF, WITH IICOX BLADE.

(Cat.£Xo.48536. Kotzebtie$otin(l. ('ollectedl)vE.W.-Nels«)n.)

Fifr. 3. BON. K.ý;IF,.

'Xorton.Sourid. Ciblleétedl)yE.'W.\ell4on.)

lvoRy KxivE.

Chalftmut. Ct)llt-etodbyB.W.,ýNelt4on.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 16.

DEcOR.ATEDi D.NCNG MASK. Used by shamans in ceremonials. It is made of wood,
painted white, and ornimented with ictures of mask, and with feathers.

(Cat. No. 64258 U. S. N. M. Kuakua. u. Colectee byE. W. Nelson4
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tarandu caribou Kerr), a variety found farther south than the Barren-
ground variety, which is believed to be the oneh best known t the
Alaskan Eskimo. Several utensils employed in net weaving are shown
in platet 13, figs. 1, 2, 3, and several short, stout slabs of horn, neatly
ornamented with animals and short records of hunting exploits, are
represented in plate 14, figs. 2--7.

No specimens of horn of either the mountain sheep or the mountain
goat, both of which are employed by varions other and'more southern
coast tribes, have as yet been found in the collection of either the
National Museum, or that of the Alaska Commercial Company, in San
Francisco, California.

BON E.

Another article very often met with, inscribed with varions kinds of
ornamentation and pictorial work, consists of boue, both tle larger
bones of the legs and ribs of reindeer, and the humerus of the swan,
the latter serving as tubes for neédle c-asps or snuff tubes. Specimens
are shown farther on.

A small piece of bone, rudely incised, is shown herewith in plate 14,
fig. 1.

Some ornamented boue knives will be referred to under the special
class of subjects to which the records pertain. Such weapons are
employed in skinning and siometimes in cutting up aniils, aud native
portrayals of such avocations are also reproduced uin several illustra-
tions. The handles, and sometimes the blades of such knives, soie
with steel blades used in working and fashioning the ivory rods and bag
handles, are decorated as in plate 15, fig. 1.

WOOD.

Wood is sometimes used for varions articles, such as boxes for tobacco,
small utensils and tools, and women's trinkets. These are frequently
incised, but thé ornamentation is limited to simple figures composed of
straight lins, and perhaps dots.

Ii the country of the Miagemuts-who inhabited the vicinity of Cape
Romanzoff and reach nearly to the mon-th of the Yukon River-wood is
reported-as very scarce, and is an article of trade.'

Wood is.sometimes used for ornaments, masks, and toys, the surface
of which may be whitened, and upon this other desis are portrayed.
Suéh an instance is shown in plate 16, consisting of a dancing mask.

The Greenland map, before mentioned, may also be noted in this con-
nection.

The only other exaisples in the collections of the National Museum
are from Point Barrow, and may here be reproduced, together with the
descriptions given by Mr. Murdoch:

This consists of a toy obtained in Point Barrow and deposited in the

"Alaka and its Resources." Boston, 1880, p. 407.
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National Museum. It is a child's toy, resembling what American boys
would-call a "buzz".toy, and which would by them be made of the
round tin top of a shoeblacking box.

The specimen herewith reproducad iii fig. 1 is of pine % ood, rather

WOODE£N 'Bil ', TOT. PovNT RAtRRow

oblong in shape, and tbrough the two perforations in the middle are
passed the ends of a siiiew cord. The specimen is about 3.5 inches in
length. One end has a border of black on both faces, while the other
bas a sinilar border of red. The middle square, 1 inch across,, Is

Fig. 2.

WOODEN4 MASK AND D>ANCINGl GORGET.

also in red, an from the corners are lines extending ont to the respec-
tive corners of the tablet. The compartments thus formed are orna-
mented with figures of varions. objects. On the left end faée of the
illustration a is a goose; 'the next at the top is a man with one hand

. .
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elevated and the óther apparently so eurved as to pretend to-touch

himself, indicating tltat he is contemplating something or has performed

some deed; the third, space contains the convenîtional tigure of a

whale's tail to indicate that animal, and in the remaining space, at the

bottom, is a whale with what appears to denote a float attached to a

harpoon line.
The other side of the tablet, that bearing the cord, bas in the left-

* hand space an animal probably intended to denote a wolf; the upper
panel has within it a deer, the horns being tuîrned back, whereas to

denote the reindeer they would be turned forward; the next, like the
first, appears to be a wolf, while the fourth bas two animas seated

upon tieir haunches, faeing one another, after the manner of dogs,

although they appear to closely resemble the first and third, which are

believed to denote wolves, as before stated.

Fi-. 3.

I NG IYGO RGET OF WOOD; FRoM POrIT BARROW.

An old and weatherworn mask fromi Point Barrow is sbown in fig.,2.
It is made of spruce wood. and measures 7. inches, in length. It is
peculiar in baving the outer corners.of the eyes somewhat~ depressed.
and in addition to the mustache and imperial bas a broad "whaleman's
i.ask " drawn with black legd across the eyes.

Mr. Murdoch' says of the specimen that "this mask has been for a
long.time fastened to an ornamented wooden gorget, and appeared to
have been exposed to the weather, perhaps at a cemetery. The string
is nade of unusuallystout sinew braid."

A decorated gorget is shown in fig. 3. It is from Point Barrow, and
Mr. Murdoch 2 describes it thus:

It is nde·of sprnce, is 18.5 inches long,-and has two beckets of-stout sinew braid,
one to go round the neck and.the other rqund the body under the wearer's 'ains.

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnolgy for 1887-88, 1892, ip. 367, 368,
fig. 367.

2
Idem,4 370, fig. 372a.
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The figures are al painted on the front face. in the middle is a man painted with red

oher; all the rest of the figures te black and probably pain‡ed with soot. The

man with his arms outstretchedtands on a large whale, represented as spouting.

He holdo a amall whale in each hand. At his right is a small cross-shaped object

iihich perhaps represents a bird, then a man facing toward the left and darting a

harpoon with both hands, and a bear facing to the left. On the left of the red man'

are two umiaks with five men in eech, a whale nearly effaced, and three of the crow-

shaped objects already mentioned. Belowthem also, freshly drawn w.ith a hard,

blant lead pencil or the point of a bullet, are a whale, an umiak, and a three.-cornered
object the nature of which I ean notinake out.

A similar gorget, from the same place, is shown in fig. 4, and appears
to have been long exposed to the weather, perhaps at- a cemetery, as
the figures are all effaced except in the middle, where it was prøbably

covered by a mask as iî fig. 2, which was from the same village."

1!ig. 4.

DANCING GORGET OF WOOD; FROM POINT BARROW.

Mr. Murdoch says of this that "there seems to have been a red bo
der on the serrated edge. In the.midtlle is the same red man as before
standing on the black -whale and'holding a whale in each band. At
bis right is a black umiak with five men in it, and at his left a partially
effaced figure which -is perhapâ another boat." The strings are for
securingthe gorget to the dancer's neck and body.

M.r. Murdoch' remarks of the huiaan figure holding the whales:
" This mati or giant, able to hold out a whale, appears to bè a legend-
aryecharacter, as we have his image carved in ivory. We unfortu-

Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1887-88, 1892, p. 371.
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nately did not succeed in learning anything more about him, except

that bis name (appa-rently) was 'Kikamigo.'"
"These gorgets appear to have gone out of fashion," continues the

above-named author, "as we saw none which were not very old, or
wbich appeared to have been used recently."1

METALS.

Copper, brass, and white inetal (consisting of block tin, lead, etc.), as
well as an oceasional specimen of iron, will be met with bearing rude

designsih ornamentation. Very little is done also in silver, especially
in the manufacture of bracelets, an art which was imported froin the
Thlinkit. who, in turn, obtained their first suggestions and patterns

from the Haida Indians. Mr. Murdoch reports the practice of engrav-
ing iron-pipe picks and flint steels at Point Barrow.

SKINS OF ANLMALS.

Tanned hides of walrus are sometines used for purposes where a
touch here or there of ornamentation seems to te desired by the native

Eskimo.

Reindeer skin and the small peltries used for articles of clothing are
sometiines decorated with designs in color by means of small wooden
tools resembling spoons, of which the back of the bowl is eut into pat-
terns, which are thenn moistened with the pigments or stains, and
finally impressed upon the skin orfabric. This process is very like
that practiced by the South Sea Islanders in decorating some forms of
tapa cloth.

TATTOOING.

The human skin is also used for the portrayal of various designs, the
practice of tattooing varying among the several tribes or bands of
Eskimo Uetween Alaska and Greenland. Plate 4 represents a Port
Clarence girl with t"?cil tattooing upon the chin. In the female the
designs are usually hmited to such vertical bars upon the chin. On
Plate 22, fig. 7, is also shown tattooing by pictography upon a carved
face.

Referring to tbe Eskimo of Melville Peninsula, Captain Iarry2
remarks:

Among their pers.'al ornaments must also be reckoned that mode of marking the
body called tattooing, which, of the customs not essential to the comfort or happi-
ness of mankind, is perhaps the most extensively practiced throughont the world.
Among these people it seems to be an ornament of indispensable importance to the
women, not one of them beingwithout it. The operation is performed about the age
of ten or sometimes earlier and bas nothing to do with marriage, except that, being
considered in the ligbt of a personal chari, it may serve to recommend them as
wives. The parts of the body thus marked are their faces, arms, bands, thigbs, and
l some few women the breasts, but never the feet, as in Greenland.

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1887-88, 1892, p. 372.
*The journal of a second voyage for the discovery of a northwest passage from the

Atlantie to the Pacifie. London, 1824.
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The operation iLs very expeditiously managed by pamsing a needle and thread, the
latter covered with lamp black and oil, under the-epidermis, according to a pattern
previonsly marked ont upon the skin. Several sketêhes being. thus taken at once,
the thumb is pressed upon the part, while the thread ie drawn through, by which
means the coloring matter is retained and a permaneit dye of a blue tinge imparted
to the skin.

In the absence of needles, says the author, a strip of whalebone is
used as a substitute. It is furthermoré stated that the patterns "are
nearly the same in ail," and that "a little of this kind of mark is on the
back part of their hauds; and'with them we understood it to be con-
sidered as a souvenir of some distant or deceased person who had
performed it."

Mârk s of distinction by tattooing are employed by the men to denote
succ ii whaling- "Those men who are or have been captains of
whaling umiaks that have taken whales have marks tattooed some-
where on their person,.emetimes forming a definite tally."1

Mr. Murdoch refers to an example in the person of a native named
Afioru, who had s 'broad band tattooed across each cheek, extending
from the corner of the mouth backward toward the lobe of the ear.
These bands were made up of. many indistinct lines, which were said j
to indicate " many whales." Another instance was that of a native
who "had the '1flukes' of seven whales in a ine across the chest."

The wife of the former "had a little mark tattooed on each corner of
her mouth, which she said were' whale marks,' indicating that she was
the wife of a successful whaleman."'9

McClure notes that afCape Bathurst he observed that a successfnl
harpooner had a blue line drawn across the bridge of the nose, 2 and
according to Armstrong, he bas a line tattooed from the inner angle
of the eye -across the cheeka new one being added for every whale
he strikes.- Father Petitot remarks that in this region whales are
"scored " by "tattooing crosses on the shoulder, and that a murderer
is marked-across the nose with a couple of horizontal Unes."4 It is
interesting, says Murdochl, that one of the "striped" men at Nuwiík
told us he had killed a man. In east ßreenland tattooing is similarly
performed. Holm, remarking, in refetence to the residènts at Angma-
gralik, that "Mændene ere kun undtagelsvis tatoverede og da kun
med enkelte mindre Streger paa Arme og Haandled. for at Kunne
harpunere godt."-

INSTRUMENTS AND COLORS.

Various instruments are employed by the Eskimo in preparing for
the reception of pictographs the several substances used for that
purpose. The pigments are now chiefly obtained from the trader,

Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88, 1892, p. 139.
2Discovery of Northwest Passage, p.93,
3Personal Narràtiverp.176.
4
Monographie, etc., p. xxv.
Geogr. Tidskrift VIII, p. 88.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 17.

- --.

1 2

Fig. 1. SÂw.
(Cat. No. 46145. Port Clarence. Collected by If. H. Bean.)

Fig. 2. SAw.
(Cat:No. [1304]. Anderson River. Collected by C. P. Gaudet.
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thoughi in fomer timesghey wçre prepared from minerai aud vegetable
substances.

Plate 17 represents two saws used in cutting ivory. The specimen
shown in fig. 1 is from Port Clarence, and appears to be made of a
piece of a steel saw of American manufacture, but from the appearance
of the specimen the teeth were filed into it by the native. It is
hafted to a piece of ivory and secured by means of a niece of metal.
apparently a nail.

Plate 17, fig. 2, represents a saw of a hinner piece of metal with a
very irregularly filed cutting edge. It is ttached to a piece of ivory,
and was obtained at Anderson River. s instrument was used in
splitting walrus tusks.lengthwise, as well a cutting them into shorter
pieces when necessary. In the bone or ivory mb represented in Plate
22, fig. 4, may be seen the effects of native sa ing and an attempt to
make teeth.

Several forms of knives before referred to are illustrated in plàte 15.
The upper'left-hand figure (fig. 1) is a wood-working kiife, obtained at
St. Michaels, and sent to the Museum byMr. ErW. Nelson. Thé handle
is .made of a rib, a slot in the forward end being made there to receive
the laterally curved blade, and in this respect resembling to a limited
degree. the type used by most of the Indians of the Great Lakes. The
blade is secured by means of a thong.

Upon the back or obverse side okthe handle is a depression one-eighth
of an inch deep and five-sixteenths of au inch in diameter, which shows
ample evidence of having been used in holding a fire drill, or some other
variety of drill. Upon the front side of the haudle appears the outlines

-of three sailing vessels, immediately behind the right-hand figure being
a pit surrounded by a circle with four radiatiug lines, beyond which are
indications of an attempt to make other concentric circles.

These knives are used in fashioning wood into various forms, and
also, sometimes, in shaving the roughened edges of ivory rods.

Thespecimen at the upper right hand.(fig.2) is from Kotzebue Sound.
The handle, like the preceding, is made of a rib, while the arrow-shaped
piece of metal constituting the blade is secured by means of two rivets,
one of iron and oný of copper, while the anterior, a third one, has fallen
oùu-t,-1eavind ly the perforation.

The cutting edge is slightly concave from point te base and may
-have been made so intentionally for the purpo'se of causing slight co-
- vexity to the surface operated upon. This style of knife is also some-
times employed in shaving down ivory rods to the desired form and
thickness.

The third specimen (fig. 3) was obtained at Norton Sound. This bone
gouge or chisel represents the type of tool used for stripping off birch
bark for canoes before the iron tools were introduced. It is apparently
made of the leg bone of a reindeer and bears ornamentation of peculiar
interest. The transverse bars consist of parallel lines by twos, and
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several times by threes, between which is the alternating dentate pat-

tern, the result of the interlacing, or alternate approximation, of points,
the intervening surface resulting in a fine zigzag pattern. The simple
zigzag lines occur near the middle of the specimen, while the smaii lat-
eral ornaments resembling bird tracks are convention~al tree patterns.

The incisions are all stained with what appearrto be red ocher.
Total length is 12- inches; has a sharp cutting edge and shows evi-
dence of much use.

The ivory snow knife (fig. 4) was collected by Mr. E. W. Nelson at
the Chalitmut village, and occupies the bottom place on plate 15. The
specimen is 14k inches in length and 1J inches across the widest part
of the tolerably sharp blade. The bottom of the handle is ornamentéd
with seven projections representing seal heads, the eyes and mouth of
each being clearly cut and blackened. Along the top or back of the
blade are tlhree parallel creases, crossed at intervals by short lines.
The upper edge of-each side of the blade has two parallel lines extend-
ing-from the base to near the tip, from the lower one of which extend
short < shaped ornaments resembling the legs on some of the Eskimo

mythic animals. The line, extending almost halfway along the bottom

edge of the blade, has single short linegprojecting backward, at a slight
angle, at intervals of about half an inch apart.' This is a simpler form
of ornament, though of the same type as that upon the upper side of
the blade.

Along the center, on either side, is a line terminating at the middle
of the blade in a circle within which is another and a central perfora-
tion filled with a hard wooden peg.

The centrai line on each side has wmple, short, oblique lateral
incisions as ornaments, while the oute has lines radiating at the
cardinal points.

On plate 18 are reproduced three boue skin dréssers, figs. 1 and 3

being obtained from the Thlingit Indians, while fig. 2 was secured at
Sitka, no specific tribe being referred to in th records accompanying
the object.

The ornamentation on plate 18, fig. 1 consists chiefly of three rows of
small- squares being arranged in order to resemble a checkered surface,
the one series of squares being plain while the other is specified by
cross lines. At the upper edge, embracing a little more than one-third
of the surface, is a longitudinal surface marked by pairs of dia' nal
lines.

The specimen on plate 18, fig.2, has most of the surface of one 'de
divided off into three rectangles, all but one of the lines forming the
boundaries, being decorated on the inner side by broken series of s all

triangles. ~This is a common Eskimo pattern, but has not the op os-
ing fellow so as to form the zigzag. The pattern does not oecur on
other specimens of like workmanship from the Thlingit Indians,\or
from Sitka, exepting in the specimen on plate 46, fig. 3, in which two
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EXPLANATION CIF PLATE 18.

. 4

12 3

Fig. 1. SKIN DRESSER.

(Cat, No. 168360, U. S. N. M. Thlingit Indians. Gollected v Lient. G. F. Emmions

U. S.N.)
Ficg. 2. SKIN DRESSER.

(Cat. No. 74934, U. S. N. M. Sitka. Collecteil by John J. McLean.)

Fig. 3. SKIN DIIESSERI.

(Cat. No. 168358. Thlinit Indiain. .Collected by Lieut. G. F. Emo, Uo. S. N.)
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Fig.1. GRAVER.

(Cat. No. 4349, U. S. N. M. K zerubue Souirl. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. GRAVER.

(Cat. No' 2507,I U. . N. 31. A nderson River. Colelecte<i by Rh.McFarlane)

Fig. 3. GRAVE'R.

(Cat. No. 20>94. i. S. N. M. A ierson River. Collected by R-. MeFirlane.)

Fig. 4. GRAVERi.

(Cat. No. 46080, 1. S. N. M. Port tlrence. Collected by V. Il. Dal.)

Fig. 5. GRAVER.

(Cat. No. 44591, U.S.N..Ca>Nni.CleetebyEW.esn)

EXPLANATION OF PÎLATE. 19.
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short rows of triangular figures appear near the middle, while at the
left are three large triangular patterns placed so.as to form a zigzag,
or V-shaped, design, this being merely an enlarged illustration of the
smaller patterns above noted. At the other end of this specimen is a
group of isolated transverse lines; from the middle of the end is
issuing a continuous horizontal line, 1 inches in length, terminating
in a bifurcation exactly resembling the common Eskimo conventional
tree pattern. In the middle space ofsthe tool is a pair of parallel hori-
zontal lines, also terminating in similar bifurcations; this, however,
may be imeaningless, though it resembles a doubletree symbol, or it
might also be taken as denoting a seine shuttle, examples of which
are given in several illustrations.

Mr. L. M. Turner writes:1

Circles are made with a graver; formerly a sharp corner of flint set in a stick.
In later days a three-cornered file, one worn ont, was substituted, and the

manner in which I saw him-an expert ivory worker at St. Michaels-use it was
simply pushing it from him, turning the ivory round as the circle was graved, a
little deeper at each turn.

The straight decorated lines were made as two deep channels at a suitable width
apart; the serTations were made by pushing from the outer edge of the ridge
toward the groove. These sculptures are not made in a day, week, or month; many
objects are not completed in years, as many of them are life histories of the indi-
vidual. The Innuit is never in a hurry, and each thinks he has a lifetime before
hi.

The Kaniags or Kaniaks, the inhabitants of the island of Kadiak
and surrounding islands, "are possessed of great skill in carving
figures and other 'objects from walrus tusks, the material being
obtained frorn the Alaska Peninsula." Mr. Ivan Petroff,2 whose words
I am quoting, remarks furthermore:

They also make very nicely carved snuffboxes of whalebone. Formerly all these
objects. were worked with stone implements, but the use of iron has long been
known to the Kaniags, who used it at the arrival of the Russians. The savages
said that iron was occasionally cast upon the beach by the waves [sic!].

Reference hasbeen made to the steel-pointed native-made gravers
used in various prouesses of engraving. In plate 19 are represented
five instruments, fig. 1 of which was obtained at Kotzebue Sound by
Mr. E. W. Nelson. The handle, a little over 5 inches in leugth, is
made· of bone. A slight slot was cut at the large end, into which was
inserted a short piece of iron or steel, secured by wrapping with thin
cord, apparently of sinew. The point of the instrument is acute, and
admirably adapted for etchiug or scraping.

The second figure from the top (fig. 2) was secured at Anderson
River by Mr. R. McFarlane. The bone handle bears indentations, so as
to admit of secure grasping. The point of steel is inserted in the end

Letter dated March 18, 1896.
'Report on the population, industries, and resources of Alaska. Tenth Census,

1880, VIII, -p. 141,

AT MUS 95-50
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and filed down to a narrower width than that hidden from view. The

point measures ? of an inch in height and is only about 1 of an inch
thick. The front edge is not at right angles to the sides, and thus
furnishes a better and sharper cutting edge.

The third or middle specimen (fig. 3) is from the same locality as the

preceding. The handle consists of two pieces of bone, so arranged as

to unite smoothly and.also to hold in place a piece of steel, which has

been sunk partly in each half of the handle by means of a slot made

by sawing. The two pieces are finally tied together with a sinew cord. $
The apex of the graver is. rather more acute than in the preceding
specimen.

The back of the tool is also ground to a cutting edge, to be used

in scraping smooth such surfaces requiring treatment previous to
engraving.

An interesting specimen occupies the fourth place in the series (fig.
4). This is from Port Clarence,,whiere it was obtained by Mr. W. H.
Dall. The two pieces of bone composing the handle are secured to one

another by means of a peg passing vertically through them, and two

wooden pegs, of no special use apparently, are inserted in handle trans.
versely. Like in the preceding, a slot has been made with the front of

each piece so as to secure the flat piece of metal constituting the blade.

The point is neatly finished, 9 nd it will be observed has a very acute
tip turned downward so as td afford the best possible means for fine

engraving in hard material. .The two pieces of handle are tied together
with a leather or skin thong. The entire length is 4j inches.

The fifth and lower specimen (fig 5) is from Cape Nome, and was

secured by Mr. E. W. Nelson. The handle is composed of two pieces
of walrus ivory; two pegs pass vertically through them to hold thea

together, while the broad blade is, as usual, inserted in slots made in

both pieces of handle. The wrapping consists of sinew or hide, beinsg

sa covered with a layer of hard grease and dirt as to prevent identifica
tion. The front edge of the instrument is at an angle sufficient t

furnish an excellent cutting edge. The entire length is 4- inches.
In addition to the above remarks concerning the second specimen,it

is of interest to call attention to the fact that upon the right-hand side eo

the handle there occurs a rounded cavity, made with a rude.implement
which may have beenr intended for use in drilling-by steadying the

drill at the top. Such depressions and for such purposes are not rare.
Mr. L. M. Turner, Cap'tain Herendeen, and others to whom referenc

is made elsewhere state that formerly the natives used fragments ot

flint or quartz with which to engrave and decorate specimens of ivoryT

bone, and other materials used for utensils and weapons. The small

fragments of siliceous material were inserted in the end of wood or bone
handles, though sometimes they wyre large enough to. use without the

aid of a handle.
After a care.al examination of all the engraved specimens of Alaskan
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riew. The

t work, in the collections of the National Museum at Washington, Dis-of an inch
and thus ict of Columbia, and the Alaska Commercial Company ln San Fran-

isco, California, it appears that the more modern specimens of ivory

lity as the 4re engraved in a manner indicating the use of steel-pointed instru-

anged a 'ents, such as are shown in plate 19. The lines or incisions- are fre-

which has uently3very pronounced and represent deep regular channels in which

slot mae he two sides converge to a sharp cut beneath or at the bottom, resem-
e ling a V-shaped groove of elegant uniformity. In the older specimens

new cord.
d f ivory carving, such as are very much surface worn by frequent and

preceding ong continued handling, or have been in the possession of certain
individuals and families for a long time, the creases have become less

be used
deep, and where they are sheltered by lateral ridges they still indicate
an origin of a more primitive kind, being made, perhaps, by less expe-
ienced artists or with ruder instruments. The numerous hair-line

eries (fig. scratches and frequent apparently accidental slips of the point would

ed to one ndicate the use of a point less acute than the modern steel gravers
ade by the natives at this day, and w*hich are herewith illustrated.

,and two
In some of the later engravings the grooves are regular, deep, anddie trans- ronounced, the cut being sometimes vertical, so as to show the lateral

e front of
e frot f dges at right angles to the horizontal base of the groove, indicating a

he blade.
trong hand pressure of a square cutting edge. The greater number of

ery acu mes are made, evidently, by using an angle of the graver, the result
eiug similar to that resulting from the use of a variety of the three-

together ,ided or triangular graver used -in wood engraving.
An examination of the ends of short lines, especially those employed

and wa~s1 simple ornamentation, illustrates at once that most of them are made
o piece y cutting from the outside toward the main object or body of the
id the esign. In this manner the very short lines resemble arrow-headed
made lh
me ei ornaments or projections, or minute triangles. This is particularly

e Apparent in some of the specimens 'referred to in connection with
e.ntifica .nveítionalizing and to the art of the Polnésians.
cient t' riic -Drillsand simple borers appear to have been made by securing to
ches. ooden handles rather thin but elongated pieces of chalcedony, or similar
cien, t liceons minerals. Slight depressions or pits apparently made by such

d sideet ols are frequent, and it is probable that before the introduction of
lement etals nearly all perforations in bone, wood, and probably in ivoïy,
ng t ere thus made. In larger cavities in bone and ivory, such as would

ot rare erve for steadying the rear or upper end of a fire-drili during rotation
eferenice f the latter, the origin thus attributed is often very clear, the rounded
ents et avity, when not yet entirely smoothed off byuse, retaining the marksý
f ivory. f workmanship made by a criùde tool or instrument.
e suml That circles were made by turning the specimen to be engraved and
or boue olding firmly the stone-pointed graver and pushing it toward the
out the pecimen has been affirmed by one correspondent; but such·instances

ere no doubt rare, and it is bélieved that no example of a circle,
laskar ucleated or otherwise, made in this offhand manner will be found in

he extensive collection'of the National Museum.
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Captain Herendeen states that sometimes a fragment of flint-though
generally one of iron-or steel and consisting of a narrow strip of perhaps £

the width of a large nail-was filed at the end so as to receive a c
V-shaped notch, one point being a little longer than the other. It is
well known that pieces of hoop iron, nails, and other articles of iroii

and steel are similarly employed by our native>Indian i
tribes, and it would indeed be a strange.fact if the Eski-
mo did not seize upon and utilize such a valuable sub- t
stance as metal when the opportunity was presented,

1 and after having seen sailors and others work them
into desired shape by hammering or filing. i

The nuclei of many-I might almost say
nearly all-concentric circles are deeper
than the circles surrounding them. This
may be the result of having the longer

point of such a V-shaped notched toole
forced deeper into the material to be dec-
orated, giving the instrument a secure
point for rotation, so that the outer or

scutting end may not so readily slip from
its intended course. e

Inthismanner, and for making concentrie
rings, one such tool would be necessary for
each size of circle required. Reference to
the varions illustrations will elucidate this re
more clearly.

Accurate measurements>of the diameters
of circles upon any particular specimens iv
indicate the use of a number of such in-
struments with different sized bits, and

Fig. · varying distances between the points.
DERLL FRM POINT .Another class of circles, with nuclei

appear to be 'nade with auger bits, the
central pin being filed to a sharp point, while the
outer vertical cutting edge is also filed so as. to cut
toward the surface of the ivory, and to remove the tex-
ture upon which the auger is impressed. The grooves
resulting fromn such work and with such an instrument
are sharply defined, with lateral sides and a nearly level F.ig.6.

bottom, while the circles are mathematically accurate EOMPObotomwhle heBÀRBOWe ai
in form. An illustration of such work is reproduced in ob

plate 19, the specimen being from a loca;lity north of Norton Sound. ho
The smaller and more delicate circles occur on earrings and other like

objects of personal adornment, and upon such articles of frequent need dr
as sewing utensils, examples of which are given in a number of illus- to
trations.

i*-
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shough IUpon the pipestems also are shown excellent results of such aborigi-
erhaps nal work, the ivory stem shown in plate 20, bearing eig.ht sets of
eive a circles, that one nearest the brass-bound mouthpiece cons>Ding of but

It is a single circle with its central pit or nucleus oùe-eighth of an inch
fironi deep, while the circle itself is but a mere hair line< in comparison; the
ndian . next two figures consist of two circles each with the central spot, the
Eski- next four having three circles each beside the central point, while

e sub- the last, or eighth, has four concentric rings and the central nucleus.
ented, According to measurementthe inner or pri-
themn mary circle, in all, is three-sixteenths of -an

inch in diaieter; the next larger one, begin-
ning with the second ring, is one-fourth of an /z.
inch in diameter; the next larger, being the - --

outer circle on the fourth figure, measures
three eighths of an inch, while th7uercr
cle of the last figure, having four rings, meas-- DLFig.7thre-eihth ofan cliwhie te otercir MOURIER WITHO
ures one-half of an inch in diameter.

The central pit or nucleus in each of the
circles, excepting two, is filled with a tightly fitting wooden peg,
smoothed off level with the surrounding surface, and carefully black-
ened to accord in color with the surrounding blackened circles.

This regularity in diameter of the several sizes of circles indicates
the use of a bit, or tool, of foreign manufacture which the natives
obtained probably through barter. The sizes increase by one-sizteenth
of an inch each time a change is made corresponding exactly to the
regulation sizes used by carpenters and other workers in wood.

Drills are used for perforating al kinds 'of materials, wood, bone,
ivory, and even metals, and are much more common.than awls among
the more northern natives. The handles are of wood and sometimes

bone, thé point being made
of iron or steel, though before
the introduction of metals
flint and similar siliceous ma-
terials were employed in arm-
ing the tool.

The illustration given in
Fig.8. O fig. 5 is a boue pointed drill

DRILL MOUTHpIECE WITH SOCHET OF MRON.

fromPoint Barrow, while fig.
6 represents one with an iron drill mounted in a handle of spruce wood
which was once painted with red ocher. When the natives use the drili

POINT hùténtvsuehdrl

and bow, both hands are necessarily occupied, one in steadying the
object to be perforated while with the other the bow is held and moved

und liorizontally to rotate the drill.
like Therefore, to produce the necessary pressure upon the top of the
eed drill, the native puts into his mouth a drill mouthpiece in which the

llus- top: of drill rotates. Fig. 7 represents a mouthpiece with an iron
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socket, while in fig. 8 is another also of wood, but holding a socket
syenite to withstand the friction of the drill.

Some of the specimens in the collections of the National Museun are
decorated with the usual deep incisions found in Point Barrow bag
handles and tinted with what appears to be red ocher.

In several instances the wooden pegs inserted- in the perforations
made to represent eyes, ears, or nostrils, of small animal forms, are
co]ored, and in other specimens, such as earrings, glass or porcelain
beads are inserted instead.

After the etchings have been made in the-ivory or other material,
the creases or incisions are colored so as to bring out the design in
sharp contrast to the surrounding surface.

Mr. Turner informs me that "the black substance used to color the
etched lines was from the charcoal prepared from burned grass, then
powdered, mixed with oil, and rubbed into the etching. Afterwards the
begrimed hand of the owner was sufficient to renew the coloring mat-
ter. Some of the etchings are colored with a red substance which (an
innovation in the art) is procured from·the traders' stock."

Mr. W. H. Dall remarks:

The coloration of wooden articles with native pigments is of ancient origin, but

all the more elaborate instanees that have come to my knpwledge bore marks of

comparatively recent origin. The pigments used were blie carbonates of iron and

copper;. the green fungus, or peziza, found in decayed birch aud alder wood; hæma-
tite and red chalk; white infusorial or chalky earth; black charcoal, graphite, and

micaceous ore of irons.
A species of red was sometimes derived'from vine bark or the cambium of ground

willow. In later prehistoric burial place~s, the wooden earrings bear the colors

nearly as bright as when'first applied.

-ÎPORTRAY.L -OF NATURAL AND OTHER OBJECTS.

Inu the following illustrations, which represent selected figures froi
various records, will be noted the several styles of illustrating like
spècies of animals, and the fidelity of expression and outline of some
specimens in further illustration of the intimate acquaintance by the
aboriginal artist of the subject by which he attempted to portray his
skill.

Plate12 servest illustrate the form of the Barren-ground caribou
or Alaskan reindeer as well as the horns of the male and female, while
in the representation of the form of the walrus similar accuracy is
-attained, as may-be observed by comparing numerous etchings with
the illustration on, Plate 11, which represents an exceedingly well-
formed walrus.

In fig.9 is presented a herd of reindeer shown in various attitudes,
the general execution of the figures being very cleverly done. The
heads of some are turned to the front, thus showing decided success in
an attempt akforeshortening; some of the animals are lying down, as
if resting, while others appear to be browsing.
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The animals composing the herd in fig. 10 are engraved so as to rep-
resent them in various attitudes. In No. 1 the animal appears to be
coming up, as out of a depression, or water, while in No. 2 the animal
-is grazing. No. 3 is in the act of lying -down, as shown in the bent
legs. In No. 4 the animal is lying down, and the head is drawn so as

e make it appear as if looking either toward or away froin the beholder.

Fig. 9.

HERD OF REINDEER.

oreshortening is of rare occurrence ln primitive art, but besides the
~reçeding instance the animal in No. 6 is also partly portrayed in such
n attitude. No. 5 is not definitely depicted, tbe horns being in
ch relative position with the body as if the animal's head were turned
ound as if it were licking its side. No. 7 is a doe, while No. 8 is a
aie, without any indication of action being shown.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 10.

BERD OF REINDEER.

In fig.11 the native artist has certainlyexpressed an intimate acquaint-
ce with the habits of deer. The attitude of the animal in No. 1
ems one of careless interest,,if it may be so desiguated, in what the
st of his comrades may show more concern. No. 2 is iii the attitude
rising from the ground, while -that in No. 3 exhibits a desire to move

w'y as if from an enemy. No. 4 is shown, by the position of the legs,

Fig.nIl. Fig. 12.

HERD OF STARTLED DEER. HERD OF STARTLED DEER.

o exhibit more activity in hastening away. The foreshortening visible
n No. 5 seems to place the leader of -the.herd in the attitude of a pro-

etor, being on the defensive, and showing a disinclination te rn
way from those over whom he may have exercised the privileges or
ghts of a leader. In this instance, as in the following illustration,
ery excellent workmanship and artistic taste are exhibited.
ln the illustration shown iut fig. 12 the deer have congregated



IV

because of an alarm, their heads being directed forward toward the
beholder, the foreshortening being admirably executed.- Four animals
are indicated, three being so closely plkced as to make identification
rather difficult.

The varions attitudes of reindeer portrayed in fig. 13 are readily
discernible, the heads and horns aiding in specifically distinguishing
the sexes, as also the various degrees of interest manifested at an
alarm, caused by the unseen approach of a hunter. The figure at the
right end of the illustration shows the native crawling up behind a
hillock covered with tall grass and weeds, his hand holding an arrow
and bow which he pushes forward before hiip. Several of the animals
are drawn foresiortened, an attempt in artsedom found among the
aborigines. &

Plate 21, fig. 3, is a drill bow, and is from Kotzebue Sound. The
upper or convex side represents a herd of thirteen reindeer in various
attitudes of moving forward and.grazing. The fourth animal from the
left end is drawn with its head very gracefully elevated and looking
backward, a fact -very .unusual in an aboriginal pictograph. The
curves are deep and heavy and quite characteristic of the engravings
of natives of the region from which the specimen was obtained.

Fig. 13.

HERD OF REINDEER.

This illustràtion is from the -same bow of which the reverse is shown
in plate 22, fig.,.

Plate 21, fig. 6, is also a drill bow from Kotzebue Sound, and is
very-yellow with age. The figures portrayed denote reindeer. . The
pecâliarity of this record is the depth of the incisions forming the
characters, indicating bold, strong work. The under surface of the
bow also bears the outlines of reindeer-(somewhat larger than those
upon the'opposite side), which are drawn with greatfidelity to specific
features, with the exception of the shape of the body. The peculiari-
ties of the horns are carefully noted by the artist, and the various
attitudes are exceedingly natural."

Plate 22, fig. 2, represents- a dri bow also from Kotzebue Sound,
measuring 14 inches in length along the convex surface. The record
portrays thirteen reindeer aud three animals which may belong to the
same species, although because of their shorter necks and stouter
bodies identification is uncertain. The .herd seems to be nioving for-
ward, some'of them engaged in browsing, and ·some attempt appears
to be made at perspective. The three shôrt lines at the upper right-
hand side of the bow immediately above and in front of the right-hanid
figures of the deer are the outlines of three otter. Al of these
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EXPLANA'

43

6

t IFig. 1. B

Fig. 2. D

Fig. 3. B

Fi. 4. 1

Fig. 5.1D

Fig. 6. B

All from Kotzebue

TION OF PLATE 21.

A(; HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 48531, U. S. N. M.)

)RILL Bow.
(Cat. No. 48521,FU. S. N. M.)

IAG IANDLE.,

(Cat. No. 48528,FU. S. N. M.i

BAG HANDLE..

(Cat. No. 48529, U. S. N. M.)

DRILL Bow.
(Cat. No. 48520, F. S. N. M.)

3AG HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 48530, U. S. N. M.)

Sound. Collected hy E. W. Nelson.
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EXPLANATION OF

2

4

Fig1. BA HANDLE.
(Cat. No. 48531, V. S. N. M.)

Fig. 2. BAG IHANDLE.

(Cat. No. 48528, U. S. N. M.)

Fig. 3. DRILL Bow.

(Cat. No. 48525, U. S.N.M.)

PLATE 22.

-- Y--- ---

A rom io zei ne oun t. uouce -me P,. %,,. .\eiso..

Fig. 4. BAC IANL).E.

(Cat. No. 89424, U. S. N. M. Point Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S. A

Fig..'. 5. DRILNL.EOW.

(Cat. No. 48521. U. S. N. M1. Kteu Sounid. Collected by E. W. .Nelson.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 23.

Fig. 1. EEi. FOR SINEW FOR SMALL NETS.

(cat. No. 4:,523, V. S. M. cape Vanconver. .Coilected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. BoE SFINE SIIUTTLE.

Ca. N. 44448,U.S.N.M. Cape Norne. Colleeed by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. :. GnAss '3M F BONE.
(Cat. No. 48541,f. S. N.M3. Kntzebne Soundl. Coll'etUeJ. by E. W. Nelson.>

Fig. 4. FisioN IMPLEM'ENT.

(Cat. No. 38276,U. S.N. M. Lower Yukon. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
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Fig. .1»1;. i-> 1 B<>w.
No 449 s. N. M.

Fig, 2. ILn i W.

.. RIL I OW
1L~. IN. M.

a(. Noî.4:9::1.1. s. N. M.

Fi''.4. lIi r. i3ow.

(Cat. No. 4446. . S. N. NI

F g.j InODnIN.
( a .N .. 171. 1'.S. 'N .St.

Fiii I on x.

(C..t. N. 3:n77, I . . N. NI.

Ni u1 k bewh n;g'iunk. (1e <!Y l". W. Nlson.)

n Nom. CllctedI by E. . Nesn.

Nort on sound. C('oictd l> E. w. Nels n •
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EXPLANATION Oc PLATE 24.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 25.

2 3

Fig. 1. I voRY CasKEr.

(Cat. No. 24606. St. Michaels. Colleeted by L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 2. SNUFF BOX.
(Cat. No. 33197. U. S. N. M. Norton Sound. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. BOX FOR FiUNGus Asit.
(Cat. No. 48558. U. S. N. M. Kotzebue Sound. Collected by E. W. Nelson.1
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE ESKIMOS. 793

engravings are characteristic- of the crude deeply incised lines of the
work accomplished by the Indians of Kotzebue Sound and vicinity.

Plate 23, fig.- 2, is a bone seine shuttle from Cape Nome. This is
ornamented with several almost indefinite lines at the left, probably
representing seals, while the four couspicuous- characters represent
well-engraved outlines of the reindeer. The shading or marking upon
the bodies of the animals is indicative of the markings of color upon
the animal, and upon the two middle figures this marking is indicated
by delicate vertical lines very artistically rendered.

Plate 24, fig. 4, represents a triangular drill bow obtained at Cape
Nome. The specimen measures 13 uinches in length. The thirteen
figures at the left represent walruses, two of them heading toward a
kaiak occupied by a single hunter who appears to be chased by a
walrus coming from the opposite direction, as if it had been pursued-
and probably angered by the five hunters shown in the umiak immedi-
ately to the right of it. The native in the stern end of this umiak has
successfully harpooned a walrus, as is indicated by the delicate zigzag
line connecting his hand with the harpoon which is securely embedded
in the breast of the animal. Now, turning the bow upside down, there
will be seen two walruses being towed along by an umiak occupied by
five hunters. Immediately to the left of this umiak
is another boat of similar construction which has just
been pulled on shore, as the position of the boat indi-
cates, as well as the attitude of the six natives walk- Fig. 14.
ing along toward the left, each with something in his FLING BIRD.

hands, which has evidently been taken from the boat,
and which bas been captnred or secured on the hunt. The remaining
six figures indicate habitations. Again reversing the bow to the origi-
nal position, opposite to the beached umiak is a walrus which has been
captured by the hunters in the umiak proceeding toward the Tght and
toward another walrus which is there shown. The remaining six fig-
ures indicate habitations and storehouses, while between the former
are shown human figures in various attitudes as if occupied in different
tasks. The under sides of the bow bear hunting records, numbers of
which will be shown in other connections.

On plate 25, fig. 3, is shown a box for fungus ash. This appears to
be made of a piece of bone, is very crude, and bears about the middle
a row of five figures, the larger one representing a whale, the next a
reindeer, while the three smaller ones appear to be animals of the same
species.

Fig. 14 probably denotes one of the water birds, though why it fig-
ures on the ivory drill bow without any other characters, in context, it
is impossible to say. The attempt at engraving a record may have
been abandoned.

The two characters shown in fig. 15, are without doubt deer, as no
other species of the family is found in Alaska in which the tangs of
the horns project from the posterior ridge of the main branch. In the
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ell, which is not found so far north, the tangs project from the ante-

rior ridge, while in the reindeer the horn is specifically bent forward

at the niddle, and the

anterior prong, or "snow

,, shovel," is also usually

indicated.

i15. The accompanying il-
REIDEER. .lustration of the rein-

deer, fig. 16, is carefully

drawn to :ndicate the peculiarity of the curved horns. It is rather too

short in the limbs in comparison to the size of the body, and although

the work is tolerably good, comparison with

other illustrations will be found to be of interest.

Fig. 17 is a variant of the

proceeding, and much better
Fig. 16.

in both resemblance to the Fig.EER.

animal ist is intended to

represent as well as in an artistie point of view.

ig.. . The accompanying figures illustrate the various
REINDEER.

typical forms of the same. animal as drawn by the

natives of varions parts of the west coast of Alaska. Fig. 18 repre-

sents sonie etchings from a specimen obtained in Point Barrow, though

the style of en-

graving is not

very nuch like

that of those

people.
This appears

to'be one of

the few groups Fig.18.

in1 which the REINDEER.

horns are so unusually high and in which each animal has but two

legs, one at each end of the- body.

A specimen of the reindeer shown in fig. 19 is from a fragment of. a

bone obtained at Nor-
ton Sound. Although

the interior decora-

tion consists of cross

lines, these are diago-

nalinstead of at right

angles, as before. A

REINDEER IPUM D ]BY WOLF. gétdféelei h

êrt work is visible.
The reindeer is followed by a wolf. Two interesting specimens .are

reproduced.from specimen from Kotzebue Sound. The character shown

in fig. 20 is heavy in outine, in having a stout body, over which the

JE
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 26.

1 2 3

Fig. 1. SEAL DRAG.

(at. No. 129227, 1. S. N. M St. M iehaels Collected by L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 2. 1-ANDE FOi KANT AG.

(Cat. No. 6375, U. S. N. M. Lower Yukon. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. SEAL. DIAG. Made to represeot tWo seal heads, Upon the throat being effiii

of whale, partly detached.
(Cat. No. 33663, U. S. N. M. St. Michaels island, Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE ESKIMOS.

the étching extends almost entirely, while in fig. 21 the body of a simi-
lar animal from the same locality has but a few cross lines. The horns
are very well represented within outline and
general curvature.

An interesting pair of animals is shown
iii fig. 22, the foreshortening being admir-
ably drawn, while at the same time maintain-

ing the typical spe-
cifie features which

REINDEER, KOTZEBUE SOUND.

are visible in all
other native drawings of the reindeer.

Plate 26, fig. 1, represents a seal drag
from St. Michaels. Upon the upper portion

Fig. 21. of the ivory utensil are neat outlines of
REINDEER, KOTZEBUE SOUND. wolves, made with

considerable delica-
cy. The ornamental lines upon which they
stand and those encircling the ends of the or-
nament are a sort of meander or crude zigzag, REINDEER.

of which a description is
given eIsewhere in connection with decoration.

Plate 14, fig. 1, represents a fragment of bone
Fig. 23. from iNorton Sound, upon which is a rude etching
woIr. of a reindeer approaching~a wolf, the latter in an

inverted position. At the right hand
is a perforation, about which is a rude circle ornamented
with four radiating lines. Beneath this circle are two par-

Fig. 24.allel curved lines with inner radiating linesresulting in a PORCUP.

very crude meander pattern.
The illustration of a .wolf'(fig. 23) shows the fangs in

the partly open mouth, the stiff ears, and long bushy tail.
The markings upon the body may be simply in imitation
of the etchings found upon most outline or solid figures,
though they greatly suggest the brindled fur of

Fig. 2.5. the Canis occidentali8 Dekay.
HUMANFORM. The porcupine is quite common in some of the

- southern iŽortionsof-Alskaaffg.n kreppe
one of these animals, the spines of which are used in decora-
tive work.

The engraving seems to have been made with a very sharp Fig. 26.

tool, as the outlines are groups of thin parallel hair lines. TWO MEN

The selected character reproduced in fig. 25 is so unusual IN SE

in general form, as found upon ivory or other engravings of
the Eskimo, that its presentation here is of interest for purposes
9f comparison with the pictographs of other peoples, especially the
petroglyphs of the western and southwestern, or Paeific Coast States,

795
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embracing the area chiefly occupied by tribes of the Shoshonian lin-
guistie fainily. A

Two figures shown in close embrace, as in fig. 26, may also denote
combat, as well as the ceremonial of the shaman, in which the demon
causing the illness is shown near the body of the sick person from
which it is expelled.

The group of figures of the human form (fig. 27) are selected from a
tnumber of engravings on ivory bows, chiefly from southern Alaska.

No. t is a form frequently occurring in Kiate'xamut Eskimo picto-
graphs on wood, as when drawn upon slabs of shingle or other smooth

1 2 3 4 5. 6 78

Fig. 27.

.ý VARIENTS OF THE HUMAN FORM.

surface topla*ce over the door of the habitation when tIi wner .eaves
for any purpose. It is abbreviated, and the result of carelessness or
perhaps incompetency of the recorder. No. 2 is another form of ntan
in which only the lower extremities are indicated, while .in No. 3. the
arms are thrown out horizontally from the body to denote the gesture
for negation, nothing. No. 4 is a headless body and does not always.
denote death, as is the practice among other pictographers, notably so
the Ojibwa. No special information was received respecting the char-
acter, and it is probable that the.head was obliterated by erosion,
having originally been drawn. The specimen was copied from an ivory
utensil in the collection of the Alaska Commercial Company in San -

Francisco, California, and was obtained from the Aiqalu'xamut Eskimo.

Fig. 28.

VARIOUS FORMS OF VESSELS.

-The character mNo. 5 denotes a canoe, or kaiak, with two persons

within it, wWZh wo.a e pejec eneath CÍ4ggþand

upward stroke'of the boat'represents the bow of the vessel. N 6
and7, from Cape Nome, Alaska, are variants of the human form w tha1w
arms loosely extended, and form in No. 8, having fringe suspended
from the sleeves, probably a shaman, and very similar to the Ojibwa
designation of the Thunder bird, one of the divinities of the -western
Algonkian tribes. The figure (No. 8) was 'opied from an ivory drill
bow obtained at .Port Clarence, Alaska, by Doctor T. , Beau, formerly
of the°United States National Museum.
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GRAPHIC ART OF TH-E ESKIMOS.

The portrayal by the native artist of boats, both the kaiak and the
umiak, is of such frequent occurrence in the Alaskan etchings and toy
carvings that -the photographic reproduction of native-made models
may be deemed of special interest. Plate 27 represents a kaiak, while
the illustration shown
in plate 28representsan,

umiak with raised sail.
Comparisons with

etchings are suggested, Fig. 29.

as numerous examples WHALING SHIPS NEAR A PIN-COVERD SHORE.

of the former occur in
abundance, and will be referred to elsewhere and in another connection.

Fig. 28 represents four vessels rigged up with sails, the one at the

extreme left being manned by Americans or mixed bloods, distinguished
by the presence of hats upon their heads. The hulls of the second,

third, and right-band figures are in imitation of
the native made vessel'of that size, which is

adapted to the erection of masts and small sails.
The artist has evidently intended to represent

the different varieties used by him or his family.
Fig. 30.In fig. 29 are represented two vessels, under

SCHOONER. full sail, within reasonable distance from shore,
as is indicated by the presence of two pines which loom up in the nmid-
die distance. No special motive appears to have prompted the delinea-
tion of the ships, excepting perhaps the record of an unusual event
in the history of the locality where it is supposed to have occurred.

The portrayal of a schooner (fig. 30)
is perhaps only the result of "having
nothing better to do," as loungers often
whittle or engrave figures or outlines
of such things that create passing in-
terest. It is probable too that some- STERN- STEMBOAT.

thîng of greater interest may have been
connected with the arrival of a vessel fron civilization. This, however,
could only be cleared up by the artist himself or the person for whom it
may have been drawn.

In like manner, the illustration shown in fig. 31 may have been
engraved because of some
event of consequence con-
nected therewith, or perhaps

2g. because of the peculiar ap-
pearance in the Alaska waters

of a vessel with but one wheel, and that at the stern. Such vessels are
common on inland waters of the United States, but their seldom occur-
rence so far north may have been deemed of sufficient importance of
which to make a permanent record.

797i
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A crude or unfinished umiak with four occupants is shown in fig.3.

The bodie'sare not indicated; the heads, arms, and oars being incised.

The umniak itself is well drawn, but with mast or rigging erected.

Further reference to vessels, both as to pictographie variants and in

relation to conveyance by this means, will be made farther on in con-

nection with conveyance and domestic avocations.

REPRESENTATION BY SYNECDOCHE.

The representation of part of an object to-represent the whole, or vice

versa, is not so common in the etchings'of the Eskimo as in the picto-

graplis of the Indians.

In many instances in the ornamented ivory records, parts of animal

or other forms are, portrayed in this manner, and such abbreviated

characters are subsequently utilized and arranged in such order so as

to serve the purpose of simple ornamentation, the primary object or
concept having but little if any further connection in its new position.

Mr. L. M. Turner1 informs me that' "the marginal engravures,
resembling the tail of a whale, are intended to represent the number

of white whales [Delphiinapterus catodon (Linnæus) Qill.] the owner (or

maker) of the ivory article has personally killed or taken in a net.

Fig.33.,

ESKIfO HUMNTER AND HERD OF REINDEER.

There are, sometimes, partnership pursuits of these whales (as well as

other creatures), and by mutual agreement the quarry falls to him who

first struck, killed, or otherwise would have secured the whales."

The spears which are portrayed upon some of the engravings of
natives in kaiaks are placed so as to be upon a rest, similar to that

shown in plate 29, in order that they may be quickly grasped for use.

These rests are made of ivory, and in inany instances are decorated.

The specimen herewith reproduced is from Point Barrow, where it was

obtained by Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A., and by him sent to the

National Museum.

The entire length of the specimen is S uinches, the distance across

the horns beiig 4 inches, and across the base, just beneath the figures

of the whales' tails, 2k inche's.

The tails denote the owner to have been a whale hunter. The top of
the horns is fashioned in imitation of a whale's head, the long-curved

mouth being carefully indicated, while blue beads are inserted to indi-

cate the eyes. Upon the outer edge of each horn, corresponding to

the back of the whale, is a cross, in the middle of which is a blue
bead. The four loops of thong are for attachment to the boat.

'Letter dated February 25, 1895.
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In the illustration shown in figure 33, the idea of many and mich is
expressed in the same line of thought or conception as in gesture lan-
guage.* The herd of animals, instead of being indicated by drawing
the bodies of those in the foreground singly and complete, and only
parts of those beyond being perceivable to the beholder, is represented,
with one individual exception, by a single figure of a long body, the
thirteen heads being subsequently placed at proper intervals above it,
while a certain, though deficient, number of legs and feet are drawn
beneath and extpnding to the ground. These are ail drawn as if escap-
ing from the hunter.

At the extreme end of t4e engraving is the representation of a
hunter, armed with bow, and indications of arrows. ' Parts of the figure
have become obliterated by frequent use of the ivory-drill bow. The
deer next to the hunter does not face in an opposite direction, as if
escaping, but is drawn with the head lowered and directed toward him.
The attitude bas perhaps no special signification, further than that
this deer was secured by being shot with an arrow, whereas the
remainder of the herd which the hunter saw escaped. Compare also
figure of herds·in plate 65, fig. 4.

Plate 21, fig. 3, represents the convex side of a drill bow, on the right
half of which are 1hirty transverse figures representing that number
of wolf pelts. To the right is one otter skin and the outlines of ten
bearskins. As will be observed, these figures are deeply cut and rather
conventionalized. >The great amount of coloring matter and deep inci-
sions represent the bold, strong work, characteristic of the natives of
Kotzebue Sound. The ,lateral edges are ornamented with parallel
Ingitudinal"ulies.

-The regular order of the outline of peits and hides is perhaps not only
illustrative of the great number of animals killed, but the regularity and
re etition -of specific parts of the animals body, and the concavity of
the sides of the bears' skins, is a tendency toward conventionalizing.
On the whole, the record is a good illustration of synecdoche.
.,As there will be occasion to refer to another curious subject in pictog-
raphy-the transmission of special characters, or the utilization of
native symbolic characters to serve as substitutes to replace imported
or intrusive forms-it may not be amiss to refer in this connection
to the interesting result noted in British coins, in which the native
Britons copied the obverse and reverse engravings which they found
upon the gold stater of Philip of Macedon. The coins were introduced
into the country of the littoral tribes through traffic with the Gauls,
while the latter obtained possession of them after Greece was plundered
by Brennus, B. C. 279.

The reverse of the typical stater bears a charioteer in a biga, the
two horses in the attitude of running, while behind is the outline of a
wheel, usually elliptical, as the space was not sufficiently large to permit
a circle as large as the extreme length of the ellipse to b'e recorded.
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The Britons in adopting the design for their native coins, and being
perhaps-I may suggest the word certainly-unacquainted with the
form,.or use, of the chariot, and the signification of other characters
and figures found upon the Greek prototype, reproduced ii their suc-
cessive issues and recoinings variations in these(foreign characters, or
replaced them by symbols with which they were acquainted and of
which they comprehended the signification.

In many of the British coins the horses are reduced to a single
animal, though with legs sufficient for tWo, clearly representing the
pair by synecdoche, exactly as our North American Indian does in his
records of personal or tribal engagements with the enemy.

Illustrations relating to this peculiarity onthe-oius-namedytog'ether
with the substitution of native and familiar characters and symbols
for those of foreign and unknown types, will be presented farther on.'

DECORATION AND ORNAMENTATION.

The importation into Alaska and the adoption by the natives of art
designs which are foreign'to their own does not appear at ail impossible,
and the subject is one which would seem to offer an interesting field for
investigation with a reasonable hope 6f interesting developments.

With respect to the probability of the transmission of such art work,
Mr. Hadden,2 whom I have before quoted, remarlks:

As decorated objects must be conveyed by man, the means for their dispersal and
the barriers which militate against it are the same as those which operate on human

migrations; bût there is one difference. Where men go we may assume Ïhat they
carry their artistic efforts and proclivities with them, but decorated objects may þ
carried fartherthan the actual distance covered by the manufacturer, or even thàn
the recognized middleman or trader.

This brings us to a very important subject, and that is the question of trade routes.
Trade. routes are culture routes; and in order to appreciate the history of culture, it
is necessary to-know the directions in which it flowed. Until we have a more com-
plete knowledge of the ancient tradle routes of Europe, we can not recover the history
of the prehistoric Europe.

This subject is now beginning to receive great attention ii the Old
World, and some highly interesting and valuable facts have been
brought to light.

In North America the study of ,prehistoric trade routes, or culture
routes, has thus far received but a limited ainount of careful attention;
but some instances of curious results of intertribal traffic have been
observed. Frequently designs of a specific character, such as nmay be
termed peculiar to a special tribe, are carried to remote localities and
there adopted by'other tribes of an entirely different linguistic family,
whereas the same design or pattern of the formerni'ay not produce the
slightest apparent effect upon the recognized art designs or ornamenta-

* Special attention is called to the work of Dôctor JÉ hn Evans, D. C. The Coins
of the Ancient Britons, London: 1864-1899. Plates A-N., and r-xxm, together wi h
figures in text. Map.

2Evolution in Art, p. 328.
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sing tion of an alijoining body of people of a like linguistic family and with

the whom there may be frequent social intercourse. This is accounted for

ters in the instances in mind because of the absence of like materials and

suc- resources quite necessary for a faithful'imitation of the imported pat-
or tern, the original being fully recognized as a clt symbol, and any
of alteration however slight would immediately provoke the anger of the

gods. Therefore, a remote body of people whose cult beliefs are differ-
gle ent, and who would perhaps not recognize the sacred or mystic import
the of a symbo'l, might readily and without any hesitation adopt such pat-
his tern as might suit one's fancy and subsequently alter it to conform to

the shape of the material upon wlich it would be imposed by incision,
her iMnpressed in color, or otherwise.

ols The northwest coast of America, between Puget Sound and Kadiak,
is an excellent illustration of a culture route, and the arts of the vari-
ous Selish tribes are traceable over a wide area. The peculiar designs of
the Haida, both in sculpture and in tattooing, have been gradually car-

art ried northward into the territory of the Thlinkits, the Kadiak, and have
le, been even recently adopted, to a limited extent, by the Aigalu'Xamut
for and Kiate'xamut Eskimo of southern Alaska.

The original patterns of the Eskimo, such as the ines, dots, and
rk, herring-bone patterns, do not seem to prevail against the rouniided and

curved figures and designs of the Haida art. The origin of the latter
nd is peculiar, and the alleged development, if iot the introduction and
an adoption, of the elaborate system of tattooing since about the year 1833,
ey certainly offers an iiteresting field for critical research.'

The Hlaida patterns, as has-been intimated, are very different in both
design and concept as comparåd with the artistic work of the Eskimo.
Both are peculiar to the regions in which they flourish, and no resem-
blance whatever is apparent. The Haida designs originate chiefly in
toteniic, mythologic, and cult forms, which have, in many instances,

>ry become so highly conventionalized as to become difficult of identifica-
tion. The Eskimo art embraces chiefly an attempt at personal and

Id family records of hunting exploits, with occasional ceremonials por-
en trayed in little more than simple pictorial form, but there is present an

exhibition of the· progress of recording both gestures and signals, to
re aid in the explanation of the record, as well as frequent attempts at

the record of subjective ideas, a system of pictography foreign to that
n of the Haida, and more Rearly approaching the petrogIyphs of various
e tribes belonging to the Shoshonian linguistic family, conspicuous among

id which aré some of the pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona; and the
Y, sculptuings found in Owens Valley, California, the authors of which
e are unknown but are believed to have been members of the same family,

a- both because of the typical resemblance of many of the patterns an
the geographic location oË the sculptured bowlders.

s -
h 8e'Se remarks on "Aborigi al Art in California and Queen Charlotte's Island

W. J. Hoffuan,- in Proceedinj 1s Davenport Academy of Sciences, IV, 1885.
NAT MUS 95---541
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Another trade route of importance in, this connection is that afforded

by the waters of the Yukon River. Eskimo patterns have been car-

ried up into the country of the Kenai Indians, a tribe usually designated

in the northwest as the Tenanah, and of -the same linguistic relation-

ship as the Apache, the Navajo, and among many others the Hupa

Indians of Califorfia. These designs are made up of straight lines,
dots, and n'ucleated circles, and occur upon strips of bone with perfora-

tions at one end, and used, it is presumed, as necklace ornamnents.

Similar ornaments are found also among the Thlinkit, of which illus-

trations are given on plate 9.
In the National Museum is an interesting re.hc made of horn, used

as a cylindrical box for dentalium shell money, upon which are incised

and blackened lines so arranged between two parallel longitudinal
lines that the original white surface of the specimen is a serrated figure

and not the ordinary zigzag, plate 30. Although the resemblance of
this to some of the zigzag and meander patterns of the Eskimo is very
striking, no connection can be apparently traced between the two peo-
ples, even along the supposed course of migration of the Ilupa toward
the coast at the tinie of the separations of the Apache or Athabasean

tribes, vivid traditions ofyhich still obtain among the Apaches, and
linguistie evidence of which is complete.

A well-known trade or culture route-in fact, one of the earliest to
influence the crude arts of the Eskimo,-wa§ by way of the Diomede
Islands, when the natives came in contact with the Cossack outposts in

eastern Siberia.
The traffie which naturally resulted brought among the American

natives various articles of Russian manufacture, among whicb, no
doubt, were ikons and other Christian -and ecclesiastical objects and

prints, articles which are usually found to be highly decorated in both

design and color. ,uch objects would most naturally tend to influence
the-simple art of a people who were naturally given to the ornamenta-

tion of various utensils and weapons. as -also of articles of clothing.
Through this channel were obtained, so Mr. Murdoch informs me,

the Siberian pipes and seal nets, which, together with the native labret,
have extended eastward of Point Barrow to Cape Bathurst, beyond
which locality,it is believed,ineither are found. This blank area between
Cape Bathurst and the delta ·of the Mackenzie forms a barrier, or line
of demarcation, beyond which the several bodies of Eskimo are artis-
tically distinct from one another. In other words, the three objects.
named as common to the Alaskan Eskimo are totally absent east of the
locality indicated, as found by Mr. Murdoch during his residence at
the Point.

Mr. Haddon2 remarks that although decorated objects pass along

There is good reason to believe that the Malayans, the Dutch of Asia, crossed

the Pacific Ocean in the pnrsuit of commerce." Dwight. Travels in New England

and New York. New Haven, 1821. I, p. 129.

Evolnieon in Art, p. 330.
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trade routes "ad re distributed far and wide, it does not always nec-
essarily follow that the ornamentation itself is naturalized, It is pos-
sible that in many cases a certain style of decoration is associated with
a particular kind of object, and it might not occur to people to transfer
that decorative style to other objects, or at all events the process would
doubtless be slow."

An interesting example of bote dress ornaments, bearing simple
decorations and common to both the eastern Eskimo and the Nascopi,
as well as the no w extinct Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland, was
brought to my attention by Professor O. T. Mason, Curator of Ethnology
in the National Museum.

The specimens are reproduced in colored and plain sketches, and
I)resented to the National Museum by Lady Blake, of the Government
House, St. Johns, Newfoundland.

The illustrations represent the primitive bone ornaments worn about
the bottomu of dresses prior to theeserofmietal substitutes, such as are
now attainable from the whites. These orna ents are chiefly of a class
which represent an inverted na1 row letter -thus, A-each about 2
or 2O. inches in length and dedorated with arious angular designs.
Some of them have marginal incised lines, w'thin which and attached
thereto are the base of triangular or serra ed markings similar to
some Eskimo patterns, shown in\ivarious illu trations.

Upon the ends of some other small horn rnaments are similar rude
zigzag patterns, as shown in othe ' rations of Eskimo workman-
ship.

The information is obtainable as to the conceptions -Which gave rise
to the art patterns of the Beothuk.- The simple zigzag m'iy have
resulted from an incised imitation of some notched ornaments made by
Nascopi, ornaments such as the Beothuk were undoubtedly familiar
with, as both varieties are shown upon the same plates of illustrations
muade by Lady Blake. By laying the Nascopi orn'ment upon the slab
of horn used by the Beothuk, the incised serrations forming the border
almost exactly fit to the zigzag or serrated ornamentation forming a
border near the edge of the piece used by the latter.

Several patterns occur in Eskimo decorations, however, which, while
ot exactly resembling patterns from other parts of the world, appear
o have originated with them, and were suggested to them by original
roducts or mechanical contrivances, as the Siberian kantag or wooden

biuckets, in nests of several-sizes, and the peculiar fish trap or run
laced in narrow channels of water, and perha'ps the guides to the pit-

aill. To the latter class of ornamentation may be placed the "seal-
ooth" pattern. These - two dif€ërent types of objects may have
uggested the motive for the figure of concentric circles and the rude
igzag, respectively; or the introduction from without the territory of
he Eskimo of these designs-the former, for instance, through the influ-
nce of the Russians, and the other, perhaps, from the vicinity of
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Torres Straits and adjacent territory-may bave been seized upoi as
suggesting the outlines or concepts perceived in the native products,
the possible difference in artistie results being dependent upon the
difference in material upon which the designe are portrayed and to the
expertness or lack of skill of the Eskimo copyist or artist.

fUpon a caeful examination of all available"materials béaring pic-
torial records or onlysimple decorative designs, .several interesting
facts appear.

Éir8t. That the Eskimo east of Point Barrow, incuding those even
of Labrador and Greenland, exhibit but little artistic expression, this
being confined chiefly 4to lines, dots, and other similar rudimentary
markingswhich are employed almost wholly for decorative purposes.
This- dOesýDQt refer to varions kinds of carvings and outlned fiat fig-
ures in bone or ivory, which are intended to be stitched to clothing, a
custom very much resembling a like practice which obtains in Finland.
Neither does this refer to the custom of stamping designs upon cloth
or buckskin, a practice apparently learned from the several Algonkian
tribes with which some of the Hudson Bay and Labrador tribes of
Eskimo come in contact.

Second. That the Point Barrow natives are apparently but moder-
ately advanced iii the art of recording tribal or individual events, eus-
toms, ètc., and that-most of their ivory utensils are not decorated; but
that where attemQpts at beautifying are apparent, only those designs
are adopted which suggest or require the least amount of mannal exer-
tion and artistic ability, so that straight incisions, creases, or grooves
are most numerous, while nucleated circles, and rarely also a few cou-
centrie rings, are incised, the latter apparently by mùeans of the common
carpenter's auger bit, properly filed at the cutting edge so as, to pro-
duce a sèratch instead of an incision. the latter being too delicate and
tedious a process for success iu removing the dense resisting particles
of ivorfy.

TMI7rd. That the engravings on ivory and bone from, the nortlernportion of the west coast of Alaska, embracing the region about Kotze-
bue Sound and northward, and including Diomede Islands and theopposng coast, aswell as the area occupied by the Asiatic Eskimo, are
more deeply and erudely cut, as indicated by the lines being broader
and bolder than in the products from any other area.

Fourh. That the general results in graphie portrayals are more artis-
tic among the natives of Bristol Bay and Norton Sound, and improve
lu deliefey of eugraving toward the southward even to and including
the ,Aeutian Islands; that ihe portrayal of aninal forms is accom-
plished gith such fidelity as io permit of specifie identification; that
the atteIpt at reproducing graphically common gesture signs becomes
mre frequent, ad various instances of the ucësful portrayal of
subiective ideas aielso oeur.

'lnlM i eeence to the AglntWhose location extends frmna
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 31.

1. 2 4. 5

Fig. 1. BA HANDLE.r.S.N.M.

«at. No. 38752,'U. S. N. M.)

Fig. 2. BAG IIANDLE. FISH-TRAP-Ot SEAL-TOOTH PATTERN.

(Cat. No. 24412, r. S. N. M. Norton Sound. Collected by L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 3. BAG HANDLE. PINE-TREE PATTERN.

(Cat.-No. 24417, U. S. N. M. Norton Sound. Collected by L. M. Turner.).

Fig. 4. BAG HANDLE. VARIANT OF FIG. 2.
(Cat.No.38776, r. S. N. M. North of Norton Sound.. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 5. BOIKIN. PARALILEL -Rows .F SEAL-TOOTH PATTERN.
(Cat. N o.:[ ).Norton Sound. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 32.

1 2 3

4 5 6

Fig. 1. IvoRy EAiR PENDANTS; NLADE OF BELUGA TFETHF.

(Cat. Né. 33491, U. S. N. M. St. Nichaels. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

o Fig. 2. BUCKLE; GIRLs' HAIR OIINAMENT.

.No. 37007, U.S.N. M. Agaiyukchugunit. Collected by E. W.Nelson.
W Fig. 3. EAPII>ENDANTS; REPRESENTING SEAL HEAP)S.

(Cat. No. 38b52, U. S. . M. Spgunuiguinut. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fi-. 4. COMu.
Cat. No. 48174, . S5/..M. Cape Prince of Wales. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 5. UTENSIL OF LVORY. TILINGIT INiDIANS (?).

Fig. 6. I'oity ORNAMENT CARVED TO REIRESENT FACE OF A SEAL.

(Cat. No.37703, U. S. N. M. Kongionno;,unnt. Collected by E. W. Nelson)
Fig. 7. CARs ED HAN,1E, SnoWEN0 HUMAN FACES WITH TATTO1ING.

(Cat. No. 37319, U. S. N.M. Chalismut. Collected by E. W. NeLson.)
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Cape Avinoff nearly to Cape Rom'anzoff, Mr. Dall' remarks that they
have been reported as remarkable for the beauty of their workman-
ship in ivory. "A kantag or wooden dish," he continues, ."which was
obtained at Núnivak by Captain Smith, was neatly carved and inlaid
with lozenges of white stone resêmbling gypsum. They were labrets
:of the saine material. .Their food was principally fish and seal, and
they appeared to be very destitute of iron and other articles intro-
duced by traders. Their ivory weapons were of great beauty, and

oe specimens of hollow carving would tax the resources of the mo t
killful civilized workman to equal."

In addition to the above named facts there occur other peculiar pat-
terns, two of which are of interest; they are respectivèly thegures of
concentric circles, and a Papuan-like zigzag design, to w ch reference
has already been made. The former is frequently a nucleated circle,
Irequtently regularly incised series of circles one beyond the other, and
occasional instances in which delicate radiating lines are attached to
the outer ring.

The other pattern is like, and yet unlike, that found in Papuan
decorations, in which is a rude wavy or meander zigzag, or even more
sharply defined interdigital lines, or perhaps even triangular projec-
tions so as to forim true serrations, resulting in what is sometimes
termed a tooth pattern.

This particular form of Papuan art is usually drawn between or
ithin parallel lines, and extends trqnsversely across the specimen
ecorated. The Eskimo resemblances, if they may be so termed, are
epresented on plate 31, figs. 2, 4, and 5.
Plate 32, fig. 4, represents an Eskimo comb, the curves upon which

form an interesting example for comparison with the Papuan designs
upon a tablet of wood, referred to and illustrated by Mr. Stolpe, of
Stockholm.' Plate 33.

Similar parallel lines carrying between them the saine style of a
de zigzag, but in reliefy because the alternate triangular spaces have

been removed by cutting, occur apoi various other specimeiis repre-
nted in various plates and illustrations.
The short transverse bars in this 'type of pattern represent in
me instances, according to an Alaskan informant and pictographer,
adimir Naomoff, conventionalized fish traps, such as are placed in

arrow channels of water for catching-the migrating salmôn. A sym-
etrical trap of such construction is shown on the faces of a pipe in
late 60. The transverse lnes or bars are complete in this illustra-on, however, yet the decorative or evolved figure is easily traceable

the original. A simpler form of the saine pattern appears in the
ecoration on fig. 4 in plate 31, where the alternate short lines project

nward toward the opposing space between the short lines.

"Alaska.and its Resources," Boston, 1870, p. 406.
'StOlPe, Utveklingsföretelr i naturfolken ornamentik, Ymer, Stockholm, 1890,

O, pp. 193-225; 1891, pp. 197-229, figa.
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The native drawings of the so-called fish trap or seal tooth pattern
also resemble the approaches to the game trap or inclosure, both
these contrivances being represented by horizontal or oblique or per-
haps .even only parallel lines, leading to a trap or inclosure, along
which lines are short etchings or bars to denote the posts or divisions
to sustain the brush of the game drive or the wickerwork partitions of
the fish trap. These short lateral lines simulate the drawings made to
denote the separations or spaces between teeth like those of the seal,
of whioh examples are given in fig. 00, and, as was suggested by a
native Eskimo, the open mouth of the hunting seal was like the open
fish trap and. game. drive, ready to take in such prey as came within
reach. The conception of the design may be found in the trap, as
suggested by Naomoff, or in the "seal's mouth," as suggested by
Nomikséner, a Kaviagmut Eskimo from Port Clarence, whose por-
trait is shown in plate 2.

These drawings in ivory are usually placed between horizontal or
parallel lines, interesting because they resemble the chief character-
istics of Celtic art, of which there is no relationship directly except
as showing the like workings of man's mind under like conditions.
"The Japanese, for instance," says a writer in Archoeologia Cambrensis,'
"ignore the margin altogether and make their decoration, entirely
independent of it, but in Celtic art the patterns are all designed to
suit the shape of the margin." This is true of much of the Alaskan art.

The early contact by the Alaskans with art products from the South
Pacific is believed to be pretty generally recognized; and an instance
of the discovery among the natives of Bristol Bay of the cocoanut
suggested an admirable material for engraving which was only sur-
passed in beauty and texture by walrus ivory. Various curios have
also been carried north by sailors, the carvings upon which have sug-
gested, no doubt, possibilities in engraving of which the Eskimo had
previously had no conception. Illustrated newspapers are seized with
avidity, and reproductions of various cuts attempted, in some known
instances the features of faces being fairly truthful likenesses.

Much of the art of the Eskimo has been infiuenced, too, by the 'itro-

duction of articles of Russian manufacture, of which more is remarked
elsewhere. Two fairly good examples of native workmanship of this
are given on plate 34, figs. 1 and, 2, and representing wooden boxes

with native ornamentation and Russian symbols of the cross and other
motifs.

The suggestion for engraving concentric circles being acequnted for
as to origin and signification by Mr. L. M. Turner, and described farther

on, may also have been introduced through the. medium of sailors and
others frôm the Gulf of Papua, where,aceording to Mr. Haddon, tbey
are conventionalized eyes in the ornamental fices carvedl on wooden

belts.

bsJanuary,1893. Fifth ser., pp.20;21.
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~1 EXPLANATION OF PLATE 34.

1 2

F i .1.\- )PF. B N

r. N. 4445. . S. N. MI. Cajpe Non>. Collecedî by E. W. Nelson.)

O 'ag. No. 1. S. N. M. lape .Noie iriliee by E. W. Nelsrm.)

a t.i Sî. NO :L N. . N. Ni. N rti on Sunl. Colvlrired by L. M. Trner.>
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In Alaska, however, concentrie circl s and nucleated rings have been

-utilized to explain concepts other than the similar patterns which occur
elsëwhere in the world, referring to other widely distinct origins and
concepts. (Compare with variants on plate 17.)

The concentric rings, being so generally widespread, survive in the
Kongo region and in Tangier, where the design may owe its origin to
the introduction of Mohammedanism and the Byzantine style of orna-
mentation; upon Roman lamps in the ruined church of St. Louis, in
Carthage; and in numerous localities throughout northern Europe as
rock. sculpturings, atid in bronze and other jewelry and ornaments.
America has many petroglyphs in which this design i.s found, the
greatest number being upon the basalt rocks in the arid desert south
of Benton, Owens Valley, California.

By these references to the occurrence in widely separated localities
of like designs, I do not for a single moment desire to convey the
impression that the belief is entertained that this is the result of
migration through -the ordinary trade, or culture channels, as Mr.
Haddon designates them, but rather of independent development,
being evolved from very diverse originals and concepts. It is de&ain,
nevertheless, that in some. instances religious symbols are carried
among peoples to whom they are artisticallyor technicaliy foreigu, and
to whomn the signification would be meaningless but for the explanation
accompanying them.

In Alaska several differeÙit vetsions are given to accéunt for the
origin of the nucleated circles, plain concentric rings, and rings with
dentations. Reference to like forms in other regions is made elsewhere.

Mr. Haddon ' remarks with reference to such figures that "there is a
great tendency for spirals to degenerate into concentric circles; exam-
plès could be given from New Guinea, America, Europe, and elsewhere.
In fact, one usually finds the two figures associated together, and the
sequence is one of decadence, never the evolution of spirals from cir-
cles. The intermediate stage has been aptly termed a 'bastard, spiral'
by Doctor Montelis--'.that is to say, concentric circles to which the
recurved junction lines give, to a casual,glance, the appearance of-true
pirals.'"
Interesting instances in support of Mr. Haddon's statement are found

i the development of decorative designs among various tribes of
ndians, in which th textile designs were ultimately imitated in a
ee hand style, thus gradually converting the angular into carved
gures, as in the meander patterns so common in the basketry ana
ottery design"of the several pueblo tribes.
Ii'northern Europe a.nîd elsewhere in the Old World coils of with i
rds, and other textile strands were imitated in metal, as may be seén
many of tle prehistorie relics, of Scandinavia and France.

Associated with these patterns are series of figures consieng of
i "Evollètion in Art," p. 93.
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c ntri rings, which no doubt owe their origin to the yegetal
prototype

Thus far no spirals have been observed in the native art designs of
the Eskimo as illustrated in the National Museuin, anîd one reason for
the absence of spirals may be attributed to the difficulty of engrav-
ing the ivory satisfactorily, or perhaps to the absence of particular life
forms which might under other circumstances suggest such motifs.

The general shape of the spaces upon drill bows, being long ai
narrow, woul otherwise naturally suggest either a ieander or a
continuous se'es of squids as a mQst appropriate and convenient
pattern. Insteid of these, however, the ornamental "filling-in,
consists of straight lines of various lengths and at various angles,
together with animal or bird forms in various stages of abbreviationt
through conventionalization.

DECORATION CONSISTING CHIEFLY 0F LINES, )TS, AND ZIGZAGS.

The. older forms of ornatmentation, as already indicated, seem to.
consist of straight lines, dots, aind K-shaped incisions, while the appar.
ently later ones are the circles, made by metal instruments possibly of
native workmanship, and the rude zigzag or meander. The applicaî
tion of these several types of designs to the*ornamentation of various
articles of use is represented in the next few pges. Some interesting
examples of figure carving, bearing engravings of ,various types, are
also reproduced.

While the rude zigzag pattern is frequently alladed to as the "fish

trap" pattern-the name being deemed appropriate because the type

originated in that contrivance, according to Naomoff-the designation
"seal tooth" pattern might be equally appropriate, as the arrangement

of the teeth and spaces between them may have s>ggested the pattern
among tribes in other parts of the Eskimo territory.

Plate 35, fig. 8, shows a woman's skin scraper, from Cape Darby.
The specimen appears to be made of fossil ivory and is carved in imi-
tation of a whale's tail, and rounded so as to fit·the palm of the hand.

The front end has a deep incision, in which was placed at one time a
flint scraper, in imitation of other examples in the collection of the
National Museum. The specimen bears beneath a depression, show-

ing it to have been used for liolding the top of a drill. The ornainenl-

tation on both sides and transversely at the rear portion consists of a
single line to which are attached irregular short radiating or transverse

.lines in imitation of the rudest type of the' "fish trap"' pattern. This

ornamentation fs in accordance with the typical ornamentation of the
Eskimo, such as comes from the shell hesps of the Aleutian Islands,
across to the east coast of Grdenland, and antedating very likely the
historie period.

In plate 31, fig. 5, is shown au ivory bodkin, here reproduced as of

interest in presenting upon the one side five parallel lines of unequal
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 35.

1 2 3I

Fig. 1. TIMBLE G(UARî.
(Cat. No. 43459, U. S. N. M. St. Michaels. Collected ly E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. THIMiE HOiDERt.

(Cat. No. 29731, U. S. N. M. Norton Soind. Collected bv L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 3. TIMBLE HOLDER.

(Cat. No. 129:14, f. S. N. M. St. Mirtmets. Colleted liy E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 4. SEIsE TIiiiiLE HOLDER.

(Cat. 36452, U.S.N.M. Kushintk. i.Collectedt by E. W.Nel.

Fig.M5. OUTH1PIECE.

(Cat. No. 63667, US. N. M. D)iomede sfands. Collectedt bv E. W. Neison.)

Fig. 6. THmimnE GüARI.

(Cat. No. 43861. U. S. N. M. tnaliklht. Collected by E. W. Netson

Fig. 7. MocTHiIIECE.

(Cat. No. 6166. U. S. N. t. iomedet Itslands. Collertei l v E. W..Nelson.)

Fig.8. HIANDLE·) "F SCRAPER.

(Cat. No. 44180, U. S. N. M. Ca peDar by. Coll.ecttedt y E. W. Nels<n.)

Fig. 9. ToitAcCo Box.

(Cat. No. 44766,fU. S. N. M. Sted ge 1ICaln. Ctlected y E. W. Netlsn.)
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE ESKIMOS.

length, between which are the short lateral lines and zigzag, showing
the method of engraving and the artistic evolution of the pattern.

Plate 36,.figs. 1-4, represent kantag handles. The specimen shown
fig. is from Sledge Island, and is ornamented by two parallel longi-
dinal lines between w4ich are cross lines by threes at intervals of
bout an inch. In fig. 2 the sets of cros lines are by twos, but on the
ner side, facing one another, are short lines, as. in the ornamental

attern before referred to as the fish trap or> seal tooth, giving rise
ltimately to'the zigzag. In fig. 3 is represented a handle, upon the
pper side of which the ornamentation consists of ten whales in relief,
hile upon the under side is a very neat-ly engraved mammal of the

e species, though extending horizontally instead of transversely.
In fig. 4 the upper side represents two horizontal lines with the short
es exteidiing inward between their opposing fellows, a sort of inter-
gitation, the interior spaces representing a rude zigzag with the outer

_ gles being removed instead of being shaped to'a point, as in the true
gzag.
In the next illustration of a bag handle, plate 31, fig. 4, are three
rallellines extending from end to end. Froi the outer lines inward

short lines at intervals of perhaps k of an inch, while éxtending to
ther side fron the central line are similar short lines extending out-
ard so as to project between the short lines from without-a sort of
terdigitation, resulting in a double row of the "fisl trap" pattern or
de zigzag presented in so many of the illustrations.
Fig. 2 of the sane plate also bears a series of like orniamentation, the
ncept perhaps also beiug found in the fish trap.
Plate 37, fig. 3, represents a bow, one end of which terminates in an
mal's head, while about the neck, the middle, and the rear end are
allel lines, from the inner side of which and approaching the oppo-

e'side are small trianualar points so arranged alternately fron one
e to the other as to le ve an intervening spacein the form of zigzag.
is design is very commonl on work from several particular localities,
is used as an ornament in filling out blank spaces, as in the illustra-

on (fig. 6 on the same plate, 37), where it serves to decorate seals'
lus, seventeen otthem being placed in a row. This may be compared

ith like illustrati 's in connection with conventionalizing.
Plate 31, fig. 1, represents a bag handle, locality unknown, upon
hich is shown a pattern consisting primarily of a central incisioni
tending from end to end, fron which radiate toward either side sev-
al series of diagonal lines,'which appear to be similar in type to that
own il plate 38, fig 1, and on plate 39, fig. 2.
On plate 34, fig. 1,is a small wooden box obtained at Cape Nome.
-has a sliding lid, while the two lower projections, resembling feet,
in reality the outlines of bears'.heads. As will be noted, there are

veral outliue& of flintlock guns shown upon the lid, besides other
aracters, while along the margin are short diagonal lines arranged
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in the form of zigzags. A few.Russian letters are incised upon the
sides, indicating the natives' knowledge of, or acquaintance with, char-
acters of that language.

In plate.34, fig. 2, is represented a box of almost the same form and
from the same locality, the bottom being represented in the illustra-
tion, and upon it a variety of ornamentation very much in imitation of
the patterns before mentioned and found on many of the specimens.
Upon closer investigation, however, it will be observed that the mar-
ginal lines bear between them small arrowheads or <-shaped figures,
while the remaining spaces the ornamentation consists of parallel
lines, the intervening spaces being ornamented by short diagonal lnes.
Thotwo'ozenges ini the middle bear upon the center a cross, evidenly
su ested by Russian ecclesiastical pictures or literature.

ate 37, fig. 1, is a plain white ivory bow drill from Point Hope.
The ornamentation is visible in the illustration and consists simply of
the wavy exterior produced by filing a series of indentations along the
edge of the triangular bow.

Plate 37, fig. 5, also from Point Barrow, shows two parallel lines
extending from almost one end to the other, between which are diag-
onal Unes at short intervals. The bottom edge of the bow is indented
at -intervals of a little over an inch, leaving projections upon which
small triangular figures extend from the bottom, presenting an orna-
mental effect. The coloring matter apparently consists of red ocher.

Plate 38,1igs.1,2, 3, and 4, represent bag handles from Norton Sound,
St. Michaels, the Yucon River, and Point Hope, respectively.

In plate 39, fig. 1, tle ornamentation upon the upper side consists of a
median horizontal line or crease terminating at one end with three pery
forations, which number occurs also at the other end of .the rod. At.
right angles to this median line, at either.end, are eight nucleated 'ngs.
At the center of the specimen are a like number, in the middle o which
group isinserted a large blue glass bead. Upon the upper si , instead
of a median line, the -surface is filled with a continuous row nucleated
circles. Upon examination, however, it is observed t t the circles
consist of two pr three different sizes, showing that instruments of
that number.of sizes'\were used. The rings indicate furthermore, that
the tool was of hard metal, but no doubt fash' ed by the artist, a
narrow piece of steel having a crotch filed into he end so as to jeave
two sharp points.

Plate 39, fig. 3, represents a very neat ba audle or bow drill nearly
18 inches in length. The top is fluted Io itudinally by means of three

deep creases, while in the outer sides are a series of cavities or scal-
lops, also ornamented along the mar n by incisions. ' This specimen is
interesting beca.use of the great mber of nucleated circles scattered
along the under side. Each of ese circles seems to have beennmad
with the samMistrument, hich was apparjntly a carpenter'sÌ bit,
one-fourth of an inih in d« meter.

)RT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.
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EXPLANATION 0 PLATE 37.

2

3

4

Fig. 1. DRILL BOW.
(Cat. N. 63804, U. S. N. L Point Hope. Collected by E. W. Nelson.

Fig.2. DRILL Bow.
-tGCt. No. 45346, U. S N.1M. Cape Nome. Collected by E. W. Nelson.>

Fig.3. DRILL Bow.

(Cat. No. 33191. .S. N. M. Norton Sonnd. Collected by E.-W. Neloon.)

Fig.4. DIZILI. Bow.

(Cat. No.8951 , U. S. N. M. Point Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray. U. S. A.)

Fig. 5. DRILL Bow.
(Cat. No.. 518, U. S. N. M. Point-Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. RayR. S.A.)

Fig. 6. DRILL Bo -. This specimen is 24 uinches long.
(cat. o..24540, U. S. N. M. St. Michaels. Collected by L. M. Turner.)

Mm
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EXPLANATION OF PLA E'38.

1 2 3 4

Fig. 1. KANTAG HANDLE.

(Cat.No. 244i5, U. S. . M. Norton Sound. C 1 by L. M. Turner>

Fig. 2. KANTAG HANDL.

(Cat. No. 24425, Il. S. N. M. St, Michaels. Col by L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 3. KANTAG HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 3s539, U. S. N. 3m. Yukon River.>

Fig. 4. KANTAG ITANDLE.
(Cat. No. .63809, U. S. N. M. Point Hope. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

*
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ORNAMENTED KANTAG HANDLES.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 39.

1234

Fig. 1. BAG HANDLE.
(Cat. No. 89511, U. S. N. M. lPoint Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S. A.)

Fig. 2. BAG H ANDLE.

(Cat. No. 24549, F. S. N. M. Norton Sound. Collected by L. M. Turne :)

Fig. 3. BAG HANDLE.
(Cat. No. 89423, U. k. N. M. Point Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, I. S. A.

Fig. 4. BAG HANDLE.
(Cat. No. 89512, U. S. N. M. Point Barrow. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S. A.)
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SAG HANDLES.
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GRPHIC ART OF THE -ESKIMOS. 811
Plate 39, fig. 4, represents a bag handle marked with a single median

ne from which the specimèn slopes-4oward either side of the outer
ge, and it is also fashioned along the outer margin like the preceding

ne, though the curves or scallops are longer. Between each curve is
small V-shaped niche, while at the middle this is replaced by a short

îlop or curve.
The specimen represented in plate 39, fig. 2, is decorated upon the
per side by a median horizontal line, deeply engraved, to whieh are

tached, by pairs, short diagonal lines exactly resembling the herring-
ne pattern, each pair of these patterns being about one-ixalf an inch
m the succeeding pair. Upon the lower or concave side is a similar

edian Une, to one side ofwhich are placed the figures of thirty-seven
se, or skuasswimming toward the right. The figures are as nearly
e as eau be made by the average native artist, andare equidistant

m one another.
The regulari of the arrangement of these bird figures suggests thatamenitation was. aimed at as well as a historie record.

Fig. 34.
NATIVES ARMED WITH GUNS.

iig. 34 represents but two of the five panels or spaces decorated'
h of which bear figures referring to canoes in which the ren at ther are armed with oars, while those at the bow have guns raised as ifut to shoot. The partitions consist of transverse ornamental lnes
improvement over the pairs or sets of vertical plain incisions shownthe paneled record in plate 36, fig. 2.
hebserrated inner edges of the dividing lines, facing one anotherenble the conventional figures used to denote fish weirs, and appearthe present instance to have been used as ornaments. -As beforeted, the same pattern has been suggeste.d, apparently, by the arrange-t of the teeth of the seal, illustrations of which are of fre4penturrence in the collections of -the-National Museum.

n fi 35 is the rude outline of an ivory harpoon head, on 1$ich theth of the seal are deeply incised, whilep fig. 36 the p tternroaches more nearly the rude mpander, between which and the truezag as made by the Eskimo thereí are constant gradations andndingof form.
he native in plate 40, bottom line, is following a herd of walrus. .Hepaddling with an ordinary one-bladed paddle, in front of which isharpoon slightly elevated above the deck, and behind him -is the
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inflated seal-skin float, the rear end being bifurcated, showing the
two flippers. Four cross-like cha'racters denote flying birds.

The regularity and sameness of the figures seem to denote an attempf
at ornamentation as well.as a hunting record.

Plate 14, figs..4, 5, 6, and 7, show specimens made of reindeer antler.
and are from Norton Sound. -The ornamentation is rude, and in al
but one case consists of the representation of animals. In fig. 4 the
design is of the "fisi trap" pattern, with a median line and short
alternate radiating incisions,^the spaces being occupied by crosses
probably the simplest and rudest form of ornamentation excepting the

simple straight line. At one end

-- .. appears to be an indication of eyes
and nostrils, but there is not suf.-
ficientmarkingtoindicatewhether
this was intended for otter or seal.

Fig. 35. The accompanying illustration.
SEAL HEAD, BHOWING TEETH. fig. 37, represents a tool the use of

Which is not known. "It lias a point like a graver," says Mr. Murdoch.
and is made of reindeer antler, ornamented with a pattern of incisel

lines md bauds, colored with red ocher, and was perhaps a marline
spike for working with sinew-cord."1

Plate 41, fig. 5, shows a small ivory wedge, used in splitting smal
pieces of wood. The specimen bears upon one side a nucleated circk
with two lateral radiatin'g lines, different from the conventional flower
symbol, though resembling to some extent the circles and lines shomw
on plate 29, fig. 5. Along the upper edge are three parallel line&
From the outer ones, extending inward, are shown ve'ry short diagonal
lines, being a rude imitation of some of the "fish trap " patterns.

A general view of the specimen, taking note of the short curve over
the circle to denote au eyebrow,·would suggest
the head of a bird, the parallel lines along the
lower left side very much resembling the mouth.

Plate 41, fig. 2, is a small ivory creaser used in 6.

decorating moccasins. Upon the sides are a ARRANGEMENT OF INCISIONSTO

IDENOTE TEETH OF SEAL.

series of parallel lines leaving three spaces, the

central one consisting alternately of black and white squares, while
the lateral spaces bear continuous rude meander or zigzag patterus.
The latter are more neatly indicated by deeperincisions than usually
found in-ivory specimens.

Plate 41, fig. 3, represents a boue guard, such as is placed over the
bow ofja kaiak to protect it against floating ice. The chief ornamenta
tion cousists of-three parallel lines extending along either side, within
which is the rude meander pattern, while from the outer sides extends

a sort of herring-bone pattern.
Plate 41, fig. 4, shows an ornament, broken at one end, which appears

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Etbnology for 1887-88, 1892, p. 294, fig 288

i
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 41.

2 A

Fig. 1. WEDGE FOR SPLITTING WALRUS HIDE.

(Cat. No. 437:9, U. S. N. M. Nunivak Island. (ollected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. CRFAS E R.

(Cat..No. 4.5140, U. S. N. M. Sledge Island.)

Fig. 3. BONE GUARD FOR OW-0F 'BOAT.

(Cat. No. 33219, . S. N. M'. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 4. ORNAMENT. .k-~

(Cat.. No. 37431, U. s. N. M.)

Fig. 5. IvOn' W E DGE EO1li SPLITTING WOOD.

(Cat.'No. 48289, U:S. N. M. Nunivak Island. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 6. -BOî>îIN.

(Cat. No,377->2, U.'.:N. M. Chalitmut. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
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ORNAMENTED UTENSILS.

PLATE 42.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 42.

4 5i 6

Fig.1. ER P IANT.

TOCNo 16199, U. S..N. M. Nunirak Ilan d. Colected by E. W. Nelson.)Fi'NTo o-.4 S
Cape Vancouv-r. Collected by E. W..Nelson.

\10.1 <
0

RNAMENT.

(Cat. No. 37003; F. S..N. L. Kushunuk. Collectél> \Nelson.SPEA1:GUARD FOR-R.OAT.117. . s- ~ F13 BAT.'
a N. 37759. U S. N. M. Chalif ut. Collc td by E11K OOK, FOR }[ANGry

No. 73034, F. S. N. M1. Colle ed by C.. McKa1-7. 6. SPEi (11 ARD FOR BOAT
at. No. ,F. N. M. Anogogumlt. Collected by E. W. Neloon.)7. b IlOW STRAIGIITENER.

tNo . S. NM. Ko.wak or Putnam River, Alaska. Collected iy. Liet.G. M. Stney, U.,NN.)
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE ESKIMOS. 813
to have served as a handle, as a small perforation in the middle seems
to have been made for the purpose of inserting a cord. The upper
side or half of this ornament is decorated with zigzag cross lines, while
the lower has the herring-bone pattern, like the ornaments upon oneside of the running figure in the preceding illustration, plate 41, fig. 3.Plate 41, fig. 6, represents a bodkin, and is elsewhere referred to -withrespect to ornamentation.

DECORATION-CONSISTING CHIEFLY OF CIRCLES.
The several objécts represented on plate 42 are variously ornamented

in simple patterns. Fig. 1 is an ivory ear pendant, which is creased
spirally from end to end by one continnous line. Fig. 2 represents a togfish, upon which is incised the figure of a wolf, with another linearcharacter somewhat resembling a crude representation of the saine
species.

The hair ornament shown in fig. 3 on the samè plate is decorated
along the upper half by two pairs of transverse parallel lines, between

a

Fig. 37.
TOOTH OF ANTLER. POINT BARROW.

wliich are cross lines to resemble the comnmon portraiture of a sus-
pended seine net, as shown on plate 59, also in fig. 79 on page 865.

The spear guard shown in plate 42, fig. 4, bears a simple vertical linefron which diverge, downward and on either side, three lines, between
which are small punctures. This enlarged figure suggests a like originas the ornamented line in the'middle of fig. 6, the latter having for itsconception, no doubt, the plant symbol mentioned and figured else-
where, particularly in connection with plate 77, and in fig. 70, page 863.
Compare also with fig. 11, on plate 77, and other types of circles repre-
sented thereon, which occur uon various types of Eskimo utensils and

Plate42, fig. 5, is a common hook made for use in suspending variousiousehold articles.
In addition to the lateral diverging lines, the central one is absent,but in its stead a continuation of perforations from which radiate threeincisions, made by means of a narirow saw or a sharp-edged file. Theseincisions serve instead of the narrow or shallow creases noted on figs. 4and 5. Punctred spots are also added to serve as additional orna-
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The lower figure on plate 42, fig. 7, is an arrow straightener, made of

ivory. The lower longitudinal line has similar, though more frequently
recurring, lateral lines than on fig. 6, while the side bears a continnous
row of nucleated circles, the central cup-like perforations being unusu-

ally large in comparisowto the rings surrounding them, clearly indicat-

ing that a one-eighth-inch auger bit was used in their production, as
a smaller instrument made specially for incising rings (as the. V-shaped
cuts in the end of a piece of metal) would naturally have the two points

equally pointed. (Compare plate 77.)
The reverse of the side bearing the niedian line bears a similar inci-

sion from end to end, but the lateral, oblique, radiating lines are each
between one eighth and one-half inch in lengtb, somewhat between the
two sizes noted on plate 8. This is evidently without significance other
than that of ornamentation.

In a private communication of recent date Mr. L. M. Turner informs
me, with reference to the circle, that "this ornament is much more com-
mon south of Bering Strait, where it is a conventionalized irepresenta-
tion of a flower." Mr. Murdoch' writes:

Some of the older implements lu our ·collection,. ornamented with this figure, may

have been obtained by trade froum the southern natives, but the Point Barrow people

certainly knov how to make it, as there are a number of newly made articles in the

collertion thus ornanented. Unfortunately, we saw none of these objects in the proc-

ess of manufacture, as they were made by the natives during odd moments of leisure.

and at the time I did not realize the imnportance of finding ont the process. No tool

by which these figures could be made so accurately was ever offered for sâle.
Neither 1.°Turner nor Mr. Dall, both of whom, as is well known, spent long

periods among the natives of the Yukon region, ever observed the process of mak-

ing this ornament. The latter, however, snggests that it is perhaps done with an

improvised e.nterbit, made by sticking two iron points close together in the end

of the handle. * * Lines rarely represent any natural objects, but gen-

erally form rather elegant conventional patterns. most commonly double or single

borders, often joined by oblique cross lines or fringed with short, pointed parallel

lines. * * While weapons are decorated only with conventional patterns, other

implements of boue or ivory, especially those pertaining to the chase, like the seal

drags, etc., are frequently carved into the shape of animals, as well as being orna-

mented with conventional patterns.

Mr. L. M. Turner says, furthermore:

The circles which have1smaller ones within represent the so-called "kantag" (a

word of Siberian origin introduced by the Russians), or woodeh vessels, manufac-

tured by Indians and bartered with the Innuit for oil and sealskin bootsoles, etc.

These "kantags" are sometimes'traded in nests, i.e., various sizes, one within the

other. (See figs. 4, 7, and 10, on plate 77.)

Regarding the "circle figures," Mr. Turner 2 xtmarks further:

Iknow from information given by one of the best workers of boue and ivory, also

pipe-bowls,.in the Unaligmat (or Unalit). village, near St. Michaels, that the circle

eans a flower when it has dentations on the outer periphery, and some that wers

unfinished on an old much used handle for a kantag (wooden vessel) were also said

by himtomean flowers.

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1887-88, 1892, pp. 390, 391.
2Letter dated February 25, 1895.
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EXPLANATION OF PLeTE 43.

2

.3 4

Fig. 1. FETISH MADE OF HIPPOPOTAMUS TOOTH.

(Cat. No. 174704, U. S. N. M. Lukuga River, Songe. Collected by Dorsey Mohon.)

Fig. 2. HAIR-DRESSING PIN.
(Cat. No. 174737, U. S. N. M. Lukuga River, Konge. Collected by Dorsey Mohun.)

Fig. 3. HAIR-DRESSING PIN.

(Cat. No. 174736, U S. N. M. Likuli River, Kongo. Collected by Dorsey Mohun.)

Fig. 4. SEAL DRAG HANDLE. Effigy of the auinvil.
(Cat. No. 33618, U. S. N. M. St. Michaels. Alaska.)
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GRAPHIC ART OF THE. ESKIMOS.

Those circles also represent the arma; just why I do not know. The spots over a
og's eyelid, usually brown in color in the dog, are also called Tuq, and a dog.thus

inarked is called. Tuqoliq. . The word refers to the dark colored portion of that

region and has nothing to do with the orifice, but when the circle is made thus (,
then it refers to the hole [spot] and the surrounding psart.

I have elsewhere shown how the circle, or pather .the spiral, may be
drawn to denote mobilityUs in the shoulder joint of the figure of a
grasshopper. to denote t5$ahuatl symbol for Chapultepec.1 The.
circle is also used on variggs figures of seals, and apparently denotes
the shoulder joint, as shown in harpoon head in the collection of the
Museum (No. 43750). Further illustration of the conventional use of
circles is given under. the caption of Conventionalizing, with plate 75.

The employment of au iron or steel bit, evidence ,_Frhich appears
to have been one about three-sixteenths of an inch in diater,is shown
upon a neatly-carved seal obtained in St. Michael's, here represented as
the lower right-hand figure on plate 43, fig. 4. The specimen was used
as a seal drag, two perforations beneath the rèach communicating with a
larger one at the lower part of the abdomen, through which the neces-
sary cord was passed. These bit marks are in the form of. decorative
circles, the central holes being in each filled with a wooden peg, the
eyes, though smaller, also being plugged with hard wood.

Plate 37, fig.-4, represents a specimen of bag handle or drill bow
from Point Barrow, showing a number of nucleated rings, only one
iiucleus being withont the second outer ring, indicating that these
circles are made with different instruments.

Similar nucleated circles appear upon specimens from an entirely
remote locality. In fig. 1 of the remaining specimens upon plate 43 we
have a fetish made of hippopotamus tooth, secured by Mr. Dorsey
Mohun on the Lukuga River, in the Kongo State, Africa. The nuclei
are probably one-eighth of an inch in depth, while the circle surround
ing each one-fourth inch in diameter. The groove clearly indicates
the use of a metal tool in every respect resembling the cireles and
respective central pits upon the ornamented drill bow shown inIfig. 4
on plate 37.

The specimen referred to is au imitation of the human form, the head
slightly bowed forward, the arms close to the body, with the bands
reaching toward each other before the body. The body is representede
as cut off a little below the umbilicus, and is scooped ont below as if
intended to be placed upon a rod.

Another specimen, fig. 2, represents a hair dressing pin, from the same
locality, 2e inches long, with a sharp point below, w-hile the almost filat
top or; head is ornamented with five ýsimilar nucleated circles, eac;h
three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter.

The remaining sp.ecimen, fig. 3, from'the Lukuga River, Kongo State,
Africa, is a slightly concave disk, bearing five series of concentric

"Beginnings of Writing." Appleton & Co., N. Y., 1895.. p. 90, fig. 49.

815«
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circles, the central perforation in the middle passing entirely through

the piece of ivory, which at that point is three:fourths of an inch
- thick. The circles were also made with a metal tool, more likely of

native manufacture, out of a piece of foreign iron or steel, the end
of which was filed A-shaped, as mentioned--in connection with the
instruments of the Eskimo.

These African specimens, two made of hippopotamus teeth and one
of ivory, are similar in texture to the materials employed by the
Eskimo, and the process adopted practically the same because of such
texture.

These illustrations are here introduced not with the object of tracing
the migration or transmission of a given pattern, but because of the
interest naturally excited by the independent discovery of a process of

workmianship found to have developed in such widely remote localities.
In northern Africa the same form of circle, nucleated and as concen-

tric rings, is very much employed for decorative purposes. What the

original signification may have been it is now, perhaps, impossible ,to
determine, and it may be that in the two localities .to be referred to
below the designs were brought from Europe, and probably originally
from the Ottoman Empire.

On, plate 44 is shown a leather, brass mounted knife sheath, at the
upper end of which is a tolerably fair attempt at a figure consisting of
concentric rings, while beneath it a series of rectangular figures within
one another. The designs are produced by pressure from the under side,
the patterns having been made before the piece of sheet metal was
placed about the sheath. This example is from Tangier, in, Morocco.

From an antique subterranean chapel at Carthage was obtained,
about fifteen years since, a collection of Christian lamps and other evi-
dences of the secret profession of the then.new faith, among. the orna-
mentation upon some of which relics are many symbols of Christianity
and of monograms of the name of Jesus Christ, but the most interest-

ing in the present connection is the recurrence of the very widespread
figure of concentric rings, as also of squares or rectangular figures
within one another, as will be observed upon the illustration of the
Roman lamp in plate 45.

This illustration is reproduced from an article by A. Delathe on
Carthage l'antique chapelle Souterraine de la Colline de Saint-Louis.'

Upon another lamp of the same general form, from the same locality,
is a cross pattée, the arms of which are severed with nucleated and
concentric rings, exactly like many of those upon Alaskan objects.

iThe larger rings and square figures upon the lamp shown. in plate 45
resemble those upon the brass-ornamented Moorish knife sheath from
Tangier, Morocco (plate44)' where it was secured by Lieutenant A. P.
Niblack, U. S. N. The chief interest lies in the two designs near the

'Cosmos, Revue de Sciences et de leurs applications, Paris, Nouvelle Sér, 582,
1896 (Marei 21), p. 495.
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top-one a figure of rectangles within one another, and the other a
figure of rude rings surrounding one another.

It is strange that these two designs should be suggested upon the
Roman lamp from Carthage, the latter of an early Christian period,
and from the same quarter of Africa. It is probable that both designs
may have their origin in the péuliar Orienta, patterns so freely
employed in Mohammedan countries, in some of which they even ante-
date the birth of Mohammed. The occurrence of, like designs in Turk-
estan is also mentioned, and their apparent absence in Hindustan,
as illustrated by the col etions in the National Museum, is rather
remarkable.

The delicate zigzag lines on the middle band of the sheath are apparý
ently made in the saie manner as like patterns on Polynesian weapons
and orniaments, by pressing forward upon the tool, -and at the same
time rocking it from side to side, the'lateral incised points being made
as the lateral cutting edge is depressed, and again liberated when'
turning the tool toward the opposite side to make a siml1ar mark. The
work is performed rapidly, and may be crudely though similarly imi-
tated by means of a very nar.Tow chisel and a piece of hard wood.

The recent discoveries in Egypt by Mr. Flinders-Petrie are of so
high -an interest tosarchoeology generally, that a brief reference thereto

ay be -of interest, especially so because some of the pottery is deco.

rated not only withi figures of animals and birds, but a common decora-
tive motive which represents "a long boat with two cabins, an ensign
pole, and many ours; sometimes the figure of a man is added.". A red

ware, said to have been imported from the Mediterranean region, bears
decorations of "dents de loup," flowers, and plants.

Of great interest is the discovery of vessels bearing numerous

figures of concentric circles, vqses of rader type than the lathe-made

ceramies of th Egyptians, and recognized to be the workmianship of a
foreign people.

These intruders, the evidences of whose general culture, beliefs, and faneral cus-
toms show them to have been strangers in the Nile Valley. Not a single detail of
their culture did they hold in comnion with the Egyptians. Moreover, their num-
ber, which was found to have spread over a considei-able portion of upper Egypt,
front Abydos to Gebelen, over one hundred miles, whilst their infl-ence-was-observ
able from Tenneh to Hiraconpolie -e,.,6v-three hundred and. fifty miles, and
a Tsdlute control of the region which they assumed and which is shown by the total
absence of any object recalling Egyptian civilization, show them not only to have

been invaders,-but invaders who once had swept over the region and who, settling
lown, had lived there for a considerable period, borrowing little or nothing of the
people whose land they occupied.'

in connection with the report made by Mrs. Cornelius Stevenson,
whose words I have quoted, Doctor D. G. Brinton remarks that these

'Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa., XXXV
1896. p. 57, Plate IV.
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intriders were probably Libyans-that is, Berbers-the ethnography

of which stock has been a special study with him. Doctor Brinton

remarks: " This identification, I believe, will'finally be established. If

we examine the configuration of the Nile Valley and its surroundings,
rio other theory is tenable, providing the Libyan stock extended that

far south of the Mediterranean at a date 30Q0 B. C. We know they
did, and much earlier, fron theirvery early presence in east Africa."

It appears to be conclusively shown by Doctor Brinton's further argu-

ments that the "new race" was of the Libyan stock.

The origin of the concentric circles and other iucised ornamentation

as decorative motives on this pottery would seem to have come frofi

the Mediterranean, perhaps north of it, where a near approach is found

in later Neolithic/stations in Itaiy, Spain, and in the lower strata of

Hasserlik. Coula there have been a .prehistoric common center of

development of this very gommon ornament in northwestern Europe,
from which it was carried into Scandinavia, and the valleys of. certain

portions of France, where its occurrence is so frequently remarked in

bronze and other articles of personal adorniient?

It has been shown that trade routes existed in prehistoric times

between Italy and the Scandinavian Peninsula and Denmark, the scat-

tered graves en route producing amber for one side and ornaments of

south European manufacture on the other. Similar-trade routes, which

were also culture routes, have also·been suggested as. having existed

between Scandinavia across northern Europe and Asia down into India.

Why could not like routes have been followed in prehistoric times along

the lines of the localities producinsg s0 much jewelry and fictile ware

chiefly ornamnented with spirals and concentrie rings?

That trade routes existed between the countries of the Mediterra-

nean, even as far east as Macedonia, has been well established, and

the following remarks are of interest in this connection:

In the June number of "The Strand Magazine "I' appeared an illus-

trated- article devoted to finds of coins in Great Britain, one illustration

in particular attracting my attention because of the presence upon the

reverse of a nucleated ring, which character in this connection appears

to have no apparent relation with the other objects represented upon

the coin and with which it is associated.

Upon reference to the various works on the coinage of the ancient

Britons, several curious, interesting, and apparently new facts present -

themselves-facts which may with propriety be here referred to. The

subject .seems to me to be closely related to that under consideration in

so far as it relates to trade or culture routes, and the adoption of .char-

acters by a peop'ewith whose signification or import they may be unac-

quainted, and the ultimate replacenent of such characters which may

be of importance in and a necessary part of the prototype, by the sub-

'ondon, 1896. Pl
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stitution of their own characters or &ymbols, through which change the
signification of the legend nypon the prototype is lost, and would no
longer be recognized by the authors thereof.

I have already referred to the coinage of the Britons, as treated in
the admirable work of Doctor John Evans,' to which the reader is
refèrred for fali details and ample illustrations in support of the sug-
gestions ventured below.

I have had occasion to refer to British coins bearing the figure of the
horse, with additional legs to denote that more than one such animal
was intended. Such practice of representing a part for the whole, or
vice versa, was referred to as synecdoche, and as being common to the
pictographie records of the North American Indians.

On plate 43, fig. 3,is the representation of an uninscribed British
gold coin, upon the teverst which appears the outline of a horse,
each leg divided into two,o as to resemble-in fact, give-eight legs,
anid suggesting the two horses noticeable upon the obverse of the typical
prototype, as shown in fig. 1 on the same plate. Now, looking at the
legs of the horse on the reverse of -fig. 2, there will be seen the same
number of .legs, with the ecweption that the engraver of this piece has
nnited each pair at the fetlocks, so as to terminate in one hoof, instead

of two hoofs, as in some other examples.
In the specimens of the same series of coins the successive copying

of designs has resulted in solid legs instead of by pairs, thus returning
to a pattern on which but a single animal is portrayed.

But to return from this digression. It is necessary to show how the
original patterns came to be employed by the designers for the British
coins. It has been ,pretty clearly proven'by Doctor John Evans, Mr.
Hawkins, and others, that the ancient Britons were possessed of money
long before the.time of Cæsar's visit. The distinct mention of money

"The Coins of the Ancient Britons." London:~1864-1890.
s- See also Adamson's Account of tie discovery at Hexham, in. Northumberland, of

Anglo-Saxon coins called Stycas. Royal Society of Antiquarians of London [1834].

1e Illustrations of 941 coins.
IsDoctor Stukeley's " Twenty-three plates of the Coins of the Ancient British Kings,"rs London. [1765.]

Doctor Evans remarks that "the coins themselves are most inaccurately drawn,"
yet they are interesting as showing a certain degree of evolution and alteration 'f

t characters which the engravers copied or attempted to copy from the prototypes.

nt - Nunmoruim Antiquorum Scriniis Bodleianis Riconditorum Catalogus cum com-

he mentariq tibulis æneis et appendice. [Oxonii 1] A. D. 1750. Plates.
Nuinmi Britanînici, of interest fi present connection, are shown~ion Plate XVI.
Annals of the Coinage of Britain, by the Rev. Rogers Ruding, B. D. 4 vols.

1r- London, 1819. Plates and map.

c- The Silver Coins of England, by Edwar<lHawkins, F. R. S., etc. London, 1887.
80. Plates and map. Gives illnstrations of British coins similarto oth'rderivatives

b- of the Macedonian Phillipus.
Celtic Inscriptions on Gaulish and British Coins. Beale Poste- -Lo6don, 1861.

Plates 1-xL.
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occurs in various ciassic writings of the time of Coesar, and yearly trib-
ute is noted by Dion Cassius, Eutropius, Diodorus, Strabo, and others.

Doctor Evans remarks:
It may in~deed be urged'that these writers are all of them later than Csar; but

it it to be observed that the information upon wb ich some of them wrte was derived
from earlier sources, and that nlot one of tlhem treats the presence of gold and silver
in this country as of recent date, or appears to have had the remotest conception
that in the time of Julius Cæsar it was destitute of them.1

Commerce between the Gauls and Britons existed long anterior to
the period of the Roman invasion. and a native coinage existed also
among the Gauls. The intercourse of the Phœnicians and Britons was
also of an early date, and the founding of the Greek colony of Massilia
(Marseilles)-usually placed at about B. C. 600-also aided in civilizing
that part of Gaul, where the neighboring Gauls no doubt first learned
of the usages of civilized life, the effect of such acquirements gradually
extending toward the channel settlements, and finally across and
among the British tribes. From this center of civilization, says Doctor
Evans, the Gauls became acquainted with thé art of coining.

The early silver coins of Massilia (and none in gdl are known) were occasionally
imitated in the surrounding country; but when, about the year B. C. 365, the gold
mines of Crenides (or Philippi) were acquired by Philip II of Macedon, and worked
so as to produce about £250,000 worth of gold per annumu, the.general currency of
gold coins, which had before been of very limited extent, beAame much more exten-
sive, and the stater of Philip-the regale numisme of Horace-became everywhere
diffused, and seems at once to have been seized on by the barbarians who came in
contact with Greek -civilization as an object of imitation. In Gaul this was
especially the case, and the whole of the gold coinage of that country may be said
to consist of imitation, more or less rude and degenerate, of the Macedonian
Philippus.2

Doctor Evans further remarks:

Another reason for the adoption of the Philippus as the model for imitation in the
Gaulish coinage has been found in the probability that when Brennus plundered
Greece, B. C. 279, he carried away a great treasure of these coins, which thus became
tbe gold currency of Gaul. This would, however, have had more effect in Pannonia,
from whence the army of Brennus came, than in the more western Gaul.

On plate 46, fig. 1, is reproduced a type of the Philippus, the lau-
reate head upon the obverse representing Apollo (or, according to
some, of young Hercules), while on the reverse is shown a charioteer
in a biga, with the name of Philip below a horizontal line in the
exergue.

The biga on these coins of Philippus II refers to the victories of
Philip at Olympia. The resemblance to Apollo may have been sug-
gested by some relation to that identification of Hercules and the sun
which prevailed in Asia at a later time, and possibly as early as that of

"The Coins of the Ancient Britons." London: 1864-1890, p. 20.
Idem., p. 24;
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EXPLANATION 0F PLATE 46.

Fig.1. Stater of Philip II. of Macedon.
Fig. 2. Uninscribed gold coin of ancient Britons, believed to have been designed afterf stater of Philip. Gold ; weight, 111 grains.

Fig. 3. Resenmbles preceding, thoughi bust and horse face toward left. Weight, 114
grains.

Il vFig. 4. Also uninscribed ami of gold. The fillet is of leaves turned upward ; the horse
* > is disjointed, and greater departure fromn the prototype is apparent.

f~ Fig. 5. Auother gold imitation of the stater, but stili greater dissimilarity is appar-
ent ou the reverse.

* ~Fig. 6. Five small dots are introduced ini the face, se as to cover the space between

the eyes and hiair. Beneath the horse, the hel met, visible iin the stater, bas
become a circle surrouuded by small dots.

Fig.7. Thei depârture from the prototype is still more interesting in th is specimnen-
a nucleated circle, a plain circle, and a pellet appearing beneath the herse

in place of the helmet. Doctor Evans, freom whom these references were

obtained, remarks that this specimen shows -'a curious instance of extreme
degradation fromi the type of the Phillipus ou the reverse."

Fig. 8. The headdress resembles a crucifom ornament, with two open cresceuts
I placedl back to back ini thse ceuter. The reverse bears the herse, with bothi

a circle and a wheel-shaped ornament ini lieu of tihe helmet.

[tm
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Philip I.1 Between the horses and base line is the figure of a helmet,
suggesting the head gear of the slain over which the victor is driving.
On some specimens the helmet is replaced by the fulmen, a É, or the

Greek F.
Because of the limited space, the wheel of the'chariot is rather oval,

suggesting perspective on the engraving, though on later imitations
this can not -be claimed for the elliptical form of the wheel or the

character substituted therefor. "The earliest of the Gaulish imita-
tions," says Doctor Evans,2 "follow the prototype pretty closely, but

eventually both the head and the biga become completely transformed."
The earliest British coins showing such imitation of the Philippus

are believed to be of the period of 150-200 B. C., although the death
of Philip Iltook place B. C. 336, so' that his coins began to be
imitated in Gaul about B. C. 300.

The author whom I have above quoted says also that coins reduce in
weight for the sake of the small gain of the governing power; and
coincident with such reduction in weight, and perhaps size, there is a
reiarkable change in types, in each successive imitation, thus depart-
ing more and more frn the original prototype. "The reductiQn of a
complicated and artistie design into a symmetrical figure of easy e'ecu-
tion was the object of each .successive engraver of the dies for these
coins, though probably they were themselves unaware of any undue
saving of trouble on their part or of the results which ensued from it."3

By reference to the illustrations as figs. 4e and 5, and plate 47, figs. 3
and 8, examples selected from many diverse forms, there will beobserved
a niost remarkable deviation in engraving from the original type. The
wreath and hair become so strangely altered as to be scarcely recog-
nizable, a few geometrie or other simple figures serving in place of the
leaves and locks. These finally result in a cross-like figure, as in plate
47, figs. 1 and 2, while in some still other imitations the hea(l is repre-
sented by an ear of grain, like wheat or rye (designated by Doctor
Evans as corn).

The most interesting changes occur, however, upon the reverse of
the imitations, and it is to these changes that I wish t6 make special
reference.

As stated, the typical Philippus bears beneath the horses a helmet,
as shown upon the illustration in plate 46, fig. 1. This article of head
gear may or may not have been known to the Gauls, and if it were, it
is more than probable that the Britons were unfamiliar -with it, being
more remote from tie peoples by whoin such defensive4 armor was
used, so that even if the helmet was represented upon Gaulish imita-
tions, the British engraver seems to have ignored the exact form and

Eckhel. Quoted at second hand from Numismata Hellenica, by Williàin Martin
Leake. London, 1886, in footuote.

2
" The Coins of the Ancient Britons." London, 1864-1890, p. 24.
Idem., p. 28.



to have made what he thought may have been intended, or perhaps
even ventured to introduce a British symbolic figure, the signification
of which he did comprehend.

It is probable, also, that, in the absence of good tools for engraving
metals, some of the simpler designs were inade by using a pointed

punch or like tool, and punching the patterns or parts of patterns
desired. The pellet, surrounded by a ring of pellets, was equivalent
to a ring with its nucleus, as in plate 46, fig. 8. The figure also pre-
sents itself as a circle with four small pellets arranged in the form of a
cross, and plate 46, figs. 2 and 6, and finally in the semblance of a wheel
with six, seven, or. eight spokes, illustrations of which are given in
plate 46, figs. 7 and8, and plate 47, figs. 1, 2, and 8. Leaving off the

circle suggested a cross, as in the former, and a star, as in plate 47, fig.
3, both without doubt Druidical symbols, as was also the nucleated
ring, of all of which numerous examples occur. This cross or star form
ultimately gave rise to imitations of crab-like objects, which in turn
were interpieted to denote figqres resembling the hand. Such gradual

though persistent imitation resulted in-.somè remarkably dissimilar
patterns, as may be noted by comparing the typical Philippus in plate
46, fig. 1, with the illustration, plate 46, figs. 5 and 6, while beneath the
figure*of a disjointed horse on plate 47, fig. 3, the star survives; while
the head upon the obverse retains but a few rectangular marks to denote
leaves, while the right-hand upper figure signifies the eye, and the lower
broken circle, bearing a <-shaped attachiment, the mouth.

The , which las been referred to as a variant, and rarely occurring
beneath the body of the horse, has been reproduced as a trianglee the
angles of which consist of nucleated circles connected by short lines.
This symbol is also an astronomical character, and is of frequent occur-
rence on varions petroglyphs located in that area of country formerly
occupied by the several tribes of Indians composing the Shoshonian
linguistie family.

Again, the same object figures extensively in the mnemonic records
of the Ojibwa Indians, .especially those records relating to the sha-

ma;nistic ritual of the Midë'wiwin, or Grand Medicine Society, elsewhere
described in detail.1 Another symbol-found in lieu of the triangle,

though without doubt a variant of it' resembles an Ojibwa symbol to

denote "theimystic power of looking into the earth and there discov-

ering sacred objects." It consists of three rings, or perhaps: even
nucleated rings, placed in the form of a triangle, a wavy line extending
around the upper circle and downward to either side toward the lower
ones, denoting "lines of vision." What the signification of. the char-
acter upon the coins may have been it is impossible to imagine, unless

it were merely a variant of the £s, which in turu may have been a 6on-

ventionalized form of the helmet, as shown in the typical Philippus on

1 See the writer's exposition of this ritual in the Seventh Annual Report of the

Bureau of Ethnology for 1885-86, 1891, p. 143.
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Fig. 1. The head ornament on this piece becomes more cross-like than in the preced-

ing, while upon the reverse the appearance of a nucleated circle beneath
the horse is counterbalanced by another with an additional circle of dots

or pellets about it above the animal's back. Upon the reverse is the name
of a prince, TAsciovAN, whose Latini2ed name'wouid be TASCIOVANUS, the

exact form in which the namie appears upon the coins of Cunobeline, who
proclaims himself to have been TAscIoVANI F.

Fig. 2. On this piece the cruciform ornament becones still more intricate, while the
circles are in various forms and of varions types.

Fig. 3. The remains of the vreath are undefined, and the object beneath the horse ,

bas .assnmed a stellar form instead of a circle, which in turnwas a helmet
in the prototype.

Figs. 4-7. These coins are cast and not stamped. , In some specimens noted by Doctor
Evans the grain of the wooden mold is diîstinctlv visible. The obverse
in ail bears a head in imitation of sonie petroglyphic remains in North
America, though the reverse shows the outline of an animal believed to -
be a horse.

Fig. 8. This specimen has a laureate bust without any sigus of a face; the open
crescents are connected by a serpent-11ne. The reverse bears a horse with
a triple tail and a wheel beneath the body.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 47.
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plate 46, fig. 1. Very interesting indeed are the coins of tin-or an
alloy in which that metal is in exòess-though these are believed to be
Gaulish rather than British, although the head of the Philippus proto.
type is rudely reproduced, while the animal upon the reverse is believed
by Doctor Evans to represent a bull rather-than the horse. Plate 47,
figs. 4, 5,6, and 7.

The human head upon the obverse is the rude representation of that
part of the body, the face being indicated by two crescents, one above
the other, with the concave side outward. -The eye consists either of
a simple ring, a nucleatéd ring, or the latter attached to a stem which
ëxtends down toward the neck. The animal form upon*the reverse is
readily determined by comparison with other coins showing variants.

The two characters beneath the animal form on plate 47, fig. 4, appear
to be a remnant of or to have been suggested by the exergual legend
on the prototype on which the name, in Greek characters, of Philippus
occurs.

On .some of the Britislhoeoins no trace of a legend remains, but in a
few instances some apparently meaningless characters appear to have
been introduced, clearly indicating that the engraver was aware of
some legend upon his.copy, but being unacquainted with its import or
signification, introduced au equivalent in so far as ornamentation was
concerned, following the custom of geometric decoration. Such an illus-
tration is here reproduced on plate 46, figs. 3, 4, and 7. In other
examples agdin, this style of zigzag decoration is omitted below the
exergue line and .a nucleated circle portrayed instead of a legend or
other character, as in plate 47, fig. 1

The wheel of the chariot, which is apparent in the prototype, is gen-
erally oval, sometimes elliptical, and in some of the British imitations-
a second wheel is placed upon any remaining otherwise vacant spot,
such an illustration being reproduced on plate 47, fig. 3, while in plate
46, fig. 8, two wheel-like characters are introduced, one above the body
of the horse and the other beneath, instead of the common .nucleated
ring. In examining the numerous examples of coins one finds too that
the British engraver has introduced, instead of the figureof à char-
ioteer, a number of disjointed pellets or rings, and short straight or
curved lines, making it almost impossible to trace the original in this
jumble of characters. In some instances these segregated dots and
lines agaii appear to become readjusted, ultimately forming a chari-
oteer in the form of what seems to be a winged figure of victory.

Similar unique and interesting imitations occur on the obverse of
the British coins, in which the engraver's interpretation of the head
of Apollo (or Hercules) is shown, sometimes as a fanciful cross, plate
47, fig. 1, and in other instances as an ear of grain, examples being
shown in plate 46, figs. 3, 5, and 7.

In this use of the circles, nucleated rings, and other British or Gaul-
ish symbols upon British coins, no evidence appears of the transmission
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of such characters from Macedonia, from which the coins were obtainede

and which furnished the designs upon the Philippus for the British and

Gaulish engravers. Nevertheless, other of the Macedonian coins bear

upon the reverse concentrie rings, between which are serrations, so as

to almost appear like circular saws ofôarious sizes laid one upon the

other, diminishiug in size toward the upper or last one. On a coin of.

Herod I., beari4 a Macedonian shield, while upon the obverse of the

same piece is a-helmet, with cheek pieces, surrounded by a legend.

The helmet, which appears to form the chief emblem upon th e piece,

greatly resembles the smaller headpiece upon the obverse of the stater

shown in plate 46, fig. 1.
Mr. Gardner,' in his paper on "Ares as a sun god, and solar symbols

on coins of Thrace and Macedon," shows that the Macedonian shield

is of astronomical pattern, and belongs specially to a. deity who is

worshiped- as the sun, and the interior device of this shield on the

coins of Herod I. is identical with that adopted as the whole type on

certain coins of Uranopolis of Macedon.

The occurrence of circles to denote ring money is found in the Egyp-

tian hieroglyphs, and it is barely possible that such characters upon

obelisks, orin other petroglyphs, nay have had some reference to ring

money in the various countries with which the Egyptians were in com-

mercial relations, extending possibly to Macedonia, Phenicia, anid.other

of the peoples of the northern shores of the Mediterranean.

The Egyptians used rings of gold and silver, and the Hebrew expres-

sion for the heaviest unit in weight, the talent, originally meant a circle.

Gold rings, says Mr. Madden,2 were also used as a means of exchaiige

in Britain, in the interior of Africa, among the Norwegian sea kings,
and in China disks with central perforations are employed. The brass

cash is an illustration of the latter, and the sacred yritings make

frequent reference to rings of metal and strings of gold, the latter

evidently being tied in bundles of certain specified weights and values.

Interesting as this subject may be, it would be inappropriate in the

present paper to continue the study of types of rings and variants

and their signification in the varions localities throughout the world

in which they occur as originals, and as the result of intrusion by

intertribal traffic or otherwise.
The wooden tablet represented in plate 33 is reproduced from

Doctor Stolpe's monograph, publishéd in "Ymer,"' and illustrates one

characteristic type of wood carving found in Polynesia, or, to be more

exact as to location, in the Tubiiai Islands. .The circles are rather

infrequent, but the triangular decoratiqu is more common, and occurs

upon varions ceremonial implements and weapons in varions forms and

combinations. In some examples the designs are very complicated

'Num. Chron., xew series, 1880, XX, quoted from Madden's Jewish Coinage.

2Coins of the Jews, F. W. Madden, London, 1881.

3Stockholm, 1890, fig.16.
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and elaborate, while in other instances, as upon a metal surface, the
d result is a mere zigzag, the result of ushag a narrow graver, and as it

ar is pushed forward the. tool is rotated from side to side.
as The character of the material upon which decoration is attempted
he greatly influenées the artistic result.

of. Some circles from eastern Turkistan, to. which ny attention was
lie called by my friend Doctor Walter Hough, of the National Museum,
d. resemble almost exactly those mentioned by Doctor A. B. Meyer,
e, who presented some interesting illustrations of shields from the Bis-
er marck Archipelago and New Guinea, upon sone of which are severil

series of concentric rings (four) while some are nucleated with a solid
ls - spot and three surrounding rings.'
Id In his monograph on the whirring toy or " bull-rorer," Doctor J. D.
is E. Schmeltz' presents a number of illustrations from various localities,
he nearly all of which are. ornamented. Two specimens froni West Aus-
on tralia are of peculiar interest, from the fact of the recurrence of two

figures shown on a Roman lamp from Carthage (plate 45, p. 816). The

en
ng

er

le.
ge ig.38.

GOLD ROAT FOUND AT NORS, DENMAR.

gs,
ass one specimen of these wooden toys is ornanented with five figures of

ke concentric circles, the three middle ones havirg each five rings, while

ter the flanking or end figures have each but four rings.
es. The other toy has upon one side three figures of rectangles, each
the figure consisting of a nest of five, one within the other, as in the con-

uts struction of concentric rings. At either end are short curved lines.

rid Such'a coincidence-as it can be nothing more-is truly remarkable,
by especially as the Australian designs are not in exact accordance with

the usual type of designs.

The district of Thisted, Denmark, contains many small grave mounds,
ne from some of which unique finds have been obtained. One clay vessel

ore covered with a fiat stone contained about one hundred small boats, the
ber ribs and sailing of which are 'Made of bronze bands bent around one

urs another, while in the middle of these lie sheets of thin plates of gold
nd whose corners overlap each other at the bottom of the boat and are
ted bent around the bronze bands above, covering it. In the same manner

Publicationen ans dem Kongl. Ethnog. Museum Dresden. X. 1895. Plate
xvIII, figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Das Schwirrholz. Hamburg, 1896.
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the outside covering is effected.1 Upon the side of the boat illustrated
in fig. 38 will be observed two figures of concenitric rings; a design so
frequently met with in the prehistorie relies of Scandinavia.

A woodeu dish,2 found with other objects in a funeral ship, bears dec-
orations consisting of concentric rings similar to the preceding

Petroglyphs in abundance representing so-called cap stones, nucle-
ated circles, and concentrie circles of various numbers of rings, as high
as ffve and six, and occasionally even more, occur throughout northern
Europe, from Ireland, Scotland, and elsewhere in the British Isles,
eastward throughout Scandinavia, Finland, and Russia, into Siberia.

In a petroglyph at Lokeberg, in Bohuslan, Sweden," are represented
a number of manned Viking ships, above three of which are portrayed
nucleated rings, several of which are attached to projections connected
with the vessel, and resembling uplifted banners or other emblems. In
a number of instances are small spots only, without the surrounding
circle. These circles in contact with vessels resemble very much the

Eskimo engraved figures on the rod sliown in
another place on plate 68, fig. 6.

Professor Oscar Montelius figures in his "Kul-
tur Schweders in Vorchristlicher Zeit" a gold
vase nearly 3 inches in height and about 4
inches in diameter, about the body of which are
four rows of concentric circles. The upper row,
near the neck, consists of such raised figures
each more than one-sixteentb of an inch in di-
ameter, while the row a short distance below
this consists of rings averaging three-sixteenths

S NTO METÂL. of an inch across. Below the greatest diameter
of the vessel is another row of raised concentric

rings, the outer one measuring about five-eighths of an inch across,
while the circles iear the base, and extending. in a row about it, are
appareutly a little less in diameter.

These rows of circles are- separated by longitudinal raised lines,
between some of which, both above and below the row of the largest cir-
cles, are short vertical lines presenting what appears like a milled edge.

This style of*ornament is very general and, as noted elsewhere, of
wide§pread occurrehe.

Mr. Frederick George Jackson, in his description of the jewelry of
the Samoyads,4 says that the bonnet is adorned with tails of colored

'Quoted from Report of National Museun for 1891, 1892, pp. 557, 558, fig. 41.

(Prehistorie Naval Architecture, Geo. H. Boehmer.)

The reader is referred to an interesting paper on Origins of Prehistoric Ornament

in Ireland, conpleted in Part I of Vol. VII, of the Journal of the Royal Society of

Antiquaries of Ireland, for 1897, by Mr. George Coffey.
Rèport of the Uuited States National Muse « for1891. -1892, p. 594, fig. 108.

3
Oscar Mon6eliuâ, Die Kultur Schwedens in Vorchristlicher Zeit, 'Berlin, 1885, 1. 73,

fig. 87.
4
The Great Froze~n Land. London, 1895, p. 67.
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ORNAMENTED IVORY JEWELRY.

PLATrE 48.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 48.

1 2 3

6

7

8< 9 10

Fig.,1. EAR PENDANT.

(Cat. No. 36845. U... S.N. M. Koskunnk. <'ollected byv E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. EAR PENDANT.

(Cat. No. 36846 [t], r. S.N. M. Big Lake, Alaska. Colletted ly E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. EAR PENDANT.

(Cat. No. 36845. U. S. N. M. Kushkak win River. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 4. EAR PENDANTS.
(Cat. No. 36839, r. S. N. M. Lower Kushîkak win RLiver. Collected by~ E. W. 2ielson.)

Fig. 5. EAR PENDANT.
(.Cat. No. 48742, U. S. N. M. Yukon liver. Collected by E. W. NelSon.)

Figs. 6, 7. EAIt PENDANTS.

(Cat. Nos. 36845, 36846. t. S. N. M. Kuokunouk. Coleet ed by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 8. EAR PENDANT.

(Cat.No.38416, U. S. N. M. Big Lake, Alaska. ·(ollected by E. W.NelSon.)

Fig. 9. POWDER CHARGER.

(Cat. No.127460, U. S. N. M. Ikaluik. Collected by J. Applegrate, V. S. Signal Corps.)

Fig. 10. EAU PENDANT.
(Cat.No.38169,U.S.N.M. Nulukhtuluguaut. Collected by E. W.'Nel'on.)
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strips of cloth, to which are attached "bI-ass disks (about 3 inches in
diameter) and other ornaments, such as brass charms,'Obeads, and but-
tons." It is probable that these materials are specially made in Russia
for trade with the natives; nevertheless -the nucleated circle is an
important feature in ornamentation thereon, the metal pendant, of
which an illustration is given in fig. 39, being not only very similar to
the prehistorie ornanients of Scandinavia, but is decorated in the same
manner.

Mr. Jackson says furthermore: "While Ì*am talking about Samoyad
jewelry, I might mention the·vast buckles sometimes used to fasten the
bet. They are made of brass, stamped out with patterns, and are
often 9 inches in diameter. Of brass, too, and copper are their rings;
and they even wear reindeer bells, each weighin°g at least half a pound,
hanging from their elbows."

It is but natural to suppose that native art is thus stimulated, and
influenced, by the probable introduction of materials of foreign manu-
facture, such trinkets being gaudily decorated to add to their attract-
iveness in the estimation of the uncultured natives.

DECORATION OF PERSONAL ORNAMENTS, UTENSILS, ETC.

The utilization of various figures to apply simply for ornamentation
is very common, and is of later date than the incision of simple lines
and dots. The animate and other characters do not seem to have been
used in any æsthetic manner until the system of pictography had gained
a firm foothold. Numerous examples are here given of simple decora-
tion of drill bows, for which>no other record .was ready, and of the
varions styles of decorating articles of -primitive jewelry or personal
ornaments, and other objects of daily use.

The following list comprises a number of selections to illustrate the
varions methods of decorating articles of personal use or adornment,
utensils of daily use, and other objects.

A'number of ear pendants are represented in. plate 48, figs. 1-8 and
10. The chief interest lies in the variety of ornamentation, consisting
of drill holes, circles, concentric rings, and in one instance serrations
are attached to the circles.

The cup-shaped specimen shown in fig. 9 is a powder charge, orna-
mented with conventionalized figures of flowers, fruit, etc., to which
special attention is given in connection with conventionalization.

Plate 32, fig. 1, represents ear pendants made of beluga teeth. They
wer ~tained at St. Michaels, and are ornainented with the zigzag
patteIn frequently alluded to as the "fish trap" pattern. This pattern
is quite neatly made and presents an uunusually pleasing effect. Upon
the bare space between the two transverse rows of ornamentation is
incised a small cross-a figure quite unusual in Eskimo art.

Plate 32, fig. 2, represents a buckle or ornaufent used by girls in
securing the hair. The decoration represents'a 'face, the eyes being

827
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indicated by sharply incised lines, while-the pupils are perforations
made with a drill. The nostrils are also indicated with delicate per-
forations, and the teeth are well defined. The lips are also well defined
by means of transverse lines representing the gums and the edges of the
teeth, while the other lines drawn vertically denote the spaces between
the teeth.

Plate 32, fig. 4, represents a comb from Cape Prince of Wales. This
is of peculiar interest from the factthat it exactly represents in outline
specimens from Torres Strait. The ornamentation resembles Papuan
art designs, and also the peculiar meander or zigzag pattern referred
to in plate 33.

On the inner space are three ornaments which represent the conven-
tional tree symbols. The specimen is an old one, as may be observed
from its past usage and discoloration. The teeth are broken and appear
to have been short. They were no doubt made by sawing with instra-
ments such as are shown in plate 17.

Plate 49, fig. 4, represents a pair of earrings secured in a stick. Upon
the front are oriamental incisions representing concentric rings, from
four sides of which extend short lines terminating in perforations. In
one of these, however, the short connecting lines were not inserted-
this part-of the operation having evidently been neglected.

Upon the reverse are short projections whici are carved so as to
curve downward, forming au F-shaped hook for insertion in the lobe of
the ear.

Plate 49; fig. 5, shows a similar stick with wrapping so as to secure
a number of earrings which have been inserted, and in which ipanner
they are transferred from place to place for sale or for barter.

Plate 50 represents a series of carved ivóry belt battons and pend-

ants, as well as two spear guards for attachment to. acanoe. On fig.1
the outer surface of these figures appear small tridents which represent
trees, or rather they may be termed the conventional ornamental figure
evolved from the tree figure or tree design. A simple meander or
triangle is shown upon the button in plate 50, fig. 2, in which,'it will
be observed, the meander is produced by the interdigitation of short
lines attached to the parallel lines ¡within which the meander crosses.

Figs. 3,4, and:6 have circles with various decorations, that upon fig.
4 being perhaps the flower symbol, described elsewhere in detail.

The ivory button shown in fig. 5 is'decorated by simple perforations,
each of ,which is filled with a wooden peg, the arrangement)of the
perforations being regular and symmetrical.

Plate 51 illustrates six forms of bone belt fasteners or toggles. The

specimen shown in fig. 1 was collected by Mr. L. M. Turner at Norton
Sound, and measures 24 inches across. Within the upper and lower
margins are five horizontal incised lines, while along the vertical egge

there are but four each. Upon the inner hne and dire ted inward aÉe

i
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EXPLANATION.0F PLATE 49.

4 3 5

- Fig 1. IvouY IMPLEMENT.

(Cat. No.'7664, 1. S. N. M. oni e b E. W. Nelson.)

F ig. '?. IVO Ya' -IMIPLE ME N T.

Cat. No. 2918, U. S. N. M.)

Fig. . NET-S I1TTLE.
(Ca t. No. 35908. . S. N. M. Al>utian Islan.ds. Colleted b L. M. Turner.)

Fig. I. EARIINGS IN WO>DENI IOLDEI.
(at.No.36861.,U.S. NJM. .sknuk. ('ollected by.E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. . EARRINGS IN WoODEN IOLDER.

(oat. No. 36011 F. S. N.M .X~eM.Agychugumt. Colleted by E.W.Nelson)

Fig. 6. Trony~ oJNAMENT l'on ALECT I IrT

(at. No. 38720, U S.N. ML lotdy .W elso.4

17

(Ctk o 82, .S . .Cllce y .W elo.
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DECORATED ORNAMENTS AND UTENSILS.

PLATE 49.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 50.

A i 2

4 5

6

Fig. 1. CAARVFD BELT FASTENER.

(cat. No.8567. u S
8 N. M. Mouth of Lower Yukon River. Collected bv E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. CAIRVED BELT BUTTrON..

(at. No. 33633. S. N. M. St. Michaels. Collected by E. W. Neleon.)

Fig. 3. BELT BUTTON.

(Cat,. No. 3003. U. S. N. M. Chalitirnut. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 4. BxLT. .UUTTON.

(Cat..No. 37761, . S.N. M. Kongigunogot. Collected )y E W. Ñelon.)

Fig. 5. litrrroN.

-'at. No. 48630. -. S. N. M. , Kotzebne Soiind. Collected by E. W. Nelson-.)

Fig. 6. BELT ORNAMENT.

(Cat. No. 38132, U. S. N. M., .Lower. Ykon.. Colleeted by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 7. SPEAR GUARD FOR KAIAK.

(Cat. No. 35'83. V. S. N. M. " Sfug'unugumut. (ollect ed by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. S. SPEAt GUA RD.
[ (Vat. No. 4336. '. S.N. M. Calw Vancouver. Collected byE. W. Nelson.)

lî
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IVORY BUCKLES AND PENDANTS.
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*EXPLANATION 0F PLATE 51.

Fi.12

F'iL. M..- JUCKLE.

(Cât. No. '24664.,tU. S.' N. M. Nortoin Sound. ('flteettrd by L. -81. Tiurrer.>b

Y -1ITot.ig. . r GLE OR BUCKLE

(Cnt. No. 24616, rE. S. N.M. No ton oon. Collertet b% .. To e.

F 1'- . BEI.T 'ASTF.N-ER. TOCOGLE Oi0 RiU111LE
Ct.N.21t.SN. Morn Sound. (ollected by L. M. Torner.)

Fig. 4. I STF.'rFAT-ERTOGGLE 0iBrCKLE.

Cat. -No. 37992. 17. S. N. M. Iinoit. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 5. RELT FASTENER, ToOGLE oit BucELE.

Ct.N.24661,, 1. S. N. M. 'Norton Sotînc. Ci)llectetl by E. WV. Ne .oo.>

Fig..BELrFASTENER. TOooLE oR BUCKLE.

(Cnt. No. 2664 U. S. N. M. NrotonSou. (olleted by- W. . ner.

(Cat.'N'o. 261, 1 .N.. NotnSud

EG

C b T

r a.N.41,U .N .Nro Sud olce yL .Tre.
SETFSEETOGEO CKE

(Cat No 3'992.U. .N M.Pinut. ollcte by . W Neson
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short incisions, each one-sixteenth of an inch in length; Surrounding
the centralperforation is a quadrilateral figure conforming to the out-
line of the ornament, consisting of three incised lines one-sixteenth of
an.inch apart. Upon the inner sides of the square are similar short
lines directed upward toward the interior, as upon the inner line of the
outer square.

I plate 51, fig. 2, also from Norton Sound, the ornamentation con-
sists of eight lines runniùg parallel with the four outer borders, the
interior space about the central perforation being blank.

In plate 51, fig. 3, also from Norton Sound, the ornamentation becomes
a little more complex. The two sets of parallel lines around the inte-
rior form a square. Within eachset of lines thus drawn are markings
s0 placed as to formî a crude zigzag resulting from the short Hiues;pro-
jecting alterbately outward and inward by a process resembling what
might be termedinterdigitation. This has some resemblance to or sug-
ge'sts the Papuan patterns, to which reference is madeelsewhere. The
interior space about the central perforation is ornamented by two lines
forming a cross.

In plate 51, fig. 4, there is shown a buckle from Pinuit, Alaska, and
both lines and dots are employed in ornamenting the surface. The
squares are present as in the preceding record, while small perforations

occupy thespace between the groups of lines.
In plate 51, fig. 5, from Norton Sound, the outer border: consists of

<. two decorated figures, while surrounding the entral perforation are six
concentric rings, four short ines diverging from the outer ring toward
the outer angles of the ornament. From the inner angle of the iner

quadrilateral figure are four short lines, each terminating in a V-shaped
figure, or bifurcation, r.udely resembling the conventionalized whale tail,
though in this instance more likely denoting a tree, as it also r presents
a conventionglized tree figure.

In plate 51, fig. 6, from Premorska two series of lines are drawn, with
the difference, however, that instead of bearing additional ornanenta-
tion between the two quadrilateral figures ithe ornamentation consists
of nucleated circles,' three upon each side, while within the muer
squae and surrounding the central perforation are three concentrie
rings. The space beyond the outer ring and the angle of the inner
square is filled with small figures consisting of a spot surrounded by
two eoncentric rings.

Upon plate 52 are shown thirteen figures of needle cases or snuff
tubes, uon which are shown varions styles* of ornamentation. 'The
specimen at the extreme left, from the Lower Yukon, is octagonal,
while the next shows a series of rings produced by filing' as in the
foxrth figure, and to a certain extent in the last. The encircling hands
upoù figs. 5, 6,7, 8, and 9 illustrate in varions ways the rudxmeý.tary
forms or originals from which have developed that peculiarmeneander
or zigzag to which refereuce is made in varions placea and ' various
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connections, and which hasbeen compared to a certain degree with
the Papuan ornamentatiopf referred to by Mr. Alfred C. Haddon.
Upon the two figures at the right hand are a series of small, nucleated
rings, and particularly in fig. 12 are shown several instances in which
these rings are surrounded by radiating lines, a bottom line extending
to a transverse base line or attached to another nucleated circle of like
form. These may be related to the flower symbols, to which Mr.
Lucien M. Turner niakes reference in the letter which I have quoted.

Plate 35, fi. 9, shows a tobacco box from Sledge Island. It is a rude
imitation of a seal, a small opening being cut in the neck, while the
rear end was at one time, undoubtedly closed by means of a wooden
plug. The-ornamentation throughout consists of parallel lines between
which the incisions of short transverse Unes are so arranged as to indi-
cate the rude meander or zigzag pattern. Upon the back are several
conventional tree patterns.

Plàte 25, fig. 1, represents an ivory casket from St. Michaels. It is
made of the upper hollow portion of a walrus tusk and is very pro-
fusely.illustrated with the zigzag pattern, borders of which encircle
the specinien both above and below, while around the center is an
almost continuons pattern of six nucleated circles, each connected
with the other by means of continnons stripe,or zigzag ornamentation.
Between the two outer rims of each of these ornaments we find the

fish trap pattern, in some.the plain zigzag, in another shìort transverse
lines etc., showing varions degrees of ornamentation of >he same gen-
eral type. Radiating from the outer circles of all the pecimens are
short vertical lnes at four opposite points, in imitation of the flower

symbol. On the remaining spaces between this central ornamentation

and the two outer margins are rows of small circles similarly orna-

mented within by concentric rings and upon the outside by radiating

lines.

The round box illustrated in plate 34, fig. 3, is from Norton Sound.

l'ri This wa*used for holding fisljing tackle. The top and bottom are
made of wood, while the cireular band. is made of a flat piece of rein-
deer horn securely'lashed together at the joints by means of two iron
and eue copper clasp attached longitudinally. The surface of this
band of hora is.very neatly ornamented around the upper portion in
zigzag pattern, while the corresponding border below has been left
plain. Between these two borders, however, are a series of figures of
concentric circles very neatty incised and arranged alternately, first a
large circle, then two small ones. Each of these figures is furthermore
ornamented -by four radiating lines-. esembling the flower symbol,
althongh from the great number of coucentrie circles within it there
is suggested rather the idea of the symbol used te denote the nests
of kantags or wooden buckets obtained by barter from the Chukchi of
the Asiatie side.
. Plate 35, fig. 5, represents a bone "mouthpiece" from Diomede
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Island. The ornamentation upon this is rude and deeply incised, con-

sisting of.a base line of two parallel incisions,'between which is the

rude meander or zigzag, to the top of which are incised at regular in ter-

vals·trident figures representing the. conventional tree symbol. Simi-

lar incisions and markings appear also upon a larger specinien front

the saine locslity, sbown in fig. 7.

Plate 32, fig. 5, shows a specimen without any indication to mark the
locality from whieh it was obtained, although from its association vit

the collections from Alaska it may be inferred that it was made by some

one of the native tribes, very likely the southern or southeastern

natives, who have intermarried with the Thlingit, or'possibly the Tin-ii.

git themselves, although the carving very greatly resembles that copied

after the work of the Haida. u almnost any position in whichyt«

specimen may be held faces appear. Upon the lower side is the epre-

sentation of a face the expression of which is exactly like that in fig. 3,
while the front or rounded portion of the ornaument shows a perfect

snake's head, though this was probably intended to represent a seal.

The ornament appears to have been used for attachment to the end of

a cord, probably in harness or on sone weapon.

Plate 13 represents three figures of bone seine shuttles or handles

from the Yukon River. The orname,âtation upon fig. 1 is very simple.

It consists of diagonal -linès between two horizontal ones, with the

exception of a small space about the upper thirl, where half a dozen

lines cross at the opposite angle. .Upon fig. 2 the lines are loser

together, and in the lower figure very short aines are attached so

as to extend at right angles fromn their respective base lines. These

are of that primary type forming the base of the "fish weir" or "fish

trap" pattern, which in turn formos the base of the rude angular mean-

der and altimately of the zigzag, to which reference is made elsewhere.

lu fig. 3 the ornamentation consists first of two horizortal parallel

lines extending along each outer border. Between each pair of Unes

are short lUnes. forinig zigzags. The interior spaces are filled with

other patterns. At the upper end is an animal, apparently represent-

inga wolf, with the life lne upon the body, while at the lower extremity

s the cutline of a beaver. At the two small triangles formed by the
cross line .t the middle of the specimen are two small trees, siiply
odecor.ative, and intended to fil the blank space.

flate 49, fig. 3, represents a very beautiful ne'- shuttie obtained lu

the Aleutian Aands by : - I. Turner. The- ky ornrament of any
consequ6e on this repr n a figure of concentric rings, from whieh
radiateeight.delicate lines. Tais is probably a highly conventionalized
figure (f th-e dower:symbol, though in the pictography of the Ojibwa and
some of the toshonian tribes it would denote the symbol of the sun.

The superiority Of the wJkmanship is apparent, and is character-
istie of that of the southern Alaska, or rather the Aleutian, natives.

Plate 23, fig. 1, represents a reel for sinew for smil nets, ob.tained
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at Cape Vancouver, Alaska, by Mr. E. W. Nelson. The specimen is
made of bone, and is decorated with incised lines extending from point
to point along either edge, with interior markings of short lines, as
shown on the specimen.

Plate 23, fig. 4, represents a fishing implement made of reiiideer horn.
It is slightly curved and forked at either end, three of the four ends
terminating in heads, probably that of the seal. The chief decoration
consists. of a median line extending from end to end, to which are
attached several pairs of characters representing the herring bone
pattern, thongh with the addition of short onter lines.

The perforation visible in the conter is intended for holding a drill.
Plate 35, figs. 1, 2, and 3, represents small ivory thimble holders or

guards. The ornamentation upon these is different, that upon fig. 1
and fig. 2 consisting, respectively, of simple borings or depressions and
concentric rings, while upon fig. 3 appears a continuous llne, to which
are attached sevéral pairs of short oblique radiating lines, as in plate
29, fig. 1.

Plate 35, fig. 4, represents a seine thimble holder from Kushunuk.
This is a rude outline of a seal with the yonug placed transversely to
its back, while the ornamentation consists of several sizes of concentric
rings, two of whieh show radiating lines attached to the outer surface.

Plate 35, fig. 6, represents a thimble guard from Unalakleet. The
ornamentation upon this is in imitation of that from the Northwest
CQast northward from Kotzebue Sound, and consists almost exelusively
of various patterns of the zigzag or ineander design.

Plate 23, fig. 3, is marked in the catalogue as a boue grass comb, from
Kotzebue Sound. Mr.rMurdoch, who has examined the specimen in
uly presence, believes it to be simply an ordinary comb for personal
use. The ornamentation-is divided-into two panels, separated by four
parallel transverse'lnes, each about one-eighth of an inch from the
other. Short lines, placed closely side by side, radiate from the inner
lines toward the outer. These inner lines with short radiating lines are
reproduced at either endf-thé'specimen. Reference to the illustra-
tion will more clearly represent this. In the upper panel is the por-
trayal'of a whale, with some other lines probâbly iiitended to denote
whales, but the figures were -not completed. There is also a depressiou,
which was used for the insertion of the top of a drill. The lower panel
contains several pairs of parallel lines, betweeh whieh is the rude out-
line of a steamboat representing a revenue cutter.

Plate 49, figs. 1 and 2, represents ivory implements, probably used in
connection with harness. The former is decorated with a series of
nucleated riigs, all of one size and apparently made with the same
instrument, while on the latter the rings are replaced by simple per-
forations, some of which are about one-eighthof an inch in depth and

were subsequently filled with a hard gummy'substance. The most of

them have now become emptied of this material.
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The representation of the two snow .shovels, fig. 40 a and b, is to
indicate the manner of attaching the ivory cutting edges upon which
some of the engravings described are found. The wooden portion is
generally made of spruce; the several pieces comprising the shovel, as
above shown, are secured together by means of sinew braid. They are
used for all kinds of shoveling in the snow, and sometimes for excavat-
ing in snowdrifts, for making pitfalls for game, etc.' The edge of the
wood is fitted with a tongue into a groove in the top of the ivory edge,
whieh is 1 inches deep. It is fastened on by wooden treenails at

Fig.40.

SN4W SHOVELS.

irregular intervals, and at one end, where the edge of the groove has
been broken, by a stitch.of black whalebonie. * The whippings
of sinew braid on the handle are to give a firn grip for the hands.'

Fig. 41 is a fanciful object " made 'solely for the market." The speci-
men measures 2.6 inches in length, and is made of an ivory head fitted
into a handle of wood painted red. "The head was called a 'dog,' but
it looks more like. a bear. Small bits of wood are inlaid for the eyes,
anti. the outline of the mouth is deeply incised and colorèd witIf red
ocher, having bits of white ivory inlaid to represent the canine teeth.

'Nin :h innual Report Burea'i of Ethnology, 1887-88. 1892, p'.306, fig.386,a and b.
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The ears, nostrila vebrisso, and hairs on the muzzle are indicated by
blackened inèisions. There is an oirnameùted collar round the neckt
which is joined a conventional pattern of triangular forým on the thro4
and a somewhat similar pattern on the ton of the head between the
ears."

Ornamentation of utensils is carried on to an almost unlimited degree,
and the simple nucleated circle occurs very frequently, in fact in pre
ference, in somne portions of A laka to the arrowhead and hIerringbone
designs.

Fg.41.

DECORATED IVORY CARVING.

Point Barrow.

Fyom Point Barrow we have a twister for working tbe sinew backing
on bows, upon one side of which is a row of conspicuons nueleated
rings.' The specimen is of ivory. and measures 5.4 inches long. It is
one of a pair, as two pieces constitute a set.

In fig. 437is represented a good exainple of a native dipper made of
fossUilvory. The decoatiqn along the top of the stbight flat handle

an around the upper Wirt of the outside of the bowl consists of
uncleated circles. Those wer originally colore& with red ocher, but
are lled witkjlirt, while those upon the handle are, to a great extent,
almost effaced by wear.

TMsT*E 1n1 woEKI M SiWs BAcKeNor BOW.

tTpon -fig. 44, répresenting a knife with a ha'bdle made of reindeer
antier,'occura number of linerof nueleated circles eqnnected by short

lines. The ornamentation extends horizontally along the top and sides,

the incisions having originally been coloreil with red ocher, but at

present contain more dirtthan ocher?

'Niùth Annual Report Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-$8. 1892. p292, fig. 286.

Idem, p. 173, fige. U Uand 114.
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PLATE 53.

DECORATED HUNTING HAT. KATMAi ISLAND, ALASKA.
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Another interesting specimen of workmanship, bearing ornamenta-
tion of the same character as the preceding, is shown uin fig. 45, and
consiste of a chisel. The small blade has an oblique tip, not beveled
to an edge, and is hafted in walrus ivory, yellow from age. The
nucleated rings are colored with red ocher, aid the two halves of the
handle are fastened together by a stout wooden treenail and a stitch of
whaïebone.1

Fig.43.

DIPPER OiF FOSSIL IVORLY.
2

The acompanying illustration of the foreshaft of a seal dart, fig. 46, l
is given, reproduced from the report on the natives of Point Barrow.'
The ornaméntation is onfined almost wholly to the nucleated circles,
the only animate object portrayed being a deer. It is said that sorie
of theseeshafts aré highly ornamented,.the figures being all ideised
and colored, some with ocher and some with soot.

The specimen shown ou plate 53 representé a decorated hunting hat
from Katmai Island, Cooks Inlet, Alaska, and was collected by Mr.
W. J. Fisher.

Fig. 4..

LARGE KNIF WIT ORNAXENTED HANDLE.

This variety of head covering is comnion to the natives of the islands
of Kadiak and those occupied b1y the Aleuts. This specimen is made
of wood shaved down until the average thiekness is only about one-
fourth of au inch, while the height along the front, from the top to the
bottom of the visor, is 91 inches. The colþr in chief is of white; the
horizontal band about the bottom, flesh color; the'remaining vertical
stripes in front and about the top, and downward through the crescent-

Ninth Annual Report Bureau of Ethnology, 1887- 8. 1892, p.173, ig.113 and 114.
Idem, fig. 42, p.-103.g
Idem, p.217, fig.204.
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like figure, black. The interior spaces between the black Unes just
named are fIlledjaNvith dark or dirty vermilion;

Beads -of drkb e, black, and white. constitute porti9fls of the
decorations, whilete projecting lines denote the application of sea-
lion bristIes, over several of which beads have been slipped.

The chief purpose of here representing the specimen is to show-the
place of attaching the decorated bone ornaments illus-
trated on plate52. The strips of bone are but one-eighth
of an inch in thickness, yet there are a number of-per-
forations a ong the top òurve and outer edge, In wbich
were inse ied bristles secured by small wooden pegs.

The ornamental slab of bone attacbed to the right
side of the bat is decorated with oblique grooves, about
one-balf an inch apart, between which are
rows of dots or complete perforations..
.Upon-the left side of the bat-the bone
slab was split from near the top to the bot-
tom, while the diagonal grooves were util-
ized to carry threads beneah the level
of the outer surface to hold together the
pieces from completely separating.

Fig. 45. Upon tbe upper part of the back of the
CRIEL WITR lDECO-

.bat are two arrowheaded ornaments, each
1inches in length and projecting at right

angles from the wooden base, each being decorated with
nucleated rings, those on the central rows of four each
measuring three-sixteenths inch in diameter, while the
outer rows of three rings each are but one'eighth of an
inch each. .

The two ends of the piece of which the hat is made are
held together by means.of a piece of wood 5 inches'long
and less than an inch in widtb, place lôrizontally at
the back and bearing perforatio og the centi'al line,
through which a sea lion's wlisker has been passed, in
imitation of stitching, thus securing the ends with a per-
feetness to almostrésemble a continuons piece of wood. 2

The decorations vary according to the owner's skill and
tste, and are used in canoe trips ta protect t}e eyedfrom
the glare of light and to permit more intent'gazing for
the marine animals sought.

In plate 54 are three'examples of Eskimo bone cary- A
ing, the outer ones being charms and ornaments for attachment to the
hunting bats, au illustration of which, together with the method of
attachment, is shown in plate 53.

The specimen at the left of the plate, as viewed by the reader, was
collected by Mr. E. W. Nelson at Shaktolik.. It is of boue, and is deco-
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 54.

I 42

Fig. 1. HAT ORNAMENT.

(Cat. No. 24703, 1. S. N. M. St. M ihaels. Collected by L. M. Turner.)

t Fig. 2. HAT O:NAMENT.
(Cat. No. 3604, U.S. N. M. Premorska, Yukon River. Collected by Thomas Dennlun.)

Fig. 3. HAT ORnsAiENT.

(Cat. No. 43808, 1. S. N. M. Shaktolik. Coltrted by E. W. Nelsen.)
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rated with three round>ieces connected above and below by permit-
ting the original boue to remain intactfwhile the intervening portions
wer/e removed. The disks are each ornameûted with five nucleated,
cireles, the central spots being - perforations of uniform diameter.
Among these rings are three incisedlines, darkened by dirt.

The specimen at the right side of the plate is from St. Michaels,
Norton Sound, and was collected by Mr. L. M. Turner. The specimen
is also.of bone, and the decorations are alike on either side. This also
is a charin for use on hunting hats.

The specime4 in the conter of the plate is of thin strip of boneyte
be used for a similar purpose 4s the two preceding in orname4ting
hunting bats. The specimen is marked "National Museum, No.5604,
Prenforska, Yukon River," and was collected by Thomas Dnnison.
The nucleated circles upon the specimen have running upwardstraight
lines, bifurcated at tbe-top in imitation of one variety of the tree sym.
bol, while midway between the top ànd bottom are like projecting linos
as at the top. At the lower extremity of the specinen is a simple form

ýf decoration, consisting of a horizontal lino from which short lines are

projecting.
Plate 7 represents tihreeformÈs oti ivoi-y arrow and spear straighn-

ers from three different localitie4d bearing different forms of dec4
tion. The specimen at the left tde of the plate was collected by
E. W. Ielson at Diomede Islands, a locality occupying a position mid
way. between the American and Asiatie continents. It measuree 8â
inches in extreme length, 1 inéhes across the widest part, and has an
average thickness of five-eighths of an %inch. The perforation with
which the weapons tô be straigbtened are held is at an angle of almost

degrees, as compared with the plane of length of the piece.
The rear or convex part is plain, but upon the slightly concave front

is an engraviig of a reindeer. The lines seeni to be pattly filled in
witb dirt, the result of use, and not with black coloring matter placed
t ere with intýntion to intensify the sketch.

The sligbt depression which appears lower do n upon the andle.is

intended to be used iii drilling, the top of tßie drill being beld vertical
by-being inserted in the cavity,while the opposite end may be intended
for drilling holes, or for fire making.

Another specimen is that at the rightltalso collected by Mr. Nelson,
though at Cape Darby., This speéimen, inended for similar service as
the preceding, is shaped like the body of a deer with the doe's head at
one end, while the, eyes are two ble be.ads neatly inserted in holes.
Like the precediég, sde traces of hanting re'cords are retained, the
inoisions in several places being almost obliterated by long-continued
use.- At one place a native is represented as directing a gun toward a
rMindeer,. whileiu front of the latfer are several lines indieating that
another spec&men of the same -species was to be engraved, but not
completed. Almost beneath the hunter is a rectangular figure, to one
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end of w>Uéh is attached a mammal, which, though relatively amall,
sppears torepresent a bear.

Upon thèe opposite side of 0<e specimen, -which is brownish yellow
from age, are a number of delicate lines, some- of which clearly por-
tray habitations, a tree, two men, and a sledge with two dogs.

Along the'back of the specimen, representing the spine of the ani-
mal imitated, are two parallel lines extending backward towrd the
lozenge-shaped perforation used for straightening weapons. The per-
foration, as in the preceding example, is also-cut through at an angle,
though only about 12 or 15 degrees variance from the line'of the longest
diameter.' The entire length is 4 inches.

The middle specimen is from Nubriakhchuguluk, and was seeured
by Mr. Nelson. The form.is greatly like that of a common steel Ear-
nage wrench. It is made of bone, and the four sides of the handle

Fig.41~

IQOL BAG or WOLVEEO~E exili

bear longitudinal lines wiýh lateral cuts, scalaced~as to resemble.
arrowheaded or-shaped figures. The type of decoration being one of
the oldest and simplest, wIll be found more fully treated and illustrated
in connection with the subject of decoration and conventionalizing.

The specimen ,is apparently a very old one, archeologically, and
shows traces of long-continued or rough usage.

Plate 49, fig. 6, shows an ornament for attachment to the cap used
bylleut hunters, as is shown in plate 53. This specinen was obtained
at Kushunuk. The ornamentation consists of very strongly- incised

concentric rings, to the outer one of whioh are- ttahed-two parallel
lines extending diagonally toward the base line, possibly with the
intentiof of filling the blank triangulat4pace, whieh would otberwise
remain without markings.

Many of the so-called drili bows in the collection of tie National
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Museum are, in reality, handles for carrying toof and other baga. The
Point Barrow collection contains four such bags, and as Mr. Murdoch's
description is short and to the point, I can not do better than to quote
him. He says:

These bags are alrays made of skin with the hair ont, and the .skins of wolver-
ines'heads are the most desired for this purpose.' [Fig. 47.J

l The bottom of the bag is a piece of sh&t-haired brown deerskin, with the hair
ont, pierced across the middle. -The sides and ends are made. of the skins of four
wolverine heads, without the lower jaw, cut off at the nape and .spread out and
sewed together side by side with the hair outaide and noses up. One head comes to
each end of the bag and each side, and the spaces between the noses are filled out
with gussets of deerskin and wolverine skin. A narrow strip of the latter is sewed
round the mouth'of the bag. The handle is of walrus ivory, 14j inches long and

about one-half inch square. There is a vertical hole through it one-half iIch from
èach end, and at one end alo a transverse hole between this and the tip. One end

of the thong which.fastens the handle to bthebag is drawn through this hole and cut
off close to the surface.,, The other endis brought over the handle-and down through

the vertical hole and made fast with two half stitches ito a hole through the
septum of the noseof-the-headat onë end of the bag.· The othe&end of thehandle is

fastened to the opposite nose in the same way, but the thong is secured in the hole

by-a simple knot l the end above. On one side of the haudle is an unfinished

incised pattern.

Many of these bag handles are decorated on two, three, or even all four
sides, when they are so fashioned, although some are convexabove, as
well as below, leaving but two sides upon which tô engrave anything.

Another variety of'decorated handles are those used in small bage,
meaning but one-quarter the size of the one above described.

lu addition to the ineised ornamentation, both decorative and hi&-
torical or mythologic, many of the small bag handles are carved with
whale flukes, bear heads, seal heads, and other objects, as will be
found upon exámining arions illustrations in the present paper.

DECORATION OF ANIMAL CARVINGs.

As iuthe preeeding methods of d r'ating ornaments, various animal
carvings, effigies, toys, etc., are also ornanented, the artistie efforts

being directed, in many instances, to heighten the resemblance to the
prototype selected. Thus are attempted the indication of spots, stripes,
and scales npon aninals and bsh, the results being often very clever.

Plate 53, fig. 1, shows a sâçcimen whièh was obtained at Sledge
Island. It is a very ornament handle for packages or bags, to either
end of which is attached a shortchain. One of these chains terminates
in a seal head. The links were cnt from the same piece as the handle
itself. The separate attachments to which the package is fastened
consist of two small swivels, or pins, perforated below and terminatiig
on top in carved seal heads, the ears, eyes, nostrils, and mouth of which
are clearly indicated. The ornamentation upon the top of the haudle
consists of four small characters of the primary form of decoration

'Ninth Annual Report Bnreau of Ethnology, 1887-88. 1892, pp.187,188, fig. 166.
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previonsly referred to, and ilustrated-in plate 48, figs. 1 and 2, and plate

Plate 55, fig.2, is another kantag handle, and was obtained at Norton
Sound. It-is very old, measures 6¼inches-iiilength, and is ornamented

upon the upper surface with two rows of seal beads in relief, each row
consisting of fifteen. heads, upon which are indicated the eyes. -At
either end are the relief figures of two whales flanking the perforations
through which the cords are passed.

Plate 32, fig.;3, represents two ear pendants. Very quaint faces are
inclosed by circles from which project four small circles or knobs with
central indentations. The eyes, nose, and mouth very much resemble
the face of a seal, the forehead being ornamiented by small punctures.
This closely resembles the carved ivory seal faces in fig. 6, in whichthe
pußtures areplaced upon the cheeks to indicate the root of the whis-
kerst Above tiheyes are markings to denote the eyebrows. In other
respcts the. faces are very human. These faces resemble to some
extent that shown in fig. 7, although it will be observed that, in the
latter the nostrils are.very definitely outlined, while beneath the 'outh
are two pairs of descending Unes to indicate tattoo marks.

Plate 56, fig. 2, represents an effigy of a seal. The concentric circles
are ornamented on the outer side with three short radiating lines and a
loger base Une in exact imitation of the. common flower symbol which
it is undoubtedly intended to represent. The central perforations made
by the central pin of the tool used in making the symbols are closed
with wooden blocks which secure small bunches of'bristles. Altogether
the specimen is very artistically made.

Plate 56, fig. 3, shows a belt clasp. -This represents- a seal. 'Upon
the side of the body is a large figure of concentric rings, to either side
of which are three small sets. The central one'is furthermore orna-
mented with four short radiating Unes attached to the outer ring, while
the small circles are decorated with short radiating Unes, the upper one
being represented by pairs, while the bottom line is represented by two
lines; yet the figures appear to be the same as the conventional flower
symbol, which may hve been utilized in this instance to ornament the
body of the animalî,as in the preceding case.

Plate 26, fig. 3, represents a seal drag from St. Michaels. The thong
is made of rawhide, and the instrument is used for dragging dead seals.
It is made of walrus ivôry, and represents two seal heads, the eyes and
nostrils being clearly indicated, not only by perforations, but in one
case the perforations are filled with wooden pegs, and the other the
eyes are filled with beads. Upon the tÉroat of each seal is·the effigy of
a whale, very neatly carved, and partly detached to add to its relief.
The perforation extends through the .mouth of the seal at the right
hand, for the admission of a noose or cord. Upon the upper-surface-of
the drag concentrie rings are seen.

Plate 56, fig. 4, represents the effigy of a seal, and was made to be
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 55.

Fig. 1. PA( »HANDLE WITII CHAIN ENDS.

(Cat. Nýo. 44691. I1. S. N..M. Sledge Islan. Colee ted by E. W. Nelon.)

}Fig. 2. KANTA HAeDLE.

(Cat. No. 24431, U. S. N. M. Norton Son n d. Collected by L. M. Turner.)

Fig.. 3.KANTAG TTANDLE.

(Cat. No. 44690, E. S. N . Sledge Islan. (ollected by E. W. Nelson.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 56.

4s1 MnI j 
1 513

Fig. 1. EFFIGY OF OTTER.

(Cat. No. 36477,U.S.N. M. ushkunuk. CollectedbyE.W.Nelson.)

Fig. 2. EFFIGY OF SEAL.

(Cat. No. 55909.,U. S. N. M. Briston Bay. Collected by E. L. McKay.)

Fig. 3. EFFIGY 0F OTTER.

(Cat. No. 16140, 17. S. N. M. Minivak Island. Collected by W. Il. Dall.)

Fig. 4. EFFIGY OF SEAL.

(Cat. No. 48642, UL. S. N. M. Kotzebue So

Fi 5. EFFIGY OF WALI'S.

(Cat. No. 72904, U. S. N. M. Nashagak. ed by E. L. McKay.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 57.

1 2 3

-f 7

Fig 1. EFFIGY OFF1OUNIER.

(Cat. No. 43786. U. S. N. M. Unalaklet Collected bv E..W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. CARVED FIGURES 0F SEALS.

(Cat. No. 33900, 1'. S. N. M. Aleu tian Islands. Collected by L. M. Tuner.>

Fig.3. EFFIGY OF SEAL.

(Cat. No. 37610, I. S. N. M. Unalaklet. Collected by E. W. Nel.on.)

Fig. 4. nAo; HANDLE IÑ IMITATION O ,SEAL.

(Cat. No. 33292, . S N. M Norton Soonel. Collected1) b E. W. Nelson.)

Fig.5. BELUGA.

(Cat. No. 33373, U. S. N. M. Nortoin .Sounid. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Fig. 6. BEAVER.

(Cat.No. 3:3356. 1'. S. N. M. Norton Soid. Collected by E. W. Nelson

Fig.7. GRAYLING.

(Cat. No. 33535, . N. M. Norton Sound. C(llectei by E. W. Nelson.

Fig.8. Fîsît.
(Cat.LNo.33535.1.tS.N._M. PoinitBarrow. Collected bY Li.uett. P.If.Rav. 1'. S. A.>
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used for' attaching cord and-for dragging seals. The"ornamentation
consists of sharply marked nucleated circles. The specimen is from
Kotzebue Sound, and is considerably ruder and less artistie t11an the
other specimens in this series.

In plate 56, fig. 5, is reproduced the effigy of a walrus. The speci-
men was obtained at Nashagak by Mr. E. L. MeKay. As in figs. 2 and
3, the body is ornamented with concentric riengs, to the outer of eadh
of which are radiating lines, almost like the conventional flower symbol,
and possibly intended for the same. Extending horizontally between
these "circle markings" are rows of small perforations, or drilled holes,
simply to serve as ornaments. The peculiar marking upon the top of
the head, which no doubt is intended to represent the wrinkles or folds
of the skin, is also the rude symbol of the female genitals as drawn by
the Eskimo, and of which one single instance is found in the collec-
tions of the National Museum, and is reproduced in fig. 48.

Plate 41, fig. 1, is an ivory wed-ge used for splitting wal-
rus hide. The tool is made in imitation of an otter, the'
back and eyes having incised nucleated rings, with radii,
which are connected by ileés. The back bears, within the
parallel space, some herringbone patterns similar to those
on the figures shown on the same plate (41), figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 48.

Plate 54, fig. 1, represents a carving of an otter. The arti-

cle, served as an ornament, but for what special purpose is .

not known. As will be noted by reference to the illustration, the back
from the neck to Wh'e base of the tail bears a deep i~ncision, through
which were made several'"perforations for attaching it by means of
cords to some other object. Witlin'the concentric 'ircles are blue
glass beads which have been inserted in the perforations left by the
tool used in making the rings. The eyes are also prov;ided with small
glass beads. All the lines and markings have been filled in with some
black coloring matter.

Plate 57, fig. 6, represents a beaver, upyn whose back is the outline
of a smaller beaver. Over the whole are ornamental lines crossing one
another at right angles.

Comparison may be made with an effigy of a seal, upon whose back,
transversely and in relief, is a young one; both parent and young being
decorated, the former with concentric rings.

Plate 26, fig. 2, represents a bag handie from the Lower Yukon.
The specimen is almost semicircular, and measures 9 inches across from
point to point, and 4 inches in hejght. The upper or convex side has
high relief carvings representing bears' heads, n ie n' umber, the
eyes and nostrils being pronounced perforations, while u pod'the fore
head of each is a sharply defined cross. Along the upper edge, corre-
sponding to the necks of the bears, are the deeply cut figures of six
bears, and continued around to th~e uinside of the handle, and con-
nected with the necks of three of the-bears, are the figures of trees.

i Z
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Immediately below the bears' heads are the figures of seventeen seals,
to the back of each of which is a diagonal line to represent a harpoon,
while transversely to the latter is shown the cord. These resemble a
general attempt at ornamentation, the uniformity of drawing appear-
ing to substantiate this belief.

Plate 57 represents a number of figures of animals and fish, all of
them toys, with the exception of fig. 4, which is a drag handle. Fig. 1
represents a flounder, and is ornamented with delicate incisions and
radiating lines for fins. Fig. 2 shows an ivory carving representing
seals and ornamented with delicate punctures and incised lines. Fig. 3
is an effigy of a seal with the head portion plain while the back is
ornamented with triangular marks as if made with single incisions of
a three-cornered graver. Fig. 4, already referred to, represents a seal,
the ornamentation -consisting of curved parallel lines within which are
short diagonal lines extending from each paralleligtward the other.

Plate 57, fig. 5, represents the beluga, with'1Vry rude markings upon
the back.

The Kantag or bag handle shown in plate 58, fig. 3, is in imitation of a
beluga whale, while the back of the iieck also bears a rude outline of
such a nammal. The shouder-hearsatransverse bar within which is
a meandering line extending from side to side of the animal; behind
this are the figures of four "killer" whales, while near the rear end of
the figure itself is the upper part of a bowhead whale shown with
water spouting.

Plate 55, fig. 3, represents a kantag handle from Sledge Island. The
decoration consists of figures of four right whales carved transversely,
two at'either end. Firom the ends of the handle are suspended, in the
shape of links, other whales, while upon the middle of the handle are
engraved'delicate outlines of two whales facing each other.

Plate 41, fig. 6, represents a bodkin, the point consisting of part of
a three-cornered file while thë other end terminates in a short chain.
The last link represents a fish tail and ·is ornamented with nucleated
circles, while the handle of the instrument bears. a series of nucleated

rings with short radiating lines, representing the fiower symbol, as in
plate 15, fig. 4, though larger.

Plate 5 fig. 7, represents a grayling, though in reality the shape

and pronounced decoration of the upper half of the body represents
more nearly the salmon. It will be noticed that the median uine is
ornamented with.other lateral incisions in imitation of the "fish trap"
pattern, while. the fins are very pronounced- and censist of sharply
marked serrations, resembling one-half of the preceding pattern.

Plate 57, fig. 8, represents a fish, the dorsal markings consisting of
hatched~lines. This probably represents a salmon.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 58.

1

2

3

Fig. 1. HUNTING RECORD.

(Cat. No. 89487, U. S. N. M. Point Barrow. Collected by Lient. P. H. Ray, U. S. A.)
Fig. 2. KANTAG HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 43936, U. S. N. M. 'Nubuiakhchugaluk." Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
Fig. 3. KANTAG HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 43820,.. S. N. M. Unalakleet. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)
Fig. 4. KANTAG HANDLE.

(Cat. No. 24429. U. S. N. M. St. Michaels. Collected by L. M. Turner.)
Fig. 5. BONE Box.

(Cat. No.129221, U. S. N. M. St. Michaela. Collected by L. M. Turner.)
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PICTOGRAPHS OF DOMESTIC AVOCATIONS.

The greater number of the records-appear to come under this general
caption, together with which some hunting scenes are included. The
varions forms of habitations used by the Eskimo are also here referred
to, rather than in the previous chapters in connection with the geo-
,graphic location and environment of the several subtribes or settle-
ments, because comparisons nay here be made between the forms or
outlines of houses, sledges, and possibly also canoes, to show the
degree of fidelity of reproduction of specific peculiarities of either of
the last named.

HABITATIONS AND CONVEYANCE.

In his reference to the dwellings of the Eskimo generally, Mr.
Petroff' speaks of the winter and summer habitations as being quite
distinct from one another. The former being underround to a cer-
tain extent,. having a rnound-shaped appear-
ance with a ridge projecting for some distance,
beneath which is the entrance, is closely imi-
tated in the pictographs by the natives. The
smoke holes are in the top of the dome, or near
the center, for the escape of the smoke. The
common houses, on the other hand, are inolosed Fig. 49.

above ground, and partake of the nature of a DWELLnGFROMCHVKCHEYEÂR

RECORD.

log structure covered with skins, and some-

times of an ordinary tent-shaped shelter. The fire is built not within
the tent, but before the entrance. This feature is also carefully observed
in the etchings made by the native artist, and numerous examples are
given in illustration thereof.

A larger building, known as the kashqa, is found .in almost every
village, buit after the pattern of the winter habitation. A raised
platform runs all around the interior for seating the visitors, and on
some of the larger kashqas several such tiers have been observed.
These structures are generally used for ceremonial observances. An
illustration of the ground plan of such an inclosure, made by a native,
is reproduced in fig. 49.

In fig. 49 is the outline of a dwelling reproduced from plate 81,
which constitutes a Chuckche "year record." The original was obtained
by Baron Nordenskiöild in Siberia, and is now in- the possession of a
gentleman in England. The pictographs were drawn upon a piece of
walrus hide.

In the interior, at the left, is shown the ridge intended for seats or
sleeping places. The occupant seated upon-it appears to be gesticu-
lating and in conversation with his companions.

A similar drawing in fig. 50 shows this seat also. This sketch is

Tenth Census of the United States, VIII, p.128.
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from a pipe from Norton Sound. A drummer occupies the seat, whilehis companions axeelqncing.
On the outside is shown one man at work chopping wood, while twoof bis compaions are indicated as bringing in a piece of timber for

splitting.

This structure is al
most a counterpa·t of
the specimen on the

Fig.o 5.Chuckche chart from
INTER HABITATION, WITH WOOD CHOPPER AT WORK.

In fig. 51 are repre-sented two forms, almost identical, of structures made for white mento serve as trading establishments as well as sleeping quarters. Theoutline in some pictographs of traders possesses one more nearly like aone-story log bouse.
On one of the ivory bodkis shown in plate 24, fig 4e triangularfigures with diagonal projecting lines on-either side near the top areoutlines of summer habitations, the utilization of which for apparentlypurely decorative purposes being probably prompted by the regular andangular forins, straight lines being preferable and more desirable forsuch ornamental engraving, as curved lines are'foreign.o thesprimitivestraigt-lnme system, largely attributale oeign to instriments

available and the generally difficult nature of thesubstance to beworked or engraved.
In plate 59, fig. 4, is another and ruder form of indicating the samestyle of summer habitation, the variants in plate 59, fig. 2, being alsomore explanatory i detail, and of interest as indicating a departurein engraving from the original type of a tent shelter, the light Unesdiverging frqm near the top denoting the poles, over which some skinsor imported fabrics have been thrown.
In plate60are a umber of illustrations of native pursuits. In thefifth line, or No. ; are shown some delicately engraved figures.
NoŽs.1, 3,51, 7,-9, 10, and 12 represent habitations of several kinds, ofeac of-wluich the village is composed. The-occuTpant at the entranceto No.-1 is emiployedain suspending from a pole-to the left of the bouseNo. '3-some~nieat, probably fish.. Festoons of the same kind of foodfor the purpose of~ drying, arc sus-

pende&dfrm the food tacks sbown·in
Nos. 4,6, and 8 and on the horizontal
Pole-resting on the~rbofs7 of the two
houses at Nos. 9 a d I0 A granary
is also -indicated in, No. 8,. the'stair. WRITE MEN S WELLINGS.
way beneat i bing plainly shown. The occupants of the houses Nos..9 and 10 arealso occupied with domestic dnties. Fig. l1 represents
the boat, pla-cd-eo rack.so as to dry the skin covering.

The summerlsabitatiÔn (No. 12)'bas an open door at.one side, and to
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 59.

.

Fig. 1. )1U L Bow.

(Cat. No. 43930, VT. S. N. M.

Di. 2. DRILL BoW.

(Cat. No. 43360, U. S. N. M.

Fig. ., )RILr BoW.
(Cat. No. 33186, I'.'S. N. M.

Fi. . DRiL BoW.
(Cat. No. 33187, V'. S. N. M.

Nuîbriaklb. Collec<ied by E. W. Nelson.)

Cape Prince of W.ales. Collected by E. W. Neson

Norton Son n d. Collected by E. W. Nelson.)

Norton Sooind. Collected, by E. W. Nelon.)
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the right is seated one of the household (No. 13) employed in stirring
some food in a kettle. The smoke (No. 14) is rising to a considerable
height, and another pot or kettle is seen to the right. The native
shown in No. 15 is greatly excited, having both hands, with extended
fingers, thrown upward, the cause being seen iii an old man drag-
ging ashore a walrus, which is being barpooned by No. 17. The old
age of the native (No. 16) is indicated by his walking with a staff, this,
method of portraying an old person being common in many portions
of the world, the Egyptian hieroglyphs abounding in characters
almost identical to the one heres shown. The walrus. (No. 19) is also
shown as having been. captured, the native in No. 21 having con-
siderable difficulty in dragging it ashore, as he is down on one knee
tugging at the harpooQ line, while a companion is observed near him
(No. 22), aiding-lIií

Fig 20is the ontline of a doe, which was also secured. No. 23 denotes
a dog, while Nos.24 and 25 indicate two other natives.

An excellent illustration of the different nethods of portraying canoes
and houses is given in plate 60, seventh Une, the whole scene denoting
a native village situated near the water. Upon the canoe (No. 21) is a
"shaman stick," or votive offering, erected to the memory of the one
who owned the scaffold, and perhaps canoe as well. Another offering
of similar purport is erected upon the roof of the house No. 10. One
showing the same fan-like top will be found in connection with mortuary
customs.

At No. 4 the native is putting· away something resenibling a pole'
while at No. 6 the two men sèem to be engaged in conversation cou-
cerning the canoe, the one nearest to it having his right hand poinfing
toward ortouching it.

The winter habitations, with their entrances, are portraye, in a
manner different from the usual custom. The entrance is very pro-
jecting, and apparently overhanging.

Smoke is seen issuing from the apex, chimney, or funnel containing
a smoke hole, on the house No. 12. A food scaffold, known by the vertical
poles projecting -considerably above the transverse body, is shown in
No. 13, while beyond is what appears to be another scaffold. The
erosion to which the, ivory has been subjected has obliterated all other
parts of the figure.

A very common figure is that resembling an oblong box placed upon

upright poles, in reality a scaffold, upon which is built a storebouse.for

the protection against noxious animals. These figures are usually

placed near the representation of the dome-sbaped winter habitation,
as each family has suchl a storehouse.

Other scaffold-like structures also occur, and frequently the kaiak or
umiak, placed upon the scaffold for drying, may be mistakenfor one of
these, which, in reality, are the resting place of some human body.
This practice is not common everywhere, however.

845
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In some ethnographie "Memoranda concerning the arctic Eskimos in
tào Alaska and Siberia," by Mr. John W. Kelly,' an interpreter, says:

The Eskimo oomeaks (open boats) have a framework of spruce covered with split
walrns hides, sea-lion skins, or white grampus skins. The latter is not used if sea-
lion or walrus skins are obtainable, as it is rather thin. The Bering Strait and north-
coast boats are generally 24 feet long with 5 feet beam, and have a carrying capacity
of.15 persons and 500 pounds of freight.

Those of the Kotzebue Sound average about 35 feet in length and 6 feet in width.
They have a carrying capacity of 20 persons and 1,000 pounds of freight, or 3,000
pounds of merchandise and a crew of 6 men. There are exceptional boats built on
the sound that are as much as 42 feet over all.. In crossing Kotzebue Sound or
Bering Strait the natives sew on bulwarks of sea-lion skins afoot high to keep the
water from dashing in.

Mr. Ivan Petroff,2 who spent a number of years in varions portions
of Alaska, in an official capacity, says of the vessels of the Eskimo:

A11 the Eskimno tribes, without exception, manufacture and use the skin- canoe
known as the kaiak, identical with that of the eastern or Greenland Eskimo; and
this feature is so distinctiveuand exclusive that a tribal name might justly be based
upon it should the necessity arise for another. At present I know of only one
instance where an intermixture of the Innuit with another tribe has taken place

Fig. 52. b
MODEL KA.IAK AND DOUBLE PADDLE, POINT BARROW. t

under such circumstances that the foreign elemeut has gained the upper baud, and tthere they bave already abandoued the manufacture of the kaiak aud apparetly

forgotten th'e art of its construction. I refer to the Ongbalakhmute, who have

known as b'idar, is used by certain,tribes ou the north coast of Asia; but the kaiak

proper is only found among the Eskimo. t
When the Russians first observed this craft, they applied to it the namezof bidarka,

ja diminutive of bidar, a Kamchatkan term for an open skin boat. Tiis term is now
used throughout Alaska wherever Russian influence once predominated, and the

Asame wol-d lias been incorporated into several Eskimo dialects in the form of bidali,
which is, however, applied only to two and three hatch kaiaks-a variety formerly
knòwn only ou the Aleutian Islauds, and adoptedl by the Russians for greater con-
venience in hunting and traveling. From Bristol Bay westward and northward the
kaiak and oomiak only are used.

The accompanying illustration serves to show the general form of the
kaiak, so often figured by the natives ini thieir hunting record.3

Althongh fig. 52 is from the most northern portion-of Alaska, the si
generic type of construction is practically the same· among aIl theth

' Bureau of Edacation, Circular of Information No. 2,1890, Wasbington, 1890, p. 27.-
* Tenth'Census of the United States, VIII, 1884 (Alaska, etc.), pp. 124, 125. '
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Eskimo. The double paddle is so often used in portraying signals on
ivoryt)at its representation here will be of interest in showing how
accurately the native artist portrays even the tapering form of the
blades.

Fig. 53.- Fig. 54.

On plate,27 is shown an illustration of a native kaiak model.
Several forms of the native portrayal of kaiaks are shown in figs. 53

and 54. The first is a simple outline and incomplete, and an occupant
was evidently intended to be portrayed, as all the remaining portion of
the record from which it was selected was complete in every detail. The
two illustrations in fig. 54 are less accurate in outline, the latter being
a simple group of scratches.

The specimen shown in fig. 55 is very accurately drawn, the harpoon
and seal float being shown upon the kaiak immediately bebind the
hunters.

The representation of large boats used for traveling, hunting, and
fishing. for the propulsion of which boat oars and sails nay be used, is of
such frequent occurrence in the records of the Eskimo,
that a reference to the vessel and its actual appearance
is deemed appropriate.

This large skin-covered open boat is in general use
by the natives of Greenland and Alaska, as well as by
the Aleuts and some Siberian tribes. The vessel is designated as the
umiak, by the Point Barrow natives, and some of the Aigaluxamint, of
the southern coast, have used this name as well as the term baidarka.

Fig. 56 represents a model of an umiak from Utkiavwifi, U.S. N. M.
No. 56563, "and seems to illustrate the general form so closely followed
in the engravings by native artists. The natives sit with the face
toward the bow, using the paddle and not an oar. The women are

nig. 56

MODEL OF UMIAK.

said by Egede, in his "Greenland" (p. 111), to sit with the face toward
the stern, "rowing with long oars." Mr. Murdoch 2 remarks with refer-
ence to this thatl "though the women do a great share of the work of

'From the NinthAnnual Report Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88,1892, fig. 345a, p. 340.
2 Idem, p. 335.
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navigating the boat when a single family or a small party is making a
journey, it is by no means considered a woman's boat, as appears to be
the case among the Greenlanders and the eastern Eskimo generally.
On the contrary, women are not admitted into the regularly organized
whaling crews, unless the umialik can not procure men·enough, and in,
the 'scratch' crews assembled for walrus hunting or sealing there are

I usually at least as many men
as women, and the men work as
bard as the women."•

This is mentioned to explain
the reason why the female fig-
ure is absentin recordsof hunt-

ing and fishing trips, although present in other scenes, sucli as domestic·
and probably ceremonial records.

Plate 28 represents an illustration of a native model from Alaska.
A native drawing of the umiak with four hunters is shown in fig. 57.

The lines are heavily incised, and blackened. The men are without
paddles, which may have been an oversight on the part of the artist.
The spear or harpoon rest is also shown, as well
as the weapon-itself.

A less carefully drawn illustration of an umiak
is shown in fig. 58. The three occupants are

without paddles. Still ruder fori is shown in
fig. 59, where an attempt at throwing a harpoon at a whale is also shown.

In fig. 60 is reproduced a still rader drawing of an umiak, no hunter
being shown, yet the record in which this vessel occurs is of a class,
or in that condition of completeness, that should also have present the
occupant.,

A better illustration of an umiak, containing five people, is shown in
fig. 61. The lines are lightly incised.

A neatly executed sketch of an umiak is illustrated in fig. 62. The a
bow is longer than usual, and also projects from the water. t

Two varietiesi
of sledges are e

i . portrayed in pic-

tographs made d

by the Eskimo, d
.Fig.59.

AKMPURSUNG WHAL. one of them being
the railed sledge sa

(fig. 63), used for carrying loads of articles belonging'to camp equipage,
etc., while the other pertains to a low fiat sledge, without rails (fig. 64),, ex
and used for carrying bulky.objects, such as game frozen seals, and, as ab
Mr. Murdoch informs us, for transporting the ami k across the land or
solidice. Both are made without nails,the differen parts being mortised
together and lashed securely with stitches of thon and whalebone.

kNinth Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88, 1892, p. 353.
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The runners are made to slide easily by fitting to them shoes of clear
ice. as long as the runners themselves, "fully 1 foot high by 6 inches
thick. The sledge, with these ice runners, is estimated to weigh, even
when unloaded, upward of 200 or 300 pounds; but it appears that the
smoothness of running more than counterbalances the extra weight.lýl

The flat sledge is used also for ordinary travel as well as freight, and
an illustration of one with ivory runners
is shown in fig. 65.

The difference between these varieties
are often very neatly portrayed, as well
as other accessories pertaining thereto. Fig-60.

Doctor Dall furnishes several illustra-i
tions of sledges,0 one from Norton Sound lieipg like the railed'sledge of
Point Barrow. Some difference, however, is apparent, and this may
naturally influence the portrayal of the vehicle in engravings on ivory.
The same author also furnishes the illustration of a Hudson Bay sledge
in which the runners are absent, the entire base consisting of birch
boards, three of which are laid side by side.and secured, and about 12
feet long. These are cut thin at one end and turned over like a tobog-

gan, held down with rawhide, and inside
the curve, says Doctor Dall, the voyageur
carries his kettle.

The ralled sledge of the Yukon is some-

what different from the two forins already
mentioned, the upper rail rising from the fronttoward the back, and
resembling very much a native sketch of a dog sledge, as shown in fig. 66.
The hunter seems to be seated upon the sledge, seeming to indicate that
he has no other loads and that the rear projection on the sledge is the
high framework shown in the Yukon type.

In fig. 67 is a native reproduction of a dog sledge made somewhat
after the type of the Point Barrow type,
though no such drawings have been found
in Point Barrow records.. The men are both
energetically working to aid the dog in mov- Mg. 62.

ing the sledge, which seems loaded. The
dog is well portrayed, the ragged outline no doubt being intended to
denote the shaggy coat of hair.

In his reference to the Eskimo of Melville Peninsula, Captain Parry
says.:

The distance to which these people extend their inland immigrations and the
extent of coast of which they possess a personal knowledge are really very remark-
able. Of these we could at the time of our first intercourse form nn correct judgment,
from our uncertainty as.to the length of what they call a seenik (sleep), or one (lay's

'Ninth Annual- Report of Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88,1892, p.354.
2Alaska and its Resources, Boston. 1870, p. 421.
i Journal of a Voyage, etc., etc., London: 1821, p. 165.
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journey, by which alone they could describe to us, with the.help of their imperfect

arithmetic, the distance from one place to another. But our subsequent knowledge

of the coast has cleared up much of this difficulty, affording the means of applying

to their hydrographical sketches a tolerably accurate scale for those parts which we

have not hitherto visited.

Fig. 63.

RAILED SLEDGE. POINT BARROW.

In the following description tents, habitations, and boats are illus-
trated, as also some domestic àvocations, as might be expected in the
representation of village life.

Quite an interesting result is produced in plate 60, fig. 6, or sixth line
th'e drawing representing the outlines of the houses so that the inte-
rior, with the occupants -variously engaged, is exposed to view.

Fig. 64.

FLAT SLEDGE. POINT BAROW.

The end of the record at No. 1 denotes a partial turn, indicating the
intention of the owner of the, record to at some future time continue
the pictographs in that direction to the next face of the drill bow. No.
1 is on or at his empty storehouse, the framework only being drawn.

Fig. 65.
SMALL BLEDGE WITH IVORY EUNNERS. POINT BARROW.

No. 2 is a rack, with food or goods on top, while at No. 3 is the first

house of the village-the latter being indicated by the several habita-

tions. One ofthe occupants is seated upon an elevated ledge or seat,

while another is seated on the floor before it; the other inmates are

850 e
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either seated or moving about as indicated. Upon the roof is a votive
offering, a bird-shaped "shaman stick," the inport of which ie else-
where described in detail. Still more of the family-are seen at theentrance to the bouse, one person within, while two are upon the roof.In the storebouse, or rather beneath the goods, No. 5, is visible a dog
fight, the animals being drawn ini the attitude of springing at one
another; at the right is the owner occupied
in removing some article from the scaffold.

In the habitation No. 6, with its entrance
No. 7, are a number of persons iin various atti- g.

tudes. . One is reclining upon the elevated
shelf used for both seat and bed; while upon the floor are three seated
at a table, those behind it being represented or partly hidden, the upper
-parts of their bodies only rising above the board. A number of other
individuals are shown occupied in other ways. The escaffold at No. 8supporting the goods, as usually represented, has also a horizintal pole
for'drying meat, several pieces thereof being designated, while two
persons beneath seem to be touching bands or handing some article.

The habitation No. .9, and its entrance No. 10, also indicates a num-
ber of the inmates. One in particular is making gestures to another;
between the two there is an object resembling a person as if wrapped
in a blanket. Smoke is seen issuing from the smoke hole, while above
it is what may be here intended the evil spirit of a dead person return-
ing to take possession of a sick one.

The Eskimo generally believe in the returu of the soul of the dead,
and especially does the disembodied spirit hover around the house of
the' dead for three days,in the endeavor to return and to possess itself
of a living body. In the purpose of guarding against this evil, the
iumatesmake.certain shamanistic preparations, prompted by the local
shaman. The snoke issuing from the mouth of the smoke hole leaves
open the way for the return of the evil spirit and bis companion spirit
seen approaching from above the bouse.

No. 11 represents a scaffold for the -storage of food, and a man is
seen in the act of reaching toward the black spot denoting reindeer or

venison house, as the shapeindicates.
No. 12 is another interesting in-

terior, one native being seated upon
Fig. 6 the ledge while a vessel is seen near
SLEDGE bisfeet Another man is reaching

toward sometbing néar the ceiliug,
while the res 9f the occupants of the room are seated, one of them
reaching up toward the standing figure as in the act of asking for, or
supplication. Smoke is issuing from the smoke hole, while some one is
occupied near the flire beneath it. A ladder is placed against the out-
side of the entrance to the house, and a man is seen part way up near
another person who seems to be occupied in gesture and conversation.
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Another man is seen carrying a snowshoe-like object, probably of rein-
deer or deer, to the summit of the house roof to dry. The pole, with
crosspiece, situated near the head of the ladder, is a votive offering
erected there by one of the inmates.

No. 13 is a sledge, upon which is seated the driver using his whip.
The dog is urged forward, and another native, one of the three, No. 14,
who had been off trading for skins, is hailing a boat seen coming to

the sbor'e with the gunwale parallel therewitb, pre-
senting another good instance of foreshortening of
the object. The mn behind the sledge is walking

Fig. 68. along with bis staff elevated. The inverted figure
MENDING NET. above seems to belong tÔ. a series attempted OD

that side of the panel of the bow drill, as another figure, having no
apparent connection with the completed record, occurs also at a point
over the three wadiig .boatmen following the baidarka, No. 16, which
is being pushed ashore. No.17 is also in shallow water and appears to
start away as the oarsmen are seated within witlh~their arms extended
grasping the paddle.

An interesting and, cleverly drawn native sketch of a man mending
a seine net is shown in fig. 68. The attitude is lifelike, while in one
hand is portrayed a short line denoting the shuttle.

A man splitting wood, is shown in the accompanying illustration,
fig. 69. He bas a heavy mallet or some other like utensil raised above
his head, and in the act of driving wedges to split a piece of wood.

Plate 59, fig. 4, represents an old stained spécimen of ivory from
NLorton Sound. The engravings upon this are rather deep, and are
filled with . eep brown coloring matter. The semicircular objects to
the rightethe middle, some being shown iii rather an angular form
toward the left of the niddle, represent habitations. These characters
appear in a mdre conventionalized form and for decorative purposes in
plate 24, fig. 5.

The chief interest attached to this record is in the variety of forms
of habitations, thus enabling one to perceive the differences in the
variants placed in consecutive order. The t wo
extremes are very unlike, and would scarcely be
recognized as portraying a similar idea, but for the
intervening examples showing the evolition in the
execution of forn.g9

The two elongated figures to the right of the habi- 8PLITTING

tations denote inverted kaiaks upon racks for drying. The human fig-
ures, one of whom is shown seated, represent ,natives supplicating a
shaman for aid. The figure bas both arms extended, as in making the
gesture for supplication, while the shaman, standing at the left, bas his
arms and hands uplifted, as in the gesture illustrated in several figures
relating to shamanistie ceremonials, termed by the natives as "agitating
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the air' in orderto call to 1im his tutelary guardian, who is to aid the
shaman in succéSs, in order to comply with the request made of him.

Within the dome-shaped habitation nearest the shaman is an accom-
panirnent of tambourine drumming, while two assistants are also

engaged in invocation.
To the right of the supplicant is a repetition of his own form, indi-

cating his harpooning a seal or other animal, while still further toward
the end of the rod is an unfinished figure of a man in a kaiak-probably
the supplicant in another exploit made possible through the shaman's
assistance.

Turning the bow around so as to bring the convexity beneath, there
appears at the Ieft a linear outline of some undetermined animal, near
to which is an umiak coutaining three men.. They are approaching a
settlement indicated by two forms of habitations, a dome-shaped or
permanent one and a triangular or temporary shelter, the two denot-
ing both kinds constituting the village.

Two racks are visible,.a single one from which are suspended humer-
ous stands of meat or fish, and a double one, similarly filled with food.
The rude outline of a native at the right is nearest to a boat lying upon
its side, beyond which are the outlines of four waterfowl.

Some whales are next portrayed. The one with the flukes above the
water, and the spray thrown or forced from the spout holeg, appears to
have throwii from the water the vessel containing four natives. Their
vessel is curved, naking a slight arch, and the exposed end seems
broken open.

The whale beyoud this is harpooned by a native in a kaiak; the
inflated float is still upon the kaiak behind hin, iudicating that not
much line bas run out, as the Wvhale, also, is headed toward the hunter.

The whale to the right of the preceding character bas the tail up in
the air, while some water is indicated as issuiug from the.spout hole.
Iî front of this is an umiak with four hunters making for a herd of wal-
ruses on and about a ledge of rocks.

The rocks are indicated by the short markings between the two par-
allel lines denoting them, the markings consisting of the pattern
frequently mientioned herein.as fish trap, and of which numerous illus-
trations are given, as on plate 31, fig. 2, and plate 36, fig. 2, and on the
accompanying plate 59, fig. 3. This indication-of rock is of interest in
its differentiation from ice, as a solid mass, the latter being drawn ouly to
showits outline as·a nfoe, the interior part of the space being left blank
to denote its colorless or transparent condition. On the same plate,
plate 59, in fig.2, is shown a floe upon which seals are taking refuge.

The speaker, or rather he of wbom the record treats, in plate 60, fig.
8, is represented at No. 1. His right band is elevated as when used in
gesticulating, while bis left points down toward the foot of the scaffold
upon which is a repository for food.' The two scaffolds at No. 2 no
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doubt belong to him, and form part of the village indicated by the

several habitations and storehouses.

No. 3 is a dome-shaped winter habitation, about which two people aie

occupied. No. 4 is another granary or food repository, while No. 5

represents a second bouse upon whieh two people are talking very

animatedly. The one at the right seens to be requesting, or suppli-

cating, both hands being direpted upward toward the one spoken to.

No. 6 is the storage place for food and other articles, while in No. 7

we fmud another dome-shaped winter house with the inmates in view.

A third person is standing before the door, while under the accompany-

ing scaffold a foürth individual is visible.

No. 9 represents a winter house, and smoke is rising from the·place

where the smoke hole is usually found. The srnoke looks straight and

rigidresembling a tree. The two people seem to be occupied in carry-

ing something. The illustration at No. 10 is a scaffold for the safe loca-

tion of food, and Nos.11, 13, and 14 are similar structures, whereas No.

12 is a yarehouse, probably of a white trader." No. 15 is a winter house,
though apparently deserted.

The specimen represented in plate 61 is a pipe bearing delicate and
elaborate etchings of a variety of subjects. The object is made of wal-

rus ivory, measuring 13î inches in length, 1- inches in height near the
insertion of the bowl, and slightly less than 1 inch in transverse diame-

ter at the same )oint. The perforation at the nouthpiece is one-eighth

of an inch in diameter.

The bowl is of block tin, while the top of the bowl is lined with a thin
sheet of perforated, ornamented brass. The caliber of the bowl is only
one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and seems to have been made in
imitation of a' Chinese pipe bowl and possibly for the saine style of
smoking.

The pipes, like others of -like form from the same locality, at St.

Michael's[?], have been said to have been made fôr sale to traders.
That may be, and does not in th.e least impair the interest and value
of the pictograpbic records portrayed upont the several sides. Though
the pipes may be shaped, to a limited extent, in imitation of foreign
shapes, yet the pictography remains Eskimo, made by an Eskimo, and

to portray Eskimo scenes and avocations.

The upper figure of the pipe presents thecharacters on the left side,

and beginning at the extreme left is o'srved a vertical ornamental

bar or border, similar to those drawn lonig the lower halfJirfhe pipe

stem, though in the latter space they are arranged diagoni4y, and
made to separate ornaments consisting of concentric ringsrnaments

to which special reference is made elsewhere.

The first group consists of two persons engaged in twisting a cord,

though the suggestion has been made that they appear to be engaged
in a pastime which consists. in making string figures, similar to the;

American boy's "cat's cradle," etc, The figure next to the right repre-
sents the end view of a building having two rooms, in the larger of
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which appear two persons seated playing on the tambourine drum,
while a third person is depicted in the graceful attitude of dancing
"a la Américaine." The fourth figure is crouching or kneeling before
the hearth, probably to light a fire, as "none appears to be there, as
indicated ,by the absence of smoke. The presence .of fire is generally
indicated by the portrayal of short lines adhering to a vertical one,'to
denote smoke.

Upon the outside of the large room is a low structure c9ntaining .the
second room. The face of the sun is painted upon the wall, in reference
to the return of the sun and warm weather-to spring; and the drops
of water,'can -y the tielting sun .or ice upon the roof, are shown
dropping froiui a short.-*ooden carved spout. The carving seems to
have been malk iii imitation of similar ones found among the T'hlinkit
and Haida Indians. The above dance and portrayal of the sun refers
to highly important and complicated ceremonials observed at the return
of the snn from the south.

The illustration reaching almost across the ivory space, that resem-

bling .light 'Hues in imitation of a ladder, is a fish weir, placed in
streams for catching salmon, and one of these fish is acfually shown
approaching the opening leading to the inclosure in which the game is
secured. An otter. is also drawn approaching the fish trap, denoting
the destructive habits of the mammal iin robbing the trap of fish thus
secured and unable to escape.

The rectangular figure immediately behind the otter appears to be a
view of the top of a boat laiiding, facing the water, and upon which
are two persons, one seated near a handled vessel-probably a bucket
or basket-while the other is drawn in the attitude of spearing fish,
the entire sketch seeming to have reference to another method of secur-
ing fish for food.

Immediately across the ivory space, and along the opposite base line,
are observable four persons, each drumming upon his medicine drum
and approaching a dome-shaped habitation, within which are portrayed
two persons, crawling forward on hands and kuees to receive from a
seated figure some mysterions or magic substance. This is a shaman-
istic ceremony, in which some charmed medicines åre secured, arid by
means of which some special suçcess is expected in the chase.

The character in the middle of the ivory rod, nearest to the dome-
shaped house, is a spout of water, at the narrow end of.which is a trans-
verse line, with a shorter one within the inclosure. These two lines
denote the logs of wood employed by the beaver in building a dam.
The beaver is shown swimming toward a dark spot, which seems to
consist of a series of short scratches, and which denotes the deposit of
twigs for food, while the rounded dark disk upon the.shore line repre-
sents the beaver's house. The animal is accurately portrayed, the tail
being especialy conspicuous to give specific indication as to the species

* of animal intended te be sbown.
In the next figure is represented one method of securing deer. The
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inclosure, witbin which three deer are shown, is a pen made for securing a
such game, the fourth animal to enter having been driven forward from ex
the open country and guided toward the entrance by the erection of wi
low brush fences, as will be observed, extending' diagonally toward it ce
from the base lines at either margin of the ivory. The two hunters,
armed with bow and arrow, are seen running toward the inclosure to th
shoot the deer. dr

Beyond the rear fence or inclosure of the deep pen are two pine trees. do
Upon one is perched a bird, while half-way up the other is a small mam- Io
mal. The latter is not drawn in imitation of the porcupine-as else-
'where portrayed-and it may be intended to -represent the marten. ap
The next figure is a black bear, erect upon his hind fegt and being an
attacked by a hunter armed with a spear. T

The next scene is a snare trap, which has caught and suspended in w
the air a small animal. The trap is surrounded by vertical sticks so fli
arranged about the baited part that, to cause it to be sprung, the ani- in
mal can reach the bait only at one open space. The noose is arranged ba
so as to catch the animal about the neck, in imitation of the American
boy's rabbit snare. bu

The next trap shown consists of a log, or sapling, resting upon a ,u
short upright piece, so that when the bait is- touched the .log will fait hi
and secure, by crushing, the animal so unfortunate as to enter. The wi
top is weighted by extra pieces of timber and sometimes stones, secured t
so as not to fall off. A small animal is seen approaching the trap from fis
one side, while from the other is seen approaching a bear; the idea pa
being that this arrangement or ki.nd of trap is employed in securing th
both kinds of animals. The small deer and men shown along the oppo- lin
site base line represent two hanters disguised in wolf skins so as to
more readily approach within shooting distance of the reindeer, while ur
the third bas gone forward and shot an arrow, which is seen in its flight pa
approaching an animal. Th

The last figure of the group is a fallen reindeer upon which one bird is
of prey has alighted and another is seen descending. The feathers in he
the outstretched wings are clearly indicated and the attitude is very co
lifelike. di

The upper ridge of the right side of the pipestem also bears some
in teresting scenes. That on the sectiou nearest'the. bowl contains two pr
human figures, one representing a native in the attitude of kicking a mo
bail, his leg being still in the air, while the other person is portrayedT
as reaching out his hands as if to catch the ball as it descends. The in
illustration next toward the left represents a habitation with two rooms, lar
in the larger of which is a horizontal line, midway between the floor wh
and ceiling, denoting the shelf used as seats and for sleeping. Upon of
this shelf are seven persons, five of whon are represented as drum-
ming, using the ordinary tambourine for the purpose. fi

Beneath are five characters, four being shamans, while the fifth;.a ey
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smaller one, shown as horizontal in the air, is the demon which has been
expelled from a sick man. The smaller apartnent shows.one person
with a dish, or pan, probably preparing food for the participants.in the
ceremonials conducted within the adjoining room.

Outside of the house is a man portrayed in the act of splitting wood,
the log beneath bis feet having two wedges projecting which are being
driven in to split the tinber. A second individual is pushing at his
dog sledge, he having returned with a load, as may be observed, the
logs still in position at the front of the sledge.

The figure next to the preceding is seated upon the ground and
apparently mending his net. The characters above the wood chopper
and the (returning traveler are drawn upon the opposing base line.
The figure in the attitude of running is going to the assistance of one
who has caught a seaf, the latter resisting capture by the use of his
flippers, which are drawn extended from the body to denote their use
in the present instance. The ring indicates a hole in the ice, while the
bar held iuthe hands is the piece of wood to which the line is secured.

The illustration1 of fisbing through the ice is shown in several records,
but in none more graphically than in the figure nearest to the seal
hunter above referred to. The native is here shown seated, and before
him is a fish lying attached to a short line by which it is secired, wbile
with the other hand the fisherman is holding his rod, the line passing
through a hole, and beneath are shown the sinker and look, while a
fish is seen approaching to take hold.- The representation of the trans-
parency of the ice was no doubt beyond the ability of the artist, and lie
therefore very wisely made no attempt at any indication of a surface
line.

By turning over the pipestem the record may be. renewed at the fig-
ure of the umiak, containing five hunters, four of whom are using the
paddles, whilst the fifth is throwing a harpoon tdaard a large walrus.
This creature has already been harpooned by a hunter in a kaiak, who
is holding up one hand with his fingersspread, while in the other hand
he holds his paddle. Upon the stern of the kaiak is the float, used in
connection with the harpoon line.. A second walrus is observed imme-
diately behind the harpooned animal.

At the extreme left of the stem is a erouching or kneeling hunter
preparing to throw a harpoon at a seal or feinale walrus, from whose
mouth drops of water or perhaps blood are seen to trickle.

Upon the opposing base line of the pipesteni i- a single whale hunter
in bis boat, a small whale having been harpooned, while .to the in a
large skin float is attached to impede the.animalrs motion. The other
whale is escaping, and the wàter is shown spouting from the nostrils
of both animals.

The ornamentation upon the two lower sides, as well as the tree-like
.figures near the mouthpiece, will be discussed in connection with the
evolution of ornamentation.
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The specimen represented in the upper figure in plate 62 measures
12 inçhes in length along the central line and lg inches in height at
the back of the bowl. The latter measures 21 inches across the top
and is 1 iuches in height. The pipestem is made of a fine compact
piece of walrus ivory, which retains some of its lateral curvature -as
weil as that visible froim the front view. The bowl is symmetrical and
was undoubtedly turned on a lathe.

The characters portrayed along the middle base line, beginning
nearest the mouthpiece, represent, flrst, a seal, then two water fowl. A
walrus then appears above the stfrface and is looking after the umiak,
which has passed in pursuit of a whale, and which creature has been

attacked by one of the hunters. The second hunter is holding aloft
his oar, a signal to indicate to others near by that assistance is wanted.
The other men in the umiak are using the paddle so as to keep pace
with the whale, which is shown spouting.

The elevated scaffold which is next portrayed was a notched piece
of timber set in place to serve as a ladder, and one person is shoýwn
ascending, a bundle being attached to his back-probably food-as the

other person on the scaffold is occupied in preparing food of sone kind,

which is then suspended from the horizontal poles, as shown in the

etching. The next illustration. to the riglit, represents a fisherman

hauling up his net to dry, while another man is occupied in splitting

wood, the wedges used for the purpose -being shown in the log at the

end resting upon another piece of wood or a stone.

The house, which comes next in order, has two rooins, upon the roof

of the smaller one being shown an individual carrying into tbe bouse

some,pieces of wood, which have been split by the wood chopjper. The

horizontal line at the top of the large room bas suspended from it snall

round objects which denote some kind of food; and at the middle line,

the shelf, used as a bed.ot for seat, shows three persons; the first one,

with one leg hanging- down, is pointing, or reaching, toward a dish

containing food, as the second has already placed sone into his mouth.

The third person is lying down, with legs curved and his head resting
upon a pillow or bale of some inaterial found convenient for-the pur-

pose. The person seated upon the floor does not~seem specially occu-
pied, and directly behind is a vertical lineupon which is a lamp, the

usual method of constructing these beiug tlhat of placing two soapstone

lamps upon a crosspiece, so as to balance, the ceuter of the latter being

secured to a vertical stick.

The last illustration denotes a done-shaped structure with a smoke

hole in the roof, one person being apparently busied with his pipe,

while the other bas before him a kettle, in which be is stirring with a

stick or ladle. Between the two persons is the fire, from which the

smoke is seen to rise and to escape through the opening at thestop.

Within the small room of the house above mentioned is a short

vertical line, to which are· attached some small globular figures. The
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line represents the spout and is on the outside of the house, while the
globules denote drops of water-similar to those portrayed on the pipe
*with the metal bowl, plate 61-and -refers to the melting of the snow
upon the roof, as the approach of spring is referred to especially. On
the opposite side of the specimen, the first character:is a man, with a
bundle on bis back, running in the direction of an inclosure and deer
drive. Two reindeerare already in the pen, while three animals are
running. toward it, closely pursued by the drivers, one of which is
armed with bow and undoubtedly also arrows.

The third person, walking alot g the upper base line, is in attendance
at a fish trap, into which four fish are seeii to swim. Beyond this is a tall
pine, upon the. summit being a bird, and half-way up, a small mammal.

The scaffold ýbeyond this has upon the roof a man eng.aged in bang-
ing up deer, which have been captured and .brought home by the two
men at the dog sledge, upon which is another deer. Immediately above
these figures is a man leading a dog hitched to a sled and thus (ragging
home two seals-the latter repiesented upon their backs, just as these
animals are gotten along easily.on account of the abundance of hair. A
large bear is shown upon his haunches, one native attacking hini with a

speat, while the second person bas started to run away after shooting
ain arrow into the bear's back. The remaining two figures denote two
kinds of traps used ià catching small animals, one being caught by à
noose, while the second is a deadfall.

Upon the upper base line, beginning nearest to the taLpin
already described,'one man is sbowii attemptinrgtd somersault,
possiblyas a toriaportrayal of the sense of joy at the return of

s mer; the second person bas a rod whielihe is dragging home.
The two dogs are very cleverly portrayed, while the man next to the
left is spearing an otter. The animal upon the ground seems to be
intended for a marten.

A clever sketch is presented in the next illustration, in which a native
with a pack on his back and a small bucket in his hand, is gathering
-berries.

The record ends with a deer, whili has been secured by means of
suspending a strong noose over a path or trail frequented by the
animal. The hunter has come up to kill the captive with a spear.

The decorative designs are treated of elsewhere.
The specimen shown in plate 63 measures 10 .iches in length, 1

inches in height at the highest part near the bowl space, and seven-
eighths of an inch in diameter.

This differs from the other pipes in the manner of placing the engrav-

ings, these occupying the lower spaces, while the upper bear the con-
centric rings and diagonal lines. The left-band figure in the upper
illustration in the plate denotes a habitation with its entrance. Seated
.upon the projectipg shelf seat is the drummer, holding the tambourine
drum in one hand while.with the other he grasps a. drumstick. The
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other figures are the dancers, in various attitudes, with bands and
fingers extended. Upon the roof of the entrance are two men in simi-
lar attitudes, while within the entrance is one figure of a man in the
attitude of falling forward upon the ground. The dance does not appear
to be a shamanistic ceremony, as otherwise the indication of a demon
would be observed.

In front of the entrance is a group of figures in a threatening atti-
tude, especially one of the men, who appears to be drawing his bow-wit
the intention of shooting bis vis-à-vis, who lias a hand as*if guard-
ing his face. There appears to have been iscussion respecting a
seal-lying upon the ground betw-ee the nen-wbich resulted as
suggested.

The next figure-is s n in the attitude of spearing a seal in the
water, the spear der being sbown at the upper end of the weapon.
The next n is dragging home a seal, while the next following is
en with a like animal, stooping down at the tail and for some

urpose not indicated.
The larde creature lying upon the base line, next to the right, is a

whale. Ohe of the hunters bas a hatchet and is cutting up the ani-
mal, while the two assistants are otherwise engaged at either end.
Next toward the right, is apother bunter in the act of dragging along
upon a sledge lis kaiak. The last person to follow has upon his sledge
a seal which bas been captured.

Apart from the ornanentation in the upper ridge, there are two seals
visible at the left.

Upon the reverse side of the pipestem shown in the lower figure in
plate 61, the regular ornamentation occurs likewise along the upper
face, only two compartments at the extreme right being reserved for
the figures of seals.

Beginning at.the right-hand end, and with.the lower plane, a habi-
tation, similar to the one upon the opposite side, is portrayed, the only
difference being that there are two human figures drawn within the
entrance to the home instead of one.

Another figure of a man is upon the .outside, seemingly leaning
against the door, while behind him ar'e two men in mortal combat, one
preparing to thrust bis spear, while the other has a drawn bow with
arrow directed forward toward bis victim, Some plants are shown
upon the ground, which may have been the cause of the quarreu which
seem8-tô be indicated.

octor A. Warburg, of Florence, Italy, kindly sent me sketches
taken from a pipe siîùilar to the preceding, which he founa in the col-
lection of.the American Museum of Natural History in New York
City. Au interesting pipe from St. Michaels is in the collection of the
Georgetqwp College, Washington, District of Columbia. The story
told by the etéhings rs the same as in plate 62, and it appears as if a
certain person, or persons, were the author of all of these examples, the

1'.
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characteristics of the .etchings b'eing the same, as well as the general
import of the narrative. In the Georgetown College specinen, how-
ever, the base line above or -against which are shown the figures in
various pursuits and avocations extends from the front or bowl end
spirally around the stem back to the mouthpiece. This is unique so far
as known, and appears to be sim 1 a fa
tLcausenrick a e o .the specimen, nearly all of this class of ivory
workmanship being made for sale to visitors.

Plate 24, fig. 2, is a triangularly-shaped drill bow fron Sledge
Island.' It is 13# inches iii length. The three sides are very fully deco-
rated, the back of the bow bearing the greatest amount of work.
The three square figures at the left represent seaffolds,'upon. which
storehouses are located. Between these are two elongated figures rep-
resenting winter habitations. Upon the house at the left are four
human figures in various attitudes of gesticulation. The thin vertical
line at the right of the entrance, having' a small transverse scratch at
the top, denotes a votive offering, indicating that one of the occupants
of the house was lately deceased. Five men are seen under and about
the second storehouse. Upon the next or second habitation from the
left are four human.. beings, the larger being on all fours, as if in the
attitude of watching those just mentioned. The next figure is occu-
pied with some small object at a fire, the smoke of which is seen rising.

Ofthe two succeeding figures, one is apparently holding a line, while
the other appears to be occupied in some gymnastic performance.
Beyond.the next storehouse is another habitation. Beside the two
human figures will be observed smoke issuing from the fire, and a rack
upon which are· suspended some objects, possibly meat, or some other
materials. The fourth habitation fron the left, somewhat larger and
more rudely drawn than the preceding, also has upon the roof five
individuals, with arms and legs in various attitudes. The two vertical
ines with a horizontal pole between them represent a meat rack, and

the other lines indicate meat or fish. The six human figures immedi-
ately to the right of this meat rack are placed so that the heads point
toward the center of the record, while the feet of three rest on the bot-
tom base line, and the feet of the other three on the top 'base line.
This is intended to represent the idea of a circle, as the individuals are
engaged in a ceremonial dance. One of them, evidently the shaman,
is shown with three lines projecting from the head, possibly indicating
a mask. From this point to the right end of the drill bow the record'
occupies both top and bottom lines of the illustration. Upon the
dwelling to the right of the dancers are four humnan figures, one with
a spear directed toward a deer, while the individual on the top of the
roof is pointing with one hand toward the animals, and his companionj
has both arms raised in exclamation. The square elevated structure,
adjoining the house, represents a storehouse. At the top of the rod,
above these human figîures, is a. man dragging home a seal wich he
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has captured, while in front of him stands a reindeer whieh is being

shot at by a native who is armed with bow and arrow. A little farther

to the left,.upon the same line, a man is lying flat upon the grourd

with his gqn directed toward the deer. Between the two elevated

storehouses are eighteen natives iivarious attitudes, participating in
a dance. At the right is a winter habitation, upon which an Indian

stands with one hand elevated, theobject in his hand evidently denot-

ing a tambourine drum. A votive offering is shown over the entrance

tôthehabitationhile tthe right is seen rising a column of smoke.

Upoli the scaffold beneath the square part of the structure reprsent-

ing the storehouse is an inverted boat suspended for drying. A partly

obliterated figure of a human being occupies the space between the

storehouse and the end of the rod. The under sides of the- bo w are

filled with figures of habitations, racks from which are suspended
pieces of meat, and individuals occupièd with various domestic duties.

One portion of another part of the record represents an umiak going

awayfrom land toward some small objects which are believed to repre-
sent seal, while on the shore are represented four men dragging at a

large animal, possibly intended to represent a seal, and in front of them
a dog is hitcbed to another seal, dragging it home to the camp, possibly

to the left.
Plate 64, fig. 3, also represents an ivory drill bow from Diomede

Islands. The ornamentation shown at the left end of the- illustration
is an attempt at duplicating the peculiar zigzag markings, the simple

form of which is shown in plate 31, fig. 4. The next oblong figure on

four piles represents a graary or food storehouse. Next is shownî a
human being with his arms extended in the act of making some ges-

ture. To the right of this is a building resembling a white man's
habitation or trader's store. The mammal to the right of this repre-

seuts a bear. Next come the figures of two walruises, and beyond the

middle to the right is the outline of a large bear in the attitude of eat-

ing some mammal which he has captured at the seashore, apparently
a seal or large fish.. To the right of this is a very crude figure, some-

what resembling a whale, with the tail elevated and the head down,

though from the "blowholes " there appears .to be some spray ascend-
ing. The latter seems to be represented by dots instead of the usual
short lines. To the right of this, upon the base line, is a long-necked
animal deuoting a seal, and beyond, at the extreme right, is a granary
or storehouse elevated upon piles. Turning the specimen so that the
upper line becomes the base line there will be observed at the left, to
the right of the granary just mentioned, a figure of a seal, next two fair

outlines of trees, and a walrus. The pointed figure, almost triangular

in shape, appears to denote a summer habitation. The character in the

middle of the record, apparently a scaffolding, is not clearly determin-

able, as:it seems to indicate from one point of view a granary upon a
scaffold, but the projection at the left with two short vertical lines
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depending therefrom suggests an attempt at denoting some form of
animal, which seems obscured by the square strgcture attàched to the
opposite Une. A little farther to the left is the figure o0 a man with
arms outstretched, and beyond this the body of a with huge
tusks. On the opposite side of the record, at the etrê,me riglit, is
portrayed a rock projecting from the sea, upon which
are resting four seals. A short distance beyond these
is seen an umiak, and toward the left a whale, from
above the head of which is indicated by simple little .g.
triangular dots an explosion of spray, as is shown in
the figureluponthe oppositeside-f-the drili bow.-_This is of peculiar
interest, and indicates either inexperience in portraiture on the part of
the native artist or a high degree in conventionalizing. Theremaining
figures can be readily determined and need no further interpretation.
Upon the narrow convex edge of the bow in the· center of the entire

record is the outline of another whale with the
triangular dots for spray being arranged a little
nearer together so as to approach more nearly the
usual method of indicating spray or water thrown
from the blowholes. To the right of this is a wal-

CUTTING UP A WALIRUS.
rus and five seals, while to the left is a seal with

its young on its bàck, and other characters readily determinable by the
reader without further explanation. The bottom of the bow bears a
continuous series for more than half of its entire length of conventional-
ized seal heads, indicating ornamentation rather than an attempt at a
historical record-.

Fig. 70 represents a native picking berries. This illustration is of
peculiar interest, as the. nucleated circles upon the short leaved stems
denote the fruit. The same figure with the blossom, in which the three
short radiating lines are added to denote the flower, is shown on plate
46 in the powder measure. Upon this too are the short lines running
downward from the ring on the measure, to which are attached three
berries, i. e., three nucieated circles.

The engraving represented in fig. 71 is selected from a series of charac-

Fig. 72. Fig. 73.

CUTTING UP REINDEER. CUTTING UP REINDEER.

ters on an ivory drilh Iocality unknown. The horizontal body represents
a walrus, lying on its back, being cut up by the two men, the one at the
left hand using a cleaver, while bis companion is otherwise engaged at
the head of the animal. 'he artistic execution, apparent, is extraordi-
narily good; the lines being deep single creases, indicating the engraver
to have been thoroughly experienced in the use of the graver.
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Two illustrations of natives cutting up reindeer are shown in figs. 72
and 73. Both, are 'ery cleverly drawn,-the limbs of reindeer being
very naturally indicated, as assumed in dead animals.

A very-elever sketch of a native fishing through a hole in
the ice is-shown in fig. 74. The hole is indicated by a small
circle while, the ice itself is not shown-that being trans-
parent. One fish has already been caught, as shown above.

I The absence of lines to denote ice is similarly evident in the
Fig.74. Kolguev ilitstration on plate 10.

CATCHING A seal caught through the ice is shown in fig. 75, the hole
being shown back of the hunter by the single form. of a loop,

as in the illustration referring to seal spearing, fig. 76, where the hole
is again indicated by a circle on the ice lne.

This scene is taken from the Chuckche chart,
though the drawing is evidently of Eskimo type.
The small loop above the nose of the seal is
simply an indication that there is a hole iii the
ice, made by the seal for breathing.

AliliespecimenofAlaskan workisshown iii fig. Fig. 75.

77,where only the surface of the ice is shown, and CATCHING BEAL THROUGH TUE

10E.

thefigureof animalis absent-beneaththesurface. C

The artistic execution of the several objects portrayed in fig. 78 is
rather crude. The two summer habitations or tents at the
left have between them aAlong pole from which are sus-
pended cords 'or 'the reception of fish for curing. The

person engaged in hanging up this article of food is drawn
in a crouched or seated manner, not because he or she
was so seated, but because the figure was made too large

Fig. 76. for the space within which to represent it in an upright
PEARING SEAL. position. Figures in a seated pos-

ture are always placed in contact. with the sur-
face upon which they are presumed to be so
located, either upon the. ground, in a canoe, or

on a- projecting shelf inside, of the dwelling.
The circumstance of a sick person being brought Fig.77.

before a shaman for treatment is quite differ-. SPEARING SEAL.

ent, as in such instances-the humai figure is
drawn as if lying down an'd müay not be in contact with the ground.

The tree-like figure at the rght-ofthe tent is smoke arising from
the fire. - The two roofed. buildings are
built in imitation of the habitations of
white traders, one of them having a door

Fig.78; at- the side, and a covered portico, or
CUmEIN na. platform, at the side.

The scene on the flat piece of boue shown in fig. 79 represents sev-
eral subjects. x.n the upper half, at the right, is a subi»âer shelter,
within which are two figures. One is seated upon the floor, while the
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EXPLANATION OF.PLATE 64.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE, 65.
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Fi;-. 1. IfcxTING TALLY.

. Ca.N~o.:;94i:7 U. S.NA. M. Point Barrow. Collected biy Lient. 1.il. aiv. U.-.)
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(C( t. No. 129221, U. S. N. MI. St. îlihaels. Collectedl by L. W . T trer.>

Fig.'3. Ivou Box. FO $NUFF, F~NGUS, ETC.

(Cao. No. 61S6, U. S. N. M. Hotham Ine. ('olletî ed byI . W. Nelson

Fig. 4. Truu CASE 0F REIND)EER litilN.

(Cart. No.526615. {Locality- ] Collected by Lieur. P. H4. R1ay. t. S. A.>
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other bas his bands extended and elevated, as if calling attention to
something of importance, or making the gésture for surprise. The.tall
tree-like object next to the habitation is a column of smoke arising
from a heap of burning wood, visible upon the ground, while to the left,
against the fire, is a kettile, in wbich some one is stirring with a stick.
That the person is tired appears to be indicated by bis resting his hand
upon bis knee as he leans forward toward his work. The rack, bearing
a long horizontal pole, is next toward the left, and beneath it is a man
hanging up fish, which bas been prepared by the one at the fire. The
individual bas a piece of meat raised toward the bar, while before him
is a vessel from which it was removed. The long net stretched from
the left-hand scaffold pole to the end of the record is a gill net, a form
used to set in shallow water and generally stretched at right angles to
the shore line, in which manner more fih are intercepted than if it
were paralel therewith.

The small projections above and below t enet are floats and sinker .
Plate 65, fig. 2, shows a powderborn mad of ant ler. I t was ob t aind

at St. Michaels. Th.e specimen is decorated by incisions cutt lengt 1-.
wise, to both sides of
which are attached
various figures of ani--
mals, birds, and
liii man habitations.
The principal figure
shown in the illustra-
tion represents three E IN.

summer habitations,

while one of the natives is occupied in suspending meat from a dring
pole. At the left of this is a habitation beneatb which is shown another
habitation, inverted, in wbich are portrayed four humai beings. To îhe
left is a fox, or wolf, holding in its paws some small creature, evideutly
game which it bas captured. The animal seems to be pursued by a bird
of prey shown to the left, both having probably been hunting the sane
quarry.

Plate 65, fig. 3, represents a so-called ivory box for snuff, though the
specimen appears to be made of horn. » This was obtained at Hotham,
Inlet. The specimen is divided into. four different compartments by
means of transverse Iines, each line consisting of parallel incision
decorated as in plate 28, figs. 2 and 4. The spaces contain representa
tions of fish, sledges, tree ornamentations, and variius other charac-
ters, notably the outlines of a number of human beingsapparently
dancers'with rattles.

Plate 14, fig. 2, represents a bone or reindeer-horn specimen from St.
Michaels. Upon the loweir side, at the left, is represented a boat with
four white nen carrying out supplies from a trader's store, within
which and behind the counter stands an9ther man with a hat upon bis

NAT MUS 95--55
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bead. To the right of this 8is shown another hat, about which four
persons are occupied in preparing food. One is standing over a kettle
with a utensil in his haud, as if stirring, while another, to the right of
the smoke, is in the act of reaching into the vessel over which he is
occupied. At the extreme right is a meat rack. By turning the.speci-
men . side down there will be observed approaching from the left a
nati e pushing a sledge, to which are attached two dogs., In front is a
native with hands lowered and extended, as if calling to urge forward
the dogs. At the right is a scaffold which is in connection'with an
underground habitation. From the top of one of the smoke h1oles is
seen rising a heavy cloud of smoke. Two natives are also portrayed,
the one at the right with arms ettended, as if making signals. To the
left is au upright pole over the entrance of the habitation, which
represents a votive offering.

Plate 66, fig. 3 represents a kantag or bucket handle from Norton
Sound. It is an old time-stained piece, and bears upon the lateral
edges a few sharply incised figures, that upon the right or upper side
denoting a procession of loaded sledges. The attitudes of the dogs
following them, as well as of the men assisting, are very natural. Upon
the opposite side of the middle are three kaiaks, on either side of which
are a number of seals, while at the extreme. left are two low mounds

representing winter habitations.

In plate 67, fig. 3, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 indicate the summer habitations
of.some- natives-who had gone away to catch and cure salmon. The
fish are drying upon the racks shown in Nos.1 and 5; at the latter one
the ûatives are hanging up fish, while at the other end of the rack is
the ever present dog.

No. 6 denotes the boat with three men inside, while the fourth is
towing the vessel toward shore.

The individual at No. 7 is making the gesture for calling attention to
something which he has at his feet-probably a salmon. No. 8is, a
native taking a skin of one of the dead animals, while Nos. 1 and 10
are also going to join in carrying venison, as shown by Nos. 11 and 12.
The dog between the two last named seems to scent the meat. No. 13
is engaged in cutting up an animal, the cut in the abdomen being shown
by two parallel 1'orizontal lines. Nos. 14 and 15 are dead deer, over
whieh the native at the last named is busied. No. 16jis lying flat on
his stomach, holding a gun, as beyond the billock,,No. 17,.ho sees a
herd of deer, some grazing and some lying upon the grouind. The rack
at 18 is where he had a camp at a former time, showing the locality to
have been visited before.

The entire village appears to have turned ont, as shown.in plate 67,
fig. 3,to aid in dragging ashore a whale, No. 1. Lines extend to either
side, wheregroups of men are dragging at them, No.2. The-figures on
the animal are cutting off pieces, one at the left or head end having
raised a long slice of blubber or skin while at the other end one of the
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men is receiving a piece from another; while still another, nearer the
tail, is tossing a -piece of the meat to a companion, whose arms are
stretched ont to receive it.

Still another pair of natives are occupied with a large piece lying upon
the ground. At No. 3 is a habitation, and at No. 4 the man is getting
ready his sledges to haul the meat back to the bouse, where the long
vertical ridge poles indicate that the meat is to be suspended from them.
The natives at Nos. 6 and 7 are also in the attitude of some occupation
in anticipation of having meat to hang up at the scaffold at:No. 6.

The inverted quadruped near the middle of the record, and above the
rope, pertains to a record which was to rest upon the base line, on the
upper surface of the same side, but which.was not undertaken.

The men at No. 5 are-apparently using sledge runners upon which to
drag their umiak to the shore, so as to approach the whale from the
water side to assist in cutting himto pieces.

Plate 67, fig. 3, represents a number of different avocations connected
with the chase, and the artistic portrayal of the actions represeuted
are peculiarly distinct and interesting.

The left end of the record is somewhat marred by wear, but the first
character to be intelligible, No. 1, denotes the horns of a slaughtered
reindeer, of which the skin; No. 2, is ontstretehed upon the ground.
At No. 3 are represepted the horns and forelegs of the animal, which
have been dressed for transportation to the village. At No. 4 is the
skin of a female reindeer, while at No. 5 is visible the bunter seated
upon the ground and smoking his pipe. His gun and quiver of arrows
are indicated at Nos. 6-and 7 respeçtively.

No. 8 denotes a bear whichb as been captured by the same hunter,
whose figure is reproduced,.and his companion. No. 11 represents a
man engaged upon the section of a temporary shelter, while the indi-
vidual at No. 12 is using a drill bow to rotate the stick, held by No. 13,
in the act of making fire. Nos. 14 and 16 represent a boat's crew who
landed at the camp or shelter just named. The first of the figures is
dragging the boat along 'shore, the one in the stern aidi4g in poling.
No. 15 is thefigure of a fish to indicate the purpose for wbich the party
is away from their own home.
j At No. 17 is shown a man hanging meat upon the rack for drying,
the strips of meat being visible the entire length of the horizontal pole
to 19, which is the skin of a reindeer. The duties of No. 18 are not
apparent, but he was evidently helping in ·the work of suspending
pieces of meat. No. 20 is a winter habitation; before whieh isone of
the·lnmates, No. 21, engaged in preparing fod, or semething that
requires stirritig. Before him is observed' rising a columnu of smoke,
No. 22, while at No. 22 is another kettle belonging to No. 23, who is
alsoe apparently, going to assist in the culinary work. No. 24 is a canoe
lying upon its side, so as to dry the bottom, and behind it is seen the
owner engaged in cleaning and repairing the side.
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The elongated figure at No. 25 is a fish net stretched out for drying.
Other characters appear to have been made farther toward the right,
but fromuse of the rod the surface has been wori so smooth as to.
obliterate them.

1 2 3 4. 5 6 7

Fig.'80.

ESKIMO ATHLETIC SPORTS.

The etchings reproduced in plate 67, fig. 4, were copied from an ivory
rod in the collection of the Alaska Commercial Company, and were
interpreted by Vladimir Naomoff, a Kadiak half.caste referred to else-
where. The left-hand figure represents a long rack from which a nativ'e
bas suspended reindeer hides, the person beiug portrayed at the right
as in the act of descending from a short ladder. The dome-shaped

figure is a.babitation, before the door of which is
a square figure-perhaps a kettle-from which
smoke is arising. A native is next drawn in the
act of shooting areindeer, the arrows beingshown

Fig. 8L
.V Tg.E. as if sticking in its bac1;. The continuous body

NATIVEATHLETE.

with eleven pairs of horns indicates that number
of animaIls. To the ,ight are several reindeer down upon the ground,
two having been sholwith arrows, the native being again shown in the
act of shooting toward a herd of ten reindeer, wounding one which after-
wards attacked him, and which he caught by the horns, as shown at the
extreme right end of the record.

The figure of the habitation No. 1, shown in accompanying illustra-
tion fig. 80, has above it at the left a character resembling .o cedartree,
but which denotes smoke. This resembles also the char-
acter to denote spray or water as spouted by whales, illus-
trations of which are found elsewhere.

The individual seated over the entrance to the habita-
tion, No. 2, is watching the amusements going on a short Fig. m
distance before him. os. 3 and 4 have made use of the EmAK

A BOW.

fishrack poles for horizontal bars, and-while No. 3 is astride
of his and gesturing with his conversation with No. 2, No. 4 is making
a turn.

The person indicated in No. 5 is preparing to run, the two remaining
figu'res in Nos. 6 and 7 acting, perhaps, as coachers.

Fig. 81, taken from the engravings on the ivory pipestem represented
in plate 61, shows a.native in the act of standing-upon his head
or taking a somersault., The representation is unique, and nothing
approacbing this kind of athletie sport has 4een elséwhere found upon
tbLapecimenu in the collection.

The seated figure in fig. 82 is holding with one hand a piece of wood

I
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from which he intenils to make i bow; the other hand holdin n adz
with which the greater part of the superfinous material is removed ere
beginning the final cuts and scrapings to produce the ultimate form on
surface.

The.illustration of two men wrestling 'is reproduced in fig. 83 from
the pipestems shown in plate 62. The attitude of
the men is realistic, and shows the clinch in a "catch-,
as-catch-can" contest.

Thiis, fig. 84, is also reproduced from.the same pro-
lifie source, the pipestem, 4hown in plate 61. The
man at the right has kicked the ball into the air, î W*I"

wbile bis companion is ready to catch it, as is shown by the outstretched
hands.

Two men engaged in gambling are shown in fig. 85. That they are
sitting close together is indicated not only by their apparent proximity
but furthermore by the representation of the foot of one man extending

beyond the back of his vis-a-vis.
Whether the game is played with cards, with

sticks, or some other materials, is not determi-
nable.

Fig. A.- The illustration in fig. 86 is not of uncommon
FOOTBALL KICKED BT NATIVE.

occurrence in records of dances. those so indi-
cated being the observers and not the participants in the ceremonials.
The 'pipe represented inthe native drawing.is the Siberian pattern, an
Eskimo reproduction of the general type being shown iplates 61and
62, in which the bowl is a vertical stem with a broad, rather flaring top
with but a, narrow and deep perforation, resembling
the Chinese pattern iii respect to the small quantity of
tobacco which the smoker can consume at one filling.

The effect is attained, however, as Mr. Murdoch in- Fig.85.

forms me:"that the smoker will take a deep inhalation, NTIVES GAMBLONG.

of smoke--and vile smoke it is, generally-retaining it for a considera-
ble time until he is compelled to take breath, when another similar
inhalation of smoke is taken.. This is repeated until the small charge
of tobacco is consuned. The result is a most violent fit oCcoughing,

becoming spasmodic and of such apparent-
ly painful character as to lead one to believe
that the poorvictihi is going to die atonce."

ig.6. Many of the Indian tribes practice like
E SMOKING P inhalations of smoke, the usual combina-

tion among the Dakota tribes consisting of
various kinds of purchased tobacco mixed in varying degrees with the

inner red bark of the red osier Cornus stolonifera, or the leaves of Uva
Ursi, fonnd along the elevated lands of the upper Missouri and Yellow-
stone rivers.

The bark or the leaves are chopped up fimely in the proportion,
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usually, of two to one of tobacco, rubbed together in the palm of the
hand and packed into the deep, narrow tube of the Catlinite pipe.

The outer or dry part of the lips only are placed against the pipe-
stem, and the moment a deep long pull is taken the outer corners of the
mouth are slightly opend, without reinoving the lips lrom the tip, and
a deep breath taken in erder that )as the air enters the mouth some of

the smoke held therein passes
- along down the trachea into the

- bronchial tubes, entirely -filling
the lungs. The expiration is per.

DANCE.
formed by expelling the smoke

through the nostrils, af he conclusion of which another deep .draw at
the stem followed by a like inhalation, this being continued with the
regularity of ordinary breathing, at each inspiration smoke passing
along, with the air into the lungs.

Frequent coughing spells result and bronchial troubles are very
common among the mpales.. The opportunities for close observation
were.especially good durîmg-thewriter's detail as surgeon at a military
station at a time wheth the iiumber of Jiidians upon the ration roil was
13,500, and personal experience was abundant also, both in the method
of making and the acquirement of a severe attack of bronchitis, though
of but limited duration.

The group representedn fig. 87 is actively engaged in a dance, the
various attitudea .indicating considerable exertion. The seated figure
is holding ,loft his shaian tambourine .drum, the stroke across the
disk indicatiug the stick with which he produces the percussion.

1 2 3 4 5.6 7 8 9 10 1. 12 13e14 15 16 1718 19 20 2122 23 24

Fig. 88.
DANCE AND FEAST.

The larger figure at the right is the chief oficiating personage, and
is engaged in canting Oie hand is directed toward the, drummer,
while the other is held aloft, in the act of supplicating aid from his
daimon or guardian spirit.

Fig. 88 is one of the very few illustrations of dances, and is perhaps
the only one that seems to beof a social characteir, in consequence of a
suceessful hunt.

No. 1 is a man making the gesture for here, at this place, having
reference to thevilage of which he is an inhabitant and.of^which the,
houses are, in part, shown in Nos. 18, 20, 22, 24, and the storehouse,
No..23. No. 2 is obliterated, and although it appears to resemble à
human figure, it is more probably ,a peak, similar to the ones shown in
Nos. 3 and 7. Nos. 4 and 5 are the hunters who, in the shelter of
the bill o. 7, are crawling up to within shooting distance of the de,
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resting upon the ground at No.8. No. 6 denotes a bow and two arrows,
while another arrow, carried by the rear hunter, is sbown above and
between the.two figures.

The next portion of the record pertains to the feast given at the
dance, the latter being graphically portrayed in Nos. 9-17. The drum-
mers are indicated at either end of the group of dancers, the one at No.
9 being seated upon the ground.- Nos. 10 and 11 are rather more
violent in their attitudes than Nos. 12 and 13. No. 12 is, shown with
the right hand to the mouth to denote the gesture to eat, while with
his left he is pointing in the direction of the feast awaiting them.
No. 13 is indicating himself, and also points to the same place as No.
12, indicating that he too will be there. No. 14 is also .shown as
making the gesture to eat, eatiug, or food, whuile with the other hand
thrown backward is pointing in the direction of the habitations. No.
15 seems to be acting iii the manner of an usher, holding both hands
toward the place of the food, as if inviting the others to go.

No. 16 is shown with his bands up, a common attitude given to per-
sons portrayed as dancing or other excitement, such as surprise or
;larm in hunting, etc.,.while No.17has risen from his place and is using
the drum, similar to the one at No. 9. The summer-habitations are,
shown in Nos. 18, 20, and 22, the persons indicated between them being
me'mbers of the households near which they are represented.

No. 23 is a seaffold storehouse, while No. 24 denotes a winter ór per-
matnent habitation, with one of the inmates on the roof.

4 7 1 2 5 3 8 6

Fig. 89.

WEALING SHIWS AND BOATS, AND VISITING NATIVES.

lu fig. 89 is portrayed an event which seems to have been of interest
to the recorder, or owner of the record. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are whaling
ships; from No. 2 is observed a feather-like figure rising from the deck,
between the main mast and mizzenmast, which denotes smoke rising
from the fire used for boiling blubber. At No. 3 the line is secured to
walrus, which is being hauled aboard.

Nos. 4 and 6 represent slips' boats, while No. 5 is a native canoe, the
recorder being indicated at the stem of No. 5, in the act of making a
gesture with his left band, and pointing with his right toward the direc-
tion of the ship No. 1, upon which are two men, the one pepn the bow-
sprit of wbich is returning a gesture sign.

The man at the stern of'the last-named ship is also maing a hailing
sign to the canoe men at No. 4. &

The two crosses at No. 7 are birds, while No. 8 is the alras which
has been secured by the crew of ship No. 3. n
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In fig. 90, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 represent whaling .ships at anchor, the
middle figure being somewhat obliterated by the wearing away of the

4 5 1 2 3

8 7 9 10
Fig. 90.

WHALEUUNTERS AND SHIPS.

ivory of the bow. The anchor chain is seen at No. Nos. 4 and 6 are
the ships'boats in pursuit of whales, the specimen at No. 5 having been
harpooned, while in No. 6 the hunter ig reaching down to grasp the
harpoon, the open hand being clearly indicated. No.8 is a killer whale,
while Nos. .9 and 10 denote seals diving into the sea.

PICTOGRAPHIC RÊECORDS.

This collection of records pertains more particularly to individual
exploits-hunting and fishing, traveling and combat. It is practically
impossible to clssify all of the records or to relegate them to a spe-
cific subject, as the subjects are frequently not on one single theme,
but embrace a number of ideas upon the same continuons face of
ivory; therefore the records are necessarily classified according to the
import of the majority of characters inscribed.

In the accompanying series presented below there appears to be
more allusion to individual performances than the record of an indefi-
nite number of people.

INDIVIDUAL EXPLOITS.

The carving shown in fig.. 91, made of a piece of walrus ivory, was
copied from' the original in the Alaska Commercial Compaiy, San
Francisco, California, and the interpretations were verified by Vladimir
Naomoff, a Kadiak half-breed, to -whom reference bas already been
made.

No. 1 is a iiative whose left hand is resting against the house, while
the ight is directed toward the ground. Thse character to his right
represents a shaman stick" surmounted by the emblem of ,a b.ird-a
"good spirit"-in memory of som: deparied mýmber of.the household.
It was suggested that the grave tick had been erected to the memory
of his wife.

No. 2 represents a reindeer.
No.Q3 signifies that one man, the designer, s1hot and killed another

with an arrow. The elbow of the arm drawing the arrow is seen pro-
jeeting behind the back, illustrating close observation on the part of
the artist.
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No. 4 de otes that 'the narrator has made trading expeditions with a

dog sledge
No. 5 is sailboat, although the elevated paddle signifies that that

was the ma ner in which the voyage was best made. The conspicuou's
,and abrupt tem specifies that it was a heavy boat, for use in sailing,
and not a ba darka.

No. 6 repre ents a dog sled. with the animal hitched up for a journey.
The radiatin lines in 'the left-hand upper corner of the. square contain-
ing the pictog aph are the rays of the sun.

No. 7' is a s cred or ceremonial structure. The four.figures at the
outer corners the square represent the young nien placed on guard
armed with'bo s and arrows, to keep away those not members of the
band, who are epicted as holding a damçe. The small square in the
center of the i closure represents the freplace. The angular lines

1 -2 346

8 . 9 10 i

Fig. 91.

RECORDS CARVED IN IVORY.

extending from the right side of the structure to the vertical partition
line show in o line the subterraneai entrance to the structure or
lodge.

No. 8 is a pin tree, upon which a porcupine is crawling upward.
No. 9, a similr species of tree, from. the bark of which a bird [wood-

pecker] is extr ting larve for food.
No. 9 is a bea .
No. 10 repres nts the owner .of the record in bis boat holding aloft

bis doubleblade paddle to call for help to drive fish into a net.
No. is an assistant fisherman, one who has responded te the call,and is observlà ddiving fish by beating the water with a stick.
No. 12 represènts the net which, às is customary also among many tf

the tribes of the Great Lakes, is usually set in moderately shallow
water.

No. 13, the eover the preceding character denotes a whale, with
liue and harpoon attached, which was caught by the fiselerman during
one of his fishings trips.
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A man in a kneeling posture, about to throw a spear at an animal, is
shown in fig. 92. The attitude is lifelike and the sketch well made.

An illustration of shooting à reindeer is shown in fig. 93. The man
is lying upon the ground and is using a gun ixistead of
a bow and arrow.

The illustration given in fig. 94 is a remarkably clever
Fig. 92. bit of engraving, especially in the attitude assumed by

THROWIYG HARPOON. the native in drawing the bow. The arrow has already

been discharged aud is on its message of death, but a short distance
from the head of the animal. Immediately in front of the hanter is-a
mound upon which is a tree, behind which the hanter spproached to
within shooting distance. The animal is
drawn facing the hanter to indicate the
fact that it was secured.

The flatness and absence "of mark-
ings upon the moand indicate the differ- Fig.93.

ence hetween it and a winter habitation. |NOOTING

The bag handle shown on plate 58, fig. 2, presents three panels, on
which are portrayals of natural objects. The separating lines consist
of pairs of vertical zigzag markiugs, while the front panel bears the

figurp of a hanter armed witha bow and
arr(w in parsuit of reindeer, one of these
animals being indicated in eachof the
two remaining panels.SFig 94 two indivdual characters repre

seTRSHOOTI ThRtoEndvdulDhaatesEepe

sented in fig. 95 as Nos. -3 and 5 are
intended to denotethe same person. The one, as No. 3, is the hunter
armed with bow and arrow, and by hiding himself behind the trce, No.
2, he wap enabled to shoot the back, No. 1, when the latter bad kept
on grazing to within proper range. Being hidden from view of the doe,
No. 6, by the hill, N..4, the hanter imitated the cail of the male, thus
bringing within range the female. The figure in No. 5 represents, as
above stated, the hanter, but, in this additional fori in order to give

nig.95.

HUNTING DEER.

him the gesture of calling or beckoning with the left hand, in the direc-
tion indicated by the extendedright arm and hand, the attitude of-the
animal also showing that it followed. The hunter bas projecting from
bis mouth a short black line, denoting voice, produced by-whistling or
a decoy whistle.

The sketch shown in fig. 96 is of interest on accoant of the indica-
tion shown by the artist that the reindeer is wounded and can not
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escape being shot by the hanter. The animal is placed in an attitude
as if backing,"the legs drawn so as to project slightly to the front to
denote its inability to progress in that direction.

The short line in the band of the middle hanter is an arrow, which
is being held toward the one shooting. The figure at the left is quietly
observing thescene,
sioking his pipe.

cleanly cuit illustra- Fg 6

tion is reproducedHUTRAFEARENE.
in fig. 97, represent
ing a hanter in his baidarka, paddliý toward an ice pan upon which
is quietly reposing a walrus.

Ail the figures are heavily incised by vertical lines, the ice alone
renaining as a hollow outline to indicate its transparent or translucent
coldition.

The illustratio)i of the two&sides of a piece of ivory, fig. 98,is froin
Ugiawiïi, in the
Point Barrow -re-'

gion ofAlaska, and
Fi97. described by M.

HUTER APPROACHING WALRUS. is d ci be ing

a piece of an old snew-shovel edge with freshly incised figures on both
faces, which the'artist said represented his own record. "The figures
are all colored witht red ocher. On the oþverse the figures aIl stand
on a roughly drawn ground line. At .the left is a man pointing bis
rifle at a bear, which stands on its hind legs facing him Then comes
asbe-bearwalk-
ing toward the
left, followed by
a cub, then two
large bears also

valking to the y3
left,,and a she-

be'rinthesame

attitude, fol-
Iowed -by' two Fg9usowe·bhtw HUNTDIG SCORE ENGRAVED ON IVORY. (AFTER MURDOCR.)

cubs,onebehind
the other. . This was explained by the artist'as follows:. 'These are all
the bears I have killed. This one alone (pointing to the "rampant" one)
wasbad. Allthe others were good.' Weheard atthetimeôf his giving
the death shot to the last bear as it was charging his comrade, who had
wonnded it with bis muzzle-loader. On the reverse the figures are in
the same position. The'same man.points his rifle at a string of three
wolves. His explanation was: 'These are all the wolves Ibavkilled."'

'Ninth Annual Report of tbhe Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-'88, 1892, p.362.
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Plate 59, fig. 3, shows a drill bow from Norton Sound. The orna-
mentation upon one side consists of eleven wolves, while on the other
side is represented a herdf of reindeer, the herd being divided into two
parts, between which is shown the figure of a wolf.

It may be that the above instance records the fact of the owner
being a successful hanter, and thus records a successful exploiti,
though the uniformity in outline of the animals suggests a tendency

also toward ornamentation as
weIl as portraying au occur-
rence.

The fungus-ash box.shown on
plate 56, fig. 5, shows along

the upperline of illustrations a
hunter with throwing stick and

weapon running after some
birds which he is desirous of
securing.

Upon the lower line the same
person,- perhaps, is. shown be--

hind a sledge riding his dog in
pulling the conveyance.

When the box is reversed,
there will be seen upon the upper
line a clump of trees at the
right, while to the left of these
is a hanter kneeling in the atti-
tude of shooting at a bear; be-
hindthelatteris another animal,

perhaps a mate.
Upon the lower line is a ship,

toward which two native boats
are directed. The face at the

HUNTING SCORE ENGRAVED ONTIVORT (AFTER MURDOCH) leftis apparently simply an
attempt at caricature.

The hunting tablet found by Mr. Murdoch at Point Barrow, and
before referred to,'is represented in plate 65, fig. 1. The description
given by him is in connection with the illustration given on plate 56,
fig. 1, referring to the reverse of the tablet.

The accompanying illustration, fig. 99, and description is from Mur.
doch's report on the Point Barrow Eskimo,' and appears to be one of
the four specimens brought back by him: The tablet is oftivory, 4.8

inches long and 1 inch wide. On each. fice is an ornamental border
iúclosing a number of incised figures, which probably represent actual
scenes, as the tablet is not new.

Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology,1887-88, 1892, p. 361 et seq.
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Mr. Murdoch says:

The figures on the obverse face are colored w th red ocher. At the upÈer end,
standing on a cross line, with his bead toward the end, is a rudély drawn man holding
his right hand up and his left down, with the fi rers outspread. At his left stands
a boy with both hands down. These figures pro ably represent the hunter aid his
son. Just below the cross line is a man raising spear to strike an animal which is
perhaps meant for a reindeer without horns. TI ree deer, also withont horns, st'and
with their feet on one border with their heads oward the upper end, and on the
other bordqr near the end are two bucks with 10rge afitlers heading the other way,
and behind them a man in a kaiak. Between him and the
animal which the first man is. spearing is an: iject which
may represent the crescentmoon. The story niay perhaps be
freely translated as follows: " When the moon was yonng,
the man and his son killed six reindeer, two of them bucks
with large antles. One they speared on land, the rest they
chase I with þe kaiak."

On the reverse the figures and the border are colored black
with soot. lu the left-hand lower.row is a she bear and her
cub heading to the left, followed by a man who'is about to
shoot an arrow at them. Then come two more bears heading
toward the right, and in the right-hand lower corner is a
whale with two floats attached to him by a harujoqdn3ie.
Above this is an miak with four men in it approaching
another whale which has already received one harpoon with
its two Iloats. The harpoon which is to be thrust at him
may be seen sticking out over the bow of the boat. : Then
come two whales in a line, one heading to the left and one to
the right. In the left-haud upper corner is a figure which
may represent a boat bottom up on the staging of four poste.
We did not learn the actual history of this tablet, which was
brought down for sale with a number of other things.

Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins figures an arrow straight-
ener of walrus .ivory (fig. 100) which is almost an
exact reproduction ii form of that shown in plate 8,
fig. 1. The latter is fromnrthe Diomede Islands, and
bears the figure of a reindeer only. .That shown by
Mr. Dawkins bears along one edge a rowof reindeer,
while at thé opposite margin o'f the same side a
series of seven figures, five of which resemble the
human form, each with antler and headdress, and
outstretched arms, from tbhe sleeves of wbich are
suspexded what appears to denote fringe-short

semrations. Two figures are placed in profile and in that position more
nearly resemble reindeer rampant, though the characters are evidently
inten4ed to represent the same idea as that expressed in the five
preceding ones.'

Another illustration from the same w9rk and author relates to. a
bunting scene, two natives being repreeented as in pursuit of two
reindeer, one of whicli has been shot and is lying dom. 2
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Plate 22, dg. 1, represents an ivery drP} bow from Kotzebue Sound.
The implement is 15 inches in length and Èeven-eighthe of an ich in
widtb, Besides being undulating the specimen is polished down at
intervals of 2 inches in such a manner as to represent or produce slight
constrictions,,as will. be observed-from the illustration. It represents a
hunting record, the hunter or owner of the specimeh being shown at the
left in th'e attitude of shooting-at a bear, which animal is accompanied

y seven others of the saime species. Some of these are separated by
vertical lines, lius formigg partitions in the record. At: the extreme
right is arother illustration of whale hunting, and to intelligently ln-
derstand the engraving the bow mRet be turned aronud. The hunter is
bere represented in his kaiak, above' which is an irregular circle con-
nectèd with.the whale by.a sharply defined liue. This represents a
barpoon cord and the seal-skin fiqat which is usually attached to impede
the progress of the captive. The whale is represented with great
accuracy. Aove the ontline of the.kaiak will be seen a native draw-
ing a bow, the arrow being directed for ard toward à flock of geese,
numbering seven,. one preceding the othein a very lifelike attitude.

Plate 68, fig. 2, shows an old and age-stained specimen of ivory, also
rppresenting a drill bow, from Kotzebue -Sound. The under surface,is
the one represented in the illustration. At the extreme left are five
bear skinsvnd a long-tailed animal which mnay denote the otter. To
the right of the vertical hne-th ue denoting.the separation between

two records-are engraved the figures of three whit 'men,, or perhaps

only two, as the two -are of th4;figures portrayed with the rimmed
*bats.One.of these ig»handing'a, small object to:.his companion, whose*

hands appear tobe stak in hie pockets. To the right of this itidividual
are six cone-like objecte connected at the 'apex by a continuons lie,
and between which are rude upright objecte resembling coluiíns of

.4smoke.,These are .sunimer .habitations, with probably indications of
smoke from thE camp fires. In the middle of the record are two cone-

-ike structures, -denotinig mountains, between which je a semicircle
deely engraved with short lateral lines representing a 'conventional
tree symbQh with branches.at either end and upon the sides. The sig-
nilfication' of this appears to be*..thxat between ýtwo mountin. regions
occurs an abundance of tihuber. This metbod of portraying an abun-
dance otnything is very sbilar to a coumon practice'adoptedbylany

oftheIndanmtribes o ted Stotes, especiallythe Ojibwa and
SOMe of th Shoshonian tribes.' The four triangularflgares to theright

r bute, while a continuous line eîtends from th mountain
toward right .and connects with a mani disguised in a wolf skin.
Thesignifieftion ofthis°is not clear. It may denote the act ofa eshaan
'n suh disguise approaching the habitations and extracting something
tberefrom; or he inay intend harm to one of the occupantä or it tray

'Comparo wth portrayal of mountains and adjoining marsh on thei "Chuckohe
Xerpoeeord," in plateqý1,s jt ag:26
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signify that in this disguise he was enabled to approach walrusesuand
shoot them. This method of disguise was practiced by some .of the

prairie tribes of Indians west of the Mississippi River. Many shy ani-
mals may thus be approached to within shooting distance, while the
human form would at once alarm them and cause them to escape.
Three walruses are drawn upon the record, and as their heads are
placed in the direction of the human figure, it is believed that this is
intended to denote their capture by the hunter, this practice being
very commpn.. On the contrary, had they not been secured, their heads
would bave been placed in an opposite direction, At the extreme right
are six bear skins upon the ground, in au upright position, very much
resembling the conventionalized figures of skins shown in plate 22,
fig. 3.

On the opposite.side or upper curve of the bow is a very rare char-
acter; in fact, the only instance observed in the entire collection in the
possession of the National Museum in which the pudendum is indicated.

This character was referred to in conversation witjk Mr. Murdo.h,
who questioned the writer with. reference to its occurrence in picto-
graphs from Point Barrow. At the time of the conversation the
engraving had not yet been observed. The çreature immediately to
the right of this is a walrus which has been harpooned, as the projecting
weapon illustrates,'and through it is the flying harpoon line connecting
it with the huter-in thé bow of a fine large uiniak occupied by seven
hunters. The next character is an unmiak hurrying to the right in

pirsuit of a whale, the harpoon having been--thrown forward and
apparently into the animal. The next figure is that of a human being
with one hand to his head and the other to his groin, the sharply incised
line extending downward from the middle of the abdomen. The sig-
nification of this is not clear. Further toward the riglit are the out-
Unes of two kaiaks, the shapes of which are very graceful, while only
one shows the presence of a hunter, the other being incomplete. The
record is concluded upon this side of the bow by the figures of two
walruges.

Upon one side are a number of walruses and other animals, while
near the left is the portrayal of a whale, to which theçharpoon line and
float seems attached. Some short figures are introduced o fill up the
space. On the remaining aide we bave at the extreme left.;a seine net,
to the right of which are several anmals not i.dentiiablrewith certainty,
as the engravings are very crude on- this record.,: A number of wal-
ruses, a whale, and a manin a kaiak occupy the greater portion of the
remaining part of the record, while a single triangulat habitation is
shown,.together with two crudely drawn figures of wolves
'Plate 24, fig. 1, shows a drill bow from Cape Darby, where it was

colleted by Mr. E. W. Nelson. It je ofivory, and gaures 13inches
in length. It is a hunting record, the story beginning at the righ.t
baud. The hunter is shown with gan raised, directed terard a herd of
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rndrAbovefourteenof these animal will beobserved black spots
denoting bullets, and indicating that that number of animals were shot
The remaining five have noe such marks, which indicates that that num-
ber were with the herd, but were. not secured. The peculiarity of this
unique record is the Indication of the bullets, each enoting capture
of the game, whereas in most other records from the samne region the
indication of the capture of game consists in the heads of the animals
being turnç$ toward the hunter; those animals seen and not captured
being turned in an opposite direction.

By reversing the bôw so as to bring to proper view the small figures
at the left-hand upper corner, the reader will perceive at the left an
elevated storehouse, to the right of which is a small mound represent-
ing a winter habitation, while next to the right of this is ariother struc-
ture of similar character. The main figure ortrayed has a thin line
éxtending from himself to one of the reindee\of the preceding group,
indicating that another hunter captured it by meads of a lasso or rope.

On the under·side of the bow is a seal-hunting scene. At the left
are five kaiaks, four of the hunters being represented with the paddle

I * .

1 2 3 4.5.6 7 8 9

10 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Fig. 101.

RECORD OF RRNT. ALASKA.

uplifted horizontally to indicate the presence of game and to call the
attention of other hunters to the animals. To the right of the fifth
boat is a fish. The next character represents a kaiak, the occupant of
which also holds his paddle horizontally above him, as he is approach-
ing two seals, and iadicates to the occupants of the umiak to approach
and capture them. One of the hdnters in the uzmiak is portrayed with
a gun. The figure at the extreme right represents a fish.

On the edge of .this drili bow is a series of figures apparently
intended to fil up the space. Lhý twelve beginning at the left repre-
sent seals faeing.the right. Then come five larger animals facing the
left, ail Qf these apparently half n water, their projecting heads and
bodies very much resemnbling sone characters ùsed for the portrayal of
water fowl. The next character, which is T-shaped, is a conventional-
ized whaile tail. The next character to,the right- is not sufficiently
clear to admit of certain identification, but the neixt four represent
deer. Beyond the vertical bar are sixteen rudely executed figures of
seals.

Fig. 101 ia record of ahunting expeditin, reproduced from an ivory
drill bow in the collection df the Alaka Commercial Company, San
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Francisco, California. The animals secured by the hunter are shown,
as well as those observed by him during the trip, but not secured.

Nos. 1 and 2 represent deer; No. 3 is the outline of a porçupine, next
to which is the habitation of the hunter, No. 4. Smoke is seen issuing
from the roof of the hut, while at the door is the hunter's wife with a
vessel, No. 5. At No. 6is the outline of the hunter himself in the atti-
tude of shooting an arrow, thus indicating the weapon used by him.
Nos. 7, 8, and 9 are beavers; Nos. 10,.11, 12, 13, and 14 are martens;
No. 15 is a vessel, according to the interpretation given by Naomoff,
although there are no specific characters to identify it different from

Fig. 102.

INrING SCORE XNGRAVED ON IVORT. (TER, EMrDOCK.)

the preceding; No. 16 is a land otter; No.17 represents a bear, while
-o. 18 is a fox; No. 19 is a walrus, the tusks being perceptible at the
etsiée; No. 20is a seal, while No. 21 represents a wolf.

As above remarked, the anüipals are al indicated; those with the
beads turned toward the hunter were -secured, while those with the.
bead turned away from him were observed, but not secüred.

The story told by the pictograph, together with the t -in the
KiateXamut dialeot of the Innuit language, is as folows:

Hui'nuna'gra hui'puqtu'a pica'qnlu'a naus'quli'qnut. pamu'qtdWi
I (from) my place I ent hunting (for) skina. Martes

NAT MUS 9J---56
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taqi'mèn, ami'daduk' aXlaluk', a'quia'mük piqu'a axlaluk';
live, . wease one, land otter caught One;

kuqu'lu'hunumuk' aXlaluk', tun'dumuk tú'guqli'ugu' meli'ganuk',
wolf ene, deer (I) killed two,

le'1uk pinai'unuk, nu'nuk pit'quni', maklak'muk pit'qunil,
beaver three, porcupine (I) caught none, seai (I) caught noue,

atshi'anamnk' pit'quni', uaqi'lamuk' pit'quni', tagn'Xamuk'
vairu (I) caught none, fox (T) caught none, bear

pit'quni'.
(I) caught none.

lu the collection from Point Barrow is one example, of which an
illustration is here reproduced in fig. 102. It is a piece of the edge of
an old snow shovel, and measures 4.2 inches long, with a loop of thong
at the upper e4ge to admit of suspension. It is covered on both sides
with freshly incised figures, colored with red ocher, and is described
by Mr. Murdoch as follows:1

The obverse is bordered with a single narrow line. At the left is a man standing

with arme ontstretched, supporting himself by two slender stafs as long as ho is.
In the middle are three rude figures of tents, very high and slender. At the right
js a hornles reindeer heading to thO left, with a man standing on its back with

Fig. 10
HUTING SCORE ENGRAVED ON XVORY. POIKT BAROW. (AFTER MURDOC.)

his legs straddled apart and his arme uplrfted. On the reverse there is no border,
but a single dog and a man who supports himself with a long staff are dr.gging an
empty rail sledge toward the left.

I find no mention of the use of any such scores among the eastern Eskimo. * *

The engraving represented in fig. 103 is from a fiat piece of the out-
side of a walrus tusk 9.7 inches long and 1.8 wide at the broader endr

The engravings are very crude, when compared with. some of the work
from the west-coast of Aaska~. The specimen is one of the four pieces
brôught back from Point Barrow by Mr. Murdoch, and the following is
his description.2

The figures are incised on one face only and colored with red ocher. The face is
divided lengthwie into two panels by a horizontal line. In the upper panel, at th_
left, la a man facing to the right and pointing a gun ut a line of three standing d er,

facing toward the left. Two are bucks and one a doe. Th'en come two bucks, ep-

resented withont legs, as if swimming in the water, followed by a rude figure of.a

man n a kaiak. Below the line at the left is an umiak with five men and then
a ow of t*elve conventionalized whales'-talb àf which ail but tho årst second,
and fifth are joined ta the horizontal line by a short straight line. The record may

be freelytranslated as follows: "I went ont zth my gun und killed three large

'Ninth Annuil Report f the Bureau cf Ethnology, 1887-88,1892, pp.363,364, fig.

Idan, p. 36% U.
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reindeer, two buck8, and a doe. I also speared two large bupka in the water. My
whaling crew have taken ten whales." The number of whale'sis open to suspicio,
as they just fil up the board.

In the above description the author doee not state, as he has done in
another instance, that the interpretation was obtained from the native
owner, and it may therefore be assumed that he ventures the interpre-
tation himself. The statement at first that. the animals were deer and
later on reindeer is eonfusing in the attempt to differçntiate between
the objective portrayal by the natives of the two species of animals.
It is evident that thE reindeer isntended, because of the unusually
long, narrow antlers and their forward direction in their position upon
the head. It is unfortunate that no other pictographs from Point Bar-
row are at hand, in order that satisfactory comparis~on with other rep-
resentations of deer and reindçer mightbe made so as to make note ofthe
specific differences, as we find so elaborately portrayed in the records
from Sledge Island, Norton Sopnd, and elsewhere.

The reference toa female animal is. perhaps a random one, because
the natives of Alaska, as wll as the aborigines of North America
generally, are too cautious and matter of fact to portray that which
they do not intend. The horns upon the third animal-the doe()-are
too striking like those uphn the two preceding specimens to deno t
anything different from them in.s

n at "the nmber of wbales is open to suspicion" is
worth noting, as frequently-a large number of anything is denoted by
an indefiite number of conventional indications of such. objecte...
Various examples are given in which such large numbers have been
engraved with an orîanental or decorative motive, leading one to sus-
pect the true import in nded by the recorder. A commion example is
found inçthe ordinaryI" ar bonnet" of eagle pluMes, worn by several
of the sO-called Prairie t 'bes of Indians. The single feather is gained
b a warrior when he -ith r kills au enemy or is one of the first foar to

reach and touch the falle enemy with the -coup stick, a bow, or any
other object. The act Of b ing able to reach the enemy in such manner
i deemed by the Tndian to enote that he is nearer and more in danger

than the one who may hav .fired tbe fatal shot. After, a number of
plumes have been thas gain d by a w 'or, each to indicate au exploit
of valor, the number become inconvenient for atâchment to the scalp
lock/and the long plumed nnet is- permitted, rovided tke one so
entitled thergto is able te parc ase such a decoration, the preset value
of cagle plumes varying from i to $2 each.

in similar manneran indefini -nmber of items, to-denôte many,
often portrayed in'pictorial rec rds of varioua rudely remote peoples;
au jit iiprobablenth he abore e is only another instance, of whichotlera- are.oted Inrthe present p.per.
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HUNTING AND PISHING.

'Dall, A a ndita ur pp.490, Lt

The characters in plate 69, fg. 3, at Nos. 1, 2,.and 3, denote whales,
hile at Nos. 45, 6, and 7 are indicated fout American whaling sbips.

The one at No. 7 is placed in a foreshortened position, something sel-
dom expected to be so reprodnced by primitive peoples.

No.8 appears to be an ice pan, t the base of which two men seem to
be in the water with bands uplifted to attract.attentio4; while No. 9-is
a seal fieher hastening forward. The harpoon is seen re ting upon the
rack upon the fore part of the canoe, as is so percep le ii No. lu.
The large bodies behind the occupants of the boat are fMôats used to
retard the swimming and escape of harpooned seals.

- The manner of hunting sea otter is as follows: In Alaska the Alents or other
natives are the otter hunters. A large number of- bidarkas take provisions for a
day or two, and when the weather is caln, put opt, often ont of sightnd. When
arrived on the banks most frequented by these animais, the bidarkas frm a long
line, the leader in the nfiddle. They paddle softly over the water o es to niake no
disturbance. If any Aleut sees an otter's nose, which is usually the only part above
the surface, he throws his dart and at the same time elevates his paddle perpendicu-
larly in the air. The ends of the Une dart forward, so as to encircle the animal in a
cordon of bidarkas, and everyone is on the watch for the second appearance of the
otter. The same process is repeated until the animal, worn out with dving, lies
exhausted on the surface, an easy prize for bis captors. The skin belongs to the
hunter who first struck it, or to him who struek nearest the head.

Plate 69, fig. 2. Capture Qf polar 1 ear f J. The-ågnificationof the
illustration is that a bear was observed eatig a seal,'whein the natives
of the village at No. 9 went forward in the canoes, -Nos. 5 ad 6, when
oue of the bravest made the attack with a spear. The anal is indicated
at No.1.

The egure at No. 4 is not explained while at No.8 a'canoe la still
resting upon the scaffold drying.

In plate 69, fg. 1,is a record of a Iwhale and 1seal hunt. No. 1..la a
seal which has been captured by the two hantèrs, Nos. 2 and 3, aud is
being dragged to shore for return home. .'he hunter iq car:eying his
seaVlauce beforehimlike a staff, *hile No.3siarrying hie at a charge.
Nos. 4,5, add 6 are baidarkas with the oarsmen within, the foremost
individual in No. 6'having harpooned a whale, which is heading away,
spouting The object bet*een tlie boati, Nos. 5 and 6, la a sal diving
ont of harm'sway. The hlinter at No. 8 has caught a seal, No. 10, and
on the lne is a amall disk which denotes the boat used. Iome picto-
graphs the disk represents the opening in the ice, through which the
lineadroped,alough this may be in the air sud resemblea fqat.

No.1 i inden while Nos. 12 sad 13 denote the¡ sumuier o ten-
porary habitations,erected fpr a short sjourn only, ntil the meat
laslbeau. geciredwliaiSeiserseenhecuredt thic is beingihpaced upon the rack, No. 14, by the.
perseýn shownat thé:loft end, Mn that'employme.
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The vertical strokes continuing beyond this to the end of the record
are simply ornamental, the space being deemed too small for further
records.

At Nos. 16 and 17 are two baidarkas to indicate that the seal was
captured while on a haunt by boat.

The accompanying illustration, in plate 69, fig. 4, represeuts a fleet
of canoes, the natives having gone ou a hunt, although the leading
umiak only is shown to be engaged in harpooning a whale, No. 7, which,
quite unusually, is portrayed with the tail projecting from the water.
The animal in front of it is a seal. The No. 9 character denotes a
seal diving out of the way. One of the men in No. 12 boat is making
a signal of surprise to the boatmen behind, as he as observed the
whale in sight and has thus given the alarin as well.

No. 1 seems to have been intended for a specific character, but may
have remained unfinished, merely touching up the right-hand end so as
to be ornamental. The two figures in Nos. 2 and 3 indicate wolves,
the number captured by the party in the baidarka, No. 4. No. 5 is a
whaler observed by the hunters.

Fig. 104.

RIVAL WHALE HUNTERS.

An illustration of rivalry in hunting the whale is given in fig. 104,
but the sequel does not appear. The two boats were pursuing the same
animal, which is shown spouting, and the harpoon throwers are in the.
attitude of casting their weapons at the same instant.

The etching is strongly and artistically executed.
Plate 64, fig. 2, represents a very old ivory bow drill from the Dio-

iede Islands. The specimen is actually brown with age and bears
incisions upon four sides. The surface shown in the illustration bears
at the left a large umiak in which are four hunters, the one in the bow
being represented as throwing a harpoon toward an approaching
whale. .Beyond this figure is a hunter in bis kaiak who has thrown
bis harpoon at a whale, the latter being represented with the head pro-
jecting vertically from the water. The short irregular character in the
stern of -the kaiak represents the inflated seal-skin float. Two other
whales in this upriglit position are shown to the right of the above
mentioned, and they are approached fron the right by -two hunters in
a large umiak; the one in the bow being also represented as having
cast a harpoon, the line extending from his hands to the animal. At
the extreme right is a hunter in his kaiak. Upon the opposite side of
the specimen, beginning at the left, is a walrus being dragged forward
by four men. To the right of this group are shown four kaiaks each
with its hunters, and each hunter having his harpoon elevated horizon-
tally above his head as in the act of throwing. Behind the hunters
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are represented the usual figures of the inflated seal skins used in
connection with the harpoon line. Three large figures of walruses
are next shown, upon the back of the first being portrayed a young
one. At the right of the upright walrus is an umiak containing four
hunters whô are traveling toward the right in pursuit of a whale,
towards which the hanter in the bow of the umiak is casting his har-
poon. Upon the upper narrow edge of the rbd are a number of small
figures, at the extreme left six natives being shown, each with one arm
elevated, and a small lifie extending from the.hand to the head, very
mich suggesting*the useof the pipe asAl the act of smokiig. Three
seals are next drawn, beyond which are two kaiaks, and beyond these
the figures of six seals. The entire series of chatacters are arranged
with such apparent regularity as to suggest more of an attempt at
ornamental decoration than the portrayal of any experience in bunt-
ing. The narrow face opposite to this hears two horizontal parallel
lines within which are a number of narrow cross lines and two circular
indentations, neither of which appear to have any special significance
further than an attemip at simple ornamentation.

Another illustration of whale and seal hunting is given in plate 70,
fig. 1. The four creatures indicated by No. 1 are seals, toward which
the native in the canoe is paddling, No. 2. Above him is a small cross
deuoting a bird iti flight. The spouting whàle, shown in No. 3, is bar-
pooned by the man in' the bow of the baidarka, No. 4, while the man
behind him is holding aloft his catch-a large fish-while with bis right
hand he is also calling attention by the gesture of surprise. The others
in the boat are paddling to keep up with the whale.

Nos. 5 and 6 appear to be seals, although the latter resembles mot
nearly the smaller whales, as drawn in other pictographs, yet this can
scarcely be, as the hanter, No. 7, is lying upon the ground and resting
his gun upon a ridge or rock, in the attempt to shoot the animals.

The hunter at No.-8 is stealthily coming up to No. 7, carrying a gun
or lance.

No. 9 denotes three .seals, while No. 10 is a hunter awaiting their
approach, he lying behind a small heap of what, by its remaining
untouched by the graver, would appear to be ice.

No.;il is a boat being carried out of the water, a whale, No. 12, hav-
ing been killed and ready to be cut up. No. 13 is a baidarka containing
some returning whales, while No. 14 is a seal, the hunter taking it to
bis habitation at No. 15, the interior view being disclosed, showing
within two of the hunter's family, one seated upon the floor while the
other is addressing some words to him, or lier, as denoted by the atti-
tude of the hands. Another permanent dwelling is indicated at No.-
16, the smoke rising out of the smoke hole, while the owner is at the
side entering into conversation with the others because of the return
of the lucky hunter.

The accompanying fig. 105 is interesting because two different pur-
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suits -are represented, one being interrupted in order to prosecute
another. The natives had gone out in their baidarkas to fish, as indi-
cated bythe middle figure- of No. 2 group holding up two fish which
had been caught, and the,"man No. 4 also having a large salmon (1)
attached to a pole. A whale was observed spouting, No. 1, when the
boatmen started after him, the foremost one darting his harpoon into
the animal while the one on the stern began to make signals, calling to
his companions that there was game in sight. The signal is the com-
mon one of holding aloft, borizontally, an oar so that it may be seen by
those toward whoin it is held and intended to be seen. The signal was
obs~rved, as we perceive in No. 3 the three men pushing into the water
the baidarka, lying on its side, the middle man holding the harpoon
while the one at the right is pushing at the vessel. No. 4, as already
stated, bas a fish attached to a pole; No. 5 is making gestures, also
calling to others t come, while'No. 6 is seen walking toward the shore
with a rod, probably intended for an oar.

The three small crosses in a horizontal line above No. 3 denote birds
flying in air.

Plate 66, fig. 1, consists of a short ivory handle for carrying a kantag
or bucket. It is a very old, yellowish-brown piece of ivory, and was

1 2 3 4 5 6

Fig. 105.

WHALE HUNT.

obtained at St. Michaels. The engraving is characteristic of the locality,
being deep and boldly eut. Upon the upper surface shown in fig. 1
appears an umiak with four hunters, the one in the bow preparing to
throw bis harpoon toward a whale. lu front of the latter is another
umiak, the mian in the bow of which is also throwing his harpoon to a
whale, while in front of the latter is a projecting fluke, indicating an
animal of similar species descendin g into the water, while to the righit
is an umiak, the occupant of which is endeavoring to throw bis harpoon
into the-whale just referred to. At the extreme right is another umiak
with four men, the one in the bow also harpooniîrg a whale. The head
of the latter is drawn very much in imitation of a tuskless walrus, and
might be mistaken for that animal, or a seal, but for the spray of water
which is represenfed as being thrown from the blow holes. Turning
the bandle around, we perceive advancing from the righttwo umiaks with
masts erect, upon which are several indefinite figures. A little, farther
on, however, it shown a whale to which a line is attac'hed, indicating
that he has been harpooned, while the shapeless figure referred to may

'psibly indicate the infiated skin which is always.attached to impede
progress in the case of an escaping nionster of this.kind.. The cnrious
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figure a short distance above the whale and directly opposite to the
fluke spoken of in the record above, represents an island with its ele-
vated center and precipitous sides. Upon the other side of. the top
carviug the drawings are a little more delicate. Two of the most con-
spicuous characters on the left side represent seal nets. The two
umiaks are proceeding in the direction of a whale which appears to
have been harpooned, as at the end of a long thin line there appears
attached the usual float. The figure at the extreme end is that .of a
seal, while the one to the left of it may be another animal of the same
species. Between the- latter and the whale is a very small and very
delicately drawn kaiak. The man represented has a paddle, while a
spear projects backward and upward behind him.

On thle under surface of the bow, between two parallel lines but a
quarter of an incli apart, are about twelve characters denoting various
animals which the hunter wishes to intimate he has killed. Some of
them can be identified, while others can not, the drawing being rather
crude. . -

The specimen shown in plate 59, fig. 2, is from Cape Prince of Wales,
and represents a variety of hunting records. Beginning at the Jeft
hand along the lower edge is visible a very crudely carved figure of a
native with a spear, following two bears. To the right is a native
kiieeling, preparing tc shoot. The next four figures represent umiaks
loaded with native hunters going to sea. These are followed by the
igure of a whale which is being harpooned by the hunter in the bow of

au umiak immediately to the right. The next figure is that of a dog,
and the next a piative who has hold of a thong by which lie is leading
another dog. Then we observe a hunter dragging a seal, while a short
distance above this are small crosses representing birds. The next is
a walrus, to the right of whichf is a dog dragging a sledge upon which
is seated the owner. Turning the bow around, we perceive at-the left
four >-shaped figures, indicating the end of both records. The first
figure projecting from the base line is a whale's fluke, then several
small figures to represent walruses, then two men are observed grasping
hands, with appareutly a spear between them. A large umiak is shown
in front of another walrus, two of the hunters in which have raised
their spears to cast toward some walruses lying upon a flioating cake
of ice. To the right of these animals is represented a seal being
dragged by three hunters. These are preceded by another group of
three, who are also dragging home a seal. A single native is neAt
shown, with a lino directed to a spot near the base line, which denotes

a seai's head. The. large fin-like character represents a fluke, as in the

first figure of this record. An umiak-is then shownfone of the natives

in whiehis in the act of harpooning a whale, while a native in one of
the other umiaks has also a line attached to him. The record is con.
cluded by another umiak ·containing four men parsuing a walrus.
Upon the under side are a number of illustrations of hanters, some
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harpooning walruses, while others appear to be after some reindeer
who have taken to the water. Along the narrow edges are also repre-
sentations of variods objects, one side being fi led more than half of
its length by a procession of dog sledges, the eemainder being filled
with sealers upon ice floes, a whale, and some boatmen. The other
edge represents some very deeply incised and graphie outlines of boats
and marine hunters, the record terminating at one end with some flying
birds, while at the other two individuals dragging a seal are shown.
. Plate 22, fig. 5, is a drill bow fron .Kotzebue Sound. The specimen
measures 164 inches in length. A sectional view of the specimen is
lozenge shaped, so that there are both above and below two faces upon
which records -are engraved, making a total of four records. As repre.
sented in the illustration, the record upon the lower side consists of
seal and whale hunting scenes. At the extreme left is a rude outline
of an umiak, within which are crude representations of human beings.
The vessel is very close upon au immense whale, which is evidently
escaping froin them in the direction of another umiak which appears
to be approaching it. The oblong figure to the right of the last named
umiak is an inverted boat pla:ced upon scaffolding for the purpose of
drying. Some partly eroded figures are seen between the bow of the
boat-and three men, one above the other, who are portrayed in the act
of dragging home an immense seal. Beyond this are three umiaks
filled with hunters, while still farther to the right are two or three
walruses swimming in the water. To the right of the last nained is a
figure very much resembling the conventional outline of a wolf, while
beyond that, to the right, is a low elongated structure, heavily etched,
which represents a winter habitation. Above the entrance is a human
figure, with arms extended,.as if attracting attention to something.
Beyond this structure, to the right, is a very delicately engraved scaf-
fold, upon which food or other oimilar materials are placed for.safety.

Along the upper surface of this bow, beginning where the previous
story ended, we find a storehouse erected oin stilts attached to the ordi-
nary winter habitation, upon and about which are the outlines of some
human beings. A food rack~is erected above the entrance to this habi-
tation, from the *horizontal bar of which are suspended objects which
are probably pieces of meat or fish, as the occupants appear to be seal
hunters, two of them being represented in the act of dragging home
seals. Just to the right of this is a grazing deer whose legs are
unnaturally long, and in front of this is an umiak holding four hunters.
The two small figures to the right of the last named are seal heads
protruding from the water. Beyond this is another umiak with four
hunters whose arms are in various attitudes as if in earnest conversa-
tion. The small mound-like figure at the bow of this boat represents
the shore, and immediately to the right are shown three natives drag-
ging home upon its back a huge seal. Beyond this animal are other
hunters similarly engaged. The oblong ontline somewhat resembling

. il
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a canoe lying on its side eau not be determined. To the righit of this,
however, is another figure of a seal being dragged toward the right,
and approaching two men whose arms are uplifted as if in joy at
receiviug assistance. The partly obliterated figure of a human being
is seen approaching the entrance to one of the ordinary winter habita-
tions, from the door of which, as well. as from the middle portion,

Fig. 106.

WHALE HUNTERS.

appear two vertical sticks with small figures at the top, both repre-
senting votive offerings. The scaffold at the right represents a store-
house used for food or grain.

I fig. 106 is presented another illustration of the indication, picto-
rially, of what the hunter desiredr or saw, and hob much thereof ho
secured. The three men in the baidarka are headed toward two whales,
the foremost one of the former, he in the bow, being represented in the
act of casting a harpoonm, the dotted lino indicatinîg the course. The
whale struck by the wveaponî is headed toward the hunters, indicating
that lhe was captured ; whereas the second whale is going ini the·con-
trary direction, denoting that he. had been observed and very much
wanted, perhaps, but not captured. The short projections above the
heads of the whales denote fins-and seem thus to speciify the finback.

The cruciform figures
denote flying birds.

s A peculiarly inter-
* esting specimen of art

is illustrated in fig.
*1 107, and consists of a

fiat piece of ivory, 4
inches long and 1.2

- inches wide, roughly
~a carved and covered

with incised figures.
The spocimen is mado

Fi.107. of a fragment of an
IVORY CARYING BEARING PICTOGRAPHS, POINT BARROW. old snow-shovel edge,

isprforated at on,eoend, and has attached to ibya strand;ofsiew a

The spiracles on the effigies are incised and blackened.

"Thge upper edge is carved into five distinct heads-first, a rude
bear%~ head, with the eyes and nostrils incised and blackened as usual;
thon four human heads, with a face on each side. The fronit faces have
the noses and brows in low relief, and the eyes, nostrilso, and maonths
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incised and blackened; the back ones are fiat, with the last three
features indicated as before. . At the end is a rude figure of a bear,
heading toward the right, with the ears in relief, the eyes and mouth
roughly incised and blackened, and the legs indicated by rougIly
incised and blackened lines on the obverse face. Both faces are cov-
ered with rudely inci'sed and blackened lines.

"On the obverse there is a single vertical line between eaclr pair of
heads. Below the bear's head is ·a bear heading toward the right;
under the first humat head, an umiak with four men; under the sec-
ond, a 'killer, (Orca) heading toward the right; under the third, two
of the usual conventionalized whales' tails suspended fron a cross line;
and under the last, a 'killer' with very large 'flukes' heading toward
the left.

"On the reverse there are, below the bear, a bear heading toward
the right, below each of th uman heads a whale's tail with the flukes
up, and under the bear's hiead a ear heading toward the right."' This
end is perforated as before stated.

Fig. 108 represen ts a village near stream,. or the seashore. Nos. 1
and 3 are habitations, while the struct at No. 2 represents a store-

S .2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig. 108.

FISHING NEAR THE VILLAGE.

bouse, a box-like receptacle built upon poles within which to store food.
Upon the entrance way of No. 3 is seen a man occupied in some ordi-
nary occupation, bùt at bis left is a vertical pole upon which is a short
transverse line, the effigy of a bird or fish, most probably the former.
This is a votive offering, or "shaman stick," erected to the meinory of
a departed inember of the family. Bird'carvings are deemed the best
that can be selected, flying spirits or demons, typified by birds, being
considered good oinens, whereas walking or crawling ones are often
malevolent.

To the right of the man, over the entrance to the habitation, is another
"shanan stick," erected probably with the saine motive as the preced-
ing one, though to indicate a second person, only one stick being erected
to one individual at the same place.

The four figures seated upon theground at the water's edge-Nos.
4-7-denote four persons fishing, the floats being visible on the lines of
Nos. 6 and 7.

Fig. 109 represents a party of fishermen, the three figures at the
right being in a seated posture. Considerable surface erosion by con-
stant use has weakened the lines at the left side to such an extent as

1 Ninth Annual Report of the Burean of Ethnology, 1887-88,1892, pp. 397, 398, fig. 398.
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to make interpretation more difficult. The long upright li»es may have
been intend4d to denote rods, as a similar line in the hands of No. 6 is
known to be.

No. 3·may have had a rod and line attache to his hands, as in Nos.
6 and 7, but the surface here is perfectly smooth and polished, thus

obliterating all, evidence
of such implements.

As many of the ivory
drill bows and bag handles

1 2 3 4 5 6 . have inscribed upon them
records of seal hunts in

PISRING-WITH 100K AND LINE.

which are found engrav-
ings of natives draggiig seal, it seems proper, if not necessary, to
illastrate the utensil with which the dragging is performed. Fig. 110
represents a:seal drag, an article with which every seal hunter is pro-
vided and carries with him for dragging home his game. - This consists
of a small ivory handle or knob, to which is secured a stont thong
doubled at the other end in a bight about 18 inches long. The bight is
looped into an incision in the animals lower jaw, while the knob serves
for attaching a longer line or the end of a dog's harness. The seal is
dragged on his back, and runs as smoothly as a sled. The illustration
bf the drag referred to above is one
of a small collection in the National
Museum, and marked as from Point
Barrow.'

Some of these ivory knobs show
slight markings or incisions to serve
as ornamentation, as shown in plate
26, fig. 3, though the greater number
are carved in symmetrical forms, and
usually in imitation of seals, whales,
or something of this kind.

Floats of inflated seal skin are used
in capturing whale and walrus. An
excellent specimen from Point Bar-

row," fig. 111, will serve to illustrate
the general appearance of the float,
and will furthermore serve to make Fig. U10.

intelligible the peculiar fish-like ob-
ject portrayed on some ivory records, where the seal fisher is epre-
sented as in his kaiak, with the harpoon and float projecting back ward
from the body. The accompanying illustration is here reproduced from
fe Point Barrow report by Mr. Murdoch.

The.village in plate 70, fig. 2, is located at Nos. 1 and 2, the store-

'Ninth Annual Report of the Bareau of Ethnology, 1887-88,-1892,'p.256, fig. 257'a
gIdem, p. 246.
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house being at the extreme left end of the first house. S'moke is

rising from the middle elevation, while upon the entrance are two

persons, one of whom is shown with his arms elevated, as if bailing.

some one, while the second appears to be in conversation with the man

on the scaffold belonging to the next bouse, at No. 2. On the latter
are two people pulling up a ladder to get the hunter to bring up the
meat, when the seal, dragged by No. 3, is eaten up. The hunter's dog is

following. No. 4 denotes two men pulling at a seal, while those at No.
5 are similarly engaged. Nos. 6, 7, 8, and 9 are also taking home their

captures. The figure in the air, between Nos. 7 and 8, resembles the
usual outline of an evil spirit, as portrayed in connection with cere-
monial performances of shamans, but in the present connection the

import of the character is unintelligible, unless the artist intended to

represent one of the natives in the act of jumping.

No. 10 denotes two seals, No. 11 a water bird, while No. 12 indicates
a canoe with the rowers standing about in conversation, in which the
inhabitants of No. 13 are participating.

Fig. 111.

INFLATED SEAL-SKIN FLOAT.

No. 14 is the storehouse or scaffold belonging to the occupants of

No. 13.

Plate 22, fig. 5, represents another drill bow or bag handle from
Kotzebue Sound. The square object on poles, at the right end upper

lne, represents a cache or granary, while the dome-slhaped structure is

a winter habitation, on the entrance to which is a native with bis arm

directed downward, as if indicating that place for some particular

reasont. The next character represents a scaffold used for drying meat

or fish. Two men are represented as approachiug the rack, both

dragging an oddly formed character, probably intended to represent

a seal. The mammal is a reindeer, while to the right is an umiak

containing four men approaching two figures, the forms of which are

not sufficiently distinct to identify.

Beyond these, however, are two seals whose héads are seen protrud-

ing from the-surface of the water. Another umiak is shown, beyond

which three men are shown dragging a seul or walrus. These are

followed'by three others similarly occupied. The dome-shaped·figure
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to the right denotes, without doubt, a similar 'animal upon an ice floe,

the latter being indicated by its having been left white to denote trans-
parency.

One man is seen dragging at a seal to the right of the tloe, and a little
farther on are two men making gestures, the first baving both hands
and arms directed ~upward, while the second has one arm directed to
the left of the rod, wbile with the other the hand is tIlexed toward bis
head, as if beckoning to some one at bis left and indicating the direction

to his right.

The walrus have been surprised by hunters, as shown in plate 70;

fig. 3, many of them swimming away, as shown in No. 3, one animal
havingits yoang still resting ipon its back. The ice pan at No. 2 bas
threednimals remaining upon it, a young walrus at its motber's back
being indicated in the middle figure, while the largest figure is already
barpooned, its flippers (?) being extended in its endeavor to slip into
the sea and escape. The niddle boatman in No. 4 is holding aloft bis

paddle, thus calling for assistance, the signal being visible, perhaps, by
other hunters, who will at once respond. In No. 5 the hunter had bar-
pooned his walrus, which immediately attempted to escape by resorting

1 2 3 4 .5

Fig. 112.

A WALRUS HUNT.

to an ice pan, upsetting the canoe and dragging it upon the ice, and at
the same time tbrowiug into the water the unfortunate hunter, whose
head and shoulders are seen projecting above the base line, here indi-

cating, also, the water line.

In fig. 112 is shown a remarkably graphic illustration. The artist
was of more than ordinary cleverness, and the engraving scarcely
requires any description. The animals noted in No. 1, the middle one
on the ice pan in No. 5, and the one to the right-tbe last but one-are
each shown with their young upon the back.

The ice pan upon which the animals had been floating is indicated by
an outline only, the body being left white and in imitation of nature.

Plate 21, fig. 2, represents the back of bow shown elsewbere. As
before, there is an upper and lower face upon which hunting records
are portrayed. Beginning with the upper surface at the right-hand
side, we perceive four walruses,.to the right of which is an umiak occu-
pied by four hunters. The one in the bow appears to have a short-
bandled ax, while the second bas one arm uplifted, and directed forward
from the mouth appears a short line terminating in zigzag, which is
believed not to be accidental but intentional, and indicates voice or
speech, sound being portrayd ii other pictographs as well, seemingly
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indicating this extent of acquaintance with the recording of subjective

ideas. The third person in thé boat is using the paddle, while the one

at the stern has a weapon of sone kind with which he is attempting to

keep off an aggressive walrus which is following them.

To the right of this is another umiak paddling toward the right in

the direction of the three walruses represented. Above the middle

of this is a small cross which denotes a bird. The next figure repre-

sents an umiak in which are four people close to the body of a whale

which has been harpooned. The elongated curved figure resting upon

two short vertical lines represents a boat on shore and on a scaffold
drying. At a distance of about 1ý inches from this is shown a whale
in the act of diving, as is intimated by the fact of the greater portion

of the body being directed upward while the head is down in the water,
as shown by the spray which emanates from the blow hole in contact

with the surface. The oblong cross above this represents a bird. The
adjoining characters to the right can not be definitely deterrmined.
The figures at the end, however, represent two winter habitations with

the accompauying granaries and the presence of human figures.

Turning the bow around and following the remaining faces from the

left hand, we find first a winter habitation with smoke rising from the

center, in front of which is a tent with a vertical pole projecting upward

atthe right. A native is seen dragging home a seal, while to the right
are more human figures apparently embarking in umiaks, three of these

vessels being under way. Beyond the bow 9f the right-hand boat and
upon the base line are two figures which represent seals, while of the
two in the air the one at the left represents a fox or wolf and that at
the ight a bird. The remaining half of the space upon this bow is
filled with a procession of natives dragging home seals, eight of these
animals being shown. The vertical sticks used by these natives are
seal spears, which they employ to aid locomotion.

Plate 24, fig. 3, represents a drill bow from Nubuiakhchugaluk,
collected by Mr. E. W. Nelson.

The specimen measures 12-t inches in length, and is rudely decorated
both above and beneath. The figure at the extreme left is partly
obliterated. The next represents a native in his kaiak in the act of
throwing a harpoon toward a walrus. which lie is closely pursuing, and
beyond which are four other aniials of the same species. The next
figure represents an umiak with three occupants, the one nearest the
bow being represented as in the act of throwing a harpoon. Two large
crude figures of walruses are between this boat and another umiak, in
which are three persons, the one at the stern being shown with the

rudder, the one in the middle having both arms extended and upward
as if in surprise, and the one at the bow being in the act of throwing a
harpoon toward a whale. Above this are five birds, indicated by crude
crosses. To the right of the whale is a native with bow and arrow,
preparing to shoot toward a reindeer. The triangular figure to the
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right of the reindeer appears to be a summer habitation, while the
figure of a mammal at the extreme right is not drawn with sufficient
accuracy to admit of identification. The under side of the bow con-
tains eharacters the import of wbich-is very much the same as that of
those just enumerated. The edges of the bow are decorated with hori-
zontal incised lines.

The record given in plate 60, fig. 2, embraces several different
exploits. In No. 1 the helmsman at the end of the large canoe is hold-
ing aloft the double-bladed paddle to attract attention and to call for
assistance, as a walrus, No. 2, is making an attack upon the native in
the kaiak, No. 3. The leaning figure in the stem end of the kaiak is
the infiated seal skin used as a float in hunting wbale and walrus.
No. 4 is rock and indicates shore, near which is No. 5, a large animal.
The canoe party at No. 6 are also making signals, seals having been
discovered; No. 9, toward which the native in the kaiak, No. 8, is

going, having already thrown his harpoon as indicated by the weapon
before the bow, and securing one seal as noted by the harpoon pro-
truding from its back.

Both boats are near a large rock showing a water-worn cavity, as
in No. 7.

Another native, armed with harpoon and float, is paddling along at
No. 10. The figures at No. 11 and 12 are either partly worn away or
incomplete and are unintelligible.

The regularity with which the hunters aud their captured seals are
depicted in plate 60, fig. 3, is a step in the direction of the decorative-
representation of a hunting exploit.

Each of the hunters has secured an animal, the hunter dragging
No. 2 seal having a bow and arrow while the others have harpoons,
the weapon being cleverly indicated by the barbed head in the hands
of the native dragging seal No. 10.

Fourteen seals were secured, onlyone gettingaway from the slaughter,
as indicated in No. 15.

The illustration in plate 60, fig. 4, is interesting because of an attempt
at perspective. The record was too comprehensive to be engraved upon
the ivory surface available, and as there were more canoes employed in
the hunt than could be drawn along one line, in consecutive order, three
of thern are raised to appear as if they were in the air, though in reality
beyond the two touching the water line in the foreground. The canoes
at No. 2 are for one person only, while that at. No. 3 has nine people in
it. The walrus, which the party is evidently going to attack, are at
No. 1. Nos. 4 to 11 embraces the habitations referring th the fact that
a village is located there, while the scaffolds-with the exception of No.
6-are for canoes, the vessels being inverted and the paddles projecting
beneath. The exception referred to is a food scaffold, to which a flight
of steps has been placed. Two persons are observed on the roof of the
house at No. 5, watching the departure of their friends, while a short
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column of smoke is seeni arising from the middle elevation of the habi-

tation.
At No. 4, food is seen suspended lweigeath the inrverted boat, while

above it the barpoon is projecting, showing that the weapon is kept
near at hand for immediate use, should occasion denand it.

The engraving in plate 70, fig. 4, presents interesting (frtails in the
portrayal of varions attitudes assumied by walrus Nos. 4, 7,9 and 11, as
well as the specific diflerence between

the canoes, the baidarka holding more
than one person, and the kaiak, gen-

erally, but for one person. The former

is shown in various styles, as Nos. 1, 2,-

and 3, while the latter is represented in

Nos. 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 14. The smnall

ctoss above No. 3 denotes a bird in

fligbt, as also the two fures of like

form -above the seal at 4. A large À
water fowl still remains upon the water î

before the bow of the kaiak at No. 8.

The hunter in the kaiak No. lias

tbrown bis harpoon into a walrus, while ALASKAN NOTICE 0F TREEcTIO.

the occupants of Nos. 10 and 12 have

raised their weapons preparatory to throwing them. The elongated

objects projecting from the kaiaks, behind the occupants, Nos. 10, 12,

and 13, are inflated seal skins used as floaters for the harpoon ,line,

to impede the speed of the harpooned animal, and also to prevent

its escape by remaining too long underwater or to

trace its course whilethere.

TRAVEL AND GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

Locomotion by boat is graphically represented in

many records and by sledge in occasional instances.

Walking with the seal spear used as a cane is com-

mon, and in one exanple age is also indicated by

theattitude of the bent body, a method of portray-

ing physical condition seldom found in Eskimo picto-
Mg.114. graphs, but of frequent.occurrence in the records

ALASEAN NOTICE OF D3I of the Ojibwa and Dakota.
RECTION. Fig. 113 is reproduced from a small slab of wood,

and is explained as follows:

Seal hunters thfts inform their comradethat they have .returned

home: The first tô return to the regular landing place sonietimes sticks

a piece of wood futo the ground leaning toward the village, upon which

is drawn or scratched the outline of a baidarka or canoe heading toward

one or more outlines or lodges, signifying that the occupants have gone

toward their houses.

NAT rMus 95-57
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In this coùpection may be mentioned a common device used by the
natives of soUthern Alaska and Kadiak to indicate direction taken or
to be taken. When hunters become separated the one first return-
ing to the forks of the trail puts a piece of wood in the ground, on te
top of which lie makes an incision, into which a short piece of wood is
secured horizontally so as to point in the direction taken.

This device is soinetines drawn upon ivory and other materials, in
connection with other objects to make pictographie records, and then
simply represents a character like the letter T, the upper crosspiece
being very short in comparison with the vertical stroke.

The practice of erecting such sticks to indicate direction is very com-
mon to the tribes living along the Great Lakes, especially the Crees
and the Ojibwa.

Plate 25, fig. 2, represents a snuffbox of walrus ivory. This speci-
men, which was obtained at Norton Sound, is crtW.e and very old. Upon
the upper border or margin is a liie encirclint the specimen, upon
which is a series of very interesting although crude figures. The onily
engraved character below the line, upon ône side, is a very rude sledge
attached to a long-necked dog.

The pipe represented in plate 71 measures 10.j inches in length along
the lower outer curve, while the ornainental head in front is 1 inch in
length. ,The latter is easily removed, being merely an ornamental head
of the peg used to plug the drilled tube of the pipestem. The stem is
three-fourths of an inch in lateral diameter and about 1½ inches through
the stem at the back of the bowl-from top to bottom. The bowl and
its supporting stem is 1å inches ini height. Upon either side of the rim
of the bowl is a carved human face with blackened eyes and mouth,
the nosb being quite pronounced.

The engravings occupy the four sides of the stem, the two lower
panels being reserved for boating scenes, while-the upper are retained
for game7and village scenes. Upon the upper rigbt-hand side are six
reindeer, followed by a wolf, while before the foremost reindeer is the
figure of a man in the attitude of following sea fowl, evidently in the
attempt to secure some.

Beneath this scene is· a fleet of eight umiaks, under rail, while in
each vessel are the outlines of human figures one at the bow of the
leading umiak, reaching toward png, the foresail stay, while
everyhelmsmanhas o steer his boat. In the fifth boat-forward
from the-mrothpiece of the pipe-is one native smoking his pipe.

On the -left-hand side, in the lower space, are six kaiaks, each having
its occupant using the paddle, while toward the stem is seen projecting
the härpoon and seal-skin float, ready alid ,inflated for use.

The upper pace portrays a village scene, in the• middle being the
dome-shùped winter habitation, from which smoke is issuing; three
persons upon the roof of the entrance are watching the return of the
hunters, one raising his arms as if hailing the latter with pleasure at
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their safe or suceessful return. Tlhe hunters are at the left dragging

along their kaiaks upon sledges. The figure placed upon stilts is an

umiak, suspended for drying.and protection, while beneath it is a d'og
and his master approaching the entrance of the habitation.

At the right is a storehouse or granary, built above the ground, and

near it a mat calling or urging forward the dog hitched to the sledge,

upon which is placed a load and one person.

The artistic execution of the engravings is good. Thc lines are very

uniform in depth and width, showing the artist to have been ait expert

in the use of the graver as pertains to the mechanical part of the

etching, at least.

The lines are all' filled in or stained with a very black substance,
giving the work rather a harsh and new appearance and not so soft

and warn in tone as some of the older and more worn specimens.

The engraving in plate 40, fig. 1, is very bold and seens to present

strong evidence of perspective drawing, not through mere accident but

from intention. The gradual diminution in the size of the buildings

and store racks at the left end of the record is very cleverly done.

The figure at No. 9 is a baidarka inverted upon the rack so as to permit

it to dry, while the rod upon the entrance to the house at No. 8 is a

votive offering, erected to the memory of one of the household. The
-man upon the roof is speaking and gesticulating to those at No. 6.

The parties in the canoes, Nos. 10, 11, 12, and 13, are leaving to visit

another village, indicated by a large habitation and storehouse, Nos.
14 and 15, about which the four human figures are portrayed as making

gestures, both beckoning-by the band raised-and pointing to the

house, as if desiring the visitors to come there.

There is no evidence of want of food, or deatb, as indicated in some

other records presented herein, but simply an exhibition of gladness at

the return of friends or visitors who appear to have come within hailing

distance.

The excitement caused byjt Vival of two whaling ships is cleverly

portrayed in plate 40, fig. . At No. 1 is a baidarka still upon the dry-
ing poles, while the natives at No. 2 are excitedly rnshing toward it to
put to water and to follow the other boats already under way to visit the
ships. The boats Nos. 3 to 7 are all going along toward the anchored
craft, Nos. 8 and 9, the anchor chains being designated by zigzag lines,

thus more emphatically indicating links.

The canoes at Nos. 10 and 12 are coming from another direction, and
the native on the bow of No. 10 is hailing the helmsman on the ship
No.. 9. The natives in both boats at the right have oars for rad-
ders. No. 11 is a flock of birds.

The record reproduced in fig. 115 illustrates another method of giv-
ing information with regard to distress in another village, which occa-
sioned the departure of the person by whom the notification was given.
The designs were traced upon a narrow etrip of wood, which was then
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stuck upon the roof of the house belonging to the draftsman, and
made to lean in the direction of the course to be taken.

This is shown iii No. 1, the narrow projection upon the apex of the
roof denoting the stick; No. 2 is the baidarka, containing the residents
of the house; No. 3 is a grave stick, indicating a death in the settle-
ment to which the trip is made, the stic~k being a votive offering, erected
to the memory of the deceased; Nos. 4 and 5 denote the houses of the
village, the triangular one being made by leaning together boards or
slabs, and is termed a summer house, while the domne-shaped one, made
nire compactly and covered with turf, denotes a permanent or winter
residence. Both kinds are represented, and by thismethod of synec-

2 -3 4 5
Fig. 115.

ALASKAN NOTICE OF DISTRESS.

doche the village is indicated by portraying only one of each kind com-
posing the settlçment.

The design shown in fig. 116 is in imitation of drawings made by the
natives of southern Alaska to convey to the observer the information
that the draftsman had gone away to another settlement, the inhabi-
tants of which were in distress. The drawings were made on a strip
of ivood which was placed at the door of the house, where it might be
seen by visitors or inquirers.

Vladimir Naomoff, the native to whom reference has before been made,
and who drew for the present writer the specimen under consideration,
gave the following explanation: No. 1 is a native making the gesture

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8
Fig. 116.

NOTICE OF DEPARTURE TO RELIEVE DISTRESS.

indicating self with the right hand, and with the left indicating the
direction of going. No. 2 is the native's habitation, a winter or perma-
nent residence, dome-shaped, partly underground, with the roof thinly
covered with turf to keep out the extreme cold. No. 3 is a scaffold used
for drying fish; upon the top of the pole is placed a piecé of wood tied
so that the longest end points in the direction to be taken by the relief
party. No. 4 is the.baidarka containing the party. No. 5, a native of
the settlement to be visited. No. 6, a summer habitation. No. 7 is a
shaman or grave stick, a votive offering erected to the memory of a
recently deceased person, the cause which necessitated the journey.
No. 8 is a winter habitation, in which the deceased had resided. The
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winter residence, No. 8, together with the sumner lodge in No. 6, denotes
the settlement.

The record on plate 40, fig. 3, embracing Nos. 1 to 10, is similar in
style to one explained by Naomoff, and pertains to the designation of
geographic or rather topographie features of an area of country between
thatoccupied bythe recorder and another
place to which referenice'is made.

No. 1 denotes three birds flying in the
air, and No. 2 has reference to four seals,
both groups of creatures being at a shore
liue, as the tret No. 3 resernblin g a pinie Fig. 117.

tree at HUNTER ATTACKEJ).

indicates. The group of trees immedi-
ately to. the right denotes a.grgZe ,r woods, indicated by a group of
trees being placed close tþg êo . No. 4 is a human being and the inten-
tion of the recorder is to ing>lt -at natives are resident there-beyond
the woods. Another -grovtor forest occurs beyond tlie settlement. as
indicated by the group of trees at No. 5, beyond which another liamlet
is situated.

Then comes another forest at No. 7, beyond which is a locality abound-
ing iii seals, No. 8. Beyond this is a range of timbered bills, the upland
being indicated by a semicircle covered with short vertical lines to
denote the timber.

No. 10 is an ornamental mark similar to No. 18 in import, and serves
to denote the end of that particular record.

A hunting scene begins with No. 1; the
whale is moving toward the right, spouting,
causing the walrus, No. 12, to mov ut of the

Fig. 118. way. Water fowl are seen at No. 1 while'the
QUARREL OVER GAME.

elevations at No. 14, over which so irds are
flying and at the left base of which is another walrus, appear to be
rocks protruding from the sea.

At No. 15 are two other walrus, while at Nos. 16 and 17 are two
approaching whaling ships.

The character at No. 18 concludes the history.

COMBAT.

But few illustrations occur in the ivory records in the National
Museum collections in which personal combat is portrayed. Wrest-
ling is shown, ilu one instance, under the caption of Pastimes and
Games, while another denoting a struggle and combat with a walrus,
both being in the water, is given below.

Fig. 117 represents an Alaskan in the water killing a walrus. The
exploit was deemed of sufficient importance to perpetuate it by record-
ing the illustration upon a slab of ivory, now in the museum of the
Alaskla Commercial Company, San Francisco, California.

Two men having a serious altercation over a seal are shown in fig.
118. One is unarmed, while the other has a bow and arrow which he
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bas threatened to use. The unarmed man's hands are in attitudes of

gesture.
The two struggling men, plate 40, fig. 4, No.-1, appear in the attitude

of wrestling, but the rapid approach of two others, No. 2, with spfiars

in the attitude of charging or thrusting, seens to lend more serious-

ness to the record. The position of the legs of the combatants indicates

the portrayal of considerable strength being exerted.

Nos. 3 and 8 are houses, the latter showing the column of smoke

considerably curved downward to the right, denoting a strong breeze

from the opposite direction. No. 4 is a water bird, lrobably a duck,

while No. ' denotes a seal. An animal of this species lias been cap-

tured by the hunter, No. 6, who is dragging it home to the house, No.8,

while his wife-perhaps some other inmate-stands at the entrance and

with both hands makes the gesture of req-uest or invitation to enter, the

hauds being thrown toward the threshold., Nos. 9, 10, and 11 are dog

sledges being brought back by traders from some other locality. The

sleds are loaded. .The attitudes assuped by the men in aiding the dogs

in pulling are very cleverly depicted. Considerable effort is expressed

in the leader of the sledge at No. 10, while pushing is doue by other

persons at the rear at Nos. 9 and 10. No. 11 is lightly loaded, as the

1 2 3. 4 5 j6 7 8 9 1011 12 13 14 15

Fig. 119.

ATTACK ON VILLAGE.

owner is seated upon the sledge, while bis companion is walking leis-

urely along behind.

The illustration in fig. 119 represents a village, upoin which an attack

is niade by some natives from another locality.

The figure of a rack-a pole suspended horizontally upon two verti-
cal forked posts-is shown in No.1. Fish for drying are seen attached,
the regularity of the short vertical strokes being evidence of the char-
acter of the food. Nos. 2 to 6, 7, and 9 are conical huts made of boards

ancd saplings, such habitations as are erected by hunting parties when

thy find game sufficient in any special place to prompt their going to
so much labor for their protection against rain or cold. In Nos. 8, 10,
11, 12, and 13 alarm is expressed by the signal for assistance, the arms
being held aloft and waved to attract attention and to indicate that
the presence of the beholder is desired.

No. 14 is a tree, from behind which the enemy shót an arrow which

caused the alarm. The enemy had come up unperceived.

IDEOGRAPHY.

This subject embraces one of the most interesting in the entire realm
of pictograpby. Aiong tle Eskimo there is less evidence of ability in

this direction than among some- of our Indian tribes. Gesture signs
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are comnon to ail mankind, but iii the greater part of the Uuited

States the signt language is rapidly falling into disuse, both because-of

the destruction of the buffalo, tie pursuit of wbich was participated
in by nany tribes of diverse languages, a condition which brought

about a most highly developed gesture language, and also becauseof

the rapid settlement of the country and the consequent restrictior s of
Indians traveling froinpiace to place, which also served to keep alive
gesture speech. The adoption of the Spanish lan-.

guage by the Indians on the southwest border, and

the Chinook jargon in the north, also helped to resume

the need of-a resort to gesture, the present methods

of oral speech, nutually intelligible. being vastly

superior and more satisfactory.

The use of gesture speech by the Eskimo is well
GESTURES.

known, and repeated instances showi.ng the attempted

reproduction, graphically, of gesture sigus occur in the ivory records,
some examples of'which are reproduced.

To facilitate further study in this line of investigation, the writer
submits a collection of gesture signs used by the Eskimo and other

tribes of southern Alaska, a collection made soume years since, though
hitherto unpublished.

P1CTOGRAPHS OF GESTURF, SIGNS.

No. 1 of fig. 120 represents a ghaman wavirig his hands and arms, as
if lie were stirring up the air above bis ·head'the motive being the-

invocation of benign spirits to aid him in bis work. The rested figure

shown in No. 2, denotes the man making application for aid, and bis

arms are extended upward in like manner, but in this instance denoting•

supplication, the difference between the two being that the latter is

rested upon the ground to indicate bis asking for aid, whereas the
shanan is portrayed not only erect, but in the attitude of
dancing, with bis song and incantations.

The illustration given in fig. 121 is taken from an ivory

drill bow in the National Museum, marked as from Norton
Fig. 121. Sound, Alaska. The figure represents the gesture sign, or

SIGNAL 0F DIS- intneé 4
SIGER. OIsignal of discovery. In this instance the game consists of

whales, and the signal is made by holding the boat paddle

aloft and horizontally.

Fig. 122 represents a number of natives fisbing tlhrough the .ice.for

seal. The individual represented at No. 1 is dragging an animal- out
of the water, a hole baving been cut for breathing place at which these
animals make their appearance. No. 2 has a seal -upon the ice and

appears to have great difficulty in pulling it 'along. No. 3 is preparing

to spear an animal, bis watchful attitude being apparent. No. 4 is

holding aloft bis harpoon or lance, making a signal that lie bas discov-

ered gaine, or hears it, and thereby warns others near by to be silent.
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No. 5 is about to thrust his 1 throngkuthe hole into the waer
beneath. No. 6 has stuck bis harpoon into the ice and is erecting a
shade over the hole soas te permit him to see beneath, while No. 7 has
thrust his weapon downward through the ice.

Mr. Dalli mentions , practice adopted by the Alents when hunting
otter, by which the fàct of having thrown the spear is intimated to his
companions, when they wilat once paddle and form a circle around

1 2 3 4 5 67
Fig. 122.

BEAL FISHIÑGO AND SIGNAL.

the spot so as to attack with spear the animal when it returns to the
surfaceto -breathe. The signal is graphically portrayed in the follow-
ing illustration, in which several hunters had such exploits, and also
in many others, in some of which, however, the signal may also denote

the idea to comeaa call for assistance when-theanimal is thought to be
liable to escape or to be unanagable.

The fishermen found a small school of whales, as shown in fig. 123,

Fig. 123.
SIGNALING FOR ASàISTANCE; WHALES.

nd three of them have been harpooned, while a fourth is e caping.
Help to secure the monsters is required, and all of the occupants of the
boa;ts are making the signal for assistance by holding horizontally
above the head the boat paddle. This signifies come, and also, under
other circumstances, game found.

Fig.124 represents a record -of a lunt,made for the present writer
by Vladimir Naomoff, in 1882. The drawing is, in imitation of siiilüar.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12

Fig. 124.

ALASKAN NOTICE OF HUNT.

ones-made by the natives of the southern coast of Alaska, to inform
their visitors or friends of their departure for a purpose designated.
They are depicted upon pieces of wood, which are placed in conspicu-
ous places near thdoors of the habitations.

The following is the explanation of the characters: No.1, the speaker,
with the right hand indicating~himself and with the left peinting in the
direction taken; No. 2, holding a boat paddle, going by boat; No. 3, the
speaker holding the right hand to the side of the head, to denote sleep,

'Alaska and its Resources, pp. 490. 491.
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and the left elevated. with one finger erect to signify one night; No. 4,
a circle with two marks in the middle, signifying an island with hats
upon it; No. 5 same as No. 1; No. 6, a circle to denote another i8land
where they touched; No. 7, similar to No. 3, with an additional finger
elevated, to signify two -nights or sleep8; No. 8, the speaker with bis
harpoon, the weapon with which he sometimes hiunted, and with the
leit making the gesture sign to denote sea lion. The band is held edge-
wise, with the thumb elevated, then pushed outward from the body in
a slightly downward carve. No. 9 represents a sea lion, which the
bunter, No. 10, secured by shooting with bow and arrow. No.11 is the

2 3 4 5 6
Fig. 125.

ALASKAN NOTICE OF DEPARTURE.

boat with two persons in it, the paddles-projecting downward beneath
it. No. 12 is the winter habitation of. the speaker.

The record given in fig. 125 was also drawn for the present writer by
Vladimir Naomoff.

Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 represent the person spoken to, and no arms are
indicated, as no response is supposed to be made by him. No.2 indi-
cates the speaker with his right hand to 'his side or breast, indicat-
ing self, the left hand pointing iu the direetion in which he is. going.
No. 4, both hands of the speaker are elevated, with7fiugers and thumbs
extended, signifing many. When the hands are.thus held up, in sign
language, it signifies ten, but when they are brought toward and back-
ward from one another, many. Among the "Plains Indians" of Indian
Territory, when both hands are thus held up for ten, and then thrown
downward to the left, it signifies ten times ten or *e 1hundred. The

Fig. 126.4
ALASKAN NOTICEF HUNT.

latter practice of indicating any number multiplied by ten, by thus
throwing to-the left both hands, has not been found to obtain among
the Alaskan natives. No. 6, the riglit land is placed to the side of
the head to denote sleep or night; in this instance denoting many seeps,
or, in other words, many nights and days; the left hand points down-
vard to denote at that place. No. 8, the right liand is directed toward

the starting point, while the left is brought upward toward the head-
to go home, or whence he came.

The drawing represented in fig. 126 was made by an Alaskan native
to illustrate that he contemplated making a journey to hunt,.a.nd the
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result of that tour. No. 1 is an undulating lino extending from left to
right, and represents the contour lines of the country and mountain
peaks; No. 2 represents the native going from home; No. 3, stick placed
on a hilltop, with a banch of grass attached-so as to be more readily
visible-pointing in the direction lie took; No. 4 represents the native
of another settlement, with whom the traveler remained over night;
No. 5 is the habitation of the figure in No. 4; No. 6, a long vertical
stroke, representing the end of the first day, i, e., the time between
two days-rest; No. 7, the traveler is again shown to be on the way;
No. 8, making a signal that on the second day (the right hand raised,
with two fingers extended, two) he saw deer, No. 9, the left hand point-
inîg in the direction of the animal. No. 9 represeits the deer facing the
hunter, which attitude is au indication that the animal was secured.

In fig. 127a is indicated the course pursued by one of a hunting party,
who decided to return home, leaving
information en route as to direction. He
ascends the nearest elevation of grounn
a hilltop or ridge, and ties a bunc hof

grass or othe light
colored material to
the top of a long stick

Sor ro he lower end
2 3 4 4 6p

b> of e stick is placed
Fig. 1r. fmly in the ground,

ALASKAN NOTICE OF DIRECTION.

tion taken. When another hill is ascended, another stick with similar
attachment is erected, again leaning in the'direction to be taken. These
sticks are placed at proper intervals until the village is sighted, the left
hand semicircular or dome-shaped body denoting the settlement shown
by synecdoche.

The drawing shown in fig.127b was also made by Naomoff for the
present writer, to illustrate that a settlement had been attacked by a
hostile party and finally deserted. The last one to leave prepares the
drawing upon a strip of wood to inform his friends of the resort of the
survivors. No. i represents three hills or ranges, signifying that
the course taken would carry them beyond that number of hills; No. 2,
the draftsman, indicating the direction, with the left hand pointing
to the ground, one bill, and the right hand indicating the number Iwo,
the number still to be crossed; No. 3, a circular piece of wood or
leather, with the representation of a face, placed upon a pole and facing
the direction to be taken from the settlement. In this instance the
drawing of the character denotes a hostile attack upon the village, for
which misfortune such devices are soinetimes erected. Nos. 4 and 5
indicate summer and winter habitations. No. 6 is a storehonse erected
upon upright poles so as to be beyond the reach of predatory animals.
The latter device is used by the coast natives generally.
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Fig. 128 represents /unters who have been unfortunate and are
suffering froni haung. The figures are scratched or drawn upon a
piece of wood, and placed where there is the greatest chance of its dis-
covery by pass.,- The stick bearing the devices is stuck in the
ground and iuelined to-
ward the shlfter of the
sufferers. The following
is the nterpretation cf 4
theArcord:

No. 1 is a horizontal STARVING RUNTERS.

ine, and denotes a-canoe,
indicating-tbat the persons are fishermen; No. 2, a man with both arme
extended,-signifyiug in gesture language notking, corresponding to the
ordinary gesture for negation; No. 3 is a companion with the right band
placed to the mouth, signifying to eat, the left pointing to the house
occupied by the hunters, and indiéating at that place- there is nothing
to eat; No. 4 represents the shelter occupied by the sufferers.

The record in fig. 129 is similar to the preceding and is used for a

Fig. 129.

STARVING HUNTEBS.

like purpose. No. 1 represents the baidarka, showing double projec-
tions at the bow in imitation of sonie forms of the canoe, the two strokes
at the other end representing the occupants of the boat. No. 2 repre-
sents a man making the gesture for nothing, both bands thrown hori-
zontally outward toward either side. No. 3 ha his right hand placed
to the mouth to denote to eat, the left pointing to the habitation, No. 4,
indicating that there is nothing to eat in that house.

Fig. 130.

EUNTING NSCENE.

This is used by the Alaskan coast natives generally.
The record portrayed in fig. 130, refers to the success of the hunter

shown in No. 3. As elsewhere stated with reference to the position or
attitude of animals, it will be perceived that the two deer, represented
in Nos. 1 and 2, were secured by shooting, the gun being indicated in
No. 3. No. 4 represents a man with a gun held transversely above the
head, this being a signal to denote come, or approach, while the indi-
viduals in Nos. 5, 6, and 7 arein various attitudes with extended arma
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hands, and fingers. No. 5 is represented in the act of making a gesture
synonymous with that in No. 4, attracting attention and beckoning to
another to approach.

No. 6 likewise shows the gestures to come or approach, the direction
of the hands being earthward, corresponding exactly with a common
and widespread gesture for the person called to approach stealtkily.
Indications by gesture to come are uniformly, amongst the North
American Indians and Innuit, made by turning the palin downward

and drawing the extended index finger toward the body, as if directly
indicating the path upon which the person beckoned to is directed to
approach.

in No. 7 the gesture appears still more excited, and the skill in
pictorial expression is certainly very cleverly indicated. The right
hand of the figure calls to the beholder to come, while with the left
hand, as with the right, the number four is indicated, as is also the
case with the figure in No. 6. The reason of this is apparent in Nos.
8,9, 10, and 11, denoting four black or perhaps cinnamon bears, whose
heads are directed away from the group of human figures, and espe-
cially so from No. 3, who thus intimates that he was inforned by his

2 3 4

Fig. 131.

SIGNAL OF DISTRESS AND WANT.

friends of four bears having been seen in a direction pointed to by the
left band of No. 7, but which he did not secure.

Had the heads been directed toward the speaker or owner of the
record, as in the instance of the two deer, the information would have
signified tbat the bears had been captured.

An interesting and rarely found engraving is reproduced ierewith
An fig. 131. Specimuens of like import were described to the present
writer, and pencil drawings made to illustrate the manner in which the
Aigaluamut Eskimo of the southern shores of Alaska convey the
intelligence that they want assistance and that they possess nothing.

The figures shown in Nos. 1 and 4 represent the habitations of two
families, the storehouse, No. 2, being common property. Nos.3,5,6,7,
and the human figure standing upon'the habitation marked No. 4 are
making signals, all excepting No. 7, calling attention by their uplifted
hands and arms, while No. 7 has his arms extended, to denote nothing,
this being a universal gesture for that idea. The Egyptian hieroglyphs
and the Maya pictograph, as mentioned by De Landa in his represen-
tation of alphabetie characters, are drawn in the attitude of out-
stretched arms, no other part of the body being present or necessary.

I Ï
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The conventional. gesture sign used by the Indians of the United
States is to throw the fIat right band outward to the right, the band in
the first position being in front of the right side at the height of the
elbow.

Some tribes and European nations who are still profuse and prolifie
in gesture as an accompaniment to speech frequently employ both
bands, moving them outward from the front toward either side, bring-
ing the palms uppermost, and at the same time giving the shoulders a
slight shrug, an unconscious though effective emphasis to the gesture.

The accompanying figure (132) represents at Nos. 2, 3, and 4 the hab-
itations of a village of which the author or owner of the record is a
member. No. 1 denotes a water fowl. No. 2 is a habitation, from-the
roof of which project three shaman sticks, erected as votive offeringS
to deceased members of the household. The owner is also apparent on
the roof, occupied by domestic duties. No. 3 is another bouse, from the
roof of which is seen the issuings of smoke. No. 4 is another long
bouse, from the right band end of which is seen projecting a stick indi-
cating the direction taken by the owner in his departure for another
locality. No. 5 represents a swan (the uppermost figure), which was
observed by the traveler on his journey, as also an animal, the specific
name of which could not be ascertained. No. 6, however, is the traveler

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fig. 132.

NOTICE OF DEPARTURE TO VISIT NEIGHBORING VILLAGE.

himself seated on his dog sledge, holding in his hand a whip, with which
he is urging the dog to hasten, as the end of the journey is near at
band. He is preceded by another native (No. 7), whom he caught up
with, who was dragging home some gaine. No. 8 is the bouse of the
person whom the traveler is going to visit. The left-hand figure sees
him coming, and shows his pleasure by extending his arm horizontally,
to inform others of the village that he sees the stranger approaching.
The figure on the meat pole is said to be exceedingly pleased at the

news, and is seen performing some athletie feat on the horizontal pole
mentioned. Another of the household is occupied at the storebouse
(No. 9) in preparing for the storing of the gaine captured by No. 7.

Smoke observed issuing from the roof of the habitation No. 8 is
similar to that in No. 3, and resembles also in graphic execution the
tail of the dog in No. 6. Upon comparison it will be found that the
,water thrown up by a whale in blowing is represented in like nianner.

ABSTRACT IDEAS.

But few instances denoting, or perhaps even snggesting, abstra -
ideas have been met with. The following examples embrace also ges-
ture language as well as an attempt at recording subjective ideas.
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It is seldom that the indication of speech is attempted by the Eskimo,
but in fig. 133 an excellent portrayal of the idea of urging by means
of the voice, or calling, is given. The two men are traveling with a
sledge and three dogs, the foremost of the figures having a line extend-
ing from the side of the head-presumably the mouth-to thele ader
of the dogs. The idea is also exhibited in other pictographs made by

Eskimo, and is not of rare
occurrence in pictographic .
drawings of the natives of

Kadiak, as stated by Vladi-

NATIVE SPEAKING TO DOG. inir Naomoff.
Voice lines are frequently

and similarly portrayed by the Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Dakota Indians.
In pictographs relating to hunting expeditions and pastimes the first-
named tribe. is perhaps one of the most advanced in expressing pic-
torially some of the more difficult ideas, not only objective ones but
subjective as well.

The line extending from the mouth to denote speech is a visible pre- i
sentation of the common gesture sign for the same idea, made by i

passing forward from the mouth the extended index finger. r
t

2 3 4 r
Fig. 134. r

SHOBE LINE, OR WATER MABK.

The elevated left hand of the leader of the party is an additional
indication that he is urging the dogs to quicken their pace, or perhaps T
to exert greater effort in pulling the sledge.

The illustration in fig. 134 represents several men carrying an a
umiak. The vessel at No. 3 is raised above the-ground, the four lines
resembling props or supports being the men's legs. -The.boat is being
carried toward the water, the shore lines beirg indicated by the vertical
curves at No. 2. The artist felt that he had not the'skill in perspec- <
tively showing the water's edge, and so v
places the water lines in a position in h
which they may clearly be observed. a
The four crosses at the left of the engrav- Fig. 135. ri

ing denote waterfowl, while the figures A CAPTIVE WHALE. ai

at No. 4 denote a standing, one in conversation and gesture with the
departing ones, and another seated upon the ground. ti

A good portrayal of the whale is given in fig. 135. The spray-a small
character for which is placed over the highest ridge of the head-is tI
portrayed to specify the nature of the mammal. The oblique line pro- .

truding from the back is the'harpoon which was used in the capture.
An interesting fact connected with this pictograph is the representa-
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tion Of death, i. e., a dead whale or killed whale, determined by the
presence of the instrument with which death was accomplished. This
is rare in Innuit pictography, but frequent in Indian art.

Plate 68, fig. 3, is a large bag handle from Cape Nome. This is par-
ticularly interesting from the fact of the presence of a variety of
human forms, some resembling the bird-like forms or wings very much
resembling the characters for "Thunderbird," as portrayed by the
Ojibwa and other Algonkian tribes. The left half of the lower face of
the bow represents umiaks with hunters and harpoons. Near the
middle of the record is a very gracefully drawn whale tail up in the
air, as the animal appears to be diving while the hunter is throwing
his harpoon into its body. UJpon the upperhalf of this saine side of
the bow, the two sides being divided by parallel median ulines, are a
number of whale tails, indicating whales that have escaped, while
others are shown in the attitude of swimming. Near the left is a very
conspicuous umiak occupied by four hunters. Over the bow of the
boat projects a large harpoon resting upon the harpoon rest. This
illustration is reproduced elsewbere with further explanation. The
upper or convex side of the bow is also divided into two longitudinal
ridges or faces. Upon one of these is the portrayal of umiaks rowing
toward the left, one hunter harpooning an animal, while at the extreme
left four hunters appear to be carrying an umiak toward the water, as
if preparing for.departure. Theright half of the record appears to
represent the other line, as there are several habitations with smoke
rising from the smoke holes, votive offerings attached near by, as well
as scaffolds. In this instance the latter are evidently for burial pur-
poses and not for food. This is made clear from the fact that the
votive offerings are placed in close contact with the respective burials.
A little farther to the right are three men returning with a sledge and
a single dog, two additional persons appearing to lag behind, as if
wearied or bent with age. The representation of a human figure car-
rying a staff is a common indication of age or indigence, and·occurs
very frequently in Egyptian hieroglyphs, as well-as in the mnemonic.
One of the inidividuals shown in the Eskimo record stoops forward
very much, and this is believed to indicate age. Immediately behind
him is the rude outline of a fox, which may have reference to bis being
a shaman, or he may possibly have captured such an animal. To the
right is a figure denoting a whale's fluke, indicating that the hunters
are also whalers, because to the rigkt of this finke is an umiak with
two persons sitting in it using the paddle. The hanter in the bow of
this boat has hispaddle projecting forward and iot quite touching the
water, the perspective being admirably represented, as it does not eut
through and destroy the structure of the boat. Upon the other face of
this same -bow are several umiaks in pursuit of a whale and several
natives dragging seals, two of these natives having attached to the rear
part of their;bodies appendages drawn exactly like a dog's tail or a fox's
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tail,-which-indicates that the natives belonged to those classes referred
to by Captain Beechey in his Notice of the Indians of Schisma Reef
Inlet, who wore such ornaments attached to their clothing, giving them f
a ridiculous appearance, and may probably have occasioned the report
of the Chukche that the people of that region have tails like dogs.

The remaining figures upon this bow consists of human beings and a
few animal forms, near the extreme right being a curious outline of an
umiak, the occupants of which are shown with extended arms from
which numerous -short lines project. These ,may dénote the filu uon
the sleeves of the dress, or they may have other sinfctoor they
May possibly be inerely fancy of the engraver.

SHAMANISM.

Althou'gh the Eskimo are extremely superstitions, and numbers of
them are recognized shamans of ability, yet there seems to be a gen-
eral scarcity of pictographie matter pertaining thereto. This is strange)
too, as among some peoples the records are almost entirely devoted to
shamanistie ceremobies,,and in several instances, as among the Ojibwa,
for instance, the mnemonie and hunting records-all shamanistie-are
the only relices of pictography at this day.

MYTHIC ANIMALS.

But a few specimens portraying mythic animals occur, the following
being the Most conspicuous:

The accompanying specimen, on plate 72, is from Cape Prince of
Wales, and was collected by Mr. E. W. Nelson. It represents awhale-
line guide, and is used on the bow of an -umiak used for whale hunt-
ing. The two pieces of ivory, measuring in height 4- inclies, are
inigeniously joined together by mortising, the slot in either piece being
iade so as to face its fellow; and into these slots is afterwards placed

a piece to hold both sides in place, by being secured by ivory pegs
wbich pass through at ight angles to the connecting piece, as will be
observed in the illustrations. In th,lower cut wiil be noticed au addi-
tional piece, larger than the round pegs, which consists of a large
glass bead.

The horns of the specimen represent the heads of a mriammal, the
eyes consisting of wooden pegs, while the nostrils are drillings filled
in with pegs which'appear to have been blackened.

lu the upper figure are portrayed two thunderbirds or eagles, each
descending to grasp a whale, the latter having spray in the act of
being pjected from the "blowholes." In the lower figure the birds are
represented as havmig secured the whales and have risen into the air,
as seems indicated by the fori of.the whale on the right-hand aide.
The engraving of the characters is decidedly bold and expressive, the
entiré surface of the etched portions still retaining more or less black
color. The general artistic fori of the bird is very like 'that usually
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 72.
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found in Algonkian pictographs, and does not keep in general bar-
mnony with Alaskan art, although the whales, which arê true, typical,
Alaskan exanples, seems at once to repel the suspicion of intrusive
characters, or such as are non-Innuit.

a b

Fig. 136.

MYTHIC SEEPENTS.

The four perforations in the piece are for attaching it to the gunwale
of the umiak.

The illustrations given, a, b, and c, of fig. 136, represent mythie
serpents, and are described insome of the folk tales. c very much
resembles the " water monster" of the Ojibwa,
thougli it is scarcely possible that the cult of
the latter could have been conveyed, even in
the slightest degree, to the Eskimo. Other
intervening tribes, notably so those of the .
Athabascas family, have set-pent myths, and Fig.13'7.

from this people the idea may have been con- MTETC ArMML DEVOURING NA-

TIVE.

veyed to the Innuit, especially as the,.latter
are in frequent communication with the Kenai Indians, the northwest-
ernmost tribe of the above-mentioned famiy.

It bas been suggested, too, thatfhe creatures may have been copied
from or suggested by illustrations in newspapers or other literature.

lu fig. 137 is shown a mythic creature taking up a man and preparing
to devour him. The belief inwwater monsters survives among the
natives of the southern coast, opposite the island of-Kadiak, a creature

resembling somewhat a reptilian form in imitation of
an alligator, of which illustrations are aIso given else-
where.

The outlines in fig. 138 are not sufficiently specific to
Fig. 1 indicate the kind of creature intended, but the indica-

MTHIC . tion of the heart, together with the voice line, or life

Une, extending tberefrom to the open mouth, is very much like some of
the figures found among the Zuni and the Ojibwa.

This peculiar line denotes the animal to be of a mythie or, perhaps,
sacred character, and has reference to ceremonials known only to the
shamans or members of certain cult societies.

NAT MUS 95---58
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In plate 66, fig. 2, is the engrave4 figure of a seal, witbin which are
various objects, animate and inauirate, resembles that class of sacred
objects often carried by the Ojibwajes'sakid or juggler.

Fig. 139 represents a series of characters only part of which are
intelligible. No. 1 is evidently-from the curve of the borns-a rein-
deer, while No. 2 is explained to be a mythic animal-a serpent, as
similarly elongated quadrupeds bave been interpreted by some natives.
No. 3 appears to be the first of a series of seven figures (Nos. 3, 4, 5,
7, 8, 9, 10) which are apparently.decorated with fringed coats, like tbe
neigbboring-Kolosh and Keunai Indians, and marks of bird or other
faces upon their heads.

No. 6 is an aquatic bird in flight, which at.once shows the difference
in execution of ideas, the liuman figure being bifurcated as above indi-
caied. No.11 is a mammal, resembling the usual character denoting
theputoridce.

CEREMONIALS.

Mr. Murdoch remarks that at some of the ceremonial dances of th.e
Eskimo, at Point Barrow, the participants wear masks, some of which
are sometimes decorated with slight ornamentation.

Fig. 139.

MYTHIC CREATURES.

Gorgets are also worn, and fig. 3 represents an excellent example
with ornamentations relating to fishing and hunting. The same author
remarks, also, that the more southern Eskimo of Alaska are in the
habit of using in their dances very elaborate and bighly ornamented
and painted masks, of which the National Museum possesses a very
large collection. The ancient Alents also- used masks. On the other
band, no other Eskimo, save "those of Alaska, ever use masks in their
performances, as far as I can learn, with the solitary exception of the
people of Baffin Land, where a mask of the bide of the bearded seal ii
worn on certain occasions. Nordenskiöld saw one wooden mask among
the people near the winter quarters of the Vega, but learned that this
bad been brought from Bering Strait, and probably from Amnerica."'

The dancing mask previously referred to and shown in plate 16 is
from Kuskoquim, and was collected by Mr. E. W.'Nelson. The speci-
men is of interest from the fact tbat it constitutes perhaps the only
example of woodwork bearing pictographs in color. The specimen,
including the lower pendant, measures about 9j inches in length, the
width of the largest piece-bearing the eyes, nose, and mouth-being
almost 3 inches across. Upon the top and rigbt side are a number of
punctures for the insertion of feathers, only three of the latter being
now present. The four slats of wood are attached to the main piece

ÎNinth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-'88, 1892, p. 370.
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by means of thin strands of bark. The several pieces were rudely
besmeared with a white chalky paint, while over several portions of
then are markings ini black.

Upon the left cheek of the mask are four vertically arranged figures
of masks, rather grotesque in expression. The lower one is not as
elaboratelydrawn ds the others. Upon the upper piece of wood, upon
the left of the mask, is an outline of an umiak, with sail spread. In
the bow of the boat is the figure of a native with hands and arms
uplifted, while another figure is visible in the stem acting as helmsman.

The markings upon the remaining piece are probably meaningless.
Among the Indians of the Northwest Coast, the Ilkutat and Tshilkat,

and to a certain extent the neighboring tribes, masked dances are of
frequent occurrence, the purport beiing usually.ceremonial; though at
this day much of the former sacredness of these ceremonials has become
debased. Among the Eskimo ceremonial dances are of great impor-
tance, though not of such frequence as a.mong theirsouthern neighbors.

In fig. 140 the vertical strokes shown by Nos. 1 and 10 represent the
timbers supporting the structure within which the dance takes place,
not sufficient space being available upon the specimen of ivory to rep-

Fg.140.

CEREMONIAL DANCE.

resent the roof. Nos. 2, 7, and 9 are the druimers, each armed with a
flat, tambourine drain, generally used by the shamen everywhere. Nos.
3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 represent the dancers, marked with what appears to be
bear heads-made of some light wood, such as cedar. The attitudes of
the dancers are remarkably clever and lifelike, showing the various
attitudes, both natural and assumed, in imitation of the animal relre-
sented, as may be found at any dance of aboriginal peoples when they
attain that particular degree of enthusiasm consequent upon and per-
ceptible to the beholder after a feast.

This engraving, plate 73, fig. 2, is one of the most interesting on
account of the portrayal of the transmission of souxnd, a stage of devel-
opment found in but few instances in Alaskan pictographs, but of
frequentoccurrence among the'Cheyennes, and other neighboring tribes,
in the vicinity of Fqrt Sill< Indian Territory, and other posts farther
north.

The entire record relates to a ceremonial dance, held on account of a
sick person, and the indication of the village houses and sledges of
visiting natives.

The narrator is indicated at No/, his arms outstretched to embrace
the surrounding area as the place where he was, and which, perhaps,
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is his residence also. Nos. 2, 6, and 8 denote scaffolds for food, the
accumulated material being apparent upon the transverse poles. At the

residence at No. 3 smoke is emerging-from the smoke hole in the roof,
and someone is also upon the roof of the entrance reaching ontward

toward what may have been intended for a scaffold, but which, because

of erosion, had become partly obliterated, as have also portions of the

human beings beneath. The next house, No. 4, also has a column of
smoke rising from the smoke hole, while several vertical lines before
the entrance indicate the original portrayal of the necessary storebouse
or food scaffold. No. 5 is another permanent habitation, while at No.
7, over the roof of the entrance to the bouse, is the outlinie ofa man, hor-
izontal and with tbe hand tbrown downward as if naking a common
gesture sign for lying down, or to lie there, having reference perhaps to

the recumbent position of the occupant, who may be sick and for whose
benefit the ceremonies are-in operation. A heavy columu of smoke is
issuing from the chimney.

Upon the house No. 9 are two persons apparently interested in
somethiug or soneonelat No. 7, no doubt referring to the sick man.
At No. 10 is desigiated the entrance to the house No. 9, and upon the
roof are four persons; the one at the right holding hi one hand tam-
bourine drum, while with the other hand lie is beating it, the sound
therefrom passing forward over the group of dancers before the house.
lu the rear of the drummer are three assistant musicians, and from the
absence of drums or rattles they appear to be singers, the belief being
furthermoie strengthened from the fact that each of the three lias an
arm or hand elevated; the one at the right 'appearing to place his
hand before his mouth to denote in gesture language speech, voice,
song, a common portrayal in varions Indian pictographs, as well as
Maya, Mexican, Egyptian, and Hittite hieroglyphs and objectiver repre-
sentations of voice in various foms. The remaining figures also appear
to have their hands directed upward before the face, an approach in
gesture to the preceding. - The sign for sing, singing, is made by hold-
ing the palm upward and passing the hand upward and forward from
the mouth, though beginning before the neck and passing at from 6 to
10 inches before the mouth.

The narrow vertical line with streamers of cloth or calico attachedl
and surmounted by the wooden effigy of a bird, is a votive offering or
"shaman stickI" erected upon the roof of the house No. 9 in commemo-
ration of one of the household.

The character at No. 12 is another shaman, armed with a drum, which
he holds in one hand and with the other strikes the head with a drunk
stick,'which is seen crossing the surface in the endeavor to drive away
one of the evil spirits or demons hiovering about in the air after beiug
expelled~by exorcism from the body of the sick man.

The group embracing nine figures, No. 13, denotes the assistant
shamans driving aboute and punishing the evil spirits-the same one
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10 being here reproduced with uplifted hauds and once as a small being-
e they being inasked and decorated with fringed sleeves and garments
f, and armed with weapons possessing mysterious power in exorcisn.
*d The demon appears in nearly each instance to supplicate the shaman
se not to strike with the uplifted rod, the gesture sign for supplication
le -being accurately portrayed, both hands being elevated toward the one
rf addressed, not only surpassing in pictorial execution the same -idea as

found among other Ainerican aborigines, but being exactly similar to

the hieroglyph, for the saine idea, of the Egyptians.
O. Nos. 14, 15, and 16 are sledges, drawn up near to the place of the
r- dance. The representations of the sledges are more nearly like some

figures of the baidarka shown elsewhere, because ofthe almost vertical
bow and the dark line along the top, consisting of two horizontal lines

se within whichý are short vertical strokes, the latter denoting bales of
is peltries and furs received from other natives for barter. The man at

the fore part of the sledge in No. 14 is smoking a pipe, while the figures
on top of both No. 14 and 15 appear to enjoy the scene, their arms

n. apparently raised as if in acclamation. At No. 16 the dog is assisted
e in pulling the sledge by the. man, who is dragging at a cord, the load
n- being evidently a heavy one, as the man at the side of the sledge is

id hiso tugging at it to assist in propulsion.
e. The scene presented in plate 73, fig. 1, is of interest, because the
ie cereionial danceîs performed in the middle of the village, as indicated
g by the peculiar distribution of the habitations and the sledges of the
n visitors.
1sThe characters in Nos. 1, 2, and 3 denote permanent or winter habi-

e, .tations, upon which are observed some of the witnesses to the dance.
No. 4 is a high pole erected between the -habitations, and upon it is an

e- effigy of'an animal, while the pole itself is decorated with streamers of
r calico or cloth, flannel, etc. No. 5 is a slender stick, upon the top of
n which is placed the wooden effigy of a bird, the whole being designated

a " shaman stick" or votive offering, being a token or inemorial erected
by a relative or friend to one deceased. The memorial is intended also
as a "luck stick," i. e., a public testimonial of wishing luck to the
spirit of the dead.

Near the11abitation No. 2 is an oblong figure upon stilts, denoting a
r scaffold upon which food is stored. These are so erected as to be
« beyond the reach of dogs and noxious or predatory animals.

Nos. 6 to 12 are sledges belonging to a party of fur traders who
h chanced to stop at the village. At Nos. 6 and 12 the dogs hlve

already been unhitched and the owners are seated at the front, smok-
y ing their pipes. Bales of goods- are indicated by the solid outline of

oblong figures raised upon short lines above the sledges themselves.
tThe human figures represented by Nos. 13 to 22 are the shaman

t and his -assistants. These are duplicate characters of the latter por-
e trayed in driving away evil spirits, Nos. 25 to 26, which are indicated
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as human forms, curved, with the feet and legs turned upward and the
-arms thrown forward, as if making violent efforts at jumping. These
spirits are driven around from one point to another, some shamans
driving and striking thei to compel their departure, while others are
assisting in exorcism by using the magic rattles, seen as short T-shaped
figures in the hands of some of the assistants.

All of this ceremonyis for the purpose of exorcism, the expulsion of the
demons of disease from the body of a sick man, indicated as wrapped
up at No. 24, where he is supposed tobe lying upon the ground.

The entire grouping of the figures is, necessarily, placed along two
base lines, each line running parallel with the border of the ivory bow
upon which the record is portrayed. The heads of the different indi-
viduals, as well as the housetops and the tops of the sledges, are aIl
directed inward toward the middle, this being the limit of possibility
of artistie execution in attempting a bird's-eye view of the wbole vil-
lage and its dancing ground-the latter being about the higli decorated

pole, at No. 4, but for lack of-spaçe the ceremonial is transferred to
where it is drawn-the intention being to represent the dancers as if
in a circle, their movements being directed around the pole bearing the
animal figure.

S 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n

Fig. 141.

SHIAMANTST[C CEREMONIAL.

Two distinct styles of engraving occur in the pictograph represented
in fig. 141, although they are probably by the saine artist. The habi-
tations showin in Nos. 1 and 3 are in delicately engraved lines quite
foreign in execution to the crudely carved figures in Nos. 4 to 11. The
houses are in profile, and both indicate the -place of entrance at the
right side, beneath the delicate vertical rod projecting above. Human
figures are seen upon the roofs, those upon No. 3 appearing to be occu-
pied in an animated conversation, as suggested by the attitude of the
armis.

The vertical poles, connected by a crosspiece, indicated iù No. 2, rep-
resenta rack where fish and the meat of game are suspended for dry-
ing.. The figure of a man engaged in some occupation connected with
the rack is observed between the vertikal poles.

The human figures indicated in Nos. 4 to 9 are engaged in a dance,
the attitudes of all but two being well executed in the representation of
the peculiar manner of leaning forward the body, common to nearly all
aboriginal tribes when participating in such pastimes. lii Nos. 6 and
8 are seen peculiar tail-like appendages, representing merely ornamental
streamers often tied to the belt at the spiral portion to represent the
tais of animals which these natives sometimes imitate, both in dress
and actions.
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The two mammalian figures at the extreme right-Nos. 10 and 11-
are dogs, faciug one another; an attitude assumed by strangers, as
these had probably accompanied their masters to the place of the
cerenony portrayed.

Plate 73, fig. 4 represents a ceremonial dance. The characters in
Nos. 1 and 4, representing three pairs of human forms, are dancers,
who are aiding the shaman at No. 2, who is shown with his hands
uplifted and throwing them circularly about as if "stirring up a
breeze," which he is in fact doing, in so far as it pertains to the spirits
of the air, whose aid he is invoking. All this is being done because
the seated figure at the left end of the habitation, No. 3, is requesting
the shaman's assistance. Four other human figures are indicated about
the same habitation, though partly worn off, and at the right-hand
upper corner is a shaman stick or votive offering, placed there to the
memory of one of the owner's family. The stick appears to be sur-
mounted by an effigy of a bird, this being the common practice. Nos.
5 and 6 appear to be dancers, each armed with rattles, small round
frames of wood, having both flat sides covered with seal gut or buck-

skin, being used by shamen or their assistants. No. 7 denotes another
habitation, at the left end of which is a votive offering and at the
other a human figure, who, with his left hand, reaches down to another,
No. 8, who appears in the act of winking-aid from spirits in the air.

No. 9 is undetermined, but Nos. 10, 11, and 12 are reindeer, the first

and last having attached to them th spirit or guardian of the shaman,

who has compelled the animals to come within reach of the hunter's
gun, though only one of the three, No. 12, having been secured.

No. 13 represents the shaman in another instance when his services
were requested; this time by a native shown in No. 14, at the left-hand

end and seated or leaning against the dwelling. Soine votive offerings

are also perceived upon the roof, while to the right, No. 15, are a num-

ber of natives indulging in a dance, probably a ceremonial one, as the

record is one pertaining to shamanistie matters entirely.

The ivory bag handle shown on plate 32, fig. 7, is an excellent piece

of workmanship, and presents evidence of artistic expression not met

with in any other speciinens.

The central disk presents the relief carving of a human face, the nose

being clearly indicated as different from that drawn or engraved upon

the seal's face, while below the mouth are the vertical lines to denote

the tattooing practiced by the women. The expression of the face is

rather firm and represents a frown. The ring surrounding the face
is the fur hood, the fui itself being indicated by the short radiating
lines extending therefrom.

The opposite side of tile specimen is a reproductiorôf th'e obverse,
with the exception, however, that the face is that ofi- man, the mouth

being portrayed by. having'the corners turned upiward to denote a
sinile, while below either corner is a circular spt to indicate the

labrets. The furred hood is also shown.
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Upon either side of the face are seals, ornamented with rayed cir-

cles, while along the lower edge are two parallel lines bearing interior
decorations of simple cross lines.

The upper edge has a simple longitudinal crease, while beneath this

line is furthermore ornamented by short lateral ones.

INDIVIDUAL SHAMANISM.

The illustration presented in fig. 142 is perhaps unique, the original
having been obtained from a native well versed in shamanism, and in
fact professed to be one.

Descriptions of shamans' ceremonials in medicine lodges, especially
in the initiation of candidates, were published by the present writer in
the Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, and relate

to the Ojibwa Mide'wiwin #or
Grand Medicine Society, a cult
society known to the Catholic
Fathers who first came to Can-
ada, but which, until the above

r'eport was published, had
never been thoroughly under-
stood. The complete exposi-

e tion of the mythology and
ritual thereto was given by the
present writer; and a similar
contribution to science has
been recently published in the
Fourteenth Annual Report of
the saine Bureau, and embraces
the exposition of the ceremoni-

als of the sever i cult societies
of the Menomini Indians, the
report being a part only of the
memoir which embraces a com-

Fig. 142- plete history of that t-ribe, first
SHAMAN CURING A SICK MAN IN THE CEREMONIAL known through their discovery

STRUCTURE.

by Nicollet, in 1634.

The illustration given above, representing an Eskimo shaman heal-
ing a sick man, with the explanation given by the recorder thereof, is
of peculiar value and interest. The Innuit ceremonial structures are
partly underground, the roof being covered with turf and other
inaterials, andlthe entrance thereto being by a partly underground or

possibly tunnel-like passage-way.
In the figure, a rèpresents the entrance to the chamber,. or lodge, as

ahabitation of natives or Indians is often designated; b, the fireplace;
C, a vertical piece of wood upon which -is placed a cross piece, upon
each end of which is a lamp made of steatite and fed with fat; d, the
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musicians upon raised seats drumming upon tambourine drums, and

r producing music to the movements of the shaman during his incanta-

tions in exorcising the demon, or evil spirit, tepposed to have posses-

s sion of the patient; e, visitors and friends seated around the interior of

the chamber to witness the ceremony; f, the sifnan represented in

making bis incantations preparatory to exorcising from the body of the

patient the demon to whose presence the disease is 'ttributed; q, the

patient seated upon the tloor of the chamber-the legs being folded

a under his body and scarcely visible to the beholder, they are omitted

in the pictograph. h represents the shanan in another stage of the

ceremonies, driv-ing ont the demon. i is another figure of the patient-

from his head is seen to issue a line connecting it with j. j is the

;e demon. k is the shaman in the act of driving the demon ont of the

r lodge or chamber-in his haids are sacred objects, bis personal fetish,

in which his power lies; 1, the flying demon endeavoiring to escape
through the doorway. m and n are assistants to tbe shainan, stationed

at the entrance to strike and basten the departure of the demon.

Plate 64, fig. 1, represents a drill bow from the north-of Nortoi Sound.

d Contrary to the usual customx, this specimen is curved edgewise, so that

r upon tje-back appears one continuous record, while upon the front side
there Çe two, the front being beveled from the central line. Quite a

d number of interesting figures appear upon this record, the resuilts in

e bunting having apparently beea brought 2 about by the kind. offices of

r a shaman, to whom application has beenu made for success by the
recorder or owner. ln the small space at the extreme left is the outline

e of a human figure, the arms bent and the bands touching the sides,
two prominent ears, and three lines directed upward from the head.
This represents the shaman whose influence had been obtained. Imme-
diately below this human figure is an oblong outline attached to a
delicate groove or lii1esxtending forward to a whale. This represents

e the float attached to the harpoon line. The next character represents
a seal facing the right, its vis-à-vis being a native crawling along with a
spear in his hand. evidently intending to capture it. The short etchings

t projecting from the base line and extending to the right to a distance of

about three inches, represent a marsh. Five seals are shown about the

middle of this marsh, as if swimming in the water with only the bead
and top of the body projecting. Beyond these animals, and at the end
of the marsh, is the outline of a boat. Some distance to the right is a

e figure very much resembling a crouching bear. This again is a repro-

r duction of*-the figure of the shaman whose kindly offices had- been
r secured upon another occasion. He seems to be throwing forward a
r magie bullet which, used by the hunter iu the kaiak above him, enabled

the hunter to secure the seal he wanted, as -shown by the bullet mark
above the animal a. short distance in front of the kaiak. Upon the
same face of the bow will be observed a nuniber of characters as if

nl suspended from the upper Une thereof. By turning the bow about, the

ÍÍŽÍ
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pictures will be brought into proper position. Beginning at the left,
are two elongated figures, each upon stilts, which represent the scaf-
folds upon which these boats are placed for drying. Three winter habi-
tations are next in order, about which are a number of human beings
in various attitudes. Smoke issues from the top of the house, and the
vertical rods projecting from the first nd second indicate votive offer-

Jugs. To the right of the third house are three human beings standing
about an umiak, which is drawn foreshortened, and a line extending to
the right to an oblong figure, which is a seal which they have captured.
There are outlines of five natives with arms extended, one witlL a spear,
but the import of these charactersis not intelligible. The next figure,
however, fs shown in the act of dragging a seal, while beyond it is
another seal, toward which a native i9 throwing his spear. Beyond
the latter je shown the body of anothr cea, toward which a hunter is
crawling on ail fours, and in an oposite direction from him is his con-
panion engaged in like pursuit of another seal, shown to the right. As
the bow is shown in the illustration, with the figure of a shaman at the

right, it will be observed that along the upper face are a number of

illustrations which represent various avocations. At the extreme right
is the body of a reindeer lying upon the ground, the horms at the right
projecting upward, and upon the body of the animal, as well as behind
it, are birds feeding upon it. Following this toward the right are four
other animais of like species, with the outlines of a fifth, which can not
be clearly determined. Following the base lino for sone distance, we
come to another deer in the' act of browsing. A little beyond the
middle, toward the right, are three natives, the first going toward the
right with his harpoon directed forwartd, the second irith a line extend--
ing to the right to some object upon the ground, which the third appears
to be stabbing-with his spear, the weapon being uplifted. This may
represent the killing of a seal. Another nafive Is seen approaching
this group of three, beyond which *s the outiline of a large mammal,
evidently intended to represent a deer.

By again turning the bow upside down, so that theupper line becomes
the-base line, another record presents itself. The group of figures at
the extreme left denotes two natives occupied-in boiling something, as
their hands are attached to short lines extending into the kettles, which

are placed against the fire from which the smoke is rising. It is very
likely that they are--cooking the meat of the reindeer, as the hide of
the animal is suspended from the horizontal drying pole-or s3ctffold at
the right, beneath which another native is occupied.in hanging up the
meat. The large, irregularly drawn body to the right of this scaffold
appears to denote a habitation. Two human beings are engaged
between this and a triangular body which may denote a summer habi-
tation, the latter. being usually made of bark, canvas, or boards. To
the right of the triangular building is a human being, beside him being
another scaffold or~drying pole from which is suspendedathe hide of a
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small mammal. Beyond the middle of the bow, toward the right, a fig-
ure of-a kaiak with a native witbin it paddling forward toward a larger
umiak under sail. In front of this stands a man with a gun uplifted,
as if shooting toward the deer whose feet are attached to the upper
line or base line of the preceding record. Beyond this is the outline of
another umiak under sail, and occupied by
three hunters.

In fig. 143, No. a, is represented a native
who desired the services of a shanian, and,
upon visiting one, declared his needs and
probably paid the fee usually required.

The shaman,making his usual ceremonies
of incantation to invoke bis guardian spirit,
or tutelary daimon, is shown with tbat ab
creature about to depart on the mission

a, SHAMAN MAKING iNCANTATIONS; b,
desired by the shauman. INVOKIG AD.

The spirit is a bird, and, as all flying
creatures are deemed lucky, it is here represeited in ùnusually large
size, to increase the importance of the performer.

Another illustration of making incantation is shown in fig. 143b, the
shaman expressing bis ability to cause fish to corne to the bunter by
whom the proper fee is paid. The drawing is taken from an Alaskan
shaman's drum, but appears to be foreign to pure Eskimo drawing,
having probably originally come from the Thliukit', or neighboring
tribes of Athabaskan stock.

A remarkably interesting éngraving is reproduced in fig. 144. The
profession of the Eskimo shaman is very like that of bis confrère of the
Menomini and'Ojibwa ]ndians, of Wisconsin and Minnesota, respee-
tively. e bas the power to invoke his personal guardian or tutelary
daimon .in aiding him to secure the services of other deities or spirits
to perform certain acts of exorcism, or incantation and invocation, so
that a spirit messenger may be sent on almost any mission for informa-
tion that may be desired; or the guardian spirit or daimon may briug
about some events, or control the actions of both men and animais, as

may be desired.
In the illustration, fig.

144, is shown first, at No.

1 2 3 41, an assistant, who aids

Fig. 14&the performer, No. 2, by
using the magie or
"medicine drum." No'.

doubt a hunter has called, and for a certain consideration, or promise
of some parts of the game secured, has solicited the shaman for "hunt-
ing medicine," in order that he may secure a whâle.

The two. men, the shaman and his assistant, are both within the
shaman's Iodge, the inclosure or habitation being indicated by the
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circular line which surrounds the'm and is planted upon the ground
or base line. The mystic influence bas been made to secure a whale,

o. 4, which has been compelled by the shaman's alleged supernatural
power, in the guise of au anthropoid deity, to switn to the locality
where the ceremonies are performed, in order that the hunter may be
enabled to reach him. The short serrated marking between the whale's
head and the figure of the spirit denotes the spray spouted from the
whale.

The line connecting the spirit and the sbaman's hand is the indica-
lion -of the magie influence possessed by the latter over the spirit
messenger..

Other illustrations of shamanistic power are given, especially exam-
ples of exorcism of demons possessing the sick and to whom illness is
attributed.

The illustration in fig. 145 is reproduced from a walrus-ivory drill
bow-in the museum of the Alaska Commercial Company, of San Fran-
cisco, California. The interpretation given to the present writer is as
follows:

Two sick men were brought to the shaman for treatient. The
shaman's summer habitations are represented in Nos. 1 and 2, the

a
8 76 5 4 3 2 1

Fig. 145.

BHAMAN EXORCISING DEMON.

presence of trees denotipg that there was a grove close by. No. 3is the i
shaman, who is represented in the act of holding one of bis "demons" b
or personal deities, with whose aid he pretends. to expel malignant i
spirits or· demons from the body of the sick man. No. 4 is the demon T
under control of the shaman. No. 5 represents the same shainan in the ti
act of exorcising the demon in the patient. Nos. 6 and 7 are the sick tc
men who are under treatment and from whom the "evil beings" have w
Ben expelled. The two "evil beings" or demons are shown in No.
8, represented in violent movement in their endeaver to escape the
powerful influence of the shaman. is

The engraving presented in plate 73, fig. 3, is without doubt one of til
the cleverest artistic products thus far received from Alaska and N
known to be the work of a native. The entire grouping of the3herd of tr
reindeer, some of the nimals walking leisurely along while pßers stop pl

tobrowse, and whilé the foremost manifest curiosity aud alarm,indi- N
cates that the artistwas-nt only-a close obserer of the habits~of the hi
animal, but had an ungsully keen acquaintance with the anîatomical ai

structure and the attitudes asumed under different eircamstances so li
as to expxess the emotions. N
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The hunters, Nos.18 and 19, had gone to a shaman to seek his aid in
secaring luck for game, and the shaman (who is represented by the
upper part of the body only, hands outstretched, above the two rein-
deer, Nos. 11 and 12) being favorably disposed, is driving the game
in the way of the hunters, his assistants, at Nos. 1, 2, and 5, also-driv-
ing animals by being ýortrayed as if riding upon their backs.

No. 4 represents a fawn, the open mouth suggesting its crying to its

parents, while the upper figure at No. 3 and the legless one at the
space between Nos. 7and 8 are represented as beyond the first file of
animals-an attemptàt perspective, nio doubt.

The attitudes of Nos. 12 and 10 are a good attempt at foreshorten-
ing, rather a difficultundertaking for a native barbarian.

A doe is also shown above the animal at No. 16, walking 'parallel
with the herd, No. 17, but her legs are supposed to be invisible because
of her being beyond those in the foreground.

The herd at No. 17 is portrayed as an elongated body with numerous
heads and two legs more than necessary for the eight animals indicated.
lu nearly all instances the horns are carefully drawn so as to show the
peculiar curve toward the front as well as the so-called snow shovels-
the horns projecting forward and downward over the nose, and by
means of which the manimals eut through the snow in search of lichens
and other food.

Nos. 18 and 19 !are& the hunters with bow and arrow, the attitudes
assumed in shooting being well represented. No. 20 is the but.

In the accompanying illustrations, plate 74, are three views selected
from a drill bow, in the museur of the Alaska Commercial Company
of San Francisco, California. The rod upon which the characters occur
is here presented in three sections, A, B, and C. In A is found the
beginning of the narrative of one who applied to a shaman for success
in hunting; which extends only one-half of the length of the rod.
The course of the inscription is then continued on the adjacent side of
the rod at the middle, and reading in both directions (sections B and ),
toward the two files of approaching animals. Band C occupies the
whole of one side.

The following is the explanation of the characters:
A. No. 1 represents a baidarka, or skin boat, resting on poles; this

is done in order that the vessel may dry. No. 2'is one of the habita.
tions of the village, as are also those in No. 4, and the storehouses in
Nos. 5 and 7. No. 3 denotes a tree located in the village. No. 6 is a
tree, between the branches of which and the roofs of the bouses are
placed poles for drying food-fish, etc. The characters from No. 1 to
No. 7 signify the ettlenent, the home of the person to whom the
history relates. No. 8 isthe hunter sitting on the ground asking for
aid and making thegesture for supplication, asking by elevating both
hands toward the sky, or toward the one from whom aid is"olicited.
No. 9 is ihe shaman to whom application is madebythe hunter desirtng
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success in the chase. The shaman bas finished his incantations, and
wbile still retaining his left arm in the position for that ceremony holds w
the right toward the hunter, giving him the success requested. No. 10 ti
is the shaman's winter lodge, while Nos. 11 and 13 are trees surrounding à1J
it, as well as the summer habitation noted at No. 12. is

In the illustration, B is a record pertaining to the hunter's previous
application to another shaman with whom no satisfactory arrangement
could be made. Consequently, the shaman caused'the game to flee and CE

get out of the hunter's way. The detailed description is as follows: g1
B. No.14 is a tree standing beside the habitation No. 15, upon which 84

the shanan is observed standing and driving back the game visible te
over the remainder of the scene. No. 16 is a deer, the nearegt to and n(
the first to feel the shaman's order to return to a safe place. No. 17
are the horns of a deer protruding from the surface of the river which
the animal is swimming. No. 18 is a fawn, recognizable also by the
unusually long legs as compared to the size of the body.

bI the last panel, C, is recorded the continuation of the story begun
by the recorder or hunter in A, No. 8.

No. 19 represents a tree located near the hunter's habitation, which isF
shown in No. 20. The hunter, designated in the attitude of shooting,
at No. 21, after having been granted the request for success, placed the n
effigy of bis totem upon the top of his house.as a mark of gratification de
and to insure greater luck in his undertaking. Nos. 22 and 23 embrace
five deer which were secured, the heads of the animals being turned
toward the hunter, denoting that the game was ·captured. No. 24 is
the shaman's demon driving the game toward the hunter, while in Nos.

25, 26, 27, and 28 are indicated other demons who were invoked to aid
the chief tutelary guardian of the shaman primarily invoked for this
service.

The figure in No. 25 is a water monster resembling, in this instance,
a whale, but which is represented by other of the Innuit as a four or
six legged serpent. The latter idea is common in the mythology of the
Algonkian tribes; but the existence of such a being in the mythology
of the Aigalu'xamut and Kiate'xamut, Innuit as well perhaps as among
others of this nation, seems entirely original with them.

Plate 64, fig. 2, represents a bone wedge for splitting thi'n strips of
wood for fish traps. The specimen is from Nunivak Island" and is
remarkable for the curious engraving which is shown to exist upon the
upper surface. It will be observed that the outline within which
almost all the small figures are drawn denotes a seal, a median line
extending from the eye backward almost to the tail. Above and
beneath this are various figures of guns, animals, plants, and straight Th<
lines while upon the reverse, at a point nearly 2 inches from the the
tail, there projects fri(m the median line'a many-branched tree, imme-
diately above which and .to either side are shown two reindeer as if froi
browsing. These reindeer present a peculiarity which has been
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especially noticeable in Zuîi and Algonkian pictography to represent
what is désignated as the life line. This consists of a line drawn from
the moutb, or very near it, backward into the body, where iterminates
in a line, or more generally a triangular figure, to denote the head. It
is a shamanistie figure, and indicates that the shaman who possessed
iit had influence over the life of the animal so portrayed. This subject
bas been more clearly described in connection with the shamanistie
ceremonies of the Ojibwa Indians in the en-
graving ot-*the Midë'wiwin or Grand 3Iedicine
Society of the Ojibwa, published in the Four-
teenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Eth-
nology.

VOTIVE OFFERINGS AND MORTUARY. Fig. 146.

VOTIVE OFFERING.

Fig. 146 is copied from a piece of walrus
ivory in the museum of the Alaska Commercial Company, San Fran-
cisco, California,' and was interpreted to the present writer in San
Francisco in 1882.

The left-hand figure 'is a votive offering or "shaman stick," com-
monly designated a medicine stick, erected to the, memory of one
departed. The "bird" carvings are considered typical of "good

spirits," and the above was erected by the, remorse-
stricken individual who had killed the person shown.

The headless body represents the man who was killed.
TI this respect the Ojibwa manner of portraying a man

killed " or "dead " is similar. Comparison with another
Eskimo drawing, designating a "killed whale" by the
presence in the back of a harpoon, may be made herewith
as another conception of the idea of "dead-" or "killed."

The right-hand figure represents the honmicide who
erected the "grave post" or "shaman stick." The arm

e is thrust downward toward the earth, to represent the
gesture for kill. This is common, likewise, to the gesture
for the same idea as made by the Blackfeet and Dakota
Indians.

In fig. 147 is reproduced an inscription from a g ave

post commemorating a hunter, as ]and animals are shown
Fig.147. to be bis chief pursuit. The following is the ex-lanation

INSCRIPTION ON of the characters:
GRAVE POT. No. a is the baidarka, or boat, h'olding two persons.

The occupants are shown, as are also the paddles, which project below
the horizontal body of the vessel.

No. b is a rack for drying skins and fish. A pole is added above it,
from which are seen floating streamers ,f calico or cloth. No. cis a
fox. Ijo. d is a land otter, while No. e isthe hunter's summer habita-
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tions. These are temporary dwellings, and usnally constructed at a
distance from home. This also indicates the profession of a skin hanter,
as the permanent lodges, indicated as winter houses, i. e., with round
or dome-like roof, are located near the seashore, and summer houses
are only needed when at some distance from home, where a considera-
ble length of time is spent in hunting.

The accompanying illustration, fig. 148, is of a similar nature, and is
erected to the memory of a fisherman.

At a is represented the baidarka, containing the owner
and a companion, probably denoting the friend of him to i

whose memory the tablet was erected. No. b denotes
the bow used in shooting seal and other small marine

Ianimals.
b No. c is a sealthe chief object of pursuit of the deceased, t

while d indicates a whale, an animal also hunted by him.
c . In the illustration in fig. 149 is a drawing of a village I

and burial ground, drawn by a native in imitation of the
original seen by him among the natives of the southern t

Fig. 148. mainland-the Aigalaxamut. Carvings are generally on t
INSCRIPTION FROM walrus ivory, and often on wooden slats. In No. 7 is a 1

representation of the grave post, in position, bearing an
inscription similar in general character to those in the last two pre-
ceding figures.

The interpretation of the characters is as follows:

eNos.1,2, 3, and 4repraesent various styles of habitations composing
hevillage. No. 5 is anelevatedstructure used for storing food. No. 1

6 is a box with wrappiugs, containing the corpse of a child. Scaffold 1
burial is frequent among some of the natives. The small lines, witb ball
attached, are ornamental. appendages, consisting of strips of cloth or
skin, with charms, or sometimeutassels. No. 7 is the grave post, bear-
ing rude illustrations of the weapons and utensils used by the deceased

Fig. 149.

VILLAGE AND BURIAL GROUNDS.

during life. No. 8 is a grave seaffold, containing the body of an adult.
Besides the ornamental appendages, as in No. 6 preceding, there is a
"shaman stick" erected over the box containing the corpse, as a mark
of good wishes.

CONVENTIONALIZING. P

Some examples of decoration are presented herewith, in which thereb
often appears to be solely an attempt .at ornamenting the otherwise
plain surface of ivory. In others there are evidences of an -advanceÇ
in the graphic representation of objects, in tht the originals are no
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longer accurately or entirely portrayed, as through an apparent pro-
cess of -synecdoche conventions are attained, which are thus employed
for ornamentation, while the original import of the objects themselves
seems to have been lost sight of, in so far as their use for historie
records are intended. Some miscellaneous examples will suffice to
illustrate these remarks.%

Plate 40, Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are interesting examples of conventional-
izing, and indicate a long stride toward the employment of certain forme
for decorative purposes or for the ornamentation of spaces upon ivory
rods or bows that might not otherwise be apt to be filled with records
of exçloits or ceremonials.

The row of thirteen figures in plate 40, fig. 5, are the rear portions of
whales, the attitude sometimes taken by them in plunging, when the
tail emerges from the water to an unusual distance.

The row of fourteen T-shaped characters; fig. 6, are conventionalized
forme to denote the whale, the tail only being drawn to indicate the
entire animal. Siimilar figures are frequently tattooed upon the body
to denote a successful whaler. Instances are referred to under the cap-
tion Tattooing, p. 781. In the row marked fig. 7 are shown fifteen swim-
ming seals, the arrangement being decorative, though, in accordance

Fig. 150.

FIGMUES OF SWIDMXiG SUALS.

with a oommon custom, they may also have been intended to denote
many seals captured, an indefinite number of objects often signifying
many, and more than the actual number indicated, which may be lim-
ited for want of room.

Other instances of conventiOnal characters of well-known objects are
presented elsewhere.

The regularity with which the' seals are portrayed in fig. 150 is
aniéther illustration of rec'rding the successfl hant for these animals,
as well as an attempt at utilizing these figures for decorative purposes.

Other illustrations are givèn herewith, in which certain animal forms
har-- be ome so conventionalized as to be almost unrecognizable, and

:7-'shape these forme are used secondàrily, and perhaps even pri-
ma a s decorations, the designs being artistic, as well as of historic
interes

'Since th: laper wasprepared for publication there has been issued by Mr.
}jaliar Sto. of Stockholm, an elegant folio publication on ornamentation,

en'titledi- Stm cr i Amerikansk Ornamentik E Bidrag til ornamentens biologi,"
pp. '42. urs 1'. -lates XX.

Eskiimo workmaia p bearing decorations occur on figures on pages 10-21. A
boat pýddle, £g. 45, : nwing both sides, bears a painted face .on one surface and a
conventhooalized forar upon thp reverse. , This specimen is from Port Clarence, and
frorn theeOt of its being in color and on wood, is of.interest.

Tattooik, showing vari .us conventionalized forms, occur in figure 47 ["Central
Esuimo," d figure 48 ["ffim St. Lawrence Island"].

NAT YTS 95--59
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Plate 22, fig. 4, represents a drill bow from Point Barrow. There are
two horizontal median lines, three-sixteenths of an inch apart, extend- h
ing from end to end, from which extend toward the outer sides short, a,
straight incisions, opposite to each of which are the conventional whale
tails. This appears to be.strictly decorative, the original import as a
hunting record having apparently been lost sight Of in the attempt atb
therametcat

Plate 22, fig. 3, represents another specimen of like character from
the same locality as the preceding. > It measures 16 inches in length

along the dorsum. Apart from the two perfora-
tions which exist at either end of the bow, there
are larger holés made for the insertion of turquoise

~~g- 151 or blue glass beads. On the under surface are

represented skins of a number of animals. The
HABITATION.

ten narrow hides at the left are otter skins. The
succeeding Tfive oblong figures with interior cross hatchings are proba-
bly bear hides. The remaining figures to the right, ten in number,
represent the skins of the deer. A very decided attempt is shown in
this illustration at ornaniental decoration as well as preserving a hunt-

ing record, as the figures are intended to be represented as nearly alike
as possible, the skin of each species of animal being almost exactly
like others of its species. b

One of the drill bows bears a series of illustrations of habitations, b
varions forms being indicated, so as to readily connect the extremes.
The normal form is shown in fig. 151, while the more conventionalized n
outline, which would, if alone, be difficult of specific identification, is b
shown in fig. 152. t

Plate 40, fig. 7, represents a series of seals, the object of which is
rather in the order of a decoration than as a hunting record. The
carving is deep, and characteristic of,tbe work of the natives from
whom it was obtained at Cape Nome. A like form
of representing seals is shown elsewhere.

The various panels in plate 60, fig. 2, contain Seals
at either end, as Nos. 1 and 11, while the bars of ver- re
tical lines separate the intervening portion of tie

HABITATION.fi
ivory rod into other panels, containing single figures
of trees, in regular order and rather conventional, and ii this date of
resulting, in reality, in merely a subject of no history, but of der;:tive
or ornamental import. th

.t No.11 a new record was begun; a man is seated, and is appar a

ently preparing some article of diet. ah
Plate-,3gffg 4, represents a drill bow from Kotzebúe Son - iae or

specimen measures'18J inches in length, and is decorated upon,- tfe te
side shown in the illustration by twu rows of seals eqîidistanté from d
one another and so arranged as to repiesent a method of orn¶rmenta
tion rather than a historical record. The great Inumber of WSals may
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indicate, as in other records, that the hunter was-a very successful seal
hunter. Upon the opposite or convex side is a similar portrayal of
animal forms, though in this instance only one continnous row of
spouting whales occupies the base line, while along the upper line but
four of these animals have been drawn, the remaining eight spaces
being blank. One edge of this bow is very crudely but deeply incised
with strange looking figures representing human beings with alligator
heads,'armed with mandibles similar to those of huge birds. Several
mammalian forms are also represented, one or two being of mythic
import. Several kaiaks are also shown, the occupants being engaged
in walrus and seal hunting.

Plate 21, fig. 1, is the back of the bow drill represented in plate 3,
fig. 1. Considerable interest is attached to this specimen from the fact
of the pronounced median lines extending from end to end, the various
objects between these and the outer margin being so arranged as to
form a very symmetrical and decorative figure. Th'is approaches very
nearly one variety of decoration practiced by the Papuans, and referred
to by Mr. Alfred C. Hladdon.'

The specimen is inverted and the interpretation begins at the first
figure at the right, which represents a man in a kaiak following four

. seals. The two figures extending above and below the median line are
bear skins. The two elongated figures at the narrow portion of the
bow are otter skins. These are succeeded at the next-widening of
the bow by the representation of another bear skin, and so on alter-
nately to the extreme right, in addition to the last otter skins there
being still two added because of the narrowness of that portion of
the bow. The space beyond the perforation in the bow at the extreme
right is ornamented also.

Plate 24, figs. 5 and 6, represents two ivory bodkins, both from Norton
Sound, where they werepbtained from Mr. E. W. Nelson. They are each
about 10% inches in length. The specimen shown in fig. 5 is sharply
pointed at either end and has three decorated sides. On the plate the
illhstration is inverted so that the triangles with projecting lines which
represent summer habitations are mnisleading. I this instance ihe
figure of the summer habitation has been adopted as a means of deco-
ration only and has no special import. Upon the next side, the edge
of which is partly visible, are the figures of eight walruses, also placed

e upon the utensil simply as a means of decoration. Upon each of the
three sides appears a deeply creased base line, and at intervals of
about one inch are'oblique lines one-eighth of an inch in length placed
almost together, closely resembling o-e of the forms utilied to denote

/e or indicate the "Finback " whale. The signification of these charac-
e ters, however, can not be determined. They are believed to represent

decorative marks only.
a- Plate 24, ig. 6, represents a bodkin, only one end of which is sharp-

Evolution in Art, before quoted.
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ened, the other end4erminating in a seal head. The four sides of the
specimen are decorated, the first, shown in the illustration, bearing six
figures composed of the rear halves of whales joined together so as to
present flukes symmetrically at either end. On the second side are out-
lines of seven triangalar summer habitations, on the right-hand slope
of wivch are two projecting lines, similar almost to the lines in the pre-
ceing figure representing summer habitations. On the third side are

ngraved figures of seven wolves, while upon the fourth side is a single
horizontal lino with other oblique lines extending therefrom at inter-
vals of about an inch, similar to the groups of threes in the preceding
figure.

Plate 21, fig. 5, represents a drilt bow from Kotzebue Sound, measur-
ing 17 finches in length. It is made of yellowish and old looking
ivory, the dorsum being round while the under surface has two divided
faces. The animals represented upon these are wolves, and are- evi-
dently arranged in such manner as to present a pictorial result rather
than a hunting record. It is possible that the hunter may have been a
wolf hanter and intended in this manner to illustrate bis great success,
as a great number frequentlyindicates an indefinite number-that is, a-
larger number gathered during a lifetime than could conveniently be

FIG. 158.

CONVENTIONAL BEARSKIN8.

portrayed on so small a surface. A similar idea obtains in gesture
language, in which the native will pas his hands upward and outward
as if outlining a heap of some soft material, this gesture signifying
large or many; an inde1htie number signifying a great many, in con-
tradistinction to a limited number which would be indicated by ges-
tures of an entirely different form.

The specimen shown in plate 37, fig. 6, is part ofa drill bow which
is uearly 25 inches in length. Upon one surface'the utensil is deco-
rated with figures' of seventeen reindeer and nine bear skinsaather
decorative than as a hunting record, while apon that aide visible in the
illustration thirty-seven skins of the seal are drawn, the interior of
these objects beisg decorated with short lines extending from tbh outer
line inward toward the middle of the body, while the med Une
extending through tbe middle of the hide is similarly etched toward
the.outer side, leaving the two white spaces as a series of zigzag.

Plate 59, fig. 1, represents a drill bow from Nubriakh, eolleeted by
Mr. E. W. Nelson. The characters represent bearskins, and are placed
almost at equal distances from one another across the entire length of
the apecimen, to represent ornamentation rather than a record of

i exploita.
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VARIOUs FORMS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES.
From. Eskimo specimens. I

n -PLATE 77.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 77.

Fig. 1. Simple uncleated circle, found exceedingly common on ivory utensils and
ornaments.

Figs. 2,3,4,7, and 10. Represent various forms of concentrie circles, usual as orna-
mental or decorative. Some of these are drawn to denote nests of Kantags
or buckets.

Fig. 5. Not common, but evidently made with auger bit.

Figs. 6,8.12, and 13. Ithese occur on various animal effigies, and are imade to denote
tbe eyes.

Fig. 9. This is a variant, md occurs on a Thlinket specimen, apparently. in imitation
of Eskimo patterns.

Fig. 11. Crauberry stalk and blossom.
Figs. 14:and 15. Variants of flower of the cranbprry.
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The nine crude outlines shown in fig. 153_represent that number of
bears killed during the lifetime of the owner of the record.

The skins are here suspended from upright poles or posts, and the
arrangement of figures bas, in other instances, suggested patterns for
decorative purposes, as will be observed elsewhere in connection with
the subject pertaining thereto.

Figs. 7 and 8 of plate 50 are spear guards usually attached to the
upper surface of the canoe so as to form a secure guard upon which
the spear is placed. Botli of these guards are decorated with concentric
rings, both different. Upon the outer line la fig. 7 we perceive diverg-
ing short lines terminating in the conventional V-shape or tree figure,
while in the other, fig. 8, will be perceived the plain line, which may

perhaps refer to the flower symbol noted in fig. 4 of plate 50, and
described elsewhere in Mr. Turner's communication. See also plate 75
bearing various forms of native patterns of circles.

Plate 38 represents four ivory bag handles, of which fig. 1 is from
Norton Sound. It bears upon the upper side four sets of concentric
circles, equidistant fron one another, and connected by a median line,
above and below which are a pair of radiating diagonal lines appar-
ently denoting the conventional symbol of whale fins. This specimen
is simiiafly marked upon the bottom sidend convex edge. With ref-
erence to this ornamentation, it is one step beyond that represented in
plate 29, fig. 2, which was obtained at St. Michaels, and upon one side
of which are shown five sets of concentric circles similarly connected
by median lines, but without the lateral radiating lines above noticed.

On plate 38, fig. 3, is shown another bag handle upon which appear
seven sets of concentric circles, which, however, are smaller than those
shown on the two preceding specimens, plate 38, figs. 1, 2. The design
shown in fig. 3 appears to be the primary mode of decoration, as in
this there are no connecting lines.

Plate 48 represents a variety of ear pendants fron several localities
on the west coast of Alaska. The chief feature of these specimens
consists in the variety of ornamentation. Simple dots made by drill-
ing, concentric rings, nucleated circles, and in one specimen-fig. 8-a
series of serrations attached to two oY the circles, comprise the chief
features of ornamentation. Fig. 9, howeyer, represents a powder
charger consisting of a bell-shaped implement, bollow beneath, with
just sufficient cavity to contain one 'charge of powder. The nucleated
circles apon this specimen are among the smallest thas far found in
the collections of the National Museum. The arrangement of the cir-
cles, aIso, is artistic and geometrical. - TIhose attached to lines extehd-
ing from the ring, and apparently suspended therefrom, are, without
(loubt, flower symbols, as midway between the circle and the upper
ring are short lines denoting leaïes. This is probably the blosom or
fruit of the erduberry--Vaccnium Viti8-idoa.

Around the lower border of the utensil is a delicately incised line,
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small nucleated- circles alternating with vertical lines terminating
above in a similar small nucleated circle, from which diverge two short
lines, which in turn end in similar rings. The entire outline of the
character is that of the simpler form of the tree syinbol, though it is
believed to denote the fruit of the arctic plant known as the Vaccinium.
This belief is strengthened by the occurrence of similar characters
known to denote this plant, and froni which a native carrying a bucket
or kantag is shown asin the act of plucking fruit. Compare fig. 70, p. 863.

Above these characters are a series of larger nucleated rings, each
with three radiating lines, whic e without doubt intended to repre-
sent the flowers of this same plant. the circle with such exter-
nal ornamental appendages is intended to represent flowers bas been
explained in Mr. Turner's communication above noted.

The circles portrayed upon this specimen are the most delicate found
upon any of the specimens in the National Museum. They are appar-
ently the work of an expert workman, and made with comparatively
delicate instruments.

The arrangement of nucleated rings in the form of a triangle and
connected by short lines, as in the fruit or plant character above noted,
appears upon some Thlinkit bone ornaments shown in plate 9, fig. 3.
The transmission of the character, or its suggestion, appears to have
come from the Innuit, the southern tribes being known to make this
pattern, and the intertribal relations with their eastern and southern

neighbors is constant. Being a shaman's ornament among the Thlinkit
would suggest the idea that the original signification of the character
was unknown té them.

Plate 68, fig. 6, represents a very beautiful rod of ivory from Kotzebue

Sound. It is perforated at one end like a bag handle, but sharpeiied
at the other in imitation of a bodkin. Three sides are decorated. The
peculiarity of the ornanentation is the insertion in the blank spaces of
nucleated rings, their association with these hunting expeditions being
very much in imitation of the characters upon the petroglyphs at
Bohuslän, in Sweden, and shown in plates 75, 76, and otlhers of like
character, showing simple nuclei or pits, as well as nucleated circles
attached to lines to represent human beings, exactly like some found

in the Shoshopean area of southern Nevada and in the Moki country.

The illustration in plate 75 represents at the extreme left four vertical
nlies, with the zigzag and toothed pattern found upon other objects,

which bas been designated as the fish trap or seal tooth pattern. The
next figure, a crescent, and is a symbolical whale tail. The two bars
leaning toward one another, between the whale tail and the walrus,
are the rude outlines of the sides of a habitation, the delicate indication
of the occupants within being shown. The remaining figures, as will
be observed, consist of a kaiak and several whales and walruses. The;
groups upon the other sides of this rod are very much in imitation of
the preceding.
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Other interesting and sinilar illustrations of nucleated rings, in con-
nection with lines to. denote huv'a.ni beings, are given by Hans Hilde-
brand,' as also concentric circles and simple nuclei in the saie work,
page 381. These illustrations are of petroglyphs, and it is evident that
in the first named instance the nucleated ring is the head of an oarsman,
or perhaps one in authority, as most of the designations for the rowers
are alike in length and form, whereas the nucleated figures are always
nearer one end of the vessel.

Plate 31, fig. 3, bears upon one side a median incision, upon the upper
sides of which are represented a series of convèntionalized trees. Upon
the reverse are similar tree patterns, but drawn at oblique angles, all
leaning toward the left.

In the figure of a ship's anchor chain the links are indicated by draw-
ing the chain zigzag. This is found to occur in only one instance, as
sbown on plate 40, fig. 2.

Other interesting examples of conventionalizing are shown in the
distinction between the portrayal of an ice floe, being a simple carved
Une as in No. 5 of fig. 112, to denote transparency of substance, wbile
the walrus upon it is incised and the surface blackened.

A similar view of walrús upon rocks is shown in fig. 3 on plate 70,
the rocks being outlined somewhat after the order of a floe, though, to
show the solid and creased sides of the dark material, the pictograph
is incised with the zigzag-like pattern, frequently illustrated in orna-
mental borders as the fish-trap pattern.-

Plate 38, fig. 4, shows a bag handle from Point Hope. The outer
edges are scalloped, a small circular excision appearitig at the points
where these scallops should terminate, each -of these excisions being
furthermore ornamented by a circular line which surrounds it and from
which radiate shorter lines at right angles like the rays of the sun.
In the middle of the handle, extending from end to end, is a high,
rounded ridge, at each side of which is a median line; on the sides
facing the circular excisions are two short lines direeted outward, while
midway between these points are two shorter Unes directed inward
toward one another.

Plate 78 represents part of a page from a whaleman's log book, being
a journal of the bark Peri, Captain E. Russell, who sailed Friday. June
29, 1854, from New Bedford, Mass., for the Indian Ocean, on a sperm-
whaling voyage, and returned May 26, 1857. As will be observed by
reference to'the illustrations, the noteunder date of Tuesday, Decem-
ber 11, 1855, is as follows:

Commences with fresh breezes from NW. Squally & Rainy heading SW. Middle
part heavy Rain. Latter part 7 A. M Saw a school of $perm Whales. Lowered all
three boats. Struck and saved 7 Whales, got them alongside at 1 P M and com-
menced cutting Latt 4" 21 N Long. 60" W

Near the left margin is a vert cal eolumu of six whales. At the

"De Lägre Naturfolkins Konst," Stockholm, 1884, pp. 379,380.
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extreme left is an inscription, "l16th time'of seeing thein," denoting
tbat it was the sixteenth time that whales had been sighted. The
letters at the tail end of the whales, W B, S B, aud L B, denote waist
boat, starboard boat, and larboard boat, two whales being captured by
the first and second, while three were taken by the last named. At
the right of the whales are the numbers of barrels of oil furnisbed by
eaeh, as well as the total, amounting to 146. The method of stamping
these otlines is by means of small wooden blocks, which are dipped in
ink or other coloring matter, for the reason that the picture of the
whale is so readily perceived, obviating the necessity of searching over
each page to find any special reference thereto in the-manuscript text.

On plate 79 is iepresented another part of the same log book, and
under date of Monday, July 21, 1856, are two references, the first, "29
time of seeing," and another "30th time," referring té the characters
of whale's flukes or tails standing upright, and denoting in this con-
nection that the whales were sighted but not captured.

On plate 80 are represented five specimens of Eskimo carvings which
are of interest in this connection.

In fig. 1 is shown a very short kantag, or perhaps bag handle, from
Sledge Island, the original measuring but about 2j inches in length,
while the perforations along the top ridge separate the pieces of ivory
into a series of connected flukes. These are better illustrated on fig.
3, a specimen from Cape Darby in which the whale tails are almost
separated from one another, sliihtly bent to one side, and very natural
in general outline.

In fig. 4 is shown another neat specimen from Sledge [sland, while in
fig. 2 we have one made of a piece of hollow ivory or bone, in which
both ridges are rudely perforated so as to simulate whale tails, as in
the preceding illustrations. These four specimens are of interest, from
the fact that the flukes are utilized in the decoration or ornamentation
of uteqsils, and probably at the same time denoting that the owner
was a whale hanter or had been successful in catehing whales. The
most interesting specimen in the series, however, is that given in fig. 5,
which represents a kantag handle from Point Hope. This specimen,
in addition to having the carving of a whale ulke at the upf>er edge,
has neatly engraved upon one side four flukes, flanked on either side
by a bowhead whale. facing inward. The six figures are arranged
artistically and symmetrically, and are almost exactly of the same
class of ornamentation as in plate 80.

The question would naturally arise whether the Eskimo had copied
such methods of portrayal from the whalers, or the whalers from the
Eskimo, or whether the art evolved independently among botb.

In consultation with Captairì E. P. Herendeen, now of Washington,
District of Columbia, a gentleman who has spent many years in the
Arctic regions, I am infoFmed by him that he made his first wlhaling
voyage toward Point Barrow in the year 1854. At that time he found
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in possession of the -natives of Point Barrow innumerable specimens
of ivory upon which were engraved similar outlines of flukes and
whales, both of which had reference to whaling expeditions. Captain
Berendeen believes also that the Innuit practiced this method of
indicating a whale, by simply portraying its tail, prior to the voyages
to that part of the Arctic ocean of the whalers. This is a question
that can not now be satisfactorily determined when we come to remem-
ber the early arrival in that part of the Arctic regions of the Russians
and people of other- nationalties, all of whom came -for purposes of
exploratioà and probably trafic. The practice of portraying but part
of an animal for the whole, known as synecdoche, is very common
among some of our native Indian tribes, and it seems te have resulted
chiefly, perhaps, as labor saving, and also perhaps because many of
the natives may have had occasion to portray certain animals by only
the most conspicuous parts to represent the whole, as the observer
would readily understand the intention of the artist. Such a process
of pictography is particularly prevalent among the Dakota and other
of the Plains Indians, especially in connec-
tion with the indication of proper names, in
which the human head is drawn with a
-short line, issuing from the mouth and un-
ning upward from the head, connecting WHAgLE FLUE, CAPENO.
thereby the object or animal whicb suggestsL C

the name of the persoü; and in which the line denotes speech, in imi-
tation of the common gesture sigu made by passing the finger forward
from the mouth, denoting "That is it," instead of simply passing the
finger forward to denote speech generically; the latter would be indi-
cated in pictographs only by a short straight line, extending forward
ad perhaps slightly curved, but not attached to any object.

In comparison with the preceding remarks concerning theconventional
fluke, the accompanying designs on fig. 154 are reproduced froi a
specimen fromi Cape Nome. The forms are diverse, yet both are accu-
rate in suggesting the original which farnished the concept.

Such T-shaped figures, denoting flukes, are tattooed upon the body
to signify that the person so decorated is a successful whaler. Reference
to several localities where the natives practice this method of personal
adorniment, to indicate alse individual achievement, wil be found under
the caption of Tattooing, p. 781.

Plate 14, fig. 3, represents a kantag or bucket bandle from Norton
Sound. Upon this specimen is engraved a wolf, to the right of which
aretwo grazing reindeer, while the fourth and fifth charaçters repre-
sent hides or skins of bear placed iu an upright position so as to
almost resemble the tree symbol. To the right of this is a liabitation
with smoke rising from the smoke hole, and a native pproaching the
entrance. Along the'upper margin of this specimef1i-are two seals at
the left, and a whale's fluke, indicating that a whale wàs seen by the

7 If ------
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nati es in the boat to the right. This portrayal of the w4al's flulke,
although utilized as a simple ornamentor decorative design in many
instances, li htre portrayed in imitation of the system adopted by the
New England whalers, as represented in plate 80.

Plate 68, fig. 1, is a drill bow from Cape Nome, 15j inches in length
and i of an inch square. Upon the side shown in the illustration are
a series of semicircles, with tooth-like attachments on the upper sur-
face, th interior being filled in with vertical Unes. Between each of
these semicircles is a cross-like figure denoting a bird. The semicircles
themselvea are contentional characters to represent whales.

At the extreme right is the outline of a reindeer facing toward a
native, who has bis arms in the attitude as if holding a bow, part of
the character being obliterated. Upon the opposite side of this bow
are a number of curious looking objecte somewhat resembling the gen-
eral outline of a whale with a peculiar mandible-like attachment extend-
ing upward and forward from the head, while to tbe back are attached
short, inclined lines almos resembling harpoons. The fact that these
short Unes are placed in position by pairs indicates that they denote
legs, the mandible being in reality the mouth of the mythie creature
which it represents lying upon its back with tbe feet uppermost. At
the extreme right of- this record are three small creatures of the same

speeies, though not as carefully represented as the preceding one.
Upon the top of the bow the left and middle portion is occupied by

reindeer, and a habitation, near to which is a meat rack and human
figures with arms outstretched. At the right of the record is a very
delicately engraved picture of a village with six habitations.

The bottom of the bow is ornamented by a continuous line of nucle-
ated rings of .several sizes, the central perforations in nearly every
instance being unusually deep, while the rings themselves surround-
ing the perforations are generally deeper on one side as if the instru-
ment with which they wqre made had not been held directly at right
angles with the surface operated upon.

COMPARISON.

Plate 81 represents a "History of a Year of theChukeh." It is repro-
dnëd from a lithographic print by Doctor Carlos BovaUlius, and is in
imitation of the-original, drawn on walrus skin, and it is alleged to
have been the work oftome Chukche natives. It is not known whether
Doctor Bovallius has published a history in detail of this pictographie
record, bt1t attention was called to the record by Doctor Walter Hough
of the National Museum, who received the above information, in turn,
from Doctor Bovallius, to the effect that the re'ord refers to the avoca-
tions and hunts of one entire year.

The preceding paragraph was written one year ago and the interpre-
tation given at that time, and in connection therewith, was based upon
the application of Eskimo pictographs of known signification, and
upon informétion possessed relative to .such interpretation in general.
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Having within-the past fw days had opportunity, and occasion, to.
farther examine the literature bearing upon the Swedish Polar Expe-
ditions, I lesrn that this plate forms one of theoillustrations given by
Mr. Hans Hildebrand in his monograph on primitive art, and forming
a chapter in one of Baron Nordeuskiôld's works.' In speakingôf the
generally intelligible state of the pictographie characters, he remarks
as follows:

"Ich will es allerdings nicht auf mich nehmen, von allen diesen Bil-
dern eine befriedigende Erklärung zu geben, die Hauptzilge sindjedoch
so 4eutlich, das.sie nicht misverstanden werden Können. Nahe den
Contouren der Haut laufen auf beinahe allen seiten breite Linien,
welche an mehreren Stellen zu breiten Flecken aufechuellen. Diese
Linien stellen den Strand dar,die Fleekei sind zuweilen Hohen,zuweilen
Zelte, die letzen theils an den regelmässigen Konischen Formen, theils
an den über die Zeltspitze hinansgehenden Enden der das Gerippe des
Zeltes bildenden Stangen erkennbar-diese Kleinen bervorstehenden
Enden finden sich auch auf den modernen Abbildungen der Tchukt-
sehen-Dörfer."

The following interpretation is, given as viewed from the Eskimô
standpoint, as the entire collection of figures of animals, whales, ships,
human beoings, and every other character is typically Eskimo, and the
systeniof ràecording, as well ae the type of characters themselves, was
undoubtdly ob0tined from the Eskimo by dopying other like recordS
ofeivory obtain from the;natives of the American coast, or possibly
from the Yúit, who are near neighbors of the Chukche, and who are,
furthermore, the Asiatic representatives of the Eskimo. Neither is it
know*' that theChukche were at all proficient, originally, in recording
pictorially their recorda, literature being generally silent on that sub.
jeet, and nothing appears iin the collections of the National Museum

J - that bears any relation *to ornamentation. of ainy character whatever
and markedas of Chukehe origin.

. Believing therefore that the record under discussion ik Eskimo, the
interpretation is given froni the standpoint of our knowledge of Indian
characters. The presence of the two disks, Nos. 1 and 2, denote c the

sun, No. 1 being i Indian pictography a black gun, or night, while No.
2 represents the summsr sun as it usually- appears a little ábove the
northernhorizon. These two scenes therefore would confirm the state-
ment given. by Doctor Bovallins as covering the period of · ue year.
About the outeri margin of this record, and marked .by indentations
and -irregalarities, appears the shore line, upon the outer margin of
whieh .toward ihe border of the record are various scenes depicted as
occtrrring upon a solid surface, while within the line generally are
various scenes, as whale hanting, etc. The outines of habitations are
also scattered at intervals, as in Nos. 3 and4, apparently ii the midst

'Studier och Forskningar föranledda af mina resor i höga norden. Stockholm,
1884. Pls. and ili. This work was reprinted in Leipzg, 1885, under the title of

"Studien und Forsebungen veranlasst durch meine reisen im bohen Norden,
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of the tr, but this results, no doubt, from the fac that large blank
spaces had been left after the aquatic scenes were completed, and the
habitations were then placed upon the most available space. In No. 3
will be obÉerved a vertical polo with cords stretched ont to varions
sides'of the pole, while beneath are represented four human beings. tio
The import of this is not clear, but in fig. 4 we have the outline of an th
underground habitation very similar to nany of those represented on ex]
the ivory rods.' Over the entrance is placed a votive offering, shown At
by a vertic line with a short cross lino attached to·the top, beneath a V
which is a h man being with arms extended from the head ae if reach- att
ing to some ting above him. Upon the dome-shaped portion of the 19
habitation are three human beings, one crawling by the side, wbile dei
two are engaged in peeping down through the smok- hole to see what
is going on within. On the inside are three natives, one on the floor,
while the second is seated on the bench or projecting boards placed
around the interior, which also serve as beds, while the third appears
t-be hanging by his feet from a horizontal bar. Whether this is sim- the
ply an acrobatie feat or not, we have no means of determining. At No. anq

5 is nother object in the shape of a parallelogram within which two
human-like objects are seated, facing in opposite directions. These sid
char.acters are very similar to tuie Shoshonian pictographs as found or i
ainong the cliff remains of northwestern Arizona. The hands of one the
of these characters are elevated, with the fingers outspread, as if ent
making gestures, while the other bas his hands placed toward the
ground, with fingers spread. It is probable that this represent somet
shamanistie idea.

Among the yarious representations of umiaks are some very interest. sho
ing ones, those in Nos. 6, 7, and 8 being partiéularly well drawn. At incl
No. 9 is one which very much reseibles the petroglyphs, or the petro- sho>
graphie representation of boats as found in Sweden, of which an illus a
traýion is given in plate 76. A fine illustration of harpooning is shown sp
in No. 10, the floats being attacbed to the line, while the animal is seve
'hown as attempting to escape, at the same time blowing water above arm

his head. A similar exploit is shown in No. 11, the harpoon having indi
been cast and the*hale followed by the umiak represented in No. 12.
In No. 13 is shown an umiak, from which a harpoon is being tbrown at
a seal, while the native in the stern is elevating his paddle in imitation t e
of the signal to denote concentration. This iý a notic to the accom.
panying kaiaks that the harpoon bas been est and that the assisting sho1
hunters-are to surround the animal struck. shoi

In No. 14 we have thé interesting illustration of a whale being In 3
harpooned' V1He float appearing belbind, while a second harpoon bas pati
been thrown into him, the line of which is still attached to an umiak, has
which in turu -s connected by a continuons Une to a second umialk, - enco
both boat loads of hunterb in this wise keeping np with their foray , as a
In Né. 15 a whale is likewise shown with two harpoons and floating .anot
1ines attached. prise
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Upon the opposite side of the illustration is seen a pregnant whale
(fig. 16), the body of the larger animal being lifted partly, whilewithin
is portrayed a smaller whale with the head -directed toward the heid
of its parent. A little to the left of this are some well-drawn illustra.
tions of sledges, to which three dogs are hitched, No. 17, while around to
the let are the outlines of several natives holding their arms aloft as if
experiencing surprise or joy at soinething in which they are interested.
At No. 18 is shown an indentation representing a little inlet'in which
a whaler is shown anchored. Near the vessel are natives in various
attitudes, as if engaged in conversation or barter, while above, iii.No.
19, are four small triangular bodies projecting toward the water, whieb
denote habitations, very niuch in form like the ordinary Indian tent.

At No. 20 is the outline of a large bear being attacked by two
natiyes, the one in front pretending to strike him with,some large
object, while the man behind him is in the attitude of using a spear.
Quite a settlement is represeuted ut a projecting point of land, No. 21,
the lines upon which arecontinuous dark bodies, both round, and tri-
angular, representing habitations of varions kinds.

In No. 22 are represeuted six small scaffolds, and from the opposite
side of this point are three others which'may represent burial scaffolds,
or they may possibly.be intended for food storage only. At No. 23 is
the shore line, the short projecting lines radiating therefrom appar-
ently denoting sedges or grass, while the lines extending around the
village appear to denote a rise in the land corresponding to the con-
tour lines. In No. 24 is shown an~ individual upon a loft, with arms
outstretched, as if making signals. In No. 25 two habitations are
shown, with another scaffold denoting the end of the settlement. The
inclosure between Nos. 24 and 25, withinwhich are vast numbers of
short Unes, seems to denote a marsh with sedges, or reeds, or other
aquat'plants, while in No. 26 we have a-continnous line of blackened
spot denoting the contour of a mountain range upon which we find at
several points human beings, one with a spear, while another has his
arms outstretched as if attracting attention. -Beyond this range are
indicated varions animals, conspicuous amongst them being the deer.

his epparently denotes a hunting ground. At No. 27 is another inlet
which are represented three wbalers or whaling ships, while upon

t e shore we find two pairs of human beings in which one person of
each pair seems to hand forward some object to the other, who is
shown with ontstretched arms as if to receive it. About the ships are
shown numbers of umiaks loaded with natives who have come to trade.
In No. 28 l8 auotfier indication of a bear hunt, three natives partici-
pating in this attack, two armed with bows and arrows, while the third
bas only a spear.. In No. 29 is shown what appears to be a hostile
encounter between several natives, and actual hostlity is taking place
as shown in. No. 30, where two are engaged in grâppling with one
another, while their companioms stand by in arious attitudes of sur-
prise or alarm.
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Along the shore line indicated at No. 31 are numbers of habitations
and scaffolds, as observed elsewhere, while at No.-32 are a series of
black projections which evidently denote hills, as these are also shown
at No. 26. The native shown in No. 33 appears to have shot an arrow
into some animal, while the native in front of the latter is in the atti-
tude of thrusting bis spear. Absence of horns seems to indicate a doe,
or possibly a bear, although the length of the limbs would preclude the
latter idea. At No. 34, however, the figure of a bear is drawn more
carefully. In No. 35 is shown a herd of reindeer, while in No. 36 is
shown another whaling ship, beneath which are four kaiaks loaded
with individuals who hate come after trade. A curious illustration is
that shown lu No. 37, in which quite a string of reindeer are attached
to sledges. The native in No. 38 is apparently driving back the. ani-
mais who are heading off in that direction. In No. 39 is the outline of
a habitation with the accompanying hoiizontal rack, from which meat
or other food is shown suspended. 'The character in No. 40 is, withoút
doubt, the outline of a net and resembles in almost every respect sim-
ilar ones found in the pictographs made by the natives of the American
coast. In No. 41 is a horizontal line with five animal heads protrudiug.
These would seem to denote walruses, but from the fact of the projec-
tions above the head they are probably intended for deer who have
broken through the ice, or may be swimming, toward which the umiaks
are hastening, as shown above. No. 42 represents a number of individ-
uals with arms extended and hands directed toward the ground, which
resemble very much some of the characters on the drill bow (plate 68,
fig.3.

Since the above interpretation was dictated, I have had the oppor-
tunity to consult Captain E. P. Herendeen, a gentleman thoroughly
familiar with the country and the natives of both sides of Bering a
Strait. Upon submitting to him the chart for«his examination as to t
the geographic location referred to, the following additional informa- t

tion was obtained, as well as bis approval in the belief that the coast C
natives [Eskimo] were)nore likelythe authors of the record than the
"DeermenI" [Chuckche]. r

That part of the record marked No. 40 comprises'the coast of the
Holy Cross Gulf; and extending backward to No. 18, which denotes
Plover Bay, are observed whales and a whaling ship, denoting a coin-
mon occurrence in past years for whalers to enter one of the numerous
inlets, seek a good anchorage, and there make the required catches h
instead of sailing in the open sea. Whalers are said to have been ti

common at almost every favorable point.
The point of land at No. 19 is East Head, and is precipitous, while a

emall village is located near the.entrance, of which my informant could O

not give me the native name. Opposite the hull of the vesselis a long, n
narrow black line, which represents a sharp spit of land actually occur-
ring at that point in Plover Bay. e]
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At No. 23 is a point of land which is recognized as Indian Point.
The shore has a rocky appearance, and inmmediately back from the
snrf liune appear some contour lines, upon which are the representation
of scaffolds, as before noted, which Captain Herendeen says are caches
of the natives, while the houses are scattere along in rows. The
irregular area between the village and the ridge.of hills at No. 26 is a
marsb. The hills are also in actual existence and beyond them is a good
hunting grond, as indicated by the artist.

To the right of Indiai Point, in the midst of an inlet at No. 43, is
Arakan Island, formed like a hump, with a straight line on one side to
denote the water line. The line at No. 44 covers an inbabited stretch of,
land, commonly called the Michigme, and located on a bay of the same
name. Several habitations are visible, and a number of human forms
are drawn near to them.

At the right-hand end of the Michigme settlement is an inlet show-
ing three whales, near each of which is a pair of human beings, one
person in the act of handing to the other some object, the import being
trade, the purpose of the visit of the natives.

The lower or opposite shore, marked Nos. 30, 31, 34, and 36, Captain
Herendeen is not positive whether it may represent a continuation of
the Asiatic shore or St. Lawrence Island, the locality where the Asiatic
coast natives obtain oil and varions articles with which their country
is not well stocked, returning therefor wooden vessels, poles for tents,
frames for boats, etc., wbich are primarily obtained from the Chuckche,
as the latter come from the inland regions by means of sledges, as shown
at No. 17.

From the general appearance of the drawings, the continuity of shore
lines, with the exception of a small and apparently insignificant break
at No. 45, would indicate that the Asiatic side alone was intended
to be shown, and not the opposite American shore. The statement,
too, that the record is a "year's record" should also be taken into
consideration.

At No. 46 is an indentation probably intended to represent St. Law-.
rence Bay. There is quite a herd of seals indicated, clearly denoting
the presence there in great numbers. of that anitinal. Habitations of
variouskinds line the shore line, to indicate a settlement of natives. At
No. 47 ls shown a harpooned walrus, followed by a native in a kaiak,
who has lis arm raised as if about to cast a second weapon. No. 48
las already been alluded tQ as a marsh, the short lines being indica-
tive of the sedges growing at that locality. No. 49 is a skin tent, near
which is lying upon the ground what appears to be intended for a
sledge. The latter is in imitation of the Chuckche type, as may be
observed by comparing tbose at the opposite side of the chart in con-
nection with the sledges to wbich reindeer are hitched, near No. 39.

The general resemblance of these teams of the Chukche is, in gen-
eral, very much like those of the Samoyeds, and I can not refrain from

943
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introducing herewith as plate 821 an illustration published by Mr.
Jackson in bis work on "The Great Frozen Land," which illustration
is a reproduction from a photograph. The middle, covered sledge, is
one used by women, the remaining one being for goods and men.

No. 50 denotes a village, the tent poles protruding from the tops of
theledges. Along the shore are more habitations, and two umiaks filled
with hunters are shown in the water. At No. 51 are two natives
making an attack upon a bear. One of the hunters has a spear, while
the other is armed with bow and arrow. A third huiiter, a little to the
right, has shot his arrow into the animal, and has extended bis open
hand outwar.d, to indicate to thé others that he las "cast a weapon,"
in imitation of thé custom of whalers when they elevate the paddle,
or spread hands, to inform their companions of their action and to
request concentration of boats to seenre the game.

At No. 52 is a gronp of six men. Two are.going forward with a spear,
while the two in the middle are making gestures. The pair at the right
are, in close embrace, apparently in combat. No. 53 illustrates the
method of spearing seal through the ice, very similar to that shown at
No. 31. The small ring, however, denotes the breathing hole made by
the seal, this being absent in the latter "nstance. Nos. 54, 55, and 56
are obscene figures, and not worthy of re oduction.

Varions illustrations of Chuckche Prt ar en by Mr. Hans Hilde-
brand,2 and in every instance the pro cts resemble the figures on
plate 10, and appear as.if they had been drawn with a pencil or
sharply-pointed brush. The general type of the portrayals are like those
of the Eskimo, clearly showing artistic relationship. In the same con-
nectioh are shown, also, a series of line drawings, reproductions from
drill-bows from Port Clfrence, some of them being so like tAose in the
collection of the National Museutn as to lead me to bel eve that the
originals used by Mr. Hildebrand and. by me were the same, or that
they were made from copies, or duplicates by the same Alaskan artist.

On pTate 9 are represented six pieces of deeorated bone slabs
obtained from the southeastern neighbors of the Eskimo-the Thlinkit
Indians. The specimens are selected at randoi from a necklaee bear-
ing a total of fifteen. Theywere the property of a shaman and formed
part of his decorations, but whether they were believed to possess
mystic or other virtue is not known.

The interest connected with this lot consists in the decorations upon
the pieces of smooth bone. The ornamentation is typical of the
Eskimo, as may be perceived by reference to numerous illustrations
submitted herewith, and was apparently adopted in imitation of sim-
ilar designs observed in the possession of Eskimo shamans, or such as
may have been introduced through the medium of intertribal traffic.
The trade route along the northwest coast has before been referred to
as oge of the most interesting culture routes of that part of the Ameri-

'London: [date 1] plate opp. p. 68.
'De Lgre Naturfolkens Konat. Stockholm, 1884.
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can continent, but with an almost total absence of evidence to the con-
trary, the direction of the movement of culture-and art desigs bas
been in the opposite direction to that illustrated by the present
instance. In other words, the Haida and other influences have been
pushing steadily northward and westward amongst and beyond the
territory of the Thlinkit, and not from the latter areas eastward and
sonthward.

By reference to the illustrations in the plate, it will be observed that
-the concentric circles, apparently madç in the same manner on all the
pieces where present, were made by pieces of metal filed to a V-shaped
form, one apex or side being left a little longer, perhaps, than the other,
so as to more easily serve as the center pivot. The rings are of differ-
ent width from the outer, showing that they were not made by an
instrument with movable arms, in imitation of a pair of dividers. Fur-
thermore, the diameters are not exactly of the regulation size, as would
be found in a common manufactured bit, but the outer rings are less
than one-fourth of an inch in diameter, being almost seven-thirty-
seconds-an unusual size. The inner circles are scant three-sixteenths
of an inch in diameter, clearly indicating that the tools were of aborig-
inal workmanship, though made of imported metals as .well as
imported instruments.

The arrangement of circles as in fig. 3, plate 9, is also in imitation of
Aleutian and other Eskimo patterns, and foreign to the ornamentation of
the Thlinkit, as far, at least, as illustrated in the products of that tribe
now in the collection of the National Museum. Rleference bas already
been made to a like arrangement of circles on some of the ancient
British coins, referred to at page 819, and a closely resembling example
of which is shown in plate 47, fig. 1.

The strong resemblance between some of the carvings of the Eskimo
and those of the cave dwellers of the Dordogne bas been referred to
by varions authors.

Mr. Edward T. Stevens remarks that-"It is singular that, except at
La Madelaine, none of the boues appear to have been gnawed by
beasts of prey." The cave people are believed, therefore, to have
occupied the caves permanently or to have closed them when deserted,
and to have excluded carnivorous animals which might otherwise have
been attracted by the accumulation of boues.

Doctor A. B. Meyer, director of the Royal Zoological and Anthropo-
logical Museum in Dresden, bas recently published some magnificent
folio volumes on the ethnographie materials from variotis localities-
from the Philippines, New Guinea, etc.-and in Volume 1x of the series
preéents some illustrations of comi1bs bearing decorations, whieh would
at a cursory glance suggest the type from which the Eskimo orna-
mentation was obtained for the comb shown in plate 32, fig. 4. The

several specimens of workmanship of the Nigritos above mentioned
may be found by reference to Doctor Meyer's plate 2, figs. 1,2, and 3.

lAT NUS 95--6O
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Plate 65, fig. 4, is a thread case of reindeer horn, marked as from
"Ooglaamie." This is interesting, because of the peculiar portraiture
of reindeer horns, in which these projections are exceedingly tall and
straight, as compared with the art work of other localities. The most
interesting figure connected with this is the representation of a kaiak,
immediately above wbich are two nucleated rings, exactly like those
shown in the petroglyphs from Sweden.

Plate 7, fig. 1, represents an arrow straightener made of reindeer
antler. The specimen measures 6¾ inches in length, and is surmounted
by the outlines of a reindeer's head, the small knobs only indicating
the rudimentary horns. The eyes are made by the insertion in small
perforations of three glass beads. The'nostrils and mouth, as well as
the ears and the external meatus, are all very true to nature.

An incised line exten'ds along the spine from the occiput to within an
inch of 'the rear end, and two incised lines, one on either side of the
neck, run paràllel therewith.

This specimen is very interesting as comparing very favorably with
some of the specimens figured by Messrs. Lartetend Christy,' which
are found in the cases of Dordogne.

An exceedingly interesting arrow straigh of walrus ivory is
shown on the same plate, fig. 2. The reindee ch is portrayed, in
outline, bas the head thrown forward as in rapi running. The legs
are gathered up close to the body; the ears are indicated by mere
perforations, while the eyes were originally inlaid, one still retaining a.
plug of dark wood. The perforation in the body-for the insertion of
spear or arrow points-was made by sawing the spaces between the
perforations made by drilling, the saw marks yet remaining where the
angles were formed.

The perforations in the arrow straighteners in the Museum collection
are all at an angle of about 200 to 400, so as to permit the iuserted
piece to extend backward toward the longest projection of the straight-
ener, in order that a sort of V shape is formed, the4wo ends being thus
more readily grasped by the one hand, so as to producetronger and
more steady pressure than if both hands were used.

A number of deeply incised and uncolored figures of reindeer are
ýengraved over the body of the utensil, and but a single character
differing therefrom appears to be that of a shaman, shown near the
point of the perforation, his two arms being extended and his head
decorated with horn-like projections, as if the result of a ceremonial
mask.

The third specimen (fig. 3 on plate 7) also represents an arrow
straightener,'the head end of which ends in the outline of the fore
quarters of a bear. The eyes are made of two blue beads inserted in
perforations, and the teeth are indicated by incisions with the graver.
The fore legs are made to -extend downward over the front of the per-

Reliquiae Aquitanioe London, 1875, Pl. B. XIX, XX.
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foration so as to give additional strength to that part. The specimen
is slightly decorated on one side with the outline of a human being
with arms extended, a line extending from the head along the middle
toward the perforation; on one side is the drawing of a 'wolf, while
beneath it is a flintlock gun. Upon the other side is the representa-
tion of a reindeer, with two smaller animal forms incised, while beneath
the former is the rude portrayal of another flintlock gun, the flint being
indicated by an unusually strong line ppojecting from the raised hammer.

The general outline of these animal forms appears at a first aitd
careless glance to be very like the examples figured bj Messrs. Lartet
and Christy, but upon close inspection the difference between the sev-
eral types becomes more and more apparent. As before intimated,
if the cave dwellers of France were in such an intellectual status as is
usually claimed, the artistic work as evidenced in their etchings on
horn appears vastly superior to that of many peoples far in advance in
civilization.

Further discussion on this subject is not deemed appropriate in this
connection, but will be renewed in a paper the purport of which is
intended to be an examination of the relative merits of the art work
of primitive peoples.

Similarities of design with divers significations, and dissimilar pat-
terns with like purport, occur in all parts of the habitable globe, and,
as before intimated, the concept giving origin to sueh designs should in
all instances, where practicable, be sought for among the peoples who
are the authors thereof. In like manner, it is of the highest importance
to obtain the native artists' interpretation of any obscure or conven-
tionalized characters, as such are often apparently intelligible from
their resemblance to characters of known signification, whereas the
result of inquiry may sometimes be rather startling, if not open to the
suspicion that the uncultured artist is himself unconsciously in error.

APPENDIX.

The following list of gesture signs were collected during the summer
of 1882 in San Francisco, California, where an intelligent Kadiak half-
caste was met with under circumstances which enabled him to devote his
exclusive attention to the subject of the transmission of thought with-
out the use of oral speech. This person was the offspring of a Russian
father and a Kadiak mother, and during his yonth had almost con-
stantly accompanied his father in trading and collecting peltries for
the Russian Fur Company. After the transfer to the United States of
Alaska, this man, Vladimir Naomoff, continued in the service of the
Alaska Commercial Company, of San Francisco, California, visiting the
varions settlements of natives on the mainlaud and inland to the Cop-
per River Indians [Kutchin or Kenail, a tribe of the Athabaskan lin-
guistie family. In this manner Naomoff became thoroughly familiar
not only with Russian, English, and the Kadiak dialect, but with half
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a dozen or more other native dialects, which enabled him, to observe

and acquire the varions resources which many of the natives, meeting
as strangers, would be compelled to employ to enable then to commu-
nicate in ordinary contact, and also in the representation of graphie
methods whereby to communicate to owners of houses of a visit and
the import thereof.

The collection of gestures was made, together with mfy others, from
most of the Indian tribes west of the Mississippi River, and deposited
in the library of the Bureau of Ethnology, through the courtesy of
which I am enabled to give them publicity in this connection.

GESTURE SIGNS OF ESKIMO.
BAD.

Place the fdat hands, with the palms forward, in front of their respective shoulders,

the fingersvextended and naturally separated, then throw them forward and back-

ward alternately, the face at the same time asuming an expression of disgust.

BEAVER.

Make the sign for tree; then snap the teeth and hook the cnrved index horizontally

inward toward t e face from a position in front and to the right of it; then extend

the left fist edge ise to the front and left of the body, the right extended toward

the saine direction though on a higher plane; then pull them simultaneously back

toward the right, in a jerky or tngging manner. Conception: Tree, cutting down with

the teeth, and dragging away log.

BEAVER (abbreviated sign).
Indicate the canines by sticking the forefingers upward and forward from the

corners of the mouth; then snap the teeth several tines and hook the curved index

horizontally toward the month from a position to the front and right of it.

Bi.AR, BLACK.

Pass the flat hands alternately upward and forward from the face, pulling them

back again more flexed, as in imitation of his climbing a.tree.

BiG. (Broad.)
Pass both flat hands, palms downward, from a position before the body outward

toward their respective sides.

BOAT.

Place the clinched hands at the left side of the body, the right higher than the

left, and pass both simultaneously horizontally backwards toward the left hip.

Conception:. Using-the paddle.

BoIL, To.

Snap the fingers upward from the inner surface of the tips of the thumb; at the

same time move them upward and downward in snall circles about 2 feet from

the gronad. Conception: The bubbling of boiling water.

Boe, TO BE.
Place the extended fore and second fingers (or all the fingers) against either side

of the epigastrinm and throw them simultaneously downward along the body, out-

ward and forward in a eurve. Conception: Pelvie carre followed by head of child in

birth.

BROTHER. •

Make the sign for mustache in imitation of pulling the hair upon the upper lip

forward, followed by the aigu for man by lifting the hand, and then the sign for

mine, clinching the fist and thrusting it forcibly forward edgewise toward the

ground toward the lower part-of the breast.

li'
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BURY, To. (Buried.)
This sigu made to follow that for man, or a man dead or killed.

Place both hande nearly at arm's length before the body, palme down, about 8 or

10 inches apart, and 18 inches or 2 feet from the ground; then drsw them backward

simultaneously toward the body, slowly.

CHIEF, HEAD.

Make the sign for man (mustache); then place the fiat right band before the face,
at some distance, fingers extended and separated and pointing npward, and touch

the tip of thE, middle finger with the extended forefinger of the left hand. Concep-

tion: The most elevated of the whole number.

CHIEF'S WIFE, HEAD

Make the sigu for chief, head (mountain natives); then place the fdat hand at the
height of the face, palm inward, fingers extended and separated; then flex the thumb

at the lirst joint and lay the tip of the index upon it just back of the thnmb nail;

conclude by passiug the right hand downward over the right side of the head and

ontward toward the shoulder-hair, woman.

COLD.
Imitate shivering as from cold. Sometimes the clinched hands are brought for-

ward in front of the breast, as is involuntarily done when suffering from the cold.

COME, To. (Infin.) CAME.
Bring the hand from one side of the body inward toward the breast, the fingers

pointing upward and nearly collected to a point.

CREEK.
With the palms facing and about 10 or 12 inches apart, pass them edgewise for-

ward to arm's length, then add the sign fordrink. Course and width of water.

DAUGHTER.

Make the sign for woman (hair); designate height, and minI.

DAY.
Throw the head slightly upward with the eyebrows elevated, and throw the hands

upward and outward with the fingers extended and separated, palms inward and
slightly to the front.

DAY.
Hands passed upward and outward toward their respective side in a curve froni

near the front of the breast, and terminating at a point as high as the top of the
head, but on either aide of it. The eyes follow an upward direction at the same time.

DAY.

Same sign as for iun.

DEAD.

Cross the forearms upon the breast and throw the head back, with the eyes closed.
This gesture is also made by the natives of the interior, who are unacquainted

with the customs or religion of the Russians.

DEER.-BUCK.
Place the banda with the fingers and thumbi extended and separated, palms

forward, above and on either side of the head. Conception: Horwe.

DEER.-DOE.
With the hands scoop-shaped, fingers spread and extended, imitating running,

with the banda thrown downward, the movement being alternately with right and
left.

Dzrry. (Great Spirit.)
The same sign .as given by the coast Indians by pointing upward toward the

zenith,' and then imitate the cross by passing the fingers of the right hand from the

forehead to the -breast, and then from the left shoulder to t½e right, instead of the
right to the left.
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DOCTOR. (Physician.)
Make the sign for man; indicate the outlines of a square by pasaing the right hand

edgewise to the right, the left froni the right @ide toward the left, thongh leaving
the lines about a foot apart; then pasa both hands simultaneoualy from the front line
backward toward the body-outlines of a box; make a dotting motion downward
with the bent fingers, pretend to grind something in a small vessel, then point to
the south-settlementa of the States-and coulide by making the sign for drink.
Conception: Man, box, contents, grinding in Miortar, location, drink.

1o0G.

Represented by imitating the sound of barking-wi'-wti'.

DoG SLEDGE, TRAVELING BY.

Make the sign for dog by indicating the cries, both hands with fingers extended
being held to the aides of the head; at the same time leah the body forward, bend
the arms at*the elbows, and throw the flat right hand horizontally forward as high
as the shoulder, and when nearly at arm's length paas it downward in a curve, and
atraight backward on a level with the hip and to that point. As the right band is
moved back, the left is thrown similarly forward. Both are repeatedly moved to
represent crawling over the surface.

DRIVE FORWARD, URGE, To.

Close the bands naturally, place them before the lower part of the breast, then
throw them simultaneously downward and forward and extend the fingers as the
motion progresses.

EAT, To.

A-pproximate the tips of the fingers and thumb to a point, place them near the
mouth, and iove backward and forward from the mouth quickly, but only for a
short distance.

FATHER.

Place both bands (slightly curved, with the tips of the fingers somewhat approxi-
mated toward a.point) a short distance fron the cheeks, pointing'downward toward
the chin and nearly touching palme toward the point of the chin.

FATHER.

Make the preceding sign, to which add those for man-by elevating the hand-and
for mine.

FATHER'S BROTHER.

Make the sign for father, i. e., by indicating the beard and making the sign for
gesture, after which height or tallness is indicated by placing the hand forward in
front of the body, when the right band is placed vertically in front or to the aide of
the head to indicate man; this gesture is thon followed by mustache. Conception:
The beard and mustache upon thè tanl man belonging to the speaker.

FATHER's SISTER.
Make the sign for father, a& before, and his, by throwing the thumb only extended

outward a little to the right; then for young wonan, which is indicated by stroking
the aide of the head, downward, as to denote long hair, and then pinching the lobe
of the ear to designate earringa.

FIGHT, To.
Close the bands, leaving the extended thumbs lying along over the flex forefingera;

thon pasa both bands in irregular movements, forward, downward, and backward
again, quickly, as if boxing.

FISH.

Hold the right band edgewise before the right aide of the waist, fingers directed
te the front, thon peae it forwàrd and a little toward the ldft, moving it in a wav-
ing magner from aide to aide.

I
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Gîva, To ANOTHER.

Place the thumb upon the inner surface of the index, fingera extended and joined,
palm up, and pass the band outward to one side, as If giving a amall object held by
the thumb and index.

Giva, To ME.

Place the hand with the palm up, fingers extended and joined, about 2 feet before
the body; then, as it is brought in toward the breast, curve the hand slightly, placing
the thnmb against the index as if grasping some object which had been given.

GIVE, To, TO ANOTHER. (Granting a request.)

Place the tips of the fingers against the edge of the thumb, thus closing the band
naturally, and pass it froin near the aide of the breast in a curve outward and down-
ward toward the gronud, as if laying a gift at the feet of the supplicant.

GOOD.
Place the hands with the palm downward before their respective aides of the

_breist and as high as the shoulders, the fingers naturally separated, extended, and
slightly curved; theu pass them rapidly and alternately toward the top of the breast,
at the same time assuming a pleased countenance with the brows arched.

GRAss.
Place the backs of the handa near the earth, the fingera separated and eurved

upward; then, as the hands are thrust up and down quickly, they also mové from
aide to side or place to place. Conceptions: Sprouting, 8hort regetation, and the area
thug covered.

GRAVE, CHILD's.
(1) Place the flat hands edgewise before the body as high as the shoulders, then

pass them downward toward the ground for a distance of about 15 inches; then place
the right hand edgewise at arn's length before the 'breast, pointing toward the left,
the left between it -and the breast, edgewise and pointing toward the right, then
pass both downward as far as before; (2) tihen hold the separated and extended
index and second fingers of the right band before the face and push it upward a
short distance; (3) make the sign for write; (4) place the flat hand or banda palm
down, pointing forward about 18 inchea from the ground; then conclude with the
(5) sign for dead.

HABiTATION. (Medicine Lodge. Kacigi.)

Indicate a large horizontal square (exaggerated sign for bo.); then make thesign
for roof (high) by passing the flat bands, froma a point above and in front of the lead,
outward toward their respective aides and as far down as the waist, finger tips
pointing to place of aterting; make the sign for man (mustache), indicate one by
elevating the index, t n raise the second finger-tro; -tben the third-three; and
finally the'little -one-faur; then make the aign for etering a bouse by passing the
right flat band, pointing, forward and alightly downward under the left flat palm,
forward nearly to arm's length; then make the aign for mas (mustache), and that
for botc, indicate two, three, four, and entering the lodge as befdre, thon place them to
four corners of the imaginary building.

Make the signa for shamaa (abbreviated), four, and come, by bringing the curved
thongh elevated index from the front and right to before the breast; then paso the
right fliat hand horizontally forward under the left palm also, to indicate entering te
Lodge.

Indicate a large horizontal circle with both hands from nearly at arm's length
backward toward the body; then make the aigu for ma* (mustache), and move the
body up and down and place the bande to the front and aides a if danoing around
the circle just indicated.

HoT (weather).
Pas the lightly bent handsapahls downward, fromn before the cheeks, upward

and outward as far n nthe top. of the head. At the saine time expel the breath
severaltimes, n in Ha! Ha! but not above-a whisper.
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HUNGRY.

1. Make the sign for eat, then rab the hand downward over the stomach sud
abdomen.

2. Make the sign for eat, then that for nothing.

HuNlT, To (for work or game).
With the palm down and the fingers directed forward, pasa the hand rather quickly

from aide to aide at a distance of about 20 inches before the face.

HusBAND.

Make the aigu for man (mustache), for mine, and sleep.

1, Mz, MY, Mis, . (Possession.)

The tips of the fingers placed gently to the miiddle of the breat, and at the same
time make a~slight inclination forward of the head.

KAIAK (Baidarka).
Place the closed hands on a level with and about 15 inches bfbre their respective

shoulders, palm or sides to the front. Then pass the left fiat downward, backward,
and outward toward the left, and in a curve continue upward, forward, and back to
point of starting, i. e., the right follows the motion of- the left, maintaining its dis-

tance as in commencement. When the left turne up and back on its course, the
right begins a similar gesture on ita aide. "Represents the manner of using the

double-blade oar.(or paddle) of the coast natives."

KILL, To. KILLED.

Place the right forearm horizontally forward from the elbow, fiat hand, palm
downward; the left flat hand pointing upward and forward from the left side; then,
as the right hand is rotated outward and 'the back down, throw the left palm
straight across and downward over the right forearm.

KILL, To (with a gun).
Point the left forefinger forward at arm's length, the index pointing in' the same
rection from the right eye; then make the aigu for to,kill, killed.

KILL, To (with a knife).
Make a forward and downward thrust with the fiat, outer edge down, then con-

oad¥insUatantly with the sign for to kill.

)iLL, To (with a knife).
Thrust the right closed hand edgewiàe downward and toward the front, quickly,

conming to an abrupt termination when about as low down as the ieigit of the

waist.

KILL, To (with an arrow).

Simulate ahooting with au arrow; then make the sign to kill.

4 LAND OTTER.
The fiat hand edgewise (or- the extended index) in a curve to the front-as for

,whale, in direction though not so high-an<dgiveeveral quick whistles as if caIl-

ing pigeous.

LýE. (Falsehood.)

Make the aigu for talk; then throw the hande ontward and forward, palma down
snd lightly curved, et the same time puffing with the month-bad.

LODGE (Indian).

Place the inner surfaces of thetips of the extended lingers of both hande together,
the wrists being ouly an ihch or two spart.

Similar to a common Indian gesture.

LODGE (wvite man's).
1. Lay the edge of the extended index across the extended formnger, the firat

Joints touching.
2. lu addition to the pre.eding, extend the left thumb and place on the exlended

jindex.
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3. With the index and second lingers of both hande extended,' place them together
no that they cross about the firet joints, the right index above.

MAX.
1. Pretend to catch the ends of the mustache with the hande and twist them out-

ward from the face to right and left.
2. Pull the fingers and thumbe over the sides of the upper lip as if twisting and

pulling outward a long mustache, then throw the right hand, palm forward, before
the right shoulder, pointing upward.

MAN (old).
Place the finger tips of the slightly eurved hande together before the chin, though

about 6 inches from it, palme toward the jaw, then pass them upward toward tbeir

respective sides of the head; then imitate walking with a ataf, by passing the

closed fist edgewise forward and downward in a circle several times.

Slap the palme quickly toward one another before the breast, lingers pointing
upward and naturally extended and separated. Refers to "many-times counted-

fingers."

MOON.
Close the eyes while indicating a circle with the bands above and in front of the

head; then pass the flat hand, edgewise, ont toward the front and right from the

center of the breast.

MOTHER.
Close theb ands, incline the head forward, then pase the hands upward frem the

back of the head, forward, and downward toward the forehead, .the motion corre-
eponding to the curve of the head, but the hande about 3 or 4 inche friom.it.

MOTHER.

Make the sign for woman, and to be bore.

MOTER'S BROTHER.

Make the sign mother [i. e. women, to be born, and mine], then for tall, by indicating

height with the iflat band palm down; man, by elevating the hand, and that for

mustache.

MOTHER'e SISTER.
Make the signe for mother [womnu, to be born, and mine] and youag womas; conclude

by throwing the fist with the thumb extended in a pointed manner a little to the

right, indicating hers.

MUexuwT.

Curve the left fingers and thumb and bring the tips almost to a point, leaving a
alight opening, palm down, and horizontal, tinger tips pointing toward the right;

then bring the extended index pointing from the left aide directly toward the left,

in an upward curve first, then downward and forward into the openiing left at the tip

of the left.

NIGHT.
.Incline the head toward the breast witi the eyes closed, and place the flat and

elightly bent hande with the palmS down before the brows, the finger tips almost
touching.

No.

Place the curved hands edgewise with the backs forward, the fingers touching

and pointing toward the breat, then throw them outward toward their respective

aides a short distance, though ratier smartly.

NoTame. (Have nothing.)
Throw the extended hands horizontally forward and outward toward their respec

tive sides froin a position before the breast.

OcEAf.

Maia the sign for Mg, broad, and that for kaslk-indicating double-bladed paddle.-
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PEOPLE.
Move the elevated index with the palmed surface forward, from side to side, before

the face. "Men at varions places."
The index is an abbreviation of the general sign for mas, and this was the only

instance in which it was used.

PORCUPINE.
With the palms directed toward and near the ground, imitate slow walking by

movIng them alternitely forward and backward; stoop over to the front, throw the
separated fingers backward toward the hip, then throw the extended index violently
outward and backward.

"Imitates slow movement of the animal, the spiny covering, and the direction
of the spines thrown from the tail."

PORPOISE.
Place the right hand in the same position as for whale, make the motion to the

front les in extent, and accompany with a whistling sound from the left corner of
the month, resembling the sound piü.

RAIN.
Place the fiat hands on a level with the face, palms down, fingers pendent, and

move the hands alternately up and down, blowing gently with the mouth at the
same time.

RIVER.

Make the sign as for creek, the hands being held mueh farther apart, then pas the.
right hand edgewise forward to arm's length, in a serpentine manner.

"Course and width of water containing fish."

8EA OTrER.

Flex both hands, place the onter edges together just before the neck, palms toward
the face, throw the head back, open the month to fuil extent and imitate the gut-

tural sound of X or ch twice or. three times, at the same time making a downward,
pull with the bands.

SErrIMENT.

Indicate a large circle, horizontally, by passing the hands in semicircle, right and
left, from nearly at arm's length backward to the breast; then place the tips of the
fingers of both hands together, leaving the hands and forearms leaning outward
and downward to their respective sides, the distance between the elbows being about
24 inches.

The large-sized roof honse indicates plurality in this instance.

SHAMAS (complete sign).
Make the sign for grass, herbs, then pull it froin the ground by grasping forward

with one haud, cTosiug it and pulling it toward the body; then e sign for to boil,
add the sign for give, and for drink, and conclude with that for man-mustache. t
Conception: The mgn tho boils herbs and givea the liquid to drink.

SHAmAN. (Sorcerer, conjurer.)

Shake the hands, with the fingers spread, violently on either aide of the head,
imitate the cawing of a crow (or the barking of a dog) with the mouth, and flap the t

hands downward before theahoulders, then strike upward on either side of the face

and forward, and with the scoop-shaped hand pretend to catch something in the air,
and shake the bands thus placed, upward and downward, several times.

Nor.-"The bird spirits are good, the animal, bad ones."

SHAAN (common, abreviated sign).

Throw. the band upward from either aide of the head [the upper arma horizontal]
and wave te hands, with fingers extended and separated around in short circles,
horizontally.

p

limake tbe sign for wom and that for shaman.
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Sîex.

1. Place thef fat right hand over the left breast, and the left over the right aide
below the right forearm; at the samne time throw the head to one side, with eyes
closed, and breathe heavily-uttering slight moans, if illness be extreme.

2. Throw the head and body to one aide, bréathe heavily, and lay the right arm
across the brest with the hand over the left breast, and lay the left hand across
below the right, so that the left hand touches the right forearm near the elbow,
"internal suffering."

Cut. and fractures are indicated pantomimically, after which the above sign i.
made, to illustrate specifically the nature of the sicknes.

SxsTRn.
Make the signs for young womans and mine.

SLEEP.
Bring the palm of the flat right band toward the head, and incline the head to the

right at the sane time, with the eyes closed. Sometimes the palm touches the ear.

SNow.

Make the sign for rais; then indicate dept# with the fiat right hand. This is not
accompanied by blowing round, as the gesture for rain.

SON.iIndicate height with the fiat right hand, then make the sign for mine.

STOVE, NATIvE.

Place the flat hands edgewise above.and in front of their respective shoulders,

about 20 inches apart, then pass them earthward as far as the hips; then pais the

fat right hand, palm down, from the left side to the right as high as the top of the

head, the left hand at the sane time moving similarly fron right to left and about

10 inches below the right. Then thrust the curved index several times toward the

partiallyopened mouth. "Form of house-on poles and oblong-and sign for eat-

food." Literally food hoas.

SUMMER SHELTER, TEMPORARY.

Place the separated and extended fingers of one band against those of the other, the
wrists about 8» inches apart, then draw the banda downward and outward a short
âistance to their respective aides; then pass the fiat bands fron a position in front
of the face, and over the spot indicating the top of the roof in the preceding gesture,
outward and downward to their respective aides; indicating first an angular roof of
sticks; second, covering of skins giving it rotundity.

SUN.
Place hé hande, with extended fingers upward at arm's length before the head at

an a e of about 700; then pass then outward, downward, and inward, indicanga
i. hr-12-inchei4iame theuhn1ro the xeténded and separated fingor

up ard and outward from the upper periphery of the imaginary circle, with palm.

to the front-rays oflight. "Radiating sun," "light."

TALK, To; TALKED.

Placé the tips of the index, second finger, and thumb together; then as they are
moved forward a few times fron the same-point at a distance of about 6 inches before
the mouth, open then alightly as if letting fiy that which had been held by then.

TMEx, AGO. (Pst time.)
Pas the upright fiat left hand, back first outward toward thé left, throwing the

head slightly in the sane direction.

ToaàcO (Coast aigu).
Indicate a amall box by passing the flat right hand edgewise to the right arm the

left toward the left, leaving aspace between them of 6 inches; then pas. both simul-
taneously fron front to back-same distance botween palms; thon rub t.he approx-
inated finger tips into the left palm and put left-hand fingen into the month, asif

poking in a "quid of tobacco."

"Taking tobacco fron a box." The coat-natives carry tobacco in small woodnI
or other boxes.
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TOBACCo (gesture as made by the Mountain or Kenai Indians). T
Indicate a circle on the-ground by passing both hands from a common point, ont-

ward, backward, and inward, of a diameter of abont 10 inches, then make the sign the
forfire; then place the tips of the fingers of thei right band into the palm of the a 1
left, retend to pick up ashes from the indicated fireplace, and mix with contents of · h
left hand; then take the "mixed preparation" and place into the cheek, so as to the

push it out with the fingers. al
Tobacco quid are carried behind the ear, and when wanted to chaw, ashes are T

mixed with them, for pungency, etc.

To-moRRow. ,. tog
Blake the sign for one, for sleep, and for day. the

TRAP (Marten). joil

Plice the closed left hand before the breast, palm inward, fore and second lingers a
extended and separated, thon introdnce the index at right angles between them and TR

snap them together. "Represents the trap used in the capture of martens."

TRAP (mini and weasel, or for those animals). fro
Place the fiat left hand before the body, palm upward, finger tips directed down-

ward; then place the wrist of the: fat right hand upon that of the left, the finger WE
tips pointing forward and upward, then slap the front of the hands together.

"Representa the form and fall of the trap used in the capture of these animals." poil

TREE.the

Pass the elevated and extended index npward before the face as high or higher mg
than the top of the head; then from the point of termination of the movement pas i
the right and left hande upward and outward to their respective aides, fingers
extended and slightly separated.

Stem, and branches."
M

TRIBAL SIGNS (Coast natives generally).
Make the sign for ma [mustache] and imitate paddling a boat-on one aide only. ma
"Canoe men."

TRIBAL SIGNS. (Island people.)

Indicate a large horizontal circle by drawing the hands outward, backward, and and
inward toward the breast from a point nearly at arm's length; then add the sign for WIN

Pi
The sign for island, bere, is the same as the first part of the sign for settlement. it, fi

The specific addition indicates the difference. resp

TRIBAL SIGN (KiateX'amut). hor

Make a aigu for man [mustache], then indicate a queue by drawing the extended and
index downward, outward, and backward from the upper posterior portion of the Es
head. Wol

"Queue menAi. e., the men who wear queues."T

Ttuu L SIGNs (Ko'losh) [Kol'tsan].

Make the sign for man [mustache], for river, and for msouniais, then place the fing

right closed band with the back forward and downward, leaving the index slightly brea

flexed so as to point upward. , Wol
"Mountain-river men." P

reslTRIBAL SIGNS (Russian).

Place the right closed band with the palm up pointing downward and outward to do n
tie right, the index only partly extended and curved upward-pipe bowl; then push Wo
the band forward a short distance-length; then pretend to grasp a stick by placing Ma
the hand to the right corner of the mouth, the index and second fingers above, the ward

thumb pressing from below-holding pipe; then give several vigorous puffs.

The.pipe smokers." YES.
NoTE.-It i afirmed that "pipes were uot smoked prior to the advent of the No<
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TRIBAL 8IGNs (Tai'-ant) [Aleutian].
Hold theb ands edgewise and about 8 inches apart, pointing borizontally forward,

thon pass the hande forward and gradually to a point representing the sharp £ow of

a boat; thon place the two fi.t, palme forward, as high as and forward from the

shoulders, throw both bands downward, backward, and outward toward thei left,
thon similarly to the right side, retaining the relative distance between the bande
always-manner of using the double-blade paddle.

TRIBAL SIGNS (Ti-nai'-na) [Tenan Kutchin].
Both hande flat and edgewise, pointing horizontally forward; place the wrists

together, the fingers and palme directed outward, forming an angle of about 400;

thon pass the hande forward and outward and inward again until the finger tipe
join-outline of wooden boat; thon imitate movement as if working single paddle,

asin the sign for Kadiak.

TRIBAL SIGNS (Tiai'na).
Make the sign for ma* [mustache]; then make the sign forfire as high upward,

from near the ground, as the face.
"The men who have big fires."

Bond the flat right hand edgewise toward the ulna; place it before the right side
pointing upward and to the front, allowing the thumb to be erected slightly so that
the tip pointe upward; thon pass the band upward, forward, and downward, describ-
ing a curve with the convexity above. At the same time, accompany the movement
with a sound represonted by "piü' from a higher to a lower note, embracing about
six notes.

"Movement of whale and sound."

WI'E, My.
Make the sign for woman, earring-with both bandesand ears-and conclude by

making that for sleep.

WIND.

Throw both palms alternately forward from the corresponding sides of the body,
and blow violently with the mouth.

Place the flat bande with spread flugers as high s the head and about 2 feet before
it, finger tipe touching, thon pass them in downward curves outw toward their
respective sides-form of but; then hold the left flat hand an forearm pointing
horizontally toward the right, and pass the right hand, palm wn, forward, under
and beyond the left arm, when the right band again rises little. Conception:
Entering by a dep chansel-undergrouad.

WOLF.

Throw the right hand (or both right and left) directly forward from the face, with
the, fingers spread, and as the band reaches arm's length clinch the thnb and
fingers; at the same time open the mouth to the fullest extent and force out the
breath audibly and snap the teeth.

WOMAN.

Pasu the partly flexed bands from the top of the head downward toward their
respective shoulders. The bands follow the ontline of the head and sboulders, but
do not touch them. Conception: Long hair.

WomAN (old).
Make the sign for woman; then hold the closed band before the face, palm for-

ward, the index being raised and bent toward the front. 'Curved and bent of
body of an old person."

Nod the head forwsrd until the chin touches the breast, once or twice.
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Make the sign for one, for sleep, and for past time, by passing the upright flat left

hand alowly ontward toward the left, leaning the head a little in the same direction.

YOUNG MAN.

Pas the naturally closed hands fron the front of the body backward aronnd the

sides of the waist, then bend the elbows and move the arms as if running. Con-

ception: Belt, and activity and vigo>r.

YOUNG WOMAN. D

Make the sign for woman; then gently gras'p the lobe of the ear with the thumb

and index and pass the hand down slowly as far as the front of the shoulder-

"long hair" and "earring."
Di

SPEGIMENS REFERRED TO IN PEESENT PAPEE.

The specimens selected from the collections of the National Museum,

upon which to base the present paper, are enuimerated below, anl in

all instances, where possible, the National Museum Catalogue nuinber'
is fttached, as well as the nature of the specimen, the locality from
which obtained, and the name of the collector. Other information of

iqterest as to the character of the etchings engraved therein is also

added in a few examples.
The list is divided into two general classes, the former embracing

the drill bows, bag handles, and other long rods; while the second
comprises all other inscribed pieces, such as utensils, weapons, orna- DR
ments, toys, and other undetermined specimens. D

The leading word refers to the article under consideration, which is

followed by the locality where it was obtained. The name of the col-
lector is next given, which, in turn, is followed by the numbers under D

which it is placed in the accession list of the National Museum.
The entire series of numbers, from first to last, is in order so as to

facilitate identification by that means as well as the kind of object D
referred to. DR

The list forms but a small part of the collections from Alaska, but is D

sufficiently comprehensive for the present paper.

DRILL BOWS AND BAG HANDLES.

DMLL BOW. Anderson River. R. Kennicott. 2171. Has a long thong attached.

The bow is of ivory, 13 inches long and .three-fourths of an inch in height,

being much heavier and rounded in form than others. Thereis no orna:nentation.

BAG IANDLE. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24412. Plate 31, fig. 2. DP

BAG ANDLE. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24417. Plate 31, fig.3.

B&G HANDLE. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24415. Plate 38, fig. 1.

Ao HANDLE. St. Michaele. L. M. Turner. 24425. Plate '8, fig. 2. Diu

Ae ANÂDLE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 24427. White ivory specimen with

characteristic zigzag pattern in parallel-line space.

KUNTAG aNDE. St. .Michaels. [L. M. Turner.9) 24429.

DRILL aow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24533. -A old stained bow, with rude

figures representing a whale being harpooned, with float in the air. Following D

thia is an umiak, and a native behind a hillock watching some reindeer. The

hillock is surmounted by a tree, though the figure resembles emoke issuing froin

a hut. The opposite side ha. four vessels, one with natives, and a man near a

walrus, behind a wolf, next a reindeer, and before this another wolf and a goose.

The oblique figures at the end are ornamental.
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DRILL Bow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24536. Bears upon one side the figure
of a stern wheel steiàoat, an illustration of which is given in fig. 31. Upon
the reverse a few reindeer, fox, wolf, a two-masted schooner, and a three-deck
kaiak, above the latter an outline of the human figure with arma partly
extended, as in geature for' surprise. The upper edge or rim bas some decora-

tion consisting of rude short lines arranged diagonally, though crossing at right
angles to one another.

DuILL Bow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24537. An old bow, having on one side
a number of seals, divided into two divisions by eight upright whale fiukes.
Rather decorative. Opposite aide bas men and dogs.

DRILL BOw Or HORN. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24538.
DRILL Bow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24539. One aide of the three deco-

rated faces bears figures of seals and walruses, with hunters armed with bows

and arrows, and with spear. A bear also is shown, while on the reverse is a
herd of reindeer being hunted.

DaiL. Bow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24543. But one side and the bottom
edge are decorated. The aide bears a hunting record, three human figures, at the
middle, beihg interested in the result of shooting at some reindeer and other
animals. At the left end is a kaiak, the occupant of which is after a large bird
and two walrus. Upon the bottom edge are four hunters, each in his kaiak, after
four whales, three of *'hich have been harpooned. The bunters are repreaented

as holding their paddles horizontally above the head, the gesture or signal that
they have cast the spear or harpoon, and also to indicate "assistance wanted"
in so far that the animal may be kept sight of and not permitted to escape.

DRILL Bow. St. Michaels. '. M. Turner. 24545.. This bears some of the beet
incised of the ordinary art work of this locality.

DRILL Bow. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24546. Made of reindeer horn, and
bears upon the under surface a row of eleven seals, one before the other, head-
ing toward the right.

DRILL Bow. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24548. Made of reindeer, and bears

two rows of'these animals divided in the middle by three persons-one hunter
and two attendants making gestures of attention to herd and indicating its

whereabouts.
DRILL Bow oF HoRN. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24551.

DRILL BOw OF HoRN. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24552.

DRILL BOw. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24553. A white piece f ivory, with
record of a man smoking while one bands an arrow to the third who is shooting

a reindeer. Other animals are also portrayed farther to the right. 'Dog sledge
and nitive, as well as houses, are shown on next aide, while upon the third
face are two longitudinal border lines with interior crospieces of ornamenta-

tion, denoting the wavy or zigzag pattern. See also figures and accompanying

references passim.
DRILL BOw. St.- Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24556. Piece of four panels, two of

which have umiaks with hunters. Opposite aide bas zigzag patterns by pairs,
both inclosed between the usual parallel lateral lines.

DRILL BOw. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24557. Made of reindeer horn; is orna-

mented on one aide with deeply cut and uncolored ontlines of birds, wolves, deer,
mon, and mythie animals, several appearing like alligators.

DRIL BOw. Sledge Island. (iÔ 28021. Although so narked, the record in acces-

sion.catalogue is not in accord and the collector's name not givea, which, without

doubt, should be Mr. Nelson's.

DILL now. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33179. Bears on the convex surface
some dancers. At the other end is a well-drawn umiak, from which an animal
is running. The lateral edges are ornamented with deeply Incised blackened

creases, while the under aide bears but two human figures, In the attitude of
boxing or sparrlng.
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DVLL Bow. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33181. The bow is curved edgewise,
plain, with the exception of a heavily incised crease at the base of eite rside.
One of these creases shows evidences of repeated scratchings with a finely
pointed tool.

DRILL BOw. Norton Sound. E..W. Nelson,~ 33182. A yellowish, rather old, speci-
men with varions figures, nearly all of which are characteristic.

DRILL BOw. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33183. A four-sided round-edged piece
of old ivory, 13 uinches in length, upon one aide of which only a simple figure
occurs-that of a man with his arms curved and hands resting on his hips.

DRILL Bow. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33184. This bears marginal lines
extending from end to end, at one end being a kaiak with a single hunter, while
at the other are four inverted umiaks; apparently not a finished drawing.

DRILL BOW. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33188. Made of reindeer horn, and is

rather thin and deeply creased on either edge by one groove, and by two grooves

upon the upper and under sides. The lower aide bears sbarply incised engrav-

ings of reindeer hunting; the herd of animals is lying down, while the hunter

i crawling up on all fours, being hidden by a hillock.

DRILL BOW. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33189. A bow made of reindeer horn

and bears sharply defined characters of boats, sledges, meat racks, etc.

DRILL BOW. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33190. Bears upon convex side a herd

of reindeer, with one hunter at the right end of the rod.

BAG HANDLE. Kogik. E. W. Nelson. 36375.

DRILL BOw. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 37178. A triangular bow, with figures

of conventional seals along the lower side; conventional T-shaped whale fiikes

along a horizontal line upon the one side of the upper surface, while on the

other side qre the conventional rear ends of whales, with the flukes projecting.

KANTAG HANDLE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 37742. Plate 14, fig. 3.

DRILL BOw. Shaktolik. E. W. Nelson. 38521. Bears upon one side nineteen rein-

deer, no doubt purely for decorative purpose. Upon the opposite side are also D
twelve reindeer, thongh heading in the opposite direction. These, too, are ail D

alike, ornearlyso, and appear to be intended rather for decorating the bow than

as a record only.

DRILL BOW. Sh4tolik. E. W. Nelson. 38522. Hunter partly obliterated, but D

to lis right are five whale flukes setting on end T-shaped and indicating that

number/of whales captured. The opposite side-the bow being made to stand

edgewise-bears a reindeer which is being shot at by a hunter. The latter is

lyingfiat and aiming with a gun. At the other end are three granaries.

BAG HANDLE. Shaktolik. E. W. Nelson. 38523. Six inches in length and rather

stout. It is yellow, with age, and bears upon the upper aide one base line, to

which are attached eight figures of concentric circles with deep central pits.

BAG HANDIE. Yukon Riavr. (1) 38539. Plate 38, fig. 3.

BAG HANDLE. Location-unknown. 38752. Plate 31, fig. 1.
BAG HANDLE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 38776. Plate 31, fig. 4.

DRILL B". Northof Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 38781. Both upper and lower

' sides deoorated with nucleated rings, the central perforations or incisions being

rather deep. The circlès measure three-ighths and five-sitteenths of an inch in

diameter, arranged without any special care or purpose, simply following the
gener1 horizontafliréction of the faces. One edge has whale flukes and the

other triangular summer habitations in regular order and apparently for dec-

orative purposes only.

DRILL now. PortClarence. T. H. Bean. 40054. This bow bears hunters spearing

seals through the lce, some of which gre illustrated elsewhere. Upon the other

aide are several figuresofnmythic animals. Upon one edge is a village of tri- Du

angular-shaped dizeUhings,-with mneat rack in middle.
KANTAG «ANDLE. St. Michael.. E. W. Nelson. 43434. Plate 80, fig. 2.
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DRILL Bow. Shaktolik. E. W. Nelson. 43810. Delicate and beautiful engraving
marks this as very superior to most specimens. The reindeer is shown on one

side; delicately engraved umiaks and a kaiak are on the next adjoining side,
while on the reverse are partly obliterated characters, shown and described in

text in figures.
K ANTAG HANI>LE. Unalakleet. E.'W. Nelson. 43820. Plate 58, fig. 3.
DRILL BOW. Nubuiakhchugaluk. E. W. Nelson. 43931.

KANTAG HANDLE. Nubuiakhchugaluk. E. W. Nelson. 43936.
DRILL BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44206. Much curved and old specimen.

Tht length straight across from point to point is 14 inches, while the height of
the curve is 4 inches. Both sides are decorated, the narrow edges having only

parallel lines, excepting one place ornamented with an nmiak containing three

persons The upper side bears a variety of delicately engraved figures, occupied
with varions avocations, and many of them representod in attitudes to denote

action and gesture. The under side bears a herd of reindeer, the animals, after
passing through a slough or river, approaching a hunter who is armed. Beyond

this person is another engaged in cutting up a reindeer which is lying upon its
back. At the right aide are four other reiideer in various lifelike attitudes.

DRILL BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44207. -Beara a few coarsely engraved
characters, at one end being the upper line of a whale's figure, to whieh are

attached lines like fins or spines from the head down toward and nearly touch-
ing the fukes.

DRILI. BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44208. Walrus hunting and scaffolded
umiaka are shown on one of the two lower surfaces, the upper fiat surface being
withont any engravings. The work is very graphic, and some of the boats in
the water are scattered, to resemble the work of Japanese artists-as pertains to
an attempt at perspective in this instance. The specimen is shown. as a text
figure.

DRILL BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44209. Plate 24, fig. 1.
DRILL BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44210. Records on two sides consist

almost entirely of reindeer in various attitudes, and some very lifelike. A few
animals are drawn foreshortened.

Daur.r. BOW. C"ape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44212. Old yellow ivory specimen, deco-

rated on four.faces. . The dorsal surface has two figures incised to the depth of

over one-sixteenth of an inch, the figures consisting of rudely drawn animals
and human beings.

At the aide is a series of ontlines of the human figure, with arma in varions
attitudes, as in records poritraying ceremonial dances, though in the present
instance the figures appear seated upon the ground, or base Une. Boats and
walruses are also to be seen nearer the right end, while at the left is a seal hunt.

Upon the opposite aide are several umiaks, going toward the right, in pursuit
of a whale. In the middle of-the record are some indefinite outlines, among
which, however, may be detected that of a reindeer.

The uàder aide bears upon it a number of animal forma at the left, while a
well-drawn whale is next portrayed, followed by another, whose body is thrown
partly from the water, having been barpooned by a hunter in the pursuing umiak
at the right. A whale fluke projects from the water behind the boat, while two
cuba and an adult bear are next shown, approaching three large figures, which

seem to be Intended for heavily robed or dressed natives.
Daumr. BOw. Cape Darby. .E. W. Nelson. 44213. Upon the dorsam of this piece

is a group of ships a.. d native boats. Rude engravings of ahips occur on one
side; while white men's bouses are represented at other portions.

DaiLL Bow. Cape. Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44366. Delicate and sharp engraving
marks this specimen characteristic of this locality.

The herd of deer shown in fig. 9 are from this piece.

NAT MUS 95--1
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DaRLL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44367. Represents a walrus liunt and
harpoon throwing. Illustrations have been selected from this rod and repro.
duced in conneeoion with hunting and fishing.

BAG HANDLE. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44398. This fine large specimen has
numerous figures of flying 'birds and human forme resembling the Ojibwa
thunder bird. Whale and other hunta are also portrayed.

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44399. A strong piece measuring 17J
inches in length. The two flat aides and one lateral edge have been decorated.

BAG HANDLE. Cape Nome. [E. W. Nelson.?] 44427. Bears'crude though typical
characters of umiak, +-like bird figures, and several human figures. The speci-
men is yellow and considerably worn.

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44400. A narrow specimen, meaauring
13 inches in length, five-sixteenths of an inch high, and one-fourth of an inch
thick. The engravings represent walrus hunting,' and two of the kaiaks are
unusnally interesting, the spear rack or guard being indicated in the firat kaiak,
while on the second the harpoon line is shown with the twists and curves observ-
able when a coiled line is cast out. D

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44401. Plate [23], tig. 1. D
DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. (E. W. Nelson. 1) 44464. Interesting from the fact that

both slopes of the under surface bear row3 of umiaks, some with meats and some
without, so placed as to suggest ornamentation rather than an attempt to record
historic or other information.

Upon the upper aide the entire length is also dividedby a median line. Upon
either side the space is filled with various figures, sucb as camp scenes, dances,
and various avocations.

The specimen is rather yellow with age, and the-ignres partly filled with a '
brownish black substance. Da

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44465. A yellow, old, piece of ivory,
with a sharp-lined series of small figures at the end upon the upper edge of
the bow. There are five swimming seals, rather conventional in outline, above
which three birds are seen in the forms of small'cross-like characters. Before
these is a figure resembling a bear(f) and still farther forward a seal.

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44466. Plate 24, fig. 4.
DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. (E. W. Turner.) 44467. Theherd ofdeerupontbeupper

curvo of this specimen ia shown as a text figure. The lower side, and the edges
also, bear camp scenes, while varions human figures in attitudes of gesture are
shown on the aide. DRI

DRIKANTAG IANDLE. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 44690.

BAG. HANDLX. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 44691.
BAG HANDLE. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 44716. Measures but 5t inches in

length, and bears upon the top some couventional "trident" tree figures, each
placed alternately facing, between parallel longitudinal lines.

KANTAG HANDLE. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 44717.

DRILL BOW. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45016.. Parts of this are reproauced
in text figure. The lines are sharp and cleanly incised. One pecularity in the DRIL
figures of human beings on records from Sledge Island is that the beads are all,
or nearly all, made by boring with drilL One side of another face bears an
umiak with harpooned whale, following a neatly engraved white umiak con- .DRIL
taining 3 figures. r

The under aide bears some obscene figures, or rather those made obscene by DRIL]
gesture and additional drawings.

DRILL BOW. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45017. The figures of a series of hab-
itations, boats on racks, and umiaks afloat, are all neatly and definitely incised.' Dal
Upon the reverse is a settlement of two winter habitations and one scaffold, nj
the five human figures being pQrtrayed with hands and arma elevated, alightly Pl
inclined toward the left end of the bow, seemingly na if some further portion of
a record had been con'templated but not executed. The color employed in fil-
ing the incision is black, and the entire specimen, and engravings, bas a modern 72
appearance. KANra
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DRILL BOW OF HORN. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45018.
DRILL BOW. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson (1). 45019. The decorations on this

interesting specimen are reproduced in text figure.- The work is characteristic,
the dancers only resembling the deeply engraved figures usually found on the
8pecimens from Kotzebue Sound.

DILL BOW. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45020. This old specimen presents a
whaling fleet. Upon the reverse is a group of natives fishing through the ice,
near by being their residence, granary. and votive offerings stuck up upon the
entrance to the house.

DRILL BOW. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45025. Upper side slightly rounded,
while the bottom in divided n two sides or faces. Ail these are decorated with
sharp, fine lines, characteristic of Cape Nome workmanship. The specimen is
very yellow and has ail old appearance, chiefly because of the signs of long-
continued use.

KANTAG H1ANDLE. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45154.
DRILL Bow. ,Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45330.
DRILL BO*(3Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45331. An old piece of ivory with char-

acteristic engr'v,ings. The type is recognized, if any special difference may be
said to exist between this and other localities, by the thin, though sharply
incised, Unes and brown-black color applied to bring out the cavities. A great
deal of gestictilation is always represented in connection with the portrayal of
the human figure.

One of the two upper faces has upon it a herd of reindeer, the other face a seal
hunt, while the bottom has the drawings of buildings and storehouses for food.

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45332. A triangular slightly curved bow,
17* inches in length. The specimen is yellow froni age and bears the delicate
hair-like incisions or engravings characteristic of the locality from which it
came. Gestures are frequently indicated, though the- bief features of the bow
refer to reindeer and walrus hunting. At one end is a dance, the performers
being drawn in variouis attitudes.

On the under side are the fine lines portraying two kaiaks approaching one
another, the occupants holding aloft their paddles, while between them are two
seals. A little farther toward one side is an umiak with five occupants, whoSe
heade and faces resemble birds' heads with long sharp bills.

DRILL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45333.

DRILL BOw. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45345. Bears berds of reindeer, some
browsing, while others are in varions attitudes upon the ground. The under
side bears a herd of reindeer approaching a hunter. At the right end are two
bears, apparently a mother with its cub.

taLL BOW. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 45346. Some of these etchings embody
gesture signe, and are reproduced in connection with that subject.

DRILL BOw. Port Clarence. W. H. Dall. 46056. Made of a ib, is almost 12 inches
across from tip to tip, and retains a tbong of leather for drilling purposes.
There are no decorations of any description.

.DRILL BOW. Fort Anderson. R. MacFarlane. A ronnded bow 1 iches long,
resembling the preceding in smoothuess and absence of decoration.

DRILL BOW. Golovin Bay. E. W- Nelson. 48080. A specimen yellow with age.
No decorations appear with the exception of two parallel lnes on both the upper
and lower surfaces. The handle has been much worn by long-continned use.

DRILL BOW. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 48115. An old-looking yellow specinen,
upon which is the whale being dragged from the water and cut up, shown in
plate 67, fig. 3.

The opposite side hàs the ceremonial dance, and drummer from whose instru-
ment the sound is*represented as going out over the group of dancers. Plate
72, fig. 2.

KANTAG HrDLE. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 48137.
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DmLL Bow. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48518. A dark yellow specimen,

crudely and heavily engraved with ship, walrus, etc. A good harpoon lino and
effect of cast ia ahown.

DRILL BOw. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 48330. Bears solid herd of reindeer
nearly 3 inches long, while on other aide are reindeer, and men making gestures

DRILL BOW. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48519. An old and very yellow
specimen of ivory. Four aides of the piece are decorated with several distinct
styles of records. The upper or convex aide bears the deeply engraved figures
of whaling ahips foreshortened, and habitations, probably indicating some

trader's establishment. On one aide i a native, drawn lengthwise, next to him
being portrayed a rack with meat (fish) suspended, while next to this is a net
stretched out for drying.

The next characters resemble the curveà parallel lines used by the Pueblo
tribes and the Ojibwa to denote the sky, beneath which are parallel vertical
lines running down to the base or ground line, resembling the symbol for rain.

The present figures are believed, however, to denote the aurora horealis, a like
figure having beè drawn for the present writer by Naomoff and verified by a
Malamut Eskimo in California at the same time when the investigations were
made at the museum of the Alaska Commercial Company.

A very rudely drawn figure of a winter habitation, with amoke issuing from
the top, is shown next toward the right, the end of the rod bearing smaller fig-
ures of food rack, buts, etc.

The under aide of the rod bears, at the left, two dog sledges being dragged
forward, and preceded by nine natives running toward a large winter habita-
tion. These natives are in various attitudes to represent locomotion, and each
bas a projection upon the head, as if ornamented with a plume, though it may
represent the top of the furred bood.

The engraving is generally deep. and characteristic of the locality from whence
it was obtained.

DRILL BOw. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48520.
DRILL BOW. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48521.
DRaLL Bow. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48522. A dark yellow specimen,

apparently very old, and engraved on three aides. Fige. - are from this piece.
All the engravings are deeply ent and blackened. One side bears 15 seals, 14 of
which are being dragged, the entire series resembling an attempt at decorative
resulta rather than historic.

DRILL BOw. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48524.
DRILL Bow. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48525. This bow is tinged with age,

and i of a decided orange along one aide. Parts of the engravings, which cover BA(
the four aides, have been reproduced in plate 22, fig. 3. Many parts of some of
the engravings bave become so worn by long-continued use as to be too indistinct
to admit of interpretation. The figures are, on the whole, rather deeply and
boldly incised, and show a marked likeness to the rest of the work from the
locality where it was evidently made.

The coloring matter in the incision& bas assumed a deep brown color, as if the
original black bad become covered or replaced by dirt or grease.

DRILL Bow. Kotzebne Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48526. Very deep and strong
engravings on old ivory.

DRILL, OR HANDLR. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48527. This old stained
piece bears upon the two upper aides a number of animal foçma, one row beiug BAG
a series f six reindeer, together with several seals and whales. A native in his
kaiak is represented with his arma uplifted, and probably the fingers were drawn

spread use of specimen baving worn the surface smooth.
One underaide- bas 4 long row of ten wolves and one reindeer, faced by a

hunter shooting an arrow, who-is accompanied by two other huntera and a dog.
The qther aide shows a whale bunt and a walrus and bear hunt, the two hunt-
ing acenes being divided by a narrow vertical line bearing delicat. cross-
hatchinga, and denotes the partition of the two.
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DRILL Bow. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. elson. 48528. Plate 22, fig. 2.
DRILL Bow. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson 48527.
DRILL BOW. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48530. Specimen deep yellow with

age and use. The characters are deeply incised and represent very heavy-
bodied reindeer. Both aides are decorated.

DRILL Bow. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48531. Plate 21, fig. 1.
WORK BAG VASTRNER. Sabotnisky. E. W. Nelson. 48966. Made of a tbree-aided

piece of ivory in which the corners bave been rounded and smoothed. The
ornamentations are sets of crose-lines, to the center of which are short lateral
lines, and between each such transverse set are small black spots and crosses.

DRILL BOW. Hotham lulet. E. W. Nelson. 64153. A piece originally almost square,
but by perforating at the ends, from beneath, the specimen was aplit vertically.
Both sides are ornamented, however, one aide with but a few scratches, while
the other has a.very interesting whale and walrus haut.

DRLL BOW. Hotham Inlet.- E. W. Nelson. 64152. An old specimen with four
aides crudely engraved.. Shooting with firearms, dragging seals, etc., comprises
the subjecta portrayed. Three whale's flukes are also erected, to denote that
animal, while a dog sledge, with very rude drawing of the dog.

DRILL BOW. Diomuede Island. E. W. Nelson. 63621. Ouly 9 inches long and
averages one-fourth of an inch square; yet the four aides are ornamented;
three have lateral longitudinal border hues, between which are recorded numer-
ous figures of umiaks after walrus and a ceremonial dance with one drummer.
On another aide ia a village, showing suumer habitations or conical bouses,
near meat racks, some boats, etc. The under aide bears sevéral animal forma,
and two mythic figures resembling the water monster, i. e., an elongated four-
footed and horned or crested serpent, referred to by Naomoff in connection with
fig. 139, c. r

DRILL Bow. Diomede Island. E. W. Nelson. 63623. Dark yellow or light brown
piece of ivory. The four engraved aides are shown iu text figures.

KANTAG HANDLE. Point Hope. E. W. Nelson. 63801.
DRILL BOW. Point Hope. E. W. Nelan. 63802. Very trude though deeply incised

line, composing animals, etc., is shown on rather white ivory. Au interesting
whale hunt is shown; the flukes appear like detached decorative one@, attached
to the rear end of bodies.

Flakes are also shown at one place; while a native crawling along on his
stomach, to approach seals, is also engraved.

Upon the top edge are four birds, four different forma of representing tbem.
BAG HANDLR. Point Hope. E. W. Nelson. 63803. The undersurface of this stained

old specimen bears the figures of eleven ontstretched bides, at the right being
a human figure. Upon the top face ia some linear decoration, while near the
middle of the specimen are figures of four reindeer, facing to the right. Portions
of the figures are without the brown-black stain, the legs being @lender and
the hoofs indicated by minute etchings made by a sharp-pointed graver.

Upon the outer curve are a number of nucleated rings, 33 in number, and
each three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter.. The under aide bears a median
line, upon which are portrayed, in various attitudes, nine reindeer. The figures
are rather deeply incised and very black. The coloring matter in several places
has fallen out, as if it had become hard or dry.

BAG HANDLE. Point Hope. E:W.Nelson. 63809.
BbW OR HANDLE. "Chilcat." J. J. McLean. .67904. An almost square, slightly

curved specimen, with engravings on all sidas excepting the under or concave
one. The top or convex surface beara, among other objects, a large umiak, the
four occupants of which are indicated by the heada, arma, and paddlea ouly, the
vertical body Ene being purposely omitted or forgotten. Some conventional
trees are uaed as ornaaental markings. The aidas bear asal hute, and most of
the ecds have bea reprodoed lnuthe tsxt.
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Eaeh side is ornamented by two deeply incised groovesf'one at either edge of

the faces of the bor, and the engravings are deeply and forcibly made, all being Te
filled in with black. W

Tbough marked as from "Chilcat," the specimen has the characteristic appear-

ance of the work done by the natives of Norton Sound. Bc

BAG HANDLE. Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A. 89420. Measures SN
14î inches in length, the upper surface being rather flat, while the under side is B
rounded or convex. Upon the upper surface are twelve reindeer, one behind the

other and facing the left, while at the extreme right is a man holding a bow Bo

drawn, but no arrow indicated; while at the extreme right is a figure resembling DR

an outstretched bearskin. The engravings are strongly incised and greatly Bo

resemble those made at Norton Sound and Kotzebue Sound. There is no coloring Bo
matter in any place, and it is believed that the work was not made by Point Bo

Barrow natives, but secured by thein by traffic or otherwise from some loc&lity Bo
farther south and west than P<iut Barrow. Oc

The arrangement of the reindeer, the apparent similarity in al respects, and BE

their regular spacing-hetween the figures-suggests that, although the record BSL

seerns to be intended for a hunting score, it was also made with a view to pre- EAI
senting an <rnainental and decorative appearance.

DRILL 1ow. Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. H. Ray, l'. S. A. 89424. Plate 3, fig.4. BoN

BoNE DRILL BOW. Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A. 89508. Madeof CAa

a rib, measures 121 inches across from point to point, and is rather rudely made. Srw

Bears no decoration. EAR

DRILL Bow. Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. Hl. Ray, U. S. A. 89777. Bears a ver- SRIN

tical line with radiating lines from one side only. The ivory is pieced near one Ivo
end to lengthen the bow; the coloring matter is pale, but consisted of a reddish EA

substance resembling red ocher. FIAI

DRILL now. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 129223. Ornamented on lower side by a d

"solid" herd of reindeer, wolves, seals, walrus, and other animals. The inci- Ivo

sions are deeply cut and are left uucolored, appearing light yeljôwish gray as "HA

corupared with the dark surrounding surface. Made of reindeer horn. CAR

DRILL now. Location not given. M. M. lazen. 154071. Whaling ships in pur- SPE

suit of whales and a walrus. An Innuit village is at the right. On the other CA v

side are very deeply engraved figures of habitatùons, umiaks on scaffold, etc. IM

The character of vork resembles that of Kotzebue Sound. B E

iv

MISCELLANEOUS AND VARIED SPECIMENS. fi
SPBAR

The following are miscellaneous specinens, embracing tools, imý kÊE
ments, utensils, toys, etc., all of which are variously mnarked with et*h- Bo
ings of animals, villages, occupations, and in many instances only with
lines, dots, and circles, to illustrate the application of such figures-Tor Bor

the purpose of simple ornamentation. HA

"CoRD UTTON." Intrusive carving. 58

SAW. Anderson River. C. P. Gaudet. [1304.] Plate 17, fig. 2. TrIMa

BoNx TO. Yukon River. W. H. Dall. ii10. Toy F

IVORY SLAB. Fort Anderson.,, R. MacFarlarie. 7454-. fa

BELT cisP. Eskimo Innuit. W. H. Da)l'. 16140. u
PENDANT FOR EAR. Nunivak. E. W. Nelson. 16199. Magerunt ear pendant of IVORy

ivory, marked with spiral line from one end, around the body to the other TaimB

extremity. IARP

RoUN Box. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 24352. Plate 34, fig.3. Sc&p

IvoRY CASKET. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 24606. Plate 25, fig. 1. WooD

SPRAE STRAIGETENER. Kowak River. Lieutenant Stoney. 27893. ToaAcc

ti1i..t .iL T
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HOOK. Location not given. L. M. Turner. 29618.
TRIMBLE HOLDER. Norton Sound. L. M. Turner. 29731.
WOODEN BOX. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33077. Plate 34, ig. 2.

BODKIN. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33176. Plate 24, fig.5.
BoDKIN. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33177. Plate 24, fig.6.
SNUFF BOx. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33197.
BONE ICE GUARD. Norton Sound. E.W. Nelson. 33219. Used to put over bow of

kaiak to keep off ice, or injury to vessel. Plate 41, fig. 3.
BODKIN. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33257.
DRAG HANDL'. ,Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33292.
BOW STR<ENOTIIENER. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33309. Plate 14, fig,5.
BOW STRENGTHENER. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33310. Plate 14, fig. 7.

"BOW STRENGTH ENER. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33311. Plate 14, fig. 4.

Bow STRENGTHENER. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33312. Plate 14, fig. 6.

ORNAMENTED BONE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33315. Plate 14, fig. 1.

BEAVER CARVED OF BONE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33356.

BELUGA CARVEDOF BONE. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33373.
EAR PENDANTS. St. Michaels. E. W. Nelson. 33491.
GRAYLING. Norton Sound. E. W. Nelson. 33535.

BONE ORNAMENT. - St. Michaels. f 33640.

CARVING. Alentian Islands. L. M. Turner. 35900.
SHUTTLE. Aleutian Islands. , L. M. Turner. 35908.
EARRING HOLDER. Agaiyukchugumut. E. W. Nelson. 36011.

SRINE THIMBLE HOLDER. Kushunuk. E. W. Nelson. 36452.

IVORY ORNAMENT. Kushkunnk. E. W. Nelson. 36477.

EARRINGS. Askenuk. E. W. Nelson. 36861.

HAIR ORNAMENT. Knshunuk. E. W. Nelson. 37003. Fig. 3 of plate 42, and bears
diagonal cross lines at top, and two concentrie rings at each lower lobe.

IVO Y BUCKLE. Agaiyikchugumut. E. W. Nelson. 37007.

" HA DLE." Chalitmut. E. W. Nelson. 37319.

CAR ED ORNAMENT. Anogogumut. E. W. Nelson. 37431. -

SPE R GUARD. Anogogumut. E. W. Nelson. 37461.

CA VING OF SEAL. Unalakleet. E. W. Nelson. 37010.

IM LEMENT. Konigunogumut. E. W. Nelson. 37664.
B KIN. Chalitmut. E. W. Nelson. 37752. An ivory handle with steel point and

ivory links. Ornamented with concentric rings and flower symbols. Plate 41,
fig. 6.

SP AR GUARD. Chalitmut. E. W. Nelson. 37759.

BECKLE. Kongigunogumut. E. W. Nelson. 37763.

E ' PENDANTS. Spugunugumut. E. W. Nelson. 38052.

Bo 'E SEINE NEEDLE. Lower Yukon. E. W. Nelson. 38318.

HAi-POON HEAD. . Shaktolik. 38440.

BOYE SEINE NEEDLE. Fort Yukon. E. W. Nelson. 38501.

HAT ORNAMENT. Kushunuk. E. W. Nelson. 38720.

"HUNTING TALLY." Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A. 89487. Plate
58, fig. 1.

THIMBLI GUARD. St. Michaels. E. W. Nelson. 43459. Plate 35, fig. 1.
ToY FISH. Cape Vancouver., E. W. Nelson. 43593. Bone fish 1ý inches in length,

dfattened with pictograph of wolf (1) and trident figure, also other ornament
upon upper side, with human figure below.

IvORY WEDGE. Nunevak Island. E. W. Nelson. 43738.
TmMBLE GUARD. Unalakleet. E. W. Nelson. 43861. Plate 35. ig. 6.
HARPOON HeAn. "Alaska." E. W. Nelson. 43949.
SCRAPER. Cape Darby. E. W. Nelson. 44180.
WoODEN BOx. Cape Nome. E. W. Nelson. 44457.
ToAcCO box. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 44766.
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IVORY GAMBLING STICKS. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45006. Thee have very

thin lines engraved upon them, not with any reference to the value of the sticks,
but made probably during an interval of idlenes to while away time. The

characters represent rudely and carelessly. drawn habitations, while in one

instance they are the outlines of human pigmies.

CRIEAsER. Sledge Island. E. W. Nelson. 45140.

SAW. Port Clarence. T. H. Bean. 46145. Plate 17, fig. 1.
COMB. Cape Prince of Wales. E. W. Nelson. 48174.
WzDGE. Nunevak Island. E. W. Nelson. 48289. Ivory "splitter or wedge" for

splitting small pieces of wood.
FuxGus Asa BOX. Kotzebue Sound. E. W.Nelson. 48558.

NETTING 8BUTTLE. Lower Yukon. E. W. Nelson. 48715.
CARVING OP FLOUNDER. Unalakleet. E. W. Nelson. 43786.
IVORY ROD. Kotzebue Sound. E. W. Nelson. 48532. This specimen is pointed at

one end and bas perforation at the other. Three sides are decorated in deep
black~stained characters of varions marine animals. The spaces between some

of the objects are fdlled in with nucleated circles.
EFFIGY oF sEAL. Kotzebue Sound. (1) 48642.

ORNmAur. Bristol Bay. C. L. McKay. 55909. Effigy of seal, with rings and

bristles inserted by means of pegs.
IVORY FISH. Point Barrow. Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A. 56578.
THREAD CASE. [Locality 1 1 Lieutenant P. H. Ray, U. S. A. 56615.
"MOUTRPIECC." Diomede Islands. E. W.Nelson. 63666.
"MOUTHPIECE." Diomede Islands. E. W. Nelson. 63667.
BOX FOR SNUFF. HothamInlet. E. W. Nelson. 64186.
EFIGYo 0F WALRUs. Nashagak. E. L. McKay. 72904.

HOUSE HOOK. Alaska (t). C. L. McKay. 73034.

"BONE SKIN DRESSER.' Sitka. John J. McLean. 74954.

ARROW STRAIGiITENER. Kowak River. Lieutenant G. M. Stoney, U. S. N. 127893.

POWDER HORN. St. Michael. L. M. Turner. 129221.

PICTOGRAPH ON BONE. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 129277..

ORAMENTED IvORY ROD. St. Michaels. L. M. Turner. 129284.

THIMBLE HOLDER. St. Michaels. E. W. Nelson. 129314.

MONEY BOX oF BONE. Hupa Islands, J. Curtin. 131159.

IvoRY PENDANT. Nhnevak Island. E. W. Turner. 16199.

BoiNE SKIN DRESSER. Thlingit Island&. Lieutenant G. F. Emmons, U. S. N. 168358.

BOXE SKIE DRESSER. Thlingit Ialands. Lieutenant G. F. Emrions, U. S. N. 168360.

BOXE ORNAMRNTS. Thlinkit. Lieutenant G. F. Emmons, U. S. N. 168372.

DAGGER SHEATE. Tangier, Morocco. Lieutenant A. P. Niblack, U. S. N. 168827.
Plate 44.
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